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Comments About the Life-Purpose System 

The life-purpose information you provided was the single most 

transforming event in my forty years. I can't imagine how you do this, 

but if you have the impact on other people that you had on me, 

you are performing a most wonderful service. My life, pretty 

terrific before, has deepened to a new level of meaning. 

Renee Hume 

New York 

The Life-Purpose System helped me to choose a new career 

and to better communicate my ideas to others. I feel I have a 

clear and definite purpose in life, and finally, my relationships 

are much, much more fruitful. 1 have always somehow known 

all this, but I could never before put it into words so clearly. The 

information and insights have allowed me to take positive action 

and make needed changes. 

James McElligott 

Montreal, Canada 

My life looked wonderful on the outside and felt awful on 

the inside. I had all the trappings of success; the only thing missing 

from this picture was the real me. I felt depressed and unfulfilled, 

yet unable to justify my feelings. 

The information you shared provided more insight than 

therapy, an M.A. in counseling, and "four million" personal 

growth seminars. I've begun to really listen to my own heart, to 

forgive myself, and to feel less afraid and more trusting. I find 

myself serving as a role model for others who are reexamining 

their lives and options. 

Sally Mullikin 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

I'm amazed at the accuracy of the information you provided. 

I felt intuitive hints and stirrings about my life purpose, but until 

now, I had received no independent confirmation, nor hoped for 

a way out. I wish I had learned this earlier! 

Annora E. McDougall 

Baltimore, Maryland 



I finally see where Fm going, and how to get there. The knot 

of anxiety I have carried for years is just gone. 

Cynthia McGinnes 

Chestertown, Maryland 

Since receiving the life-purpose information, I'm beginning 

to feel loving, more forgiving toward everyone, enjoying others 

as they are—because I'm feeling more that way toward myself. 

Judy McBride 

Maryland 

I was shocked and amazed at your insights. I can now start 

to clear away the pain I've felt in the past. You have helped me 

tremendously. 

Rosalie Grundgeiger 

California 

The Life-Purpose-System changed my life. It fit instantly, 

like a wave of remembrance and confirmation that covered me 

from head to foot. I saw, for the first time, why I had been 

repeating the same lessons, especially in the arena of personal 

relationships. I let go of some old illusions and felt an incredible 

connection. 

Sandra Nadalin 

Victoria, British Columbia 

Canada 
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Preface 

What lies before us and what lies behind us 

are smalt matters compared to 

what lies within us. 

And when we bring what is within 

out into the world, 

miracles happen. 

HENRY DAVID THOREAU 

People from all walks of life share an innate drive for meaning, 

direction, and purpose. This drive to understand our life purpose seems 

as important to our psychological growth as eating is to our biological 

survival. 

Although many of us don't consciously recognize or acknowledge 

that we even haw a specific life purpose, our subconscious knows what 

we are here to do; it reaches out to us, sending messages through our 

dreams, intuitions, and innermost longings. The call of our destiny 

manifests as our deepest drives and abilities — the hidden forces behind 

our personality. These drives shape our career and our relationships, 

and influence the quality and direction of our life. 

Until we recognize and live in accord with our underlying pur-

pose, our life may feel like a puzzle with missing pieces; we may have 

a sense that there's something we're here to do, but we can't quite grasp 

it. We work and rest, eat and sleep, make money and spend it, have 

our share of pleasures and difficulties, but the fundamental recognition 

of our life purpose may continue to elude us. 

Over the years, I've written a number of books about a peaceful 

warrior's approach to life—facing our inner battles with courage, love, 

xiv 



PREFACE 

and higher wisdom. Now, The Life You Were Born to Live completes a 

major cycle of my work by presenting the Life-Purpose System, a 

method for helping to clarify and fulfill our life purpose—a map that 

reveals our life path up the mountain we are here to climb and the most 

direct route to reach the summit. 

The Life-Purpose System enables us to expand our awareness of 

ourselves and others. It can also help psychotherapists, physicians, phys-

ical therapists, bodyworkers, social workers, teachers, coaches, and others 

in helping professions to enhance the effectiveness of their ongoing 

work. 

Since 1985, as part of my work with thousands of people all over 

the world, I've applied, tested, and refined this system, whose strength 

lies in its relative simplicity and demonstrated effectiveness over time. 

The enthusiastic responses I've received inspired me to write this book. 

Many systems of personality typing exist in both psychological 

and spiritual traditions. While self-analysis can generate the impulse to 

change, the Life-Purpose System provides the means. Founded on the 

principle that the universe works according to laws as real as the law 

of gravity, this system provides specific laws keyed to each life path to 

help us transform our health, our relationships, our work, and every 

other facet of our lives. 

These laws are not merely rules, suggestions, or codes of ethical 

behavior; rather, they transcend the dictates of human society to ex-

press a higher order (for example, we can declare gravity illegal or even 

immoral, but the law of gravity is still going to apply). These laws have 

reigned supreme throughout history; because of their consistency and 

far-reaching applications, I refer to them as spiritual laws or universal 

principles. We discover their power as we apply them. 

The validity of spiritual law does not require or depend upon any 

kind of belief— gravity works whether we believe in it or not—so 

whether we feel that these laws are handed down from a Great Spirit 

or Creator or that they simply reflect the mechanics of the universe, 

they have the power to change our hves. 

An infinite number of spiritual laws exist; they govern the struc-

tures, forces, and patterns of existence from subatomic particles to 

swirling galaxies —how flowers blossom and stretch toward the sun, 

how waves break and curl onto the beach. Within this book, I outline 

particular laws that have the most direct, practical relevance to our hu-

man Hves and to the special needs of each life path. These include the 

laws of: 

xv 



PREFACE 

• Flexibility * No Judgments           '    " 

• Choices • Faith 

• Responsibility • Expectations 

• Balance • Honesty 

• Process • Higher Will 

• Patterns • Intuition 

• Discipline                   . • Action 

• Perfection                      . • Cycles 

• The Present Moment 

All of these laws have practical value for anyone's life, but they 

serve as keys to different doorways and provide special leverage for 

different needs. In order to discover the laws most important for your 

own life, you first have to clarify your life path. 

The Life-Purpose System has illuminated my life and the lives of 

many others, bringing new levels of clarity, serenity, and compassion. 

We all have our mountains to climb. I trust that this method and mate-

rial will bring fresh appreciation for yourself and empathy for others, 

generating the resolve to make a real difference for our planet. May 

this book guide you toward the fulfillment of your personal destiny—the 

life you were born to live. 

Dan Millman 

Spring 1993 

San Rafael, California 
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How to Read This Book 

Even though this book appears thick, you need only read about 

220 pages to gain a sound grasp of the system and material. Part Three 

—nearly half of the book—consists of reference material about all 

thirty-seven life paths, which you may refer to on occasion to learn 

more about the life paths of people you know. I suggest the following 

process: 

1. Read the Contents for an overview. 

2. Read the Preface. 

3. Read Part One to learn how to determine your birth number and 

understand essential points about the system. 

4. Refer to Part Two and read in more depth about the primary 

digits that make up your birth number. 

5. Turn to the material specific to your birth number in Part Three. 

6. Turn to Part Four to study the five or six spiritual laws key to your 

life path. Read about the other spiritual laws at your leisure. 

7. If you wish, refer to Part Five to gain insight into the energies of 

relationship and the cycles of life. 

8. Read the Epilogue for final words. 

In the future, you are likely to refer to other sections to better 

understand the life paths of friends, loved ones, and others in your world. 

xvii 
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Part One The 

Life-Purpose System 

If we do not know what port we're steering for, no 

wind is favorable. 

SENECA 



Introduction to Part One 

The Pythagorean Heritage 

Around the corner there may wait a 

new road or a secret gate, 

J. R. R. TOLKIEN 

For centuries, observers of human nature have sought common 

denominators to better understand the forces that shape the human per-

sonality. Numerous tools of insight from both psychological and mys-

tical traditions have emerged at different times and in different cultures. 

All of these methods and "maps of consciousness" represent our at-

tempts to demonstrate that our universe and our psyches are not ran-

dom or chaotic, but have a certain structure and order. 

In the same tradition, this book reveals the Life-Purpose System, 

a clear, objective method for clarifying life purpose. Its ultimate source 

is veiled in mystery, but its origins may date back to the Pythagorean 

school of ancient Greece. 

Pythagoras is best known as a mathematician, one of the founders 

of geometry. According to World Book Encyclopedia, "Pythagoras taught 

that number was the essence of all things. He mystically associated num-

bers with virtues, colors, and many other ideas. Pythagoras also taught 

that the human soul is immortal. He may have obtained his ideas dur-

ing travels in the East. He founded a school (brotherhood)." Encyclopedia 

Britannica informs us that "the Pythagorean brotherhood, although re-

ligious in nature, formulated principles that influenced the thought of 

Plato and Aristotle. . . . More probably the bulk of the intellectual tra-

dition originating with Pythagoras himself belongs to mystical wisdom 

rather than to scientific scholarship." 

Like other holistic thinkers, Pythagoras embraced many facets of 

human consciousness in the same way modern physicists now enter 

realms once left to mystics, philosophers, and theologians. He spoke 

of cycles, patterns, and waves of energy that existed long before the 
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THE PYTHAGOREAN HERITAGE 

dawn of humanity, and of how our life paths reflect great and eternal 

laws, whose origins and purpose remain hidden within the mystery 

and mechanics of existence. In exploring the fundamentals of form and 

frequency, he discovered relationships between mind and matter where 

before no such order had appeared to exist, and he pointed to hidden 

numerical patterns that served as keys for unlocking secrets of the psyche. 

Many numerologists point to Pythagoras as the source of then-

systems of analysis. Although the Life-Purpose System resembles nu-

merology because it works with numbers to derive meaningful infor-

mation, I have found this system more practical in its clarity, focus, 

and accuracy than any other method I've studied- 

I don't claim that the Life-Purpose System is based upon con-

ventional science or even logic; I can't rationally explain how people's 

seemingly arbitrary dates of birth on the Gregorian calendar could pos-

sibly reveal valid, reliable information about their life purpose. I only 

know, with certainty based on years of empirical testing, that the sys-

tem works—that it can bring lives into focus. 

Perhaps the validity of the Life-Purpose System stems from the 

holographic nature of the universe, in which each part mirrors and con-

tains the whole, and in which the individual psyche fits within a larger 

pattern of order. By distilling complex variables into essential patterns, 

this system reveals the hidden forces behind our personalities, furnish-

ing a clear lens from which to view the bigger picture of our lives. 

In Part One, you will learn how to determine and begin to inter-

pret birth numbers, the key to the Life-Purpose System. 

3 



Determining 
Birth Numbers 

At birth, our parents gave us a name; the 

universe gave us a number. 

The Life-Purpose System uses a person's date of birth to deter-

mine a birth number consisting of three or four digits, then translates 

that birth number into meaningful information about that person's hfe 

purpose. The information revealed by the birth number, along with 

application of the spiritual laws especially related to that number, can 

change lives. 

The procedure is simple. Anyone who can add a sequence of num-

bers (such as2 + l + 4 + 5) can easily determine a birth number in a mat-

ter of seconds by following six simple steps. 

Steps for Determining Birth Numbers 

1. Make sure you have an accurate date of birth. 

• To illustrate the procedure, I'll use my own date of birth: 

February 22, 1946. 

2. Write the birth date numerically. 

• Any order works, but for consistency write the month, then the 

day, then the year: 2-22-1946. 

• Write the complete century (not an abbreviation): 2-22-/946. 

• Use hyphens, not slashes, between the numbers: 2-22-1946. 

• Use the correct number for each month: 
 

1 January 5 May 9 September 

2 February 6 June 10 October 

3 March 7 July 11 November 

4 April 8 August 12 December 

4 



DETERMINING BIRTH NUMBERS 

3. Put a plus sign (+) between each digit, including zeros; then 

add all of the digits to get a sum. 

• In the example, 2-22-1946 becomes 

2 + 2 + 2+1+9 + 4 + 6 = 26. 

4. Once you have added all of the digits of the birth date and 

have reached a sum, put a plus sign (+) between the two 

remaining digits and add them together to reach a final sum. 

• In this example, 26 = 2 + 6 = 8 

• If your original sum ends with a zero, such as 20, or 30, or 40, add 

the two digits as you would any others to get a final number; for 

example, 20 = 2 + 0 = 2. 

• For birth dates in the twentieth century, you will always end up with 

a final sum of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12. 

5. Write the complete birth number as the original sum followed by 

the final sum, and separate the final sum from the first two 

digits with a slash mark (/). 

• In the example, the original sum of 26 is followed by a final sum of 

8: 26/8. 

• I will refer to the digit or digits to the right of the slash mark (such 

as the 8 in 26/8 or the 12 in 39/12) as the right-hand ox final 

number(s). 

6. Double-check your math to confirm that you have reached the 

accurate birth number. 

Important Points      /   f H <M   I T1 T7 t3 * 27* H«j 

• When adding up the digits of the birth date, treat a zero as you treat 

the other digits. For example, for the birth date 2-20-1946, put a 

plus sign (+) between every digit: 2 + 2 + 0 + 1+9 + 4 + 6. 

• Depending upon the date of birth, you will end up with a birth number 

made up of three or four digits. Some examples: □   Three-digit birth 

numbers: 21/3, 27/9, 30/3, 32/5. 

n   Four-digit birth numbers: 28/10, 29/11, 38/11, 48/12. 

• Left-hand or right-hand digits fall to the left or right of the slash mark 

(/), respectively. 

• Although all of the numbers and the energies they represent are 

significant, the numbers to the right of the slash mark have a stronger 

influence in terms of life purpose. 

5 



THE LIFE-PURPOSE SYSTEM 

Additional Examples of Birth Dates 
and Final Birth Numbers 

• October 8, 1932, written as 10-8-1932, becomes 

1 + 0 + 8+1+9 + 3 + 2 = 24; then add the digits in 24, 

2 + 4 = 6, for a birth number of 24/6. 

• May 29, 1969, written as 5-29-1969, becomes 

5 + 2 + 9 + 1+9 + 6 + 9 = 41; then add the digits in 41, 

4+ 1=5, for a birth number of 41/5. 

• November 7, 1973, written as 11-7-1973, becomes 

1 + 1 + 7+1 + 9 + 7 + 3=29; then add the digits in 29, 

2 + 9 = 11, for a birth number of 29/11. 

• August 29, 1954, written as 8-29-1954, becomes 

8 + 2 + 9+1+9 + 5 + 4 = 38; then add the digits in 38, 

3 + 8 = 11, for a birth number of 38/11. 

• September 18, 1929, written as 9-18-1929, becomes 

9 + 1 + 8 + 1 + 9  + 2 + 9 = 39; then add the digits in 39, 3 + 9 

= 12, for a birth number of 39/12. 

• January 30, 1942, written as 1-30-1942, becomes 1+3 + 0 + 

1 + 9 + 4 + 2 = 20; then add the digits in 20, 

2 + 0 = 2, for a birth number of 20/2. 

• June 24, 1944, written as 6-24-1944, becomes 

6 + 2 + 4+1+9 + 4 + 4 = 30; then add the digits in 30, 

3 + 0 = 3, for a birth number of 30/3. 

• September 29, 1973, written 9-29-1973, becomes 

9 + 2 + 9+1 + 9 + 7 + 3=40; then add the digits in 40, 

4 + 0 = 4, for a birth number of 40/4. 

Common Mistakes 

• Putting the wrong digit for the month (for example, writing 8 

instead of 9 for September). 

• Forgetting to add initial digits individually; for example, for June 

10, 1938, incorrectly adding 6+10+1+9  + 3 + 8 = 37, instead of 

correctly adding 6 + 7  + 0+1+9 + 3 + 8 = 28. 

• Forgetting to write the full year; for example, for March 5, 1963, 

incorrectly writing 3-5-'63 and adding 3 + 5 + 6 + 3 = 17, instead 

of writing out the full year, 1963, and then adding all of the digits: 

3 + 5+1+9 + 6 + 3 = 27. 

6 



DETERMINING BIRTH NUMBERS 

• Forgetting to double-check your calculations. It's easy to make 

mistakes because, as simple as the procedure is, few of us com-

monly add a series of single digits. 

The following exercises will he3p you master this simple method 

for determining birth numbers for yourself and for others for whom 

you have accurate birth dates. 

Calculating Sample Birth Numbers 

1. Following the steps given on pages 4-5, add the digits in each 

of the following dates of birth and then add the digits in the 

sum to reach a final birth number. Use pencil or pen and paper; 

when you become proficient, you can do the calculations in 

your head. 

a. January 24, 1938 g. July 1, 1956 

b. February 13, 1872 h. August 19, 1210 

c. March 30, 1908 i. September 29, 1990 

d. April 2, 1989 j. October 30, 1903 

e. May 10, 1945 k. November 11, 1920 

f. June 19, 1960 1. December 25, 1982 

2. Check your results against this key: 

a. 28/10 g. 29/11 

b. 24/6 h. 22/4 

c. 24/6 i. 39/12 

d. 33/6 j. 17/8 

e. 25/7 ■■ k. 16/7 

f. 32/5 L 30/3 

3. Notice how different dates of birth may result in the same 

birth number, as in examples b and c. If your results differ 

from the key, double-check your math. If you have difficulties, 

recheck the steps (pp. 4-5), consult the hst of common mis 

takes (pp. 6-7), and try again. "With practice, you'll soon find 

that die process comes naturally. 

Calculating Birth Numbers of 
People You Know 

1. Make a list often to twenty people, including yourself, your 

parents, your children, other relatives, and acquaintances for whom 

you have accurate birth dates. 

7 



THE LIFE-PURPOSE SYSTEM 

2. Next to the names you've listed, write the birth dates out as digits, 

including the full year. 

3. Add the digits for each person and then add the remaining digits to 

reach the birth number as described on pages 4-5. You should end 

up with a three-digit or four-digit number for each person. 

4. Keep your list of personal birth numbers handy to use as a 

reference point as you read about the various birth numbers; this 

will help the material come alive for you. 

Possible Birth Numbers This Century 

Birth numbers change with the centuries. The following list shows 

all thirty-seven possible birth numbers for the twentieth century: 
 

12/3 20/2 30/3 40/4 

13/4 21/3 31/4 41/S 

14/5 22/4 32/5 42/6 

15/6 23/5 33/6 43/7 

16/7 24/6 34/7 44/8 

17/8 25/7 35/8 45/9 

18/9 26/8 36/9 46/10 

19/10 27/9 37/10 47/11 

 28/10 38/11 48/12 

 29/11 39/12  

In the general population, certain birth numbers appear more fre-

quently than others in a given time period. The birth numbers near the 

middle of the preceding list (such as 28/10, 29/11, and 30/3) tend to be 

more numerous; birth numbers closer to the beginning and end of this 

list appear less frequently; at the extreme ends, the last 12/3s were 

born on 1-10-1900, and the first 48/12s will not appear until 9-29-

1999. 

The Pitfalls of Labeling 

When applied with respect and understanding, birth numbers can 

help us understand ourselves and others in the context of the full range 

of our experience and potential. In language, however, we often take 

shortcuts and tend to simplify or summarize complex issues and per-

sonalities in order to grasp them more easily. In doing so, we some- 
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DETERMINING BIRTH NUMBERS 

times "mistake the menu for the meal" and summarize our personal iden-

tity with our birth number just as we do with our name. Just as we say, 

"I'm Albert," or "I'm Roberta," we may also say, "I'm a 26/8," or "I'm 

working 30/3" distilling our complex identity into a numeric label. 

We need to avoid viewing our own or others' lives through a sin-

gle numerical filter by remembering that birth numbers shed light on 

our key issues and potential; they do not describe who we are. 

Labels and categories serve us only as long as we remember their 

limits. Mountains are alike in that they all share the quality of "moun-

tainhood," but wind, water, earth movement, and time sculpt each in-

dividual mountain so that no two are exactly alike. Just so, a variety of 

influences shape our own lives. Jose, Bettina, Hiroko, and Johann may 

all share the same birth number and life path, but other factors, such as 

gender, culture, role models, genetic heritage, parents and childhood 

history, body type, appearance, values, beliefs, and interests, influence 

their common life path in different ways. 

"While I use numeric labels as a convenient shorthand, I want to 

acknowledge and emphasize, with complete and total respect, the unique 

character and qualities within each of us. 

Degrees of Influence 

Each digit of our birth number uncovers hidden meanings related 

to our life purpose. The energies of the digits that make up our birth 

number all contribute to the texture of our life, the way that the indi-

vidual colors of a painting contribute to its totality, or the instruments 

in an orchestra produce its sound. Certain colors may shine more 

brightly on our individual canvas; certain instruments may predominate 

in our symphony. 

Within this system, the order or position of each digit in the birth 

number determines its degree of influence: Digits to the left of the slash 

mark generally have less influence, and digits to the right of the slash 

mark have more influence. 

If each digit 1 through 9 were a different color, then each birth 

number would consist of a blend of different pigments, with less pig-

ment for digits to the left of the slash mark and more pigment for digits 

to the right. A zero in the birth number, which indicates inner gifts, 

has no pigment, but serves as a "color enhancer" to amplify or inten-

sify the energies of the other digits. We end up with thirty-seven different 

hues, or life paths, for all of those born in the twentieth century. 
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Mountains to Climb: 
The Paths of Destiny 

We meet ourselves time and again in a thousand 

disguises on the paths of life. 

CARL JUNG 

The entire birth number indicates, in pure mathematical form, the 

particular blend of energies comprising each individual's life path. This 

path does not just lead us forward; it leads us upward and represents the 

mountain we are here to climb. The final or right-hand digit or digits 

of our birth number indicate the summit of this mountain—our primary 

life purpose. In order to reach this summit and experience the fulfillment 

of our personal destiny, we need to pass through the left-most digits — 

with their associated issues and energies —and bring them to maturity. 

Viewing our life's journey as a mountain path leads to an important 

discovery: Our life purpose—what we're here to do—is not what comes easiest. 

This statement, which I will repeat as an emphatic reminder through-

out this book, suggests that although life itself doesn't have to involve 

unnecessary struggle, this world does involve challenges and tests. In 

particular, on the mountain path of personal evolution, as we work to 

fulfill our life purpose, we engage in a creative struggle with negative or 

undeveloped tendencies related to our life purpose. Climbing up a moun-

tain path and rising to greater heights requires courage, commitment, 

and directed effort. If we have prepared well for our climb, it will be 

less difficult than if we are unprepared; but either way, it's still a climb. 

We don't begin our climb at the summit; we begin down at the 

base, and as we ascend through childhood, adolescence, and adulthood, 

we encounter a period of preparation, initiation, and training—including 

challenges through which we come to recognize and improve our weak-

nesses and to appreciate our strengths. Those of us who become dis- 
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MOUNTAINS TO CLIMB: THE PATHS OF DESTINY 

heartened or discouraged when life feels like an uphill climb have for-

gotten that it's supposed to be a challenge; the effort creates fires that tem-

per us and strengthen our spirit. 

The paths of life hold adventure and danger, pleasure and difficulty. 

Our own path may seem clear and direct for a time, then turn sharply 

in a surprising direction. At certain points on our journey, the road 

forks and we make choices that influence the rest of our life; we may 

choose to push onward and upward, to coast downward, or to remain 

where we are. Each path has its own challenges, each challenge con-

tains a lesson, and each lesson leads toward the summit of the moun-

tain we were born to climb. Although our path may feel very difficult 

at times, the higher we climb, the better the view. 

Our life purpose represents the summit, and our birth number 

points the way. What we do with our potential, however, is largely up 

to us. The extent to which we fulfill our potential depends upon how 

we respond to the challenges we meet on our path. We may, at times, 

slow down or stop to gather our strength (or our wits) before pushing 

on; some of us may abandon the climb for lack of confidence. This 

choice is our own business and our own right, but the saying "Do it 

right or do it over" may also apply to lifetimes. 

We cannot fall "off the path." Wherever we step, it appears beneath 

our feet. It may twist or curve, but it will eventually lead us upward, 

because that is the clear call and direction of our evolutionary journey. 

This metaphor of a mountain path allows us to reconcile an an-

cient paradox about whether we truly have free will or whether our 

life is somehow predestined. At the moment of birth, we are each given 

a specific inner mountain to climb, reflecting the force of predestina-

tion. How we climb and the time we take are up to us, reflecting the 

power of free will. In other words, we're given the playing field, but 

we choose how to play the game. We always have the power of choice, 

discipline, responsibility, and commitment. No life path is harder or eas-

ier, better or worse, than any other, except to the degree we make it so. 

Supporting, teaching, or guiding others who are facing the same 

or similar issues helps us to progress on our own path. We know this 

subconsciously; thus, we often teach what we most need to learn. 

Finally, when we reach the summit of our mountain, we make a 

wonderful and startling discovery that it's not the end of the journey. 

We are not just here to achieve our life purpose; we are here to tran-

scend it. In other words, when we reach the top of our mountain, we 

keep on rising. 
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THE LIFE-PURPOSE SYSTEM 

What the Numbers Mean 

The Life-Purpose System, like any new way of seeing, may take a 

little time to learn, so we begin gradually, with a summary look at the life 

issues associated with each primary digit that makes up the birth numbers. 

Life Purpose: 

Energies and Issues of Each Primary Number 

1 Creativity and Confidence 

2 Cooperation and Balance 

3 Expression and Sensitivity 

4 Stability and Process 

5 Freedom and Discipline 

6 Vision and Acceptance 

7 Trust and Openness 

8 Abundance and Power 

9 Integrity and Wisdom 

0 Inner Gifts 

When I write about Is, 2s, 3s, and so on, I am referring to the 

individuals 'Svorking" that particular energy as their final, right-hand 

number (their primary life purpose). For example, the primary number 

3 represents both the major challenge and the deeper purpose for 3s, 

who include 12/3s, 21/3s, 30/3s, and, to a lesser degree, all those with 

a 3 in their birth number. 

Those with right-hand numbers of 10 (19/10s, 28/10s, 37/10s, and 

46/10s), 11 (29/lls, 38/lls, and 47/lls), or 12 (39/12s, and 48/12s) have a 

primary life purpose combining both of these final digits. That is, 10 com-

bines creativity and confidence (1) amplified by inner gifts (0); 11 is identi-

cal to double 1, intensifying all the issues and capacities associated with 1; 

and 12 combines creativity and confidence (1) with cooperation and bal-

ance (2) to form creative cooperation, blending the challenges and strengths 

of 1 and 2 energies into a whole greater than the sum of the parts. 

No matter what our birth number, we have each touched upon or 

confronted all of the issues associated with the primary numbers 1 

through 9, and all of us have access to inner gifts (0). Although we 

may consciously relate to some or even all of these issues, the energies 

associated with our own birth number have far greater impact and in-

tensity for us in the long run. 
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The primary digits of our particular birth number represent spe-

cial potential and special challenges on our life path, showing us where 

to dig in order to find our own treasure and fulfill our life purpose. 

Issues, Obstacles, and Opportunities 

Our birth number points to issues and to potential. "We have to resolve 

the issues before we can fulfill the potential. Since our life purpose is 

not what comes easiest, many Is at first lack the confidence to be cre-

ative; many 2s overcooperate and then withdraw; many 3s have prob-

lems expressing their feelings; many 4s lack stability and ignore process; 

many 5s don't feel free or look disciplined; many 6s have trouble with 

accepting themselves and with judging others; many 7s don't trust them-

selves or feel open to others; many 8s have an ambivalent relationship 

to abundance and power; and many 9s have trouble demonstrating con-

sistent integrity over time. 

We all have universal access to talents; no primary number has a mo-

nopoly on particular qualities. For example, Is do not have a monopoly 

on creativity, 3s do not have a monopoly on expression, and 8s do not 

have a monopoly on abundance or power. Because our birth number 

often points to obstacles we need to overcome, people who don't have 

a particular digit in their birth number may often show more ability (or 

face fewer obstacles) in a given area than those still working through the 

issues related to their life purpose. 

The numbers do, however, reflect inborn promise, because with 

each birth number come deeply rooted psychological drives toward the 

fulfillment of that destiny. Along with the intrinsic drives associated 

with our birth number come subconscious fears of success—fears of 

abusing that which we are here to express. The dynamic tension between 

our drives and our fears creates the theater of our life. 

To put it another way: We all have an uphill climb to fulfill our 

life purpose—to reach the summit of our mountain—but when we do 

finally fulfill that purpose, we will manifest the energies of our birth 

number in very powerful, very positive ways. When we're given our 

particular mountain to climb, we are also given the capacity to make 

the journey. Even though we may begin down in the swamp, we even-

tually rise to the heavens. 

Take the example of Joseph L. Greenstein, as described in Ed Spiel-

man's book The Mighty Atom. Born in the sixth month of his mother's 

pregnancy, the tiny Greenstein child weighed only three and a half 
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pounds. His mother placed the barely breathing infant in a small box 

lined with cotton and nursed him with an eye dropper. The doctors 

expected the child to die, but he clung to life and grew, although he 

remained weak. At fourteen years of age, he was so sickly his mother 

took him again to see the doctors. The boy overheard the doctors tell 

his mother that he had congenital asthma and would most likely die by 

the age of eighteen. 

On the way home, he and his mother passed a traveling tent show; 

the boy looked up to see a poster featuring a strongman named "Cham-

pion Volanko" who later helped to transform this frail youth into "The 

Mighty Atom," one of the strongest humans in history. This young 

boy not only defied the doctors' predictions, he seemed to defy the laws 

of biology, physiology, and physics. The newspaper articles cataloged 

by Mr. Spielman reveal that Joseph Greenstein could bite through rail-

road spikes or drive them through thick wood with one blow of his 

hand. He once stopped a passenger plane at full throttle from moving 

down the runway by holding it back with a chain tied to his hair. This 

frail, emaciated, and sickly youth became a modern-day Hercules, and 

in doing so, he dramatically demonstrated how each of us may have to 

overcome obstacles and issues on our path before we fulfill the 

promise of our destiny. 

Once we discover our life path and dedicate ourselves to the climb, 

we find the inspiration to strive toward the summit. Armed with the 

hard-earned wisdom of experience, as we clear the hurdles on our path, 

we can begin to actualize our life purpose: 

• Is manifest their creativity and confidence; 

• 2s become consummate and balanced diplomats; 

• 3s uplift with their expression and sensitivity; 

• 4s master the step-by-step process to reach their goals; 

• 5s find inner freedom through discipline; 

• 6s see the bigger picture and accept the innate perfection of the world; 

• 7s open up to a point of faith in themselves and others; 

• 8s achieve and use abundance and power for higher purpose; 

• 9s lead by their inspiring example of integrity and higher wisdom. 

Overview of Primary Numbers 

As we continue our progressive introduction to the energy, issues, 

and meaning of each digit, bear in mind that the drives and abilities 
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associated with any primary number may already be clearly evident, 

or they may remain hidden for the present. Factors such as family his-

tory, personal habits, and self-worth influence how and when these 

primal energies manifest in our lives. 

1:   Creativity and Confidence 

Energy, when unobstructed, flows naturally into creative endeav-

ors. An abundance of such energy gives Is the ability to generate cre-

ative work in any endeavor; that same energy, like a surging river, 

demands movement and expression and can manifest as destructive 

addictions if not properly channeled. 

2:   Cooperation and Balance 

The energy of 2s makes these individuals a source of strength, 

support, and cooperative service. But first they have to define their limits, 

boundaries, and levels of responsibility or they tend to overhelp and 

then withdraw. They need to avoid the extreme of servitude, which 

turns to resentment and resistance. 

J:   Expression and Sensitivity ■
V)l1

 

The life purpose of 3s entails bringing constructive emotional ex-

pression into the world, as they share their feelings and ideas in the 

most direct, positive, and honest manner possible. They need to find 

ways to apply their sensitivity and expressive abilities to uplift rather 

than tear down. 

4:   Stability and Process 

As in building a house or anything else, 4s need to realize that a 

sound and stable foundation comes first, followed by a patient, step-

by-step process toward completion of their goals. Balancing strength 

with flexiblity and analysis with intuition, 4s can achieve any goal, 

5:   Freedom and Discipline 

The renaissance individuals working 5 seek freedom through a 

wide range of direct or vicarious experiences. This sometimes leads 

them to take on too much. They are here to achieve depth of experi-

ence through discipline and focus. They tend to swing from extremes 

of dependence to independence until they find inner freedom. 
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6:   Vision and Acceptance 

The vision of beauty, purity, and high ideals of those working 6 

can become tainted by judgments about self, others, and the world. 

Their purpose lies in recognizing the higher or transcendent perfection 

in everyone and everything, and aiming for high ideals while ac-

cepting themselves and others in the present. 

7:   Trust and Openness 

Those working 7 have incisive minds that can read between the 

lines. They tend to enjoy the outdoor world of earth, sea, flowers, wind, 

and sky. They are here to trust the wisdom and love inside themselves — 

to trust Spirit working in them enough to come out of "hiding" and 

share themselves openly. 

8:   Abundance and Power 

Most 8s either strive for or avoid money, power, control, authority 

or recognition. In this arena he their greatest challenges and greatest 

satisfaction. They are here to master abundance and power by using 

them in service of a higher purpose, not as an end in themselves. 

9:   Integrity and Wisdom 

The life purpose of 9s calls for the highest integrity—in fact, de-

mands that 9s align with higher principles so that they inspire others 

by their example. With natural depth and charisma, they are often placed 

in leadership positions, serving as examples of integrity, balance, and 

wisdom or as examples of the lack of these qualities. 

0:   Inner Gifts 

We all have access to inner resources, including qualities such as 

sensitivity, strength, expressiveness, and intuition. But people with a zero in 

their birth number-19/1 Os, 28/10s, 37/10s, 46/10s, 20/2s, 30/3s, and 

40/4s — have the gifts, or potential, to manifest these qualities in greater abun-

dance. In such individuals, these inner gifts he closer to the surface and 

tend to intensify the energy of the primary life purpose. For example, 

the zero in 30/3 intensifies the 3 energy of expression and sensitivity. 

Since what we're here to do rarely comes easily, those with a zero in 

their birth number may encounter problems in these areas until their 

gifts mature. 
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Essential Points 
of Understanding 

Each of us is meant to have a character all our own, 

to be what no other can exactly be, 

and do what no other can exactly do, 

WILLIAM ELLERY CHANNING 

Now that we've introduced the basic energy and qualities of the 

primary numbers 1 through 9, including the zero, we turn to another 

essential point of understanding: The energy and issues represented by 

each primary number can manifest in positive (constructive) or nega-

tive (destructive) forms. Therefore, the lives of two people working the 

same birdi number may look radically different if one person is working 

the positive aspects of that life path and the other person is working the 

negative aspects. 

For example, some 26/8s may be unable to cooperate with others 

(negative 2); may feel blocked, frustrated, and discouraged by perfec-

tionist ideals (negative 6); and may experience poor financial health due 

to negative beliefs and subconscious fears about abundance and power 

(negative 8). Other 26/8s may work smoothly with others (positive 2); 

appreciate and apply their high standards doing excellent work (posi-

tive 6); and come to achieve a degree of abundance and influence 

(positive 8). 

The preceding example shows the two extremes; most of us work 

certain aspects of our birth number in the positive but confront more 

negative issues with other aspects. These differences account, in part, 

for the wide variety in the lives of people working the same birth 

number. 
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No birth number or life purpose is inherently superior or inferior to any 

other. Each presents its own unique strengths and its own unique hurdles. 

The important question is not which path we take, but how we travel—in 

other words, whether we work our hfe purpose in the positive or the negative. 

The following chart summarizes the central issues linked to positive 

and negative expressions of each primary number 

Positive and Negative Aspects of 
Primary Numbers 

Life Purpose In the Positive In the Negative 
 

1    Creativity and 

Confidence 

2   Cooperation and 

Balance 

Expression and 

Sensitivity 

Stability and 

Process 

Freedom and 

Discipline 

Channels high energy 

and inspiration into 

creativity and service; 

feels secure with self. 

Has clear sense of 

personal boundaries 

and limits; supports 

self and others in 

equal measure. 

Engages in heartfelt, 

uplifting expression; 

communicates with 

inspiration, sensi-

tivity, and joy. 

Prepares well and 

progresses step-by-

step; patiently follows 

through; balances 

logic and emotion. 

Uses muldfaceted 

talents in a focused 

way; applies 

discipline to achieve 

independence. 

Feels blocked, stuck, 

frustrated; feels 

inferior, ill, lethargic, 

insecure; possibly 

addicted. 

Feels overwhelmed; 

resistant and reactive; 

starts out overly 

helpful, then suddenly 

withdraws. 

Feels depressed and 

disappointed; overly 

sensitive; complains 

and criticizes; filled 

with self-doubt. 

Wants it all now; skips 

steps; ambitious, 

impatient, confused; 

lacks stability or 

follow-through. 

Swings from extreme 

dependence to 

independence; 

scattered; tries to do 

too much; bluffs and 

pretends. 
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Life Purpose In the Positive In the Negative 
 

Vision and 

Acceptance 

7   Trust and 

Openness 

8   Abundance and 

Power 

9    Integrity and 

Wisdom 

0   Inner Gifts 

Sees the bigger 

picture; forgiving and 

patient; does excellent 

work without falling 

into perfectionism; 

accepts self and others. 

Trusts innermost 

feelings; trusts others 

enough to open heart, 

take emotional risks, 

and share feelings. 

Enjoys abundance and 

influence without 

concern or abuse; 

shares blessings 

generously and 

wisely. 

Lives in alignment 

with higher principles; 

leads by example; 

manifests depth, 

charisma, and 

wisdom. 

Uses gifts of 

sensitivity, strength, 

expressiveness, and 

intuition in service of 

others, for higher 

purpose. 

Hypercritical; judges 

self and others against 

perfectionistic 

standards; lost in petty 

details. 

Feels bitter, betrayed, 

paranoid; uses mind 

as shield; doesn't trust 

self or others. 

Afraid of, yet 

preoccupied with, 

issues of money, 

power, control, and 

recognition; sabotages 

self. 

Has lost sight of 

higher purpose; feels 

lonely and cutoff; 

locked in the mind; 

out of touch with 

heart and intuitive 

guidance. 

Hypersensitive and 

nervous; stubborn; 

sarcastic, caustic 

expression; confused 

by internal feelings or 

intuitions. 

Although no particular number has a monopoly on problems or 

potential, we can summarize typical or more common tendencies and 

quahties associated with each of the primary numbers. The tendencies can 

manifest for tJiose with these digits anywhere in their birth number, but they 

manifest most powerfully for those individuals working the digit as a right-

hand number or life purpose. 
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In the Negative 

• Is make the best addicts. 

• 2s make the best codependents. 

• 3s make the best manic-depressives. 

• 4s make the best vacillators. 

• 5s make the best dependents. 

• 6s make the best perfectionists. 

• 7s make the best paranoids. 

• 8s make the best passive-aggressives. 

• 9s make the best fanatics. 

In the Positive 

• Is make the best creative artists. 

• 2s make the best diplomats. 

• 3s make the best orators. 

• 4s make the best analysts. 

• 5s make the best explorers. 

• 6s make the best judges. 

• 7s make the best scholars. 

• 8s make the best philanthropists. 

• 9s make the best leaders. 

Evolving Energies: From 
Liabilities to Strengths 

Each primary number has a range of qualities, ranging from nega-

tive tendencies (liabilities) to positive traits (strengths): 

• Those working 1 can mature from insecurity and addiction to 

creativity and confidence. 

• Those working 2 can mature from codependence and resentment to 

balance and diplomacy. 

• Those working 3 can mature from depression and manipulation to 

expressiveness and intuition. 

• Those working 4 can mature from instability and indecisiveness to 

reliability and organization. 

• Those working 5 can mature from melodrama and dependency to 

astuteness and self-reliance. 
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• Those working 6 can mature from disappointment and criticism to 

expansive vision and acceptance. 

• Those working 7 can mature from paranoia and isolation to insight 

and openness. 

• Those working 8 can mature from self-deceit and opportunism to 

productivity and generosity. 

• Those working 9 can mature from hypocrisy and fanaticism to 

integrity and wisdom. 

• Those working 0 can mature from inner fears and hypersensitivity 

to attunement and service. 

The Masks We Wear 

What we feel on the inside—including subconscious drives, de-

sires, and fears—does not always show on the surface. Most of us have 

developed a persona or social mask quite different from, and in fact often 

the polar opposite of, what we feel inside. Such masks lead to misunder-

standings and make it difficult for people to connect with one another 

at an authentic level; these masks have a clear impact on our health, 

relationships, and work. 

Each of the primary numbers reveals inherent qualities that color 

our life. But the masks we wear often appear very different from our 

internal reality. 

Many Is present a confident, calm, or even aloof appearance to 

mask an underlying insecurity. Their competitive nature stems from 

their fear of inferiority. They may act independent, but they may fear 

that they "can't make it" on their own. 

Many 2s appear to others to be balanced and analytical, but in-

side they feel internal contradiction and mental conflicts that can create 

stress. They may appear rigid when they say no as they are counteract-

ing internal pressures to acquiesce. They find fault with others because 

they feel responsible inside. 

Many 3s present a confident, upbeat persona that hides haunting 

feelings of self-doubt and depression. They can appear logical and in-

tellectual to veil deep and sensitive emotions. 

Many 4s appear to have everything figured out, but behind their 

cool, analytical exterior hides a whirling mind ready to make impul-

sive decisions based on their internal sense of confusion or disorientation. 

Many 5s appear independent, but they often feel or become de-

pendent or create dependencies. Those 5s who appear focused are often 
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fighting a tendency to scatteredness; their river of knowledge may run 

wide rather than deep, due to an internal thirst for many experiences 

and a fear of boredom. 

Many 6s have a very "together" public act—cool, smiling, nice, 

considerate, doing the right thing —but they are hiding an inner ten-

dency to judge self and others against sky-high standards. Just beneath 

the surface lies anger and disappointment at the many faults -and wrongs 

of the world. 

Many 7s appear very sure of themselves, making decisions im-

pulsively and without consulting others, but their certainty is a reac-

tion to an underlying lack of faith in themselves. Their social mask and 

quick mind helps them hide while they guard their privacy and their 

inner world. 

Many 8s appear to avoid or give away their power while subtly 

seeking control. They often give other people mixed messages. Their style 

may often seem passive, as they overcompensate for repressed aggres-

siveness and their drive for power, recognition, influence, and success. 

Many 9s have a certain depth, magnetic charisma, and strong opin-

ions that belie their unsure sense of identity and vulnerability to others' 

opinions. Often put in leadership positions, they have trouble living in 

line with the higher principles they believe in or seek outside themselves. 

The preceding paragraphs paint a general picture. They are not 

meant to be accurate for everyone, but point to the play of polar oppo-

sites in operation within and without, demonstrating that some of our 

deepest life issues and fears rarely show on the surface. 

We need to recognize and confront our underlying issues if we 

are to transcend them. Our social masks may help us present our "best 

face" to others, but only when we accept the fallible, vulnerable being 

beneath the mask can we form honest bonds of understanding and come 

alive to our deeper needs, desires, and humanity. 

As we grow into wholeness and authenticity, we can then reveal 

and integrate ail of our qualities; we find out that our lives are not posi-

tive or negative, but positive and negative. With this realization, earned 

through courage and insight, the qualities we bring into life become a 

matter of choice rather than of reaction. 

Chronology of Issues 

So far, we've learned that each digit of our birth number represents 

issues and potential and that the influence of each primary number de- 
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pends upon its relative position in the birth number, with the right-

hand digits having the greatest impact. 

We tend to encounter or work through these numbers in a kind of 

chronology from left to right and from negative to positive. In child-

hood, our hfe usually centers more on the left-hand digits as we begin 

the hike up our mountain path, meeting challenges and opportunities 

along the way, making mistakes and learning as we go. The right-hand 

digits of our birth number represent the summit of the mountain, and 

the other digits to the left are smaller mountains we must scale on the 

way to the highest peak. For example, 26/8s can't fully manifest abun-

dance and recognition (8) in the positive until they achieve coopera-

tion with self and others (2) and work through issues of perfectionism 

and self-worth (6). Likewise, 29/lls need to work through enough of 

the issues of 2 and 9 before they can fully tap into the creativity of the 

double 1. 

Most children explore negative or less developed aspects of their 

birth numbers before mastering the positive aspects. For example, as a 

child, Matthew, working 33/6 with its issues of expression and per-

fectionism, constantly complained (negative 3) and criticized (negative 6). 

As an adult, his expression tends more toward positive enthusiasm, 

and he's far more accepting of himself and others. It took time and ex-

perience for Matthew to transform his negative tendencies to positive 

ones. 

In other words, we experience the positive aspects of our primary 

hfe purpose only to the extent we've worked through the numbers and 

issues that come before, left to right. "Whether this work takes days, 

years, or even a lifetime, it's what we're here to do. 

Inside Out: Fulfilling Our Life Purpose 

What we achieve inwardly 

will change outer reality. 

OTTO RANK 

In order to manifest our destiny in the world, we first have to 

create it within: : 

*   If we are here as Is to manifest our creativity and confidence in the 

world, we first need to experience it flowing within us. 
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• If we are here as 2s to achieve true cooperation and balance in the 

world, we first need to establish balance and integration in our 

own psyche. 

• If we are here as 3s to share positive expression and sensitivity with 

the world, we first need to connect with our own deepest emotions. 

• If we are here as 4s to establish stability and follow process in the 

world, we first need to apply a clear process to build inner stability. 

• If we are here as 5s to achieve freedom and discipline, we first 

need to apply discipline to find inner freedom. 

• If we are here as 6s to embody vision and acceptance in the world, 

we first need to accept the perfection of our own life. 

• If we are here as 7s to experience trust and openness in the world, 

we first need to trust ourselves and open our life and our heart. 

• If we are here as 8s to achieve abundance and power in the world, we 

first need to experience a sense of internal abundance. 

• If we are here as 9s to manifest integrity and wisdom in the 

world, we first need to find higher principles within. 

Life Always Gives Us What We Need 

Many of us have noticed that life has a way of furnishing some 

very precise lessons about what we need to learn. This phenomenon 

also applies to our life purpose. To cite a few examples, some Is who 

are here to learn about creative healing but who avoid this out of in-

security may end up dealing with physical issues that force them to 

explore a range of healing methods. If 5s lack discipline, they may have 

to deal with a physical ailment that forces them to find the discipline to 

achieve greater freedom and mobility. I've met 6s who had a variety of 

handicaps or who were disabled as children, which forced them to 

reexamine their perfectionist tendencies and see the bigger picture. Some 

8s and 9s may get more than their money's worth from a day in court 

as they learn about honesty (8) and integrity (9). 

The more we see "problems" as potentially invaluable lessons that 

we may not want but might just need, we take fife's ups and downs 

with greater equanimity and even with gratitude. You might consider 

for a moment how fife has provided the perfect circumstances for you 

to face the issues of your life path. 
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Birth Numbers as Career Guides 

Talents are common; everyone has them. 

But rare is the courage 

to follow our talents where they lead. 

ANONYMOUS 

We all have innate abilities, some of which have not yet manifested; 

inside a bricklayer may he a brilliant pianist; within the heart of a 

homemaker, a therapist may be waiting to emerge. 

People working different birth numbers can be found in the same 

career, but they approach the work in different ways according to the 

tendencies and drives of their birth number. Using acting as an exam-

ple, we might note that in the positive, Is take a very creative approach, 

3s bring a special quality of emotional expression to their roles, 6s are 

perfectionists at their craft, and 7s have a chance to share their inner 

selves in the "safety" of their roles. 

Those with the same birth number can be found all over the career 

map, in every occupation, as demonstrated by the Well-Known People 

section for each birth number. For example, Kirk Douglas, Claude 

Debussy, Harry Houdini, Henry Kissinger, Booker T. Washington, 

Shirley Temple, Ramakrishna, Edgar Allan Poe, and Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart all have the same life path (29/11). 

An interesting note for casting directors: 35/8 Gary Busey, in a 

knockout performance, portrayed Buddy Holly, another 35/8. Simi-

larly, 32/5 Denzel Washington, in an uncanny performance, became an 

inspiring Malcolm X, another 32/5. 

Even though people working the same life path may cluster around 

certain kinds of fields, such as social service work for 2s and 4s or re-

search and scholarship work for 7s and 9s, too many factors intervene 

to predict the work any one person will or "should" pursue. 

Most of us choose our occupations based on self-concept; self-

worth; socioeconomic background; desired income; education level; 

exposure; influence of other people, beliefs, and values; and other fac-

tors. Sometimes we compromise—sacrificing an activity we love to do 

for work that pays more or that gains us the approval of other people. 

Ultimately, what we choose to do for a living is best left to our 

deepest intuition and values as well as to our needs and circumstances. 

However, the birth number highhghts some inherent drives, issues, and 

talents that may predispose individuals toward certain kinds of work. 
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No single occupation is the sole or perfect work for a particular 

individual. We can grow and evolve through a variety of careers and 

in large or small arenas. For example, 3s can bring out self-expression 

within a relationship, among friends or colleagues, or through acting, 

singing, politics, or teaching, to name a few possibilities; 8s can find 

recognition on a world, national, or local level, or even among a few 

friends or colleagues. Our responsibility is to allow our deepest drives 

and talents to find expression through whatever form of service or career 

we choose, in the most positive, altruistic way we can. 

In any case, whether our career satisfies us and how we perform 

or succeed in a particular occupation depends less on the kind of work 

we do than on whether or not we overcome our hurdles, align our ac-

tions with the spiritual laws relevant to our hfe path, and express our 

energies in positive ways. 

In Part Three: The Paths of Destiny, I list a few occupations or 

types of work for each hfe path to indicate general kinds of occupation 

well suited to the qualities and abilities of those working that birth 

number. This doesn't mean that the occupations noted in each section 

fit every person following that hfe path. The career paths listed only 

serve as illustrative examples and are not intended to limit anyone's 

choices. 

People working the same birth number engage in a wide variety 

of different occupations, and many people working very different birth 

numbers can be found in the same occupation. The examples given for 

each birth number only illustrate certain kinds of work that provide an 

archetypal means of expressing that energy. No matter what work we 

do, we express that occupation in our own unique way—away that 

also reflects the issues we came here to work through. 

If the Material Doesn't Seem to Fit 

As you begin to grasp the material related to each birth number 

and check it against your own experience, you may find that it explains 

and clarifies much about your hfe and the lives of others you know. 

Sometimes, however, the material may not seem to fit. You may feel that 

all or part of it doesn't apply to your case or to someone else's. Since 

the Life-Purpose System outlines tendencies and drives associated with 

each hfe path, not every specific applies to every person in the same 

way. Perspective is key: Keep your vision on the overall pattern described; 

in this way, you can derive the greatest benefit. 
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There is no need to accept this system on faith nor to dismiss it 

offhand. Awareness may take some time. In sending tapes of the life-

purpose material to people all over the world since 1986, I've received 

a number of reports from people like Ken, who, upon hearing his tape, 

called it "total hogwash." A year later, however, after engaging in con-

siderable insight work through seeing a psychotherapist and attending 

some personal-awareness seminars, Ken happened to listen to his life-

purpose tape again, and reported to a friend, "I can't believe this—this tape 

covers everything I've been working on in therapy for the past six 

months!" 

If the issues attributed to people you know don't seem to fit, ask 

them about these issues in their lives. For example, you may know people 

with a birth number that indicates they have "issues with insecurity" 

but who appear supremely confident to you. If you ask them if in-

security is a real issue in their fife—if they experience insecurity inside— 

they will most likely confirm it. The birth numbers and the life-purpose 

material have more to do with our inner reality than with our outer 

appearance. Nevertheless, if the material about you doesn't seem to fit, 

a number of possibilities exist: 

1. Maybe the material simply doesn't apply to you. No system is 

perfect. 

2. The lack of "fit" may be a matter of interpretation. For example, if 

I point to a tree and say, "That's a tree," we'll probably agree, but if 

I say, "That's a beautiful tree," you may have a different 

interpretation. 

3. I may describe a negative issue you have already worked through. 

4. I may describe a positive trait or quality you haven't yet 

manifested. 

5. You may have miscalculated your birth date. Or, in very rare cases, 

especially if your birth was listed just before or after the stroke of 

midnight, you may actually be working the birth number for the 

next day or the previous day. 

6. You may not yet have confronted a particular issue; it may not yet 

have surfaced in your fife if you are still working out earlier issues 

in the chronology of numbers —left to right. 

7. Sometimes we block, resist, or remain unaware of our deepest 

issues. If you feel any emotional charge regarding an issue, or 

strongly disagree about it applying to you, discuss the issue with 

close friends or relatives who know you well. 
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8. We may tend to avoid certain material we're not yet ready to hear. I 

respect this protective mechanism and see no reason to push such 

information on people until they are ready and interested in 

considering it. 

That which we do not confront in ourselves We 

will meet as fate. 

'•    CARLJUNG 

The information presented in the Life-Purpose System can save 

us some time and some difficult lessons; it also reminds us that we have 

company on our journey—that we are not lone travelers. In any case, 

we are wise to keep our mind open to new insights and discoveries. 

If the information doesn't seem to fit, ask yourself, "Even though 

this doesn't apply to me, if it did apply—if this really were my life path— 

how would this information affect my life? Then put the material aside, let it 

simmer, and come back to it later; it may make more sense on a sec-

ond or third reading. 

Over time, we all discover old parts of ourselves we had tucked 

away in childhood. By accepting and reintegrating the "shadow" sides 

of our psyche —those parts, motives, and qualities we had previously 

rejected—we release trapped energy and access new power and creativity. 

Tools of insight, such as these presented in this book, help us to 

accept ourselves as we are, in our totality. Although we may discover 

a wealth of information about ourselves, our psyche may let in only a 

little at a time in order to better process it. This is a healthy mechanism 

that protects us from overload. You may find you discover something 

"new" each time you go through the material related to your birth 

number. Life situations, relationship difficulties, and challenges serve 

as mirrors that do not he. In the reflection of our daily life, we come to 

know ourselves. 
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Part Two 

The Issues and 
Energies of Life 

If I were to begin life again, 

I should want it just as it was; 

only I would open my eyes a little more. 

JULESRENARD 



Introduction to Part Two 

A Bridge of Understanding 

Before we can forgive one another, 

we have to understand one another. 

EMMA GOLDMAN 

This section of the book is composed of ten chapters, the first 

nine of which are devoted to the primary numbers 1 through 9, with 

their related issues and energies, and a final section covering 0: Inner 

Gifts, for those with a zero in their birth number. 

The primary numbers 1 through 9, along with zero for inner gifts, 

all operate within each of us. However, the digits that comprise our 

specific birth number have the deepest impact and influence on our life 

in terms of core drives, beliefs, fears, issues, talents, and potential. 

Part Two prepares readers for all that follows by providing a clear 

sense of the "energetic building blocks" that make up each life path 

according to the Life-Purpose System. Once we understand the nine 

primary numbers plus the zero, and have an accurate date of birth, we 

hold a master key that unlocks the door to our life purpose and that 

helps us understand die lives of others. 
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1: Creativity 
and Confidence 

Creative energy, flowing in waves— 

the nourishing sun, the flash of lightning. 

Breathe it in; feel its force. 

It can create, nourish, or destroy. 

How do you channel creative energy in your life? 

Is it blocked or flowing? 

How does it manifest in positive ways? 

How does it manifest in negative ways? 

What would life be like if you confidently 

unleashed the creativity within you? 

Some people say they haven't yet found themselves. 

But the self is not something one finds; 

it is something one creates. 

THOMAS SZASZ 

Life Purpose 

Individuals working 1 as their life-purpose are here to bring positive creative 

energy into the world. However, because our life purpose offers special 

challenges, Is have to overcome insecurity and associated tendencies to 

block, to withhold, or to discharge energy through addictive behaviors. 

The creative energy of Is can be channeled into classical arts-

music, acting, dance, writing, painting, sculpture, and other fine arts 

or crafts —or into healing, business, gardening, problem solving, de-

sign, construction, sports, having and raising children, or any other 

form of creative expression. 

In order to manifest their creativity most fully, all those with 1 

as their primary life purpose (19/10s, 28/10s, 37/10s, 46/10s, 29/lls, 
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38/lls, 47/lls, and, secondarily, 39/12s and 48/12s) and all those with a 

1 in their birth number need to develop a sense of confidence, which 

enables them to take risks and dare to take "the road less traveled." 

The Essence of Creativity and Confidence 

The entire universe is made of energy, manifesting in and flow-

ing through all of the varied forms of creation. Even stones have energy 

stored within them. But only living creatures, from plants to human 

beings, have the mysterious spark of life energy that allows them to 

move, reproduce, respond, and grow. Ail humans have abundant life 

energy; yet the life purpose of Is points to intense issues and potential 

in the realm of energy. Whether we speak of life energy, sexual energy, 

creative energy, or personal magnetism, the dynamic nature of energy 

demands expression and release. Individuals working 1 feel this dy-

namic force with special urgency—or they block it and feel repressed. 

Creative energy is a double-edged sword: On the one hand, the 

powerful force of creative energy breaks new ground, driving past old 

barriers and old perspectives the way a surging river pushes obstacles 

out of its path. On the other hand, the river of energy has a compelling 

force that cannot be stopped; it must be channeled for constructive use 

or it turns destructive. 

Creativity flourishes best in an atmosphere of inner security and 

confidence, which enables individuals to open up, risk mistakes, and step 

off the beaten path—even dare to be considered odd, strange, or out-

landish by conventional standards. Words that convey the quality of 

confidence Is need include self-assured, self-directed, and centered. Because 

Is face obstacles in the area of confidence, developing this quality is 

key to the fruition of their life path. 

Challenges on the Path 

Because creativity and confidence represent the mountain that Is 

are here to climb, they must hurdle over specific obstacles in these areas 

before their creative energy manifests to the fullest. 

First, the dynamic energy of Is must find expression and release; 

if this energy doesn't come out in positive or constructive ways, through 

exercise or creative endeavors, it comes out in negative or destructive 

ways; one way or the other, this energy always finds expression. In other 

words, Is create in the positive, or they create in the negative; in either 
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case, they create. They need to come to terms with their responsibility 

and the power of choice about how they manifest their energy {see the 

Law of Choices, p. 328). 

Positive creativity, as already noted, manifests as originality and 

innovation in any arena of life. Negative creative energy may still dis-

play signs of originahty, but it tends to create problems for self and 

others; creative minds may plan bank robberies, or creative hands may 

pick pockets, to use extreme examples. 

People without 1 in their birth number may also display creative 

talents, but they generally face fewer obstacles, issues, or emotional 

charge in the arena of creativity. Those working 1, especially as a primary 

life purpose, more often experience an uphill climb toward creative ex-

pression, since what we're here to do doesn't come easiest. Until Is work 

through issues related to creativity and confidence, they may feel lethar-

gic, ill, frustrated, or held back; they just go through the motions and 

"pain* by the numbers." 

Often, due to insecurity or the need for approval from others, Is 

repress their creative energy until the pressure builds to the point where 

frustrated energy gets discharged indirectly, most often through ad-

diction to, or abuse of, alcohol, tobacco, other drugs, food, or sex. 

Although anyone with blocked energy can have a problem with ad-

diction, Is are especially prone to this due to their amplified energy. 

When creative energy is completely blocked—that is, not dis-

charged at all—it turns back upon itself and creates inner turbulence in 

the form of psychological or physical problems. Because creative and 

sexual energy are so closely aligned, Is often have sensitive, vulnerable 

reproductive areas, generally including the lower abdomen and lower 

back. Blocking or resisting the flow of creative energy can also affect 

elimination, resulting in physical as well as energetic constipation, lower 

back pain, and other symptoms. Recurring or chronic problems in these 

areas often indicate blocked creative energy. 

Creativity and innovation require a willingness to be on the cut-

ting edge of innovation or originality; this means being, acting, and 

often feeling different. Most Is have an intrinsically different way of look-

ing at and experiencing life; they focus on that which is unique. They 

may manifest this quality as early as infancy or as late as middle age. 

Due to their sense of being different, Is commonly face the chal-

lenge of insecurity—feeling different, out of place, and somehow inferior. 

Some Is show this insecurity openly, but most often they veil or hide 

their insecurity behind a self-assured persona and demonstrate either 
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a fear of competition or an extremely strong competitive drive because 

they fear losing or looking foolish, which enflames their insecurity. 

The competitive drive of Is can manifest as quick or cutting repartee 

to stay on top of conversations; Is may sometimes seem to have a chip 

on their shoulder, as if they have to prove something to themselves or 

others. This insecurity works to block or diminish creative impulses, 

as when an insecure writer's self-criticism blocks the flow of writing. 

Insecurity in Is can also manifest as a concern about having enough 

money to meet basic needs or feeling unsure about standing on one's 

own feet. Such Is may therefore feel emotionally needy and look for 

someone to lean on, a partner to serve as their strength. This emo-

tional neediness sometimes clashes with a deeply rooted independent 

streak; Is often display a maverick quality—they aren't usually joiners 

who run with the herd. 

The task we must set for ourselves 

is not to feet secure, but to be able to 

tolerate insecurity. 

ERICH FROMM 

When Is align themselves with the Law of Action (p. 390) by ac-

knowledging, confronting, and moving past their sense of insecurity 

despite their fears, they discover, in the light of awareness, that their 

insecurity is no more real than a shadow. It is merely a hurdle for them 

to overcome on their path. Then Is can come alive in a way they had 

not experienced before. 

Other Qualities and Issues 

We all have primitive, childlike subconscious tendencies and qual-

ities, but these tendencies lie closer to the surface in the case of Is, who 

may experience enthusiasm, vitality, drive, and inspired playfulness, but 

also suppressed guilt, anger, or petulance, more acutely than other peo-

ple. People working 1 also tend to be emotionally defensive and hyper-

sensitive or very pushy, but not usually in-between. 

Because Is are open to subconscious influence, they tend to be 

highly suggestible hypnotic subjects; this can work in either negative or 

positive ways. By understanding their tendencies and potential, Is can 

heal themselves and generate vital energy by working directly with the 

subconscious through intentional visualization and positive suggestion 

rather than indirectly through random fantasy or self-defeating imagery. 
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In order to open the doors to their innate talents, Is need to ap-

preciate the difference between creativity and skill. Creativity involves 

a new way of looking at life—an expression of originality; it is also a 

matter of generating the energy necessary to break through old bar-

riers and explore new territory. Because of this capacity, Is can gener-

ate astonishing and delightful creativity from the outset of any venture. 

Skill in any field, however, takes time and practice. The creative 

potential of many Is gets nipped in the bud because they try some-

thing—whether a craft, cooking, drawing, or playing a musical instru-

ment—and because they aren't yet skillful and feel awkward or don't get 

good results at first, they feel overwhelmed by insecurity and don't be-

lieve they are creative at all. The truth is they haven't yet developed 

the necessary degree of skill. 

When Is call forth the confidence to continue practicing in the 

face of mistakes, difficulties, and setbacks on their path, their skills de-

velop and improve over time, enabling their creativity to find its fullest 

expression. Whether their creativity takes the form of writing poetry 

or weaving place mats, creating fine art or making films, the process 

delights them, and, most likely, so do the results. 

In the area of health and healing, most Is gravitate toward dense 

foods that include concentrated protein and even fats. Excessive weight 

in the case of Is may serve as psychic insulation, reflecting blocked 

creative energy, although other causes also contribute. When feeling 

repressed, frustrated, or insecure, Is put on weight—especially when 

they don't exercise. 

A number of years ago, Dottie, an extremely insecure and obese 

woman working 1, came to see me for a life-purpose consultation; I 

asked what she did for a living. She replied, "I'm an auditor for the 

Internal Revenue Service"—not necessarily an occupation that allows 

for abundant creative expression. Dottie and I discussed options, and I 

saw her eyes brighten when I suggested she might do very well in 

some form of healing work. About a year later, I happened to see Dottie 

again—now a hundred pounds lighter and beaming with newfound 

confidence. She was working as a massage therapist, a hands-on healer. 

Dottie had found the confidence to take a risk and to use her creative 

energy to make good money, doing what she loved, serving other 

people. 

Even though a vegetarian diet is optimal for most people, Is tend 

to feel light-headed or "spacey" on a pure vegetarian diet consisting 

solely of fruits, vegetables, and grains. People working 1 need to 
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experiment to find what dietary lifestyle works best for them but may 

notice that they need a more grounding diet. 

Due to the strong but sensitive energy field of Is, if they feel ill 

or out of balance, they seem to respond well to more subtle, energetic 

forms of healing to complement, or sometimes replace, standard drugs 

and medicines. Of course, we are all wise to consult physicians or other 

health professionals for a diagnosis, but in terms of treatment, Is may 

find modalities such as acupuncture or acupressure, diet and vitamin 

therapy, hands-on healing, working with the subconscious through hyp-

nosis and positive visualization, and other alternative means to be valu-

able adjuncts to standard medical treatment. 

Most Is have a close connection to the realm of nature—to trees, 

flowers, and growing things, as well as to the animal kingdom. A hike 

or walk in the outdoors in a park or garden or along a tree-lined lane 

can have a purifying, healing, nourishing effect for Is. 

Exercise helps to balance anyone's energies. Unless their energy 

is completely blocked, most Is, whose "cup of energy runneth over," 

tend to need more exercise than the average person. Exercise benefits 

Is not just as a health and fitness tool, but as a means to relieve ener-

getic congestion in the reproductive and eliminative organs and to avoid 

physical symptoms and addictive behaviors associated with blocked 

energy. 

Most 1 s have a high degree of sexual energy, but due to guilt and 

insecurity—or because they channel their sexual energy into creative 

activities — Is may alternate between periods of high sexual activity and 

celibacy. 

Those working 1 as their life purpose naturally encounter the ob-

stacles of uncertainty, insecurity, and inadequacy as they travel their 

path up the mountain to full creative expression, but their kindhearted, 

trustworthy, compassionate natures, as well as their magnetism, power, 

and dignity, can help them make die journey and inspire others with the 

radiance of their life energy. But before Is can inspire otiiers with their 

creativity, they have to find the confidence to allow their energy to flow 

into the world. 

At the Summit: Potential and Destiny 

Individuals working 1 have within them potential that often lies 

untapped; creative ideas, projects, and energy flow like an underground 

stream, waiting to be discovered. As Is establish a self-contained con- 
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fidence, not based upon the approval of others, they open the flood-

gates of energy within them; after that, there's no stopping the river of 

creativity and inspiration that surges forth. 

When Is feel secure with themselves and interested in their work, 

they need less sleep than most people; no matter what their physical 

stature, they have an unusually large energy field. 

The summit of the mountain path for Is is a joyful, passionate, 

confident expression of personal magnetism and productivity that 

borders on magic. In addition to the classical fine arts, Is can excel in 

any form of work that involves some form of healing or creativity (in 

the broadest sense); whether decorating a house, telling a story, mak-

ing a cake, or composing a symphony, confident Is have unique per-

ceptions and styles. They also have a sense of aliveness that attracts 

others; their attractiveness goes beyond the shape of the body or face. 

At the highest levels, Is become a pure, nonresistant channel, a 

clear conduit through which an unlimited amount of creativity flows 

into the world. 

Action Checklist 

The following actions can make a difference in the lives of those 

working 1 energy: 

• Overcome insecurity by seeing it as a hurdle that challenges you to 

leap over it. 

• Find positive ways to express and channel energy through your 

work or hobbies. 

• Establish a daily exercise routine to liberate trapped energy and to 

help clear away other addictive behaviors. 

• Find inspiration by creating ways to serve in the world. 

Accessing Creativity and Confidence 

1. Think of someone you know, or imagine a film, literary, or 

historical character—a role model who exhibits abundant creativity 

and confidence. 

2. Imagine yourself as that person—secure in your abilities, confident 

enough to take risks, a dynamo of creativity. In what specific ways 

can you put these qualities into practice and bring more creativity 

into your life? 
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2: Cooperation and Balance 

Imagine two hands, one open and offering, 

the other clenched in a jut of resistance 

Which hand do you put forward most? 

Do you hold out both hands in equal measure? 

Do you allow yourself to receive as much as you give? 

Do you overhelp, then resent it? 

Where does your responsibility end and that of others begin? 

Have you found a balance in your life? 

Before we can make friends with anyone else, 

we must first make friends with ourselves. 

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT 

Life Purpose 

Individuals working 2 as their life purpose are here to clarify the limits 
of their responsibility and learn to work with others in a spirit of harmony, balance, 
and mutual support. Because our life purpose is an uphill climb, those 
working 2 as a primary life purpose (20/2s, 39/12s, and 48/12s) and 
all those with a 2 in their birth number face the challenge of balancing 
their compelling sense of responsibility to others with their own inner 
needs and limits. 

Balance is a major issue in the lives of 2s: balance between giving 
and receiving, between saying yes and saying no, between the value 
of thoughts and the value of feelings, between the needs of self and 
the needs of others. In order to achieve outer balance, especially in terms 
of cooperation, 2s first need to resolve their internal conflicts, discord, 
and contradictions. 

Inner cooperation can pose special difficulties for 2s. It's as if they 
have two people inside them, sitting side by side in a rowboat in the 
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middle of a lake. One of the people is rich, and the other is poor; one 

is a Republican, and the other a Democrat; one is tall, and the other 

short; one is male, the other female; one is heavy, the other thin; one 

is a puritan, the other a hedonist; one is a believer, the other a skeptic; 

and so on. Despite all of their apparent differences, these "two people in 

the boat"—the values, beliefs, opinions, ideas, and motivations so often 

in conflict—are going to have to reconcile, learn to row together, and 

work together and cooperate if they want to reach the other shore. One 

simple way 2s can start creating an internal sense of balance and in-

tegration is by wearing bright, contrasting colors that are coordinated. 

The Essence of Cooperation and Balance 

Imagine for a moment what the world might look like if cooper-

ation didn't exist: Isolated humans working alone, with all of their poten-

tial, would produce practically nothing; in fact, they probably wouldn't 

survive very long. Erecting even a single building requires a coopera-

tive network of architects, engineers, builders, and secretaries—specialists 

in many fields. Human culture is founded on people working together in 

relationship, cooperating toward common goals. 

For 2s, true cooperation and support often involve doing less and 

allowing others to do more and thereby discover their own abilities, 

their own strength, and their own responsibilities. For example, Hiroko 

somehow managed to raise three young children, work part-time, and 

also volunteer as combination secretary, vice president, and treasurer 

of her neighborhood association. She wrote the neighborhood bulletin, 

invited speakers, and cooked for and helped organize block parties. 

Whenever neighbors needed information or assistance, they would call 

Hiroko, who had a bad case of overcooperation. (People rarely complain 

about someone who gives too much.) One memorable weekend when 

two of her children were ill, it seemed that everyone in Hiroko's world 

needed help with something. She finally snapped, and she was forced 

to recognize her general state of imbalance. She told her older child he 

would have to help take care of the two younger ones for the next few 

days, something she wouldn't have dreamed of before; she called some 

neighbors and started to delegate responsibility; and she called all of the 

other people who had made requests of her, took a deep breath, and 

said no. To her surprise, the sky didn't fall; the Earth, and the neigh-

borhood, went on spinning. Hiroko learned that in resigning as "general 

manager of the universe," she not only found her balance and retained 
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her health, she also served others by empowering them to take their 
fair share of responsibihty. 

Challenges on the Path 

The very same qualities that make 2s such great potential assets 

to society can be their own undoing. "Wanting so much to be helpful, 

they may chronically subordinate their own needs to the needs of others, 

going beyond loving sacrifice or healthy altruism into servitude. They 

ignore or discount their feelings and needs and end up doing what they 

or someone else thinks they "should" do. 

Most 2s start out in overcooperation—in codependent behavior 

patterns—feeling responsible for others' happiness and others' lives, hav-

ing trouble saying no, overcommitting, ignoring their limits and bound-

aries, and taking on more than they can, or ought to, handle, then going 

into resentment. Not all codependents are working 2 energy, but where 

others are amateur codependents, 2s are professionals, especially if diey 

haven't yet defined their boundaries and limits of responsibility. Guided 

by the Law of Responsibility (p. 336), 2s can find a renewed sense of 

inner peace and of joy in support freely given. 

Should is a big word and a significant force in the lives of 2s, who, 

as I've noted, think in terms of what they should do, what others should 

do, and what situations shouldhe like. Vulnerable to other people's needs 

and demands, 2s often feel confused about what is the "right" decision 

or action. They often ask, "What do you think I should do?" 

Until 2s learn to act on the basis of what they truly feel, their 

service won't last for long. If they don't feel good about what they're 

doing, cooperation will eventually turn to conflict as even the most 

accommodating 2s begin to feel overwhelmed and shift into undercooper-

ation. After bending over too far backward, they react, going from give-

give-give to stubborn resistance. Resenting both themselves and those 

whom they helped, they just shut down; at this point, they want things 

their own way or else—with no compromise. In fact, some 2s who have 

overcooperated most of their fife can later get stuck in a state of chronic 

resentment, sullenly doing what they think everyone else expects. 

Friends or loved ones may wonder what happened to cause the 

sudden change in attitude and may perceive such 2s as stubborn, un-

fair, or self-centered. But behind their stubbornness lies a feeling of 

helplessness, a fear of being overwhelmed by others—a core belief that 

if they give an inch, others will take a mile. And because our beliefs 
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influence our experience, others sometimes do take that proverbial 

mile. 

Emma, a young woman working 2, used to make her college 

roommate's bed every morning, even after her roommate's boyfriend 

had stayed over. Often she would he very still in her bed, trying to go 

to sleep, while six feet away her roommate and boyfriend were making 

love. Emma said nothing about this situation, except to offer to find 

someplace else to sleep, so as not to disturb the couple —a clear case 

of overcooperation. 

Eventually, Emma requested another room—a constructive so-

lution, but Emma might have benefited more had she stated her feel-

ings and her rights and put more responsibility on her roommate for 

working out her romantic situation without intruding on Emma's 

privacy. Emma had not established her boundaries, so people treated 

her as a doormat; in ignoring her own needs, she unknowingly en-

couraged others to do the same. The key for finding cooperative balance 

for 2s is learning the difference between support and servitude. 

In relationships, partners may unintentionally take advantage of 

2s by asking or expecting them to do more and more, until they react. 

After that, 2s may continue to make dinner or take out the trash, but 

they shut down emotionally. 

In the sexual arena or in relationships in general, when 2s start 

out overcooperating — doing what someone else wants without con-

sidering their own needs or desires, one imbalance soon creates another. 

Where they started out giving and giving, 2s later withdraw, resist, or 

take a rigid stance. Sexually, this may manifest as frigidity or impo-

tence, as if their subconscious is saying, "I'm not going to give anymore." 

Until 2s establish healthy boundaries, they need to avoid situa-

tions of physical, emotional, or sexual abuse, and to remember that alt 

of us of any age have the right to say no at any time when it comes to 

our bodies and our feelings. If something doesn't feel right to them, 2s 

need to honor their feelings and communicate as strongly as necessary. 

Other Qualities and Issues 

The battle cry of 2s is, "It's their fault!" Many people who live 

with 2s perceive them as judgmental, but they are really saying, "It's 

not my fault!" Assigning blame helps 2s relieve their own internal pres-

sure, since 2s can feel responsible for everything from floods to earth-

quakes. 
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In order to succeed in resolving outer conflicts and achieve balanced 

cooperation, those working 2 first need to resolve internal discord. Due 

to their exaggerated sense of responsibility, most 2s overthink in the form 

of obsessive worry or overanalysis, then bounce from mental preoccupa-

tion to reactive emotions ("Oh my God! What are we going to do?"). 

Achieving mental and emotional equanimity poses a major chal-

lenge for 2s; when they weigh and sort opposing values to make a de-

cision, they have trouble choosing one over another. 

Most of us have potentially conflicting beliefs, values, and desires 

filed away in our mind—reasons to get out of bed and reasons to pull 

the covers back up; reasons to get married and have children and rea-

sons to stay single or remain childless — the list is endless. For most 

of us, these apparent opposites somehow coexist, but for 2s, these op-

posing values are like two children who both want to ride in the front 

seat. Resolving these conflicts poses a challenge for 2s, who hate to 

disappoint anyone. 

As they learn to take responsibility for their own life instead of 

feeling responsible for everyone else's, 2s stop blaming others for their 

own inner conflicts and begin to establish healthy limits. They find a 

balance between what is okay and what is not okay—between what 

they will gladly do and what they won't do. They learn when to say 

yes and how to say no. 

Emotional stress happens when the mind resists what is; 2s tend 

to resist changes that make them feel out of control; therefore, they 

often experience mental conflict, emotional stress, and physical tension. 

Racing thoughts impose general muscular tension that compromises 

the lymphatic system and the immune system. Although 2s don't often 

get ill due to their robust constitution, allergies can become a problem, 

especially in times of stress. 

Those working 2, whether they have a wiry, muscular, or wide 

body, have intrinsic physical strength and sturdiness, as well as internal 

fortitude, vigor, and perseverance. But their strength can also manifest 

as stubbornness, rigidity, or tension. Because of this, 2s benefit from 

meditation practice, dance, hatha yoga, and martial arts, such as t'ai chi 

ch'uan, which help them relax, respond, and flow in life. 

Anything we do, we can overdo or underdo, so 2s in particular 

need to develop a higher order of perspective and balance before they 

can fulfill their life purpose. Balance, as outlined in the Law of Balance 

(p. 341), is the essential catalyst that leads 2s toward the summit of their 

mountain. 
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At the Summit: Potential and Destiny 

Those working 2 energy form the foundation, the very under-

pinnings, of every society. They often serve as the unsung heroes and 

heroines who make all the difference in the world; they assure the suc-

cess of great undertakings and achievements. 

Because 2 is a very strong service number, people working 2 have 

the drive to serve and help, to instruct and guide, to assist and support. 

When working in positive ways, they generally have a reputation as 

big-hearted people. They tend toward loyalty and responsibility; they 

are the kind of people others can count on. When the going gets tough, 

have 2s in your corner; when you need someone to talk to, these indi-

viduals can be very good listeners. 

With intrinsic inner and outer strength, 2s work hard to improve 

situations and support people. Once they find a clear goal, they cooperate 

for the common good. Many 2s have strong ambitions and can be-

come leaders in any field, but they most often serve a larger cause in a 

support capacity, in cooperation with others. They find die most fulfill-

ment when supporting others, because such a role is aligned with their 

life purpose. This support energy does not by any means relegate 2s to 

subordinate positions. The energy of 2 conveys an attitude about life, 

not a role m life; 2s can become and have become presidents of 

companies and nations. 

At the highest levels, 2s transcend the concept of cooperating with 

others and see others as a part of their larger Self. This realization dis-

solves resentment, allows 2s to take complete responsibility for their 

life, and results in their having equal respect for self and others. They 

truly become a source of loving service in the world. 

Action Checklist 

The following actions can make a difference in the lives of those 

working 2 energy: 

• Understand the difference between support and servitude; learn 

when to say yes and how to say no. 

• Learn to flow with change, relax into life, and stay flexible, letting 

go of what isn't your responsibility. 

• Spend some time each day stretching, meditating, and relaxing. 

• To determine a course of action, use your head but go with your 

gut feelings. 
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Accessing Cooperation and Balance 

1. Think of someone you know, or imagine a film, literary, or 

historical character—a role model who exhibits a clear cooperative 

balance and who honors equally the needs of self and others. 

2. Imagine yourself as that person—feeling inner harmony, 

responsible for yourself and supportive of others, cooperating 

toward mutual goals within clear and appropriate limits and 

boundaries. In what specific ways can you put these qualities into 

practice and bring more balance into your life? 
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3: Expression 
and Sensitivity 

Imagine a rosebud with its petals closed 

over a glowing heart, 

filled with passionate feelings, 

but not yet showing itself in its full beauty, 

not until the blossom opens. 

It remains closed by doubt. 

How does self-doubt affect your life? 

Do you express your feelings openly, or do you hide, 

like the heart in the rosebud? 

All great discoveries are made 

by those whose feelings run 

ahead of their thinking. 

C H. PARKHVJtST 

Life Purpose 

Individuals working 3 as their life purpose are here to utilize their emo-
tional sensitivity to bring positive, heartfelt self-expression into the world. Be-
cause our hfe purpose entails challenges, 3s must first confront issues 
of blocked or distorted expression, as well as emotional oversensitiv-
ity and associated self-doubt. 

People with 3 as their primary life purpose (12/3s, 21/3s, and 30/3s) 
and all those with a 3 in their birth number come into this world with 
powerful expressive drives. Since our hfe purpose isn't what comes eas-
iest, 3s also face distinct issues associated with their sensitive emotional 
nature, such as self-doubt, fear of expression, and a tendency to manipu-
late rather than state their feelings directly. 
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The expressive energy of 3s has a strong social component; 3s reach 

out to other people and depend on other people. Whether 3s express by 

speaking, painting, singing, sculpting, acting, writing, or any other means, 

they usually start out one-on-one; then, as their confidence in their ability 

grows, they discover the satisfaction of reaching out and expressing them-

selves to groups of people—family, friends, or the public at large. 

The Essence of Expression and Sensitivity 

Throughout history, people have used expression for both posi-

tive and negative ends — to uplift, instruct, and inspire as well as to be-

little, demoralize, or even destroy. Expression takes many forms, from 

verbal language to body language, ranging from a look or a sigh to a full-

blown sermon. Humans also express themselves through the languages 

of art and architecture, of music and mime, to name a few examples. 

Although expression takes many forms, the most common one in-

volves talking with other people. The energy of 3 is highly interactive and 

social. When 3s wish to express themselves, they need someone willing 

to hsten. When they have listeners, they need sensitivity in order to tune 

into their audience and tailor their communication to the needs and in-

terests of others while expressing their authentic feelings and needs. 

In human society, we normally think of communication as a means 

of transferring information. This may be so, but expression has a differ-

ent tone from communication; it involves not only sharing one's own emo-

tional reality but encouraging others to do the same. For anyone, but 

especially for 3s, the fulfillment of expression comes through the emo-

tions. Therefore, emotional self-expression—sharing their authentic feel-

ings honestly and directly and encouraging others to do the same—is 

central to die life purpose of 3s. Expressing feelings offers its own reward 

and releases emotional energy that might otherwise become frustrated. 

Whether expressing for the sake of self, others, or both, sensitivity 

and expression go hand in hand. People working 3 need to acknowledge 

and honor their own feelings and inspire others to do the same. 

Challenges on the Path 

Those 3s who haven't yet "hit stride" may find the idea of public 

speaking, or of expressing their sensitive emotions, distinctly uncom-

fortable or even frightening. The nature of our life purpose involves 

overcoming obstacles; because of this, 3s inevitably encounter difficulties 
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expressing themselves. These difficulties range from speech impediments 

to chronic shyness, from struggling with English as a second language to 

speaking eloquently but without an emotional component, which re-

mains repressed. Many 3s seem very quiet, as if gathering courage to 

speak, but when they finally start talking, those around them had 

better be good listeners! 

Just as Is create no matter what—whether in the positive or in the 

negative—3s express in positive or negative ways; either way, their drive to 

express manifests. The Law of Choices (p. 328) applies strongly to 3s, 

because they always have a choice of expressing in positive, con-

structive ways or destructive ways. 

Positive expression often includes verbal enthusiasm and construc-

tive, creative, inspiring speech or some other form of communication. 

Because such expression is their life purpose, 3s have a strong drive to 

express in quality or else in quantity (the "motor-mouth" pattern). 

A psychological liability of 3s is a tendency to see as well as ex-

press the negative side of things. Negative forms of expression include 

whining, complaining, badmouthing, and criticizing. Such negative ex-

pression most often arises in childhood and adolescence for 3s, to be 

seen and worked through. They need to ask themselves, "What posi-

tive side does this situation have?" 

Because our life purpose isn't what comes easiest, 3s may not ex-

press at all; they may clam up, feeling reluctant or afraid to speak, or 

they may have difficulty being understood. Often they have concerns 

about, and sometimes problems with, "getting the words right" or 

"finding the words" to express what they mean or feel. 

Once 3s get rolling, however, they have much to say and an abun-

dance of energy to say it. Just as Is have creative energy that can build 

up as pressure that must be released, 3s have a similar emotional pres-

sure to express not just what they are thinking, but what they are feeling. 

With 3s' expressive drive comes a profound emotional sensitiv-

ity. Most 3s feed on emotions, and they can feed others as well. Just as 

Is have a large physical energy field, 3s have a large emotional field— an 

extended emotional nervous system of energetic "feelers" reaching out 

into their environment, leaving them wide open and extremely vul-

nerable to others' emotions (whether or not they show it). When some-

one near 3s feels upset or exalted, 3s can feel this state as if it were coming 

from inside themselves. Similarly, when 3s are upset or inspired, any-

one at all sensitive who happens to be nearby can feel their emotional 

power. 
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Virtually all 3s, due to their sensitivity, tend to become emotional 

sponges to others' upsets or negativity. As a form of self-protection, 

many 3s present a controlled, logical persona, or mask. But their inner 

life reveals a deep well of emotions. No matter what their chosen career, 

when the expressive drive of 3s emerges, they have a passion for help-

ing awaken others' feelings. 

Most 3s are hypersensitive to criticism, always ready to be mis-

understood; all but the most gentle critiques leave most 3s feeling as if 

they've been hit with a blunt instrument or stabbed in the heart. 

Learning to view criticism as a form of caring helps 3s move past 

hypersensitivity into a deeper understanding: Criticism always entails 

a degree of emotional risk on the part of the critic because the person 

criticized may become hurt or angry, or may criticize back. Whether or 

not our critics deliver their criticism in a gentle fashion, they show 

they care because if they didn't care at all, they wouldn't even bother. 

The recognition of this caring can help 3s tolerate criticism and see the 

grains of love within any form of feedback. 

Because of the large and sensitive energy field of 3s, they com-

monly confront hidden or overwhelming self-doubt as another primary 

issue in their life. Whereas the insecurity of Is relates to a fear of in-

feriority or inequality, 3s' seif-doubt deals more with not feeling up to 

a task. Just as Is make the best addicts and 2s the best codependents, 3s 

make the best manic-depressives; due to their sensitivity, they can fall 

into slumps and experience acute self-doubt, or they may become too 

manic, lack a way to express that energy, and then swing into a 

depression and feel sorry for themselves. Teaching, writing (as in a jour-

nal), and physical exercise all allow 3s means for expressing their power-

ful emotions. 

Often, 3s flip-flop between confidence ("I can do anything!") and 

a sense of feeling overwhelmed ("How did I ever think I could handle 

this?"). Confident one day, they may take an emotional nosedive the 

next. Self-doubt—feeling unqualified, unprepared, or generally unable-

manifests in a variety of forms. For example, some 3s become peren-

nial students, eternally preparing, picking up advanced degrees, and 

changing course, but never venturing into the marketplace—never fully 

committing themselves for fear of failure. If 3s have problems in any 

area of life, they can look first to self-doubt and apply the exercise for 

overcoming insecurity outlined under the Law of Action (p. 390). 

Issues of expression combined with acute sensitivity result in an 

inherent tendency for 3s to misrepresent their feelings and their needs 
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to others and even to themselves; manipulation forms a major hurdle 

for 3s—either manipulating others or getting manipulated. Unless 

they've done specific work clearing this tendency, 3s have trouble say-

ing directly what they want or need; they hint or connive instead. They 

may fall into depressive beliefs: "If they really cared, they'd know how 

I feel." They may manipulate others emotionally with a look or a sigh, 

and then wait for someone to make them feel better or give them what 

they need. They also sometimes get manipulated due to their emotional 

ties to others. 

The Law of Honesty (p. 377) applies strongly to 3s and can help 

in clarifying and revealing the importance of direct and honest com-

munication. As 3s come to recognize that not everyone is as sensitive 

as they are, they learn to appreciate the necessity of clearly expressing 

who they are, how they feel, and what they need. The Law of Honesty 

can help 3s turn their relationships and lives around in dramatic ways. 

In the positive, 3s find enjoyment and satisfaction in acting, teaching, 

and managing people, and they also abound in social service energy. If a 

cause or calling brings out their positive, nurturing feelings, they do well 

to follow it. Their sensitivity enables 3 s to tune into others' feelings when 

they're paying attention, and to engage in fine teaching and counseling 

work. In the highest sense, their acute intuition can open them to clair-

sentience (clear feelings to the point of "extrasensory perceptions"). 

Other Qualities and Issues 

A key for 3s is to cultivate empathy but avoid sympathy; the subtle 

difference between the two applies to us all, but especially to those work-

ing 3, because of their tendency to get drawn in by others' emotions. 

When we sympathize with others who call to us from a "dark hole," 

we end up jumping in with them and experiencing their distress. When 

we empathize with them, however, we remain centered in a clear space, 

and from there, we can throw them a ladder. As sometimes happens, 

they may cry, "No, I don't want a ladder; I want you to jump down 

here with me!" From our compassionate, empathic space, we can 

respond, "I can serve better from here. I've done what I can, and I respect 

your decision to either climb out or sit in the darkness a while longer." 

Remembering the difference between sympathy and empathy, 3s can 

more effectively help others while helping themselves. 

Due to their sensitive emotional nature, 3s may need to assert them-

selves and learn to express anger or aggressive energy constructively; 
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otherwise, they may remain inhibited or frustrated in manifesting the 

full range of their powers. Martial arts, dance, or other focused ath-

letic activities can help open this arena, and 3s generally find great joy 

in such expansiveness. 

In contrast to 8s, who sometimes use sexuality for power, or Is, 

who use sex to release pent-up energies, 3s can occasionally find them-

selves in promiscuous sexual situations where they get emotionally in-

volved and later ask themselves, "What happened?" or "How did I let 

myself get into that?" Self-doubt can also affect their sexual expres-

sion, or they may repress sexual energy out of guilt or feel inadequate 

and inhibited until they come to appreciate the importance of balanced 

sexual expression. 

Most 3s also benefit from and enjoy organizations that give them 

a chance to speak to a group of people. The Dale Carnegie course in 

public speaking or other similar courses give 3s opportunities to de-

velop their expressive skills and all-important confidence. 

Physically, 3s tend toward sensitive stomachs; when under stress, 

they may experience more butterflies or diarrhea than those with a 

thicker-skinned emotional disposition. 

Although most of us, including 3s, have practical challenges in 

the financial arena, individuals on this life path have no inherent finan-

cial difficulty; mainly, 3s just need confidence. When they get past self-

doubt, abundance flows naturally, almost without effort. 

At the Summit: Potential and Destiny 

Sensitive expression, entailing carefully chosen words spoken from 

the heart, has the power to move people to tears or laughter—to in-

spire action that can change the world in ways large or small. 

Every great culture has had leaders with the power of expression 

and the sensitivity to feel when and how to use their words to greatest 

effect. No warrior or world leader could stand long without the power 

of expression; the pen may indeed be mightier than the sword. Ac-

cording to the Judeo-Christian Bible, even before Light came the Word 

(sound or vibration). 

Waiting at the summit of 3 energy is the power of expression com-

bined with the compassion of sensitivity. Near the end of their jour-

ney, 3s open to the full emotions of their being; filled with passion 

and love and using the entire palette of emotional color, they reach out 

and embrace others within their large emotional field, reminding us 
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of the essence of our humanity, the potential of our spirit, and the long-

ing within each of us to wake up to our feeling dimension, for in so 

doing, we wake up to our full humanity. 

The emotional connection 3s can feel to life and to others gener-

ates a rising energy that, once expressed, can uplift everyone around 

them. These individuals have the potential to revel in emotions the way 

dolphins swim in the sea. At the highest levels, 3s serve as an open 

channel of loving energy, moving others to joy and inspiration, be-

coming a force of light in the world. 

Action Checklist 

The following actions can make a difference in the lives of those 

working 3 energy; 

• Form the practice of asking yourself, "What am I feeling and 

what do I need right now?" Express your feelings and needs 

directly. 

• Take a course in public speaking or find another opportunity to 

explore self-expression, such as acting, art, or dance. 

• Find a physical activity, such as a martial art, weight lifting, or 

aerobic dance, that helps you feel and express your assertive, 

expansive side. 

• The next time you confront self-doubt, face it squarely and move 

through it. 

Accessing Expression and Sensitivity 

1. Think of someone you know, or imagine a film, literary, or 

historical character —a role model who expresses himself or 

herself clearly, honestly, and powerfully, while staying attuned and 

sensitive to listeners. 

2. Imagine yourself as that person—secure in your abilities, confident 

and articulate enough to express yourself artfully and with 

sensitivity, sharing the full range of your feelings and fears, your 

joys and sorrows. In what specific ways can you put these qualities 

into practice and bring greater expression into your life? 
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Imagine a house under construction, 

the foundation poured and set, 

the structure and framework rising, 

one step at a time. 

How is this house like your life? 

What does it reveal to you about reaching your goals? 

Have you strengthened your foundation? 

Do you build your life step-by-step? 

If you have built castles in the air, 

your work need not be lost Now put 

foundations under them. 

OSAJOHNSON 

Life Purpose 

Individuals working 4 as their life purpose are here to achieve stability and 

security by patiently following a gradual process toward selected goals. Achiev-

ing security—a solid foundation—is a desirable goal for anyone; for 

4s, however, it forms the core of their life purpose. Since what we're 

here to do doesn't necessarily come easily, those with 4 as their primary 

life purpose (13/4s, 31/4s, 22/4s, and 40/4s) and all those with 4 in their 

birth number confront significant issues in the areas of stability, com-

mitment, patience, clarity, and willingness to follow a sometimes slow 

or arduous process to their goals. 

Before 4s can establish stability in the world, they need to create 

a sense of inner stability—physically, emotionally, and mentally—as the 

first essential step toward reaching their goals in the world. The saying 

"Proper preparation prevents poor performance" serves as a good 

reminder for 4s, whose preparation may include clearing unspoken 
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issues with parents or other family members who served as their foun-

dation early in life. Their preparation may also require them to commit 

to a relationship, commit to a present location, or commit to a line of 

work; in other words, to stay put, because a tree can't blossom until ■ it 

grows deep roots. Putting down roots is not the first inclination for 

those 4s who have not yet begun integrating their life purpose 

The Essence of Stability and Process 

If dynamic forces, such as creativity, cooperation, and expression, 

lack stability and direction, they serve no useful end. Individuals work-

ing 4 need to ground such energies into the world to manifest in prac-

tical ways toward achievable goals. 

Human civilization is a record of the history of achievement. 

Whether we pursue achievement in the form of material success, lov-

ing relationships, higher education, humanitarian service, or spiritual 

enlightenment, we need to start from a firm foundation and proceed 

step-by-step to our goals and to the fulfillment of our destiny. 

Achievement flows from clear intent and focused effort over time. 

In order to achieve, we have to start where we are, find out what we 

need, have a plan, and follow it through, persisting through difficulties 

and problems until we reach our goal. 

The image of a house under construction reveals virtually all the 

secrets that 4s need to know to reach their goals: In order to build a 

house, we first need to prepare and plan. We then have to dig deep and 

pour a strong foundation; only when this is complete can we begin to 

build. Then, no matter how ambitious or impatient we may feel, we 

must build in an orderly manner if the house is to remain standing. 

Many 4s experience opposing tendencies to skip steps, on the one 

hand, or, at other times, to get obsessed with or stuck on a single step 

and lose momentum. To avoid such tunnel vision, 4s need to see each 

necessary step as part of a flowing, dynamic process. In other words, 

4s need to complete each step before proceeding to the next—to "do it 

right" from the start, or they will surely have to "do it over." At the 

same time, they have to remember to proceed! 

Once they have laid a strong foundation, 4s can build as high as 

they want. If they skip important steps, the house will fall down around 

them in the first big earthquake or wind. Even though people don't 

always appreciate the foundation of a house, without the foundation, 

the house cannot stand for long. 
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A stable foundation is the key from which all else flows for 4s. 

Foundation energy reflects issues with family—either the family 4s came 

from or one they produce. A stable foundation also has to do with 

money, business, and financial security; it implies physical strength and 

vigor. Eventually, 4s develop the solid foundation from which to achieve 

the security they seek. 

Challenges on the Path 

Because 4s are here to develop stable foundations and strength, 

they may experience difficult trials and experiences to test their stabil-

ity. If they don't learn lessons quickly, the experiences repeat them-

selves in more dramatic forms. The most stable foundations are not 

only strong, they are flexible, like the earthquake-resistant buildings 

that sway but don't fall. Those 4s who lack physical flexibility often 

have psychological rigidity as well, manifesting as stubbornness in the 

form of self-deception or tunnel vision. They put blinders on, they listen 

to but don't really hear others' feedback or advice, and they cling to 

blind beliefs that things will "just work themselves out" without their 

going through the steps to make sure. They end up feeling regretful, 

reevaluating who they are and seeking a new and larger identity con-

sistent with their typically high ambitions. 

Building secure foundations requires a careful process. But since 

our life purpose—stability and process in the case of 4s — presents spe-

cial issues and challenges, most 4s have difficulties with process; they 

either resist it, rush it, or get so locked into one step that they never 

take the next one. In any case, process is a charged issue for 4. Those 

4s who have practiced anything over time, such as a sport, a craft, or 

playing a musical instrument, have a kind of inner model; they know 

what it takes to succeed. Many 4s who were once good athletes later 

become successful in business or other fields because they have learned 

to apply the process necessary for achievement of any kind. 

Doing things slowly and patiently in little steps over time can 

make many 4s feel a little crazy. They want it all now; they prefer bursts 

of enthusiasm—getting something started and quickly getting it done. 

In contrast, some 4s develop tunnel vision and get so focused on one 

step that they have trouble moving to, or even seeing, the next step. 

Built-in impatience sometimes leads 4s to prefer a "magical" approach 

to life. My friend Miguel, who had written one draft of a screenplay, 

once told me, "I was flying to L.A. when I just happened to sit next 
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to a man who is the cousin of the head of a Hollywood studio! Isn't 

that incredible? He's going to tell his cousin about my script, which he 

said sounds terrific, and I gave him my card." In Miguel's mind, the 

screenplay was as good as sold. This kind of magical thinking—looking 

for a "big score," such as winning the lottery, getting discovered, or 

getting lucky—is fairly common among 4s until they recognize the 

necessity of preparation, training, and a process of gaining experience 

to reach their goals. 

Eventually 4s learn that skipping steps in the short run nearly al-

ways means failure in the long run —getting halfway or even all the 

way up the mountain, then tumbling down. 

Most 4s drive hard to reach their goals, but if they don't achieve 

success as quickly as they want or had hoped for, they tend to become 

discouraged and say, "What's the use?" or "Forget the whole thing" 

They may approach relationships in much the same fashion, with 

the enthusiasm and intensity of instant friendship or rapid intimacy ("It's 

as if we're long-lost friends!" "I must have known you in a past life!"), 

only to abandon or "outgrow" the relationship when problems surface. 

Such tendencies don't mean 4s are disloyal or fickle—actually, they 

can be immensely loyal and reliable when working in the positive— 

but until they align themselves with the Law of Process (p. 346), they 

aren't always good at persisting through difficulties, and they tend more 

toward enthusiastic, if temporary, efforts. 

Most 4s need to ground their energy; otherwise, they tend to 

change jobs, change relationships, or change homes without giving 

themselves the chance to discover the real magic that happens when 

they commit to a direction in life. Once they understand the necessity 

of persevering through a sometimes long process, 4s focus their strength, 

and very few obstacles can stop them. 

Many people working 4 may wonder how or why they ended up 

with their particular parents; 4s frequently face charged family issues, 

either with one parent or both, or with a sibling, ranging from getting 

lost in a large family to moving all the time and lacking stability, from 

having a parent with a drinking or drug problem to feehng abandoned 

by a parent who died or left when they were young. They may have 

had a domineering parent who verbally abused them, or they may 

have been subjected to emotional, physical, or sexual abuse. Whatever 

the form, a difficult family history is common for many 4s, but not all. 

Some 4s face much more subtle family issues, which nevertheless have 

a large impact on their life. 
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The family that raises 4s represents their stable foundation or lack 

thereof; working out family issues and rebuilding their foundation forms 

an integral part of the work 4s confront, so 4s are wise to open deeper 

lines of communication with any living parents and come to new levels 

of understanding. While this also holds true for those without a 4 in 

their birth number, for those with 4 as their primary hfe purpose, the 

challenges of familial foundations take center stage. By working through 

rather than avoiding family issues, 4s benefit immensely. Reaching an 

understanding with parents doesn't necessarily mean getting their agree-

ment or their approval, but 4s need to reach clarity and to take a stand 

about who they are—sharing secrets and putting their family life on a 

new footing. Even if one or both parents have died, going through a 

private inner ceremony with them in which 4s state what they wished 

their parents had said or had been like, and in which they silently ac-

knowledge their feelings, can liberate blocked energy by healing un-

resolved feelings. 

Those 4s who do not feel they had a healthy upbringing can rein-

vent a happier childhood by raising their own family and by becoming 

the parents they wished they had had. In general, 4s make good 

parents, not because they always say or do the ideal thing, but because 

family and foundations form an inherent priority for them. Even 4s 

whose marriage dissolves will most often wish to maintain a close rela-

tionship with their children. Although raising children is not appropriate 

for everyone, most 4s find child rearing satisfying on deep levels, whether 

they parent their own children or take responsibility for other children. 

A stable foundation and careful process form the strength of any 

enterprise, and 4s, like 2s, are born with a predisposition to internal 

strength, vigor, and fortitude. This strength can also manifest as stub-

bornness and resistance. Such resistance means that many 4s find it 

difficult to let go of the past; they suffer from regret and tend to obsess 

on old relationships, mistakes, or failures, rather than seeing them as 

lessons and getting on with their hfe. Many 4s bowl people over with 

their bull-in-a-china-shop energy. Any form of exercise that helps 4s 

breathe deeply and easily, relax, and let go, such as dance, yoga, or t'ai 

chi, makes a big difference by teaching them to embody the Law of 

Flexibility (p. 324). 

Physical and financial security are especially important for 4s. This 

doesn't mean they need a million dollars in the bank; as long as they know 

the rent or mortgage is covered and that there's plenty of food on the 

table, 4s feel secure. Saving some money for a rainy day is anodier priority. 
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No matter what external foundations 4s may build, the trinity of 

body, mind, and emotions forms the most important internal foun-

dation. When in balance, this trinity becomes the solid bedrock of their 

life. In the positive, 4s exemplify the kind of solidity that others can 

count on for support, "no matter what." 

Once 4s get a taste of responsibility, even though it brings its bur-

dens and obligations, they thrive on it, because it provides the stability 

they may avoid but ultimately need. Similar to 2s, 4s can take on so 

much responsibility that they get overwhelmed. 

When working in the negative, 4s tend to be either overly respon-

sible or overly irresponsible, sometimes wavering between the two. On 

the one hand, they can act like general managers of the universe and, 

like 2s, meddle beyond appropriate boundaries. Yet 4s can also have 

problems with the very commitment and constancy required to create 

secure foundations. Responsibility may take time to develop; it, too, 

involves a trial-and-error process. So 4s require the same patience from 

others that they need to develop in themselves. Similarly, although 4s 

are here to support odiers, they also need to feel supported—either emo-

tionally, financially, or both. If they feel they lack support, they may 

go into a slump until they come to trust their own inevitable process of 

learning and growth. 

Support may also take the form of clear expectations because, 

whether they are children or adults, 4s also need guidelines and limits, 

to know what is expected of them. If they don't know the rules, 4s 

tend to feel confused. 

Nearly all 4s experience conflict rather than harmony between 

their mind and emotions. On the positive side, 4s have an extremely 

powerful analytical ability; on the negative side, they tend to overana-

lyze when making decisions. Confusion is a significant issue for 4s, 

because they can get stuck in mental loops as they weigh every factor, 

look at every side of every issue, bounce between pros and cons, then 

feel like they don't understand and have trouble making decisions. 

The tendency of many 4s to swing from obsessive overanalysis 

to confusion often leads to impulsive action—impulsive relationships 

that start hot and end cold, impulsive spending, and other sudden 

decisions. 

While 3s make the best manic-depressives, many 4s are hands-

down champion hysterics; even if they maintain a controlled demeanor, 

inside they may be saying, "The sky is falling!" or "Oh my God, what 

am I going to do?" Some 4s waver between staying in control and a 
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tendency toward nervous episodes or even breakdowns. Due to their 

sturdy dispositions, however, they usually recover quickly. 

Sometimes 4s experience a sense of confusion that blocks their 

process because they don't feel sure enough about the next step. It's 

important for 4s to realize they are not really confused, they just feel 

that way—a small but important distinction. When 4s have a decision 

to make, they do best to write the pros and cons down on paper and 

then go with their gut feelings, rather than letting the variables whirl 

around too long in their heads. If they feel confused or discouraged 

about reaching a goal, they do well to break down big tasks into small 

steps. Tasks that are "hard by the yard" often become a relative "cinch 

by the inch." By making small commitments, 4s find it easier to follow 

through. 

It's important for 4s to keep the perspective that although their 

progress may be slow, they can reach their goals by following a clear 

path. Once they stop overanalyzing, trust their gut feelings, and achieve 

a sense of clarity, they access their innate inner strength, which leads to 

commitment and persistence, and become a moving force in the world. 

Other Qualities and Issues 

In the positive, because of their refined ability to structure mate-

rial and ideas and to break tasks down into their component parts, 4s 

can become exceptional decision makers or advisers in real estate or 

business. If mature, they make excellent, practical businesspeople as well 

as dynamite secretaries, assistants, counselors, or other support peo-

ple. When in support positions, 4s, like 2s, are not necessarily subor-

dinate; Pope Paul I and President Grover Cleveland were both working 

4 energy, and each, in his own way, found himself supporting others. 

If 4s skip steps, they make the same mistakes over and over, start 

and stop the same projects, and repeat failures, such as getting married 

three or four times or "quitting" smoking five or six times. The Law 

of Process (p. 346) can help 4s stop repeating undesirable habits from 

the past. The Law of Patterns (p. 349) can also remind 4s that they will 

tend to repeat the same mistakes until they use their analytical abilities 

to notice the cause of patterns and do something different. 

In the positive, 4s are reliable; in the negative, they act undepend-

able and uncommitted. Yet they do want to help in some way, and they 

can apply their strength and capacity to support others. Their need for 

support can surface in relationships in the form of "Don't leave me!" 
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If 4s haven't learned to make commitments, they may be the ones to 

do the leaving. 

Generally, 4s are vital and earthy in the sexual arena. But if they 

shift, like 2s, into a pattern of resistance, they can distance themselves 

emotionally, blaming their withdrawal on the other person or on 

circumstances. 

In summary, 4s need to stabilize their life, focus on clear goals, 

and patiently follow a step-by-step process toward their destiny. 

At the Summit: Potential and Destiny 

Their innate ambition, strength, and fortitude help 4s reach their 

destination. However, as much as 4s want to become or look success-

ful, if they fail to take all of the necessary steps to accomphsh their 

goal, their success may be short-lived. Once 4s form a clear plan and 

commit to a process, they can achieve any goal. 

Modest goals require few steps and a simple process; larger, more 

far-reaching goals require a long and sometimes arduous process. In 

either case, mature 4s have the capacity to analyze the path from where 

they are to where they want to be—to break it down into small, manage-

able steps and follow through to achieve their goals. Once 4s form clear 

goals and follow through, they are experts at helping others to do the 

same. 

Those working 4 thrive in the business world as builders and 

founders of corporations or empires that support many other people, 

as dealers in real estate, and as producers of tangible goods and services. 

At the highest levels, 4s let Spirit take responsibility and are con-

tent to manage their own lives, doing their best, trusting the process, 

and recognizing that they are not in charge of the time frame of achieve-

ment. They base their life on the stable foundation of careful process 

and faith, from which flow clarity and patience. 

Action Checklist 

The following actions can make a difference in the lives of those 

working 4 energy; 

• Break down big goals and commitments into small steps; 

divide and conquer. 

• Balance your strength with physical and mental flexibility, 
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• Whatever you undertake, prepare well, commit, and follow 

through, step-by-step. 

• When making decisions, trust your gut feelings. 

Accessing Stability and Process 

1. Think of someone you know, or imagine a film, Hterary, or 

historical character—a role model who has achieved stability and 

security by preparing well and following, a process to his or her 

goals. 

2. Imagine yourself as that person—stable, grounded, clear in your 

directions, taking things one step at a time, knowing it's only a 

matter of time before you achieve what you wish. In what specific 

ways can you put these quahties into practice and bring greater 

stability into your life? 
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Imagine a bird soaring high above, feeling one kind of freedom. 

To experience life fully, 

it must land and go through 

the arduous task of building a nest. 

Through this discipline comes another kind of freedom, 

to experience the depths of its life. 

How have you felt free, 

and how have you felt trapped? 

Can you apply the discipline in your life 

to explore the depths and, in those depths, 

tojind another kind of freedom? 

Adventure is not outside; 

it is within. 

DAVID GRAYSON 

Life Purpose 

Individuals working 5 as a life purpose are here tojind inner freedom through 

discipline,focus, and depth of experience. However, because the path to our 

life purpose can be steep and rocky, those with 5 as their primary life 

purpose (14/5s, 41/5s, 23/5s, and 32/5s) and all those with a 5 in their 

birth number experience difficulties in the areas of both freedom and 

discipline; they swing between dependence and independence, and al-

though they may apply temporary, even heroic, discipline at times, they 

soon get bored with routine. 

Ultimately, an experience of inner freedom stands paramount for 

5s; without it, they feel like prisoners no matter what their circum-

stances; with it, nothing can bind them. Such inner freedom manifests 

in the world as self-rehance and independence of action. Until 5s have 

realized a sense of inner and outer freedom that flows from discipline 
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and focus, they tend to alternate between feelings and situations of ex-

treme dependence and reactive independence. 

The quest for freedom and independence leads most 5s to seek a 

breadth of experience; yet they are here more for depth of experience. 

Discipline and focus lead 5s to a deeper experience of freedom. 

The Essence of Freedom and Discipline 

Freedom, like love, means different things to different people. To 

some people, freedom means complete self-indulgence—doing what 

we want anytime we want it; in this sense, freedom seems the opposite 

of discipline, which implies sometimes doing what we'd prefer not to 

do. In the deeper sense, however, freedom finds its fullest expression 

when founded upon self-discipline and self-mastery. 

For 5s, freedom manifests as a thirst for a broad range of experi-

ence and adventure on physical, emotional, mental, social, sexual, finan-

cial, and spiritual levels. If independent, 5s find experience on worldly 

levels; if less independent or more insecure, 5s experience vicarious ad-

venture tlirough books, films, or television. The more mastery 5s achieve 

in various arenas of life, the less they feel bound or controlled by them. 

Most 5s feel empathy for the freedom fighters throughout history 

who have battled against tyranny, unlawful imprisonment, and 

servitude. In their own lives, 5s feel degrees of freedom ranging from 

extreme restriction to nearly unlimited options. 

Ultimately, freedom means liberation from the illusions and bounds 

of life, even from bodily concerns, and entry into spiritual dimensions of 

experience. In everyday life, issues of freedom for 5s are a major point 

of sensitivity underlying their relationships, work, and finances. 

Discipline is a key for 5s in that it provides the focus, commit-

ment, and inner strength that overcome lack or limitation. 

Challenges on the Path 

Freedom for 5s can, in the most negative sense, degenerate to mere 

self-indulgence, the absence of external restrictions — extreme indepen-

dence as in doing whatever they want, whenever they want to do it. 

But such self-indulgence has little to do with the life purpose of 5sr 

which calls for the focus and discipline that lead to a sense of internal 

freedom, experience, and the possibility of living widi passion and ad-

venture, like Zorba the Greek. 
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"Don't tie me up; don't lock me down!" is the battle cry of 5s, 

and they do battle often, for they resound to the call of freedom fighters 

everywhere. Theirs is a dramatic path, and if they don't encounter drama 

in the course of their daily hfe, they create it in their relationships or in 

their professional life. They fear being tied down by anyone or any-

thing, and they may have trouble committing to a relationship, depend-

ing on whether they view it as liberating or restricting. 

At one time or another, nearly all 5s subconsciously create issues 

to work through in the area of freedom by involving themselves with 

someone who restricts, or who seems to restrict, their independence. 

Their tendency to go from extreme dependence to reactive indepen-

dence gets projected upon their partner, and just as 8s may give away 

their power, 5s may give away their independence, 

Sophia, an older woman, had created for herself a state of almost 

complete dependence on her husband, Georgio. Repressing her inner 

urges for freedom and adventure, Sophia stayed home all day, waiting for 

Georgio to come home. She did the housework, watched soap operas 

for emotional adventure, and centered her life around making meals for 

her husband. Georgio even had to take Sophia to the market to shop, 

because she had never learned to drive. Not that there's anything wrong 

with choosing to center one's energies around the home, but Sophia's 

dependence was so extreme that she came to resent Georgio for "trap-

ping her" and felt she would leave him "if she could." 

More recently, however, I learned that Sophia had a liberating ex-

perience: She took up a new discipline; at sixty-five years of age, Sophia 

learned to drive. She did indeed leave her husband—to drive to the park, 

then do some shopping. She even went to a movie—quite an adven-

ture, on a scale perfect for her. We're never too old to start living. Sophia 

was bom at sixty-five years of age to a hfe of greater freedom. 

At the other extreme of rigid independence, Thomas cuts his own 

hair even though he could easily afford a barber; he just doesn't want 

to become dependent. He also fixes his own car and repairs plumbing 

and electrical problems himself to avoid dependence on other people. 

He spends most of his time alone because he doesn't want to become 

dependent on a relationship. Thomas seems independent without a 

doubt, but this kind of independence has little to do with fulfilling the 

Hfe purpose of 5s; it is only one extreme, a kind of independence that 

stems from a fear of dependence, and fear is the real prison. 

Freedom and responsibility go together, as do independence and 

discipline. Nobody really holds 5s back but themselves. It may appear 
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that someone else limits them, but when they take responsibility for 

choosing that person or situation in their life, they realise that they have 

been free all along. They realize that they have been the director and 

writer of their own movie. Individuals working 5 need to remember 

that they don't have to be bit players. Until they take full responsibility 

for their life, these 5s may look like victims, but they are really volunteers. 

People working some of the other birth numbers focus mainly on 

one or two issues or goals in their lives; 5s have such a natural drive 

and curiosity to know something about almost everything that their 

energy gets scattered easily. "So many possibilities, so little time" ex-

presses a common sentiment of 5s. Mukitalented, with a subconscious 

ability to access many resources and pull many abilities out of a hat, 5s 

reflect a kind of renaissance energy. The trickster, the jester, the 

juggler, and the '^jack-of-all-trades but master of none" are common 5 

archetypes. 

Some 5s who lack confidence for adventure in the real world find 

vicarious excitement and adventure through books, television, and mov-

ies to the point where they live through these media; soap opera and 

dramatic stars allow them access to experiences they might never have. 

Once they've tasted adventure through direct rather than vicarious ex-

perience, however, 5s want mora They can even become addicted to 

experience, going from one adventure to another, taking risks to es-

cape boredom or getting involved with drugs for the experience. 

Addiction to adventure does not fulfill the destiny of 5s any more 

than making a lot of money satisfies the life purpose of 8s. As is the 

case with any life purpose, the idea is not to exploit or repress core 

issues but to transcend them. For 5s, this means avoiding total depen-

dence on the one hand and extreme independence on the other hand-

neither indulging tendencies nor ignoring them. Individuals working 5 

need to realize a balanced sense of outer self-reliance or self-sufficiency 

that come from a sense of inner freedom, even while living a simple, 

functional, disciplined life with a certain amount of routine. This is quite 

a challenge for 5s, who often want to stir up some drama or create an 

adventure rather than feel imprisoned by sameness and boredom day 

after day. 

Until 5s begin to apply focus and discipline, they tend to develop 

moderate skills in many areas but rarely hit high gear in any one field; 

they skim across the surface of life, touching down in many areas, with-

out reaching the depths. 

A critical point to reiterate about the life purpose of 5s is that they 
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are here not just for breadth of experience, but for depth of experience. 

Perennial wisdom reminds us that, given the holographic nature of the 

universe, with spiritual laws at the core of real knowledge, by deeply 

knowing one thing, we can know many things. If 5s wish to feel in-

dependent and free, and master many fields, then they need to go into 

one field so deeply that they break through into the space where all 

fields connect. If they do not appreciate or apply this, 5s become like 

the well digger who dug a hundred wells but never hit water because 

he only dug halfway down to the spring. If he had dug deeply in just 

one well, he could have quenched his thirst. If 5s stay with something 

past the point of boredom, they break through to experience the free-

dom that waits in the depths of life. 

With a natural curiosity and interest in many things, 5s are ver-

satile, vivacious, and quick thinking. Paradoxically, they often either 

become obsessively focused or find themselves scattered to the four 

winds while trying to juggle too many interests. Because they don't 

want to miss out on any opportunities, they constantly balance on the 

edge of adrenal exhaustion and flirt with burnout. Learning to choose 

priorities — to let go of one thing so that they can focus on another— 

can literally save the lives of some 5s. Otherwise, overextending them-

selves and taking on too many things can lead to nervous exhaustion. 

While 4s meet with external tests in the world, the greatest chal-

lenges for 5s are internal. Given to negative thought processes, 5s can 

feel imprisoned by their own fears and doubts. They find true freedom 

by unlocking the shackles of their own psyche. People in our world 

experience bondage in many ways; some are bound by chains of hun-

ger or economic blight, others are politically repressed or limited by 

their physical handicaps or circumstances, and others may find them-

selves in prison. But even when limited by physical circumstances, some 

people feel a sense of internal freedom, while others in the best of cir-

cumstances feel imprisoned. Eventually, 5s need to learn and completely 

appreciate that human bondage is a state of mind. 

The great secret 5s may discover is that through discipline, focus, 

and setting priorities, they can achieve ultimate freedom. The Law of 

Discipline (p, 354) can make all the difference in the destiny of 5s. 

In order to avoid the extremes of indulgence and denial of then-

own tendencies, 5s can develop discipline through physical training, 

while practicing cross-training within their set routine—engaging in 

different activities each day. Variety will better serve 5s than running 

six laps around the same track every day, putting their feet in the same 
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prints they made the day before. With the balance of discipline and 

var'ety, 5s neither indulge their tendencies nor deny them. 

When feeling self-doubt, 5s fear that circumstances or other people 

may restrict or limit them; feeling dependent on others, they become 

bossy, controlling, and manipulative and try to get what they want 

through anger or other outbursts. Deliberately or out of unconscious 

habits they learned when young, 5s may use their quick mind to bluff, 

con, or manipulate to get -what they want instead of asking for it directly. 

In using other people to satisfy their own inner needs, they reinforce 

their feeHng of dependence on others. Until they discover a sense of 

inner freedom dependent on no one else, 5s tend to swing from grudging 

dependence to rigid independence, playing out an external drama. 

Other Qualities and Issues 

Some 5s subconsciously choose forms of limitation, including in-

juries, smothering spouses or partners, financial pressures, and figura-

tive or literal imprisonment. In such circumstances, their inner life and 

imagination remain their last strongholds of freedom, their own world 

to control. 

When 5s feel insecure or too ordinary, they sometimes identify 

with roles they consider somehow bigger or better than their ordinary 

selves. They use these roles as a shield of protection against their own 

projection—fearing that people might discover them as Dorothy and 

Toto discovered a kindly little man behind die screen instead of the great 

and powerful wizard of Oz. 

When 5s bluff their way through life, they fall into dieir own traps; 

for example, they may play the role of a healer by putting on the clothing 

and taking on the airs without actually knowing much about healing. 

Such role-playing further weakens their confidence in their own es-

sential core identity. These 5s tend to hide behind their roles because 

they undervalue their own essential nature and emotions. Feeling un-

sure about who they are when they take off the clothing, they develop 

chameleonlike qualities. Their life tends to be intense and episodic, open-

ing one chapter for a while, then closing it and going on to other peo-

ple, other hves—building bridges and burning them—all the time seek-

ing a sense of larger family, connection, and home, while pursuing 

greater freedom. 

An archetype for the roles 5s play is the central character por-

trayed by Tony Curtis in the film The Great tmposter, the true story of 
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a man who impersonated a prison warden and a priest, and who even 

performed an emergency appendectomy while impersonating a ship's 

surgeon. 

Those 5s who have applied discipline in their lives and have es-

tablished a depth of experience can master their role of surgeon, lawyer, 

writer, martial arts instructor, engineer, or teacher while maintaining 

and valuing their own core identity. 

As 5s come to recognize their inner freedom by applying critical 

discipline and focus in their life, they feel greater self-respect. With 

greater self-respect, they feel secure that they are more than the roles 

they play and that roles are just the suits to be put on and taken off 

like the costumes worn by actors; they realize that the actors, not the 

roles they play, are really the stars of the show-Similar to 3s, who 

work with emotional expression, 5s resonate to the energy of Mercury, 

the winged messenger. Quick minded, they want to reach out and 

touch many areas of hfe. They make good salespeople because they've 

gathered a wealth of knowledge as well as breadth, so they can look at 

things from different angles. They may answer questions and then 

wonder, ""Where did that answer come from?" 

Most 5s are born with agile hands and nimble fingers that can 

sew, quickly team to play musical instruments, work well with gadgets, 

and fiddle with and fix things. Quick-witted and quick learning, 5s try 

something once or twice and they seem to have it down. They get 

bored easily and need to remember that the feeling of boredom means 

they're just starting to get it. 

Many 5s pull off amazing accomplishments—winging it, flying 

through life by the seat of their pants, faking, living by their wits, keep-

ing one step ahead of the creditors. In the long run, by applying the 

Law of Honesty (p. 377), expressing what they want in an open way 

rather than finagling or jockeying for position, their lives work out far 

better. 

Financially, 5s aren't overly concerned with money in the bank; 

in fact, many 5s tend to spend money before they get it. If they have 

to choose between green pieces of paper in a bank vault and a real-hfe 

experience, they're going to go for the real-hfe adventure. They need 

to be careful about spending what they don't have, as that just adds 

pressure to a fife that already tends to be dramatic enough. This drama 

can stress the sensitive nervous system and adrenals of 5s, who may 

also experience circulatory problems if they haven't achieved a degree 

of dietary discipline. 
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With their quick-minded, visual energy, many 5s have refined in-

tuitive, even clairvoyant, potential. Clairvoyance means "clear seeing," 

and 5s have a vivid visual imagination. While other people may get 

intuitive feelings or visceral "hits" these 5s get pictures. When they start 

paying attention to these pictures and discovering their meaning, they 

develop a very good internal guidance system. For all 5s, life's message 

is, "Ask (for a sign), and you will receive." 

At the Summit: Potential and Destiny 

Those working 5 energy are the explorers and adventurers, here 

to discover what true freedom represents. At the summit of their moun-

tain, 5 s have reconciled and integrated discipline and freedom, using 

one to achieve the other. Rather than scattering their energies every-

where, trying to do too many things at once, mature 5s learn about the 

depths of life by focusing on one activity at a time rather than 

scratching the surface of many areas. 

These quick-witted and vivacious individuals have a renaissance 

energy that can inspire others to find their own freedom. These 5s also 

recognize that outer freedom is always relative, and usually limited, if 

one is to live within human society and interact with others, but inner 

freedom cannot be compromised, for our psyches are sanctified ground 

and our bodies are ours to control. 

Individuals working 5 speak with an authority based upon depth 

of experience. They have demonstrated the discipline that leads to ex-

cellence, and they have balanced independence and freedom, even while 

fulfilling their responsibilities in daily life. 

At the highest levels, 5s realize total and complete internal libera-

tion and realize that they have always been free and that any depen-

dence or restrictions they have experienced they also helped arrange 

for their highest good and learning. 

Action Checklist 

The following actions can make a difference in the lives of those 

working 5 energy: 

• Develop some form of simple daily routine to establish discipline; 

be sure to mix variety within the routine. 

• Don't let boredom stop you from going deeply into a subject or 

activity. 
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* Find a balance between the extremes of dependence and 

independence by observing when you slip into each side. 

• Strive to be direct in stating what you want or need. 

Accessing Freedom and Discipline 

1. Think of someone you know, or imagine a film, hterary, or 

historical character—a role model who has achieved a measure of 

freedom and depth of experience through consistent discipline over 

time. 

2. Imagine yourself as that person—focused and feeling free even in 

the midst of duties and responsibilities. In what specific ways can 

you put these qualities into practice and bring greater discipline and 

freedom into your life? 
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6: Vision and Acceptance 

Imagine the scales of justice and equality, 

perfectly balanced, 

representing fairness and high ideals. 

Do ideals guide your life, 

or do they rule it? 

What is your vision? 

How can you manifest it in practical ways? 

Do you accept yourself and others, 

or do you compare the world against the scales of perfectionism? 

Do you appreciate the hidden beauty in your life? 

Do you appreciate the perfection of imperfection? 

Acceptance is recognizing that whatever happens, 

and however we respond, 

is precisely what we need 

for our highest good and learning. 

ANONYMOUS 

Life Purpose 

Individuals working 6 as their life purpose are here to reconcile their high 

ideals with practical reality and to accept themselves, their world, and the present 

moment through an expanded vision of life's inherent perfection. Those with 6 

as their primary life purpose (15/6s, 24/6s, 3316s, and 42/6s) and all those 

with a 6 in their birth number need to overcome their perfectionist 

tendencies by remembering the bigger picture and their true priorities 

rather than obsessing over petty details. Our life purpose represents a 

mountain to climb, and 6s have specific issues and challenges in the 

areas of idealism and perfectionism, including resulting judgments about 

and disappointment with themselves and others. 
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6: VISION AND ACCEPTANCE 

Within 6s shine the highest archetypes, the Utopian world vision 

toward which we are all evolving. These individuals keep the flames 

of idealism alive and burning brightly; they are the visionaries who 

call us to do our best and beyond. Without the vision of 6s, we might 

be doomed to fatalism, nihilism, and tunnel vision. Their high ideals 

involve a cost, however, because they aren't always grounded in real-

ity; looking to higher possibilities, 6s tend to lack perspective and pa-

tience. Because they measure themselves and others against such lofty 

standards, 6s set themselves and everyone else up for "failure." Every-

one falls short because no one ever satisfies perfectionists, least of all 

themselves. Therefore, the Law of Flexibihty (p. 324) and the Law of 

Perfection (p. 358) remain foremost for 6s. 

The Essence of Vision and Acceptance 

Our ideals come from essential archetypes within human con-

sciousness, reflecting our highest vision of possibilities for us and for 

the world. Ideals of justice, ideals of form, ideals of relationship, and 

ideals of spirit lead and inspire us onward and upward. It's hard to imag-

ine what humanity would be like without them. High ideals call forth 

the dreamers—including writers, such as H. G. Wells (33/6), and modern-

day visionaries, who weave images of what may be. These images in 

our culture, in our hopes and dreams, may be essential to our survival 

and evolution. They inspire us and fill us with hope and direction. 

Those working 6 energy live in close touch with vision and hope, 

including people such as 15/6s Joan of Arc, Christopher Columbus, and 

visionary writer Isaac Asimov; 24/6s Lewis Carroll, who took us through 

the looking glass to Wonderland, John Denver, who sings to us of his 

visions, and Thomas Edison, who brought his visions into the world 

and changed it for all of us; and Ralph Waldo Emerson, Galileo, Nietzsche, 

Rousseau, J. R. R. Tolkien, and even Michael Jackson and Charles 

Schulz—all of whom, in their own ways, have worked for abetter world. 

We all have vision and hope, for seeds of idealism are planted in 

each of us, but 6s experience these more acutely as well as feel the pangs 

of disappointment when these ideals are not met. Before 6s can guide 

us and reveal the possibihties, they have to come down to earth and 

appreciate the perfection of here and now, accepting themselves and others 

in the present moment. 

Acceptance forms the bridge into a more joyous life for 6s, be-

cause only by completely embracing everyone and everything as they 
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are can 6s make practical and effective contributions in the world. If 

they stubbornly reject whatever falls short of their high visions, they 

grow sad or angry, disheartened by reality. But the moment 6s accept 

the inherent, transcendent perfection of life unfolding, they find the 

heart and patience to share their higher vision. They then allow them-

selves and others to evolve according to God's pace, not their own. 

Challenges on the Path 

Just as 2s and 5s tend to bounce from one extreme to another, 6s 

tend to see the world and other people as either perfect or flawed. 

When they first meet someone, 6s most often project their idealized 

image on that person, surrounding him or her with a rosy halo of per-

fection: "He's such a terrific man." "She's absolutely perfect for me" Lack-

ing discrimination or perspective due to such idealized views, 6s set 

themselves up for later disappointment. As time passes, they start to 

notice the person's flaws and feel disappointed; they may even end the 

relationship. While 6s start out by seeing the beauty in themselves and 

others, they often fail to appreciate the imperfections they and others came 

here to work out. 

Living with 6s can be difficult, because in their eyes, no one is 

ever quite perfect enough. Many 6s repress their judgment and say things 

like, "I don't judge other people; I believe in live and let live." But the 

reason some 6s don't appear to judge others harshly or criticize others 

openly is that they're so busy judging themselves and trying to be "a 

good person" that they suppress their tendency to judge and compare 

rather than recognize that tendency, confront it, and finally transcend 

it by applying the appropriate spiritual laws. 

Many 6s live in a state of emotional denial, not knowing how 

they feel because they focus so hard mentally on what they "should" 

feel in some ideal sense and then convince themselves that they actu-

ally feel that way. For this reason, 6s do well to take a good look at 

what they really feel; they may benefit from working with a professional 

therapist or counselor who can help them get back in touch with their 

authentic self 

Because 6s gravitate toward the ideal and are sensitive to any short-

fall, they tend to sort for the lone flaw. Because of their incisive judg-

ments, they can get lost in petty detail—for example, feeling despair 

over a brilliant musical piece they played with one tiny error. They do 

twenty things right and one thing wrong, then obsess about the one 
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thing wrong. They see a good film but talk about the line of dialogue 

that didn't quite work. They go to a museum and remember the one 

painting that seemed substandard. They do well on an exam but suffer 

over the one question they missed. 

Two important words in 6s' vocabulary are "If only." Perhaps they 

see a new house: "Wow, what a beautiful house. If only they had painted 

it a different color (or moved that tree, or put in a fountain}." 

I had a friend named Roger who single-handedly organized a large 

convention. The logistics were incredibly complex: He had to arrange 

for speakers, security, catering, and promotion. Everything seemed to 

run smoothly. But when the convention ended, during cleanup, I heard 

him mutter, "Man, I really screwed up" Puzzled, I asked him what was 

wrong. "Well" he replied, "someone said he would have liked a pitcher 

of water at his table. Damn! If only I had remembered the water pitchers, 

it would have been perfect!" 

Perfectionists always lose; that's their game. They see a glass of 

water as half empty instead of half full. They judge others against their 

high standards, and then they judge themselves forjudging others. They 

feel pressure to be the best, or else they avoid an activity because they hate 

to fall short. If, for example, 6s take up classical guitar and someone 

tells them, "Your fingers are not as long as a master guitarist's," their 

response tends to be, "Well, then, I'll stop playing, because if I can't be 

as good as Segovia, I don't want to do it." 

Once 6s begin to apply the Law of Flexibility (p. 324) and the 

Law of Perfection (p. 358), the burden of perfectionism lifts from their 

shoulders, and they learn that the only perfection is perfect flow and 

perfect fun. 

Most 6s face internal pressure from their high standards, which they 

may project on others and then experience these expectations as com-

ing from outside. As children, many 6s feel such pressure to do well in 

school that they sometimes develop asthma or asthmatic stress around 

the chest area, as if the world is pressing in on them. Other young 6s, 

never feeling good enough, and believing that their parents or teachers 

think poorly of them because they think poorly of themselves, tend to 

withdraw and give up ("I can't fail if I never really try"). 

Comparison is a big issue for 6s; they may start a new project with 

the grace and enthusiasm of a beginner, but then they start comparing 

themselves with others, most often to students who seem to be learn-

ing faster. Such 6s then collide with their own elevated expectations 

and become discouraged. 
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Those working 6 both fear comparison and yet constantly com-

pare themselves to others. Because they judge themselves too harshly, 

they're acutely sensitive to being judged by others. "When 6s stop com-

paring themselves to others, that single change creates a quantum leap 

in the quality of their life. The Law of Intuition (p. 385) and liberation 

from the burden of comparison can bring more fun and ease to their life. 

Many 6s appear detached or even cold, all the while they're try-

ing to "do it right." But it's not the outward scenario that matters; it's 

the emotional content of the moment. Sexually, as in other areas of 

life, 6s tend to focus on "doing the right thing" and being a "good per-

former," but they may miss the deeper levels of emotional vulnerabil-

ity and enjoyment that come with accepting and experiencing the 

emotions that arise, relaxing and loosening up and even feeling com-

fortable looking foolish now and then. After all, nobody is perfect— 

or has to be. 

All 6s benefit greatly as they come to realize that it's who they are 

that matters, not how well they do or what they know. They could walk into 

a party, trip on the step, and fall on their face in front of everyone, then 

get up and knock over the drinks. But who cares? People like and care 

about them, not how well they do every little thing. Those working 6 

have a certain purity radiating in their energy field due to their high 

ideals. They're here to let the light they carry shine through their actions, not 

to become preoccupied with them. To loosen 6s up, I sometimes suggest 

that they go on a date to an Italian restaurant and eat spaghetti with 

their hands instead of trying to say and do everything so perfectly. 

As they mature, 6s gain new appreciation for the inherent perfection 

of process in themselves and others and begin to recognize that while 

we are inherently perfect in the ultimate sense, we are not yet perfected. 

They grasp the paradox that while we are all perfect as we are, we can 

become even more so! 

Self-worth is a sensitive and usually problematic area for 6s. Deep 

down, the core directives of 6s involve "being a good person" and "doing 

the right thing." There's nothing wrong with doing the right thing, ex-

cept that other people are often ready to define "good" and "right" for 

6s and to manipulate or pressure them through the medium of their 

own high ideals. 

Ironically, those of us with the highest vision and the highest stan-

dards sometimes hold back because we're always measuring ourselves 

against our ideals. People with low standards often feel that they mea-

sure up just fine Those working 6 need to bring their standards at least 
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down into the stratosphere; they benefit from considering the phrase 

"I may not be perfect, but I'm good enough for now and so are other 

people, and so is the world" 

Often 6s feel judged or criticized unfairly by others until they real-

ize that they attracted these people into their life. These people are wear-

ing the costumes and playing the roles 6s have asked for at subconscious 

levels; so that they can learn to deal with judgments, 6s choose, at-

tract, or make a subconscious pact with parents, friends, or loved ones 

who reflect back to them the judgments they place on themselves. As 

6s begin to release these judgments, they find that what appeared to 

be coldness on the part of others evaporates. 

The key for 6s is to remind themselves that there is no perfection 

in this world; excellence is the best we can achieve, and it takes time 

and practice. 

The Law of Process (p. 346) also applies to 6s, because, even though 

they are more willing than 4s to do things step-by-step, they tend to 

rush to completion. Feeling impatient, 6s like to get to the bottom line; 

they read books to get to the end or eat a meal to finish it. Like some 

golfers who love hitting the ball, they forget to appreciate the walk 

between swings. 

Along with the Law of Flexibility (p. 324), 6s benefit from aligning 

themselves with the Law of the Present Moment (p. 362), which reminds 

us all that only now exists. The slow-motion martial art of t'ai chi serves 

6s well in teaching patience and an enjoyment of the eternal present. 

Since 6s tend to strive for ideals, they usually do very good work 

and find success in any field once they clear their self-worth issues and 

perfectionist tendencies. 

Other Qualities and Issues 

Money issues for 6s arise in two areas: First, 6s may wait forever 

to put their product on the market—until their work meets their im-

possibly high standards. If Babe Ruth, the home run and strikeout king 

of his time, had waited until he didn't make any mistakes, he would 

never have made it out of the dugout. Second, the self-worth issues of 

6s may hold them back from placing sufficient value on themselves or 

their work to charge what it's worth. Once they get past these stum-

bling blocks, 6s move quickly toward recognition and success. 

Those working 6 do well to remember the idea of spiritual weight 

lifting; when life gets difficult or doesn't go as planned, these difficulties 
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are the weights they can lift to strengthen their spirit and learn some 

perfect lessons. They can apply the Law of Perfection (p. 358) by ask-

ing, "How is this perfect?" 

Many 6s get bogged down in a never-ending search for the "per-

fect" soul mate or work. But as they learn to accept where they are, who 

they are, who they're with, and what they're doing right now, they experience 

true perfection. 

The more 6s dwell on their own inner perfection, the more they 

grasp the larger perfection of the world, even as they work to make the 

world an even better place. When they're working in the positive, 6s 

can help others see their own inherent perfection and beauty and the 

positive side of life. In the process, they discover the light of per-

fection shining through the world of form. 

At the Summit: Potential and Destiny 

At the highest levels, 6 become practical visionaries, pointing the 

way to a more ideal world. They can do this most effectively after they 

have come to accept themselves, others, and the world in the present. 

This acceptance builds a bridge to future potentials as 6s release the 

judgments that follow ideals and perceive the perfect justice in the present 

moment, operating as universal wisdom and laws. When working in 

the positive, 6s can help all of us see our own perfection, pointing out 

how problems are actually opportunities in disguise. 

As 6s come to apply more patience, realism, and flexibility in their 

life, guided and inspired by dieir visions of what can be but no longer 

using their visions as yardsticks against which to measure the world, 

they transcend perfectionism and begin to appreciate the bigger picture of 

life. No longer lost in petty details, they achieve more; they have more fun 

and less worry; they kel more simple enjoyment and less pressure. They 

find that the fewer judgments they place on themselves, the fewer judg-

ments and the more warmth seem to flow from the people around them. 

Free of the never-ending self-improvement program generated 

by a feeling of not being enough, they continue to improve as a natural 

result of their more relaxed way of learning. They feel more joy as they 

begin to perceive and intuit the pristine perfection of the world as it is, 

and of everyone in it, as we grow toward our potential, in good time, 

and with patience. 

At the highest levels, 6s see divine perfection everywhere, even 

in the crowded streets of the city; they perceive that everything has 
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a purpose and that the challenges and difficulties of Hfe serve perfealy 

to spur us on toward realizing and manifesting who we are and who 

we are becoming. 

Action Checklist 

The following actions can make a difference in the h'ves of those 

working 6 energy: 

• When confronting perfectionism, remember the words and the 

perspective "I am (this is) good enough" 

• Remember that it's not what you do that counts; it's who you 

are. 

• Learn to accept and make the best use of whatever happens, and 

accept your response, no matter what. 

• Allow your vision of what you may become to inspire you and call 

you onward while you enjoy your life here and now. 

Accessing Vision and Acceptance 

1. Think of someone you know, or imagine a film, literary, or 

historical character—a role model who displays self-acceptance 

and acceptance of others and who holds a high vision while 

maintaining a good sense of perspective. 

2. Imagine yourself as that person—feehng good about yourself, 

others, and the world, accepting the higher justice and perfection in 

everything as it is. In what specific ways can you put these qualities 

into practice and bring greater acceptance into your hfe? 
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7: Trust and Openness 

Imagine seeing a dark cave 

with a large and luminous flower 

floating in the darkness, 

shining with the tight of inner wisdom. 

The flower remains hidden, for it doesn't appreciate 

its own beauty, and in revealing itself, 

in opening to the light, it fears it may be destroyed. 

In what ways might you be like that flower? 

Do you invite others into your private spaces? 

What if you trusted enough to come out of the cave, 

to reveal your heart, your vulnerability, 

your own inner light? 

Our ability to relax into life 

reflects our willingness to trust, 

ANONYMOUS 

Life Purpose 

Individuals working 7 as their life purpose are here to trust the light or 
spirit within them, in others, and in the process of their lives so that they feel 
safe enough to open up and share their inner beauty with the world. What we're 
here to do doesn't usually come easily, however, so those with 7 as their 
primary life purpose (16/7s, 25/7s, 34/7s, and 43/7s) and all those with 
a 7 in their birth number encounter issues in the arenas of trust and 
openness. 

The energy of 7s flows inward. Even though they may find great 
success in the world in numerous fields, their deepest drives and des-
tiny involve inner processing rather than external achievement. Whereas 
8s can center their lives around their work in the world, for most 7s — 
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even those who enjoy success in their work—career is part of a larger, 

deeper search, whether or not they are yet fully aware of it. Many 7s 

have jobs so that they can earn the money to pursue other interests. 

Their primary work takes place within. 

Most 7s need a lot of private space or time; they tend toward in-

dependence and are often loners; even if they appear gregarious, they 

rarely share their private inner process due to subtle fears of being 

shamed. Some 7s who lack boundaries share everything, then later feel 

hurt, betrayed, or misunderstood. 

The Essence of Trust and Openness 

For most of us, trust means a feeling of confidence or a sense that 

no one will hurt us, shame us, or steal from us. For 7s, trust becomes 

profound faith in themselves, in others, and in the universe—a faith 

stemming from a direct knowledge, not just behef, that Spirit is work-

ing in, as, and through each of us. This realization brings a deep state 

of relaxation and ease. It releases fear, and in fear's place comes a spiritual 

sense of communion with life—even a sense of mystical fulfillment like 

that of the Indian saint Ramakrishna, who could look at bird drop-

pings on the street and experience ecstasy, because they reminded him 

of Spirit, because everything did. 

When 7s come to trust their feelings, thoughts, instincts, and 

intuitions —to trust the Spirit working through them and everyone 

else—then even as they continue to evolve and stumble and learn over 

time, they open up to the point of becoming transparent to a spiritual 

sense of love, wisdom, and justice operating within themselves and 

everyone else. This doesn't mean that they naively allow themselves 

to be exploited by others; rather, it means that they let their light shine 

outward, instead of hoarding or protecting it. In this way, they become 

insightful guides for others. 

Challenges on the Path 

Trust for 7s begins with self-trust. But since our life purpose al-

ways involves special challenges, self-trust doesn't come easily for 7s. 

They may think they trust themselves, but that's part of the problem; 

they trust the thinking mind—stored information, theories, and ideas 

of other people—over their "inner knower" or intuitive wisdom. True 

self-trust has to include physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual levels. 
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Even though some 7s can appear to trust themselves almost to 

the extreme, in the sense that they avoid or ignore the advice of others, 

they shut out others because they feel so vulnerable to others' ideas 

due to their own limited faith in their inner resources. 

Most 7s tend to trust the views or ideas of others rather than their 

own. They want to gain knowledge through the mind—through books, 

seminars, teachers, and experts. They try this diet or that one; 

experiment with nutritional supplements, with systems of exercise, or 

with different forms of healing; follow various teachers and spiritual 

practices — all the while looking for someone else's ideas or theory or 

method that will work for them. Such exploration and testing has its 

benefits and creates an experience base so that 7s can be resources to 

others. But 7s tend to fit themselves into other people's approaches to 

life rather than tailoring the ideas others have to fit their own needs 

and circumstances. 

Most 7s do well to measure the experts, the books, and methods they 

explore against their own instinct and intuition—their own instincts and 

intuitive feelings. 

For 7s, physical trust involves the willingness to rely on their own 

instincts, or body wisdom, rather than on someone else's ideas. They 

can learn self-trust through physical practice, such as dance, martial 

arts, or the study of music or acting. When 7s have a question about 

how much to exercise, or what foods to eat, or how to express their 

sexuality, they do best to consult their inner knower rather than look 

for the nearest expert or guru. Even though experts know a great deal 

about their particular field, 7s need to remember that they are the ex-

perts on their own bodies and their own lives. 

Self-trust doesn't mean accessing other people's ideas, which are 

stored in the mental filing cabinets of 7s; it means recognizing that 

they have cell-level or subconscious knowledge; they know more than 

they have been taught or have read or have studied. They can study the 

wisdom of experts, but they must find their own truths. 

Trusting their intuition or emotions may be the biggest challenge 

of all for 7s, because their mind can get in the way. For 7s, the mind 

feels safer than the emotions. They tend to maintain a zealously pri-

vate life and don't often feel enough trust or safety to share what's really 

in their heart. 

In order to open the way for their kind, helpful, insightful qualities 

to manifest fully, 7s have to clear away subconscious fears of betrayal by 

others and even by themselves. Because of these underlying fears, 7s tend 
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to be very private individuals, either spending most of their time in iso-

lated work, where they can relax, or spending most of their time with 

other people but feeling alone because they put up an invisible mental or 

verbal shield to protect themselves from being hurt or shamed by others. 

Most 7s have a subconscious expectation of, and sensitivity to, 

being betrayed or misunderstood by others. Since our expectations in-

fluence our experience, many 7s have encountered emotionally charged 

experiences of feeling betrayed or misunderstood. They feel the way 

Charlie Brown in "Peanuts" feels, about to kick the football held by 

Lucy as she assures him, "Come on, kick it! I won't pull it out of the 

way." Like Charlie Brown, 7s tend to start out trusting totally, with an 

almost naive, blind faith; they set themselves up for misunderstandings, 

or someone ends up walking over their heart with combat boots. 

Although many 7s may not immediately relate to this descrip-

tion, a part of them knows and understands. That understanding is a 

start, a leverage point from which 7s can first examine their issues and 

then transcend them, arriving at a place of trust and relaxation they 

didn't know existed—opening themselves and their view of the world 

and even changing the course of their life. 

The Law of Expectations {p. 373) helps 7s clear the subconscious 

expectation that they will be betrayed, opening the way for new, posi-

tive expectations, based not upon blind faith or naivete but upon clear 

communication and trust in self, trust in others, and trust in Spirit. Those 

working with trust issues can achieve this trust by bringing their doubts 

into the open: "Excuse me, but my level of trust has slipped a few notches 

for some reason. Could we clarify what's going on?" They find out the 

degree to which they can trust someone; they establish clear boundaries 

of trust rather than misunderstanding someone based on naive 

assumptions. When 7s come to trust themselves, to trust their heart, 

and to trust the hearts of others, they have nothing to fear. 

Work, relationships, and other challenges serve an extremely valu-

able, deeper purpose for 7s as they confront the issue of trusting Spirit 

working through them and others. Even those who say they trust them-

selves completely might do well to take another look. Those 7s who 

appear to be totally trusting of themselves or of other people may also 

seem open and sociable But upon deeper self-examination, they come 

to the important realization that their trust and openness are based on 

mental structures and that deep within resides a fear of betrayal and 

only the shakiest trust in their own inner knower. Studying the Law of 

Faith (p. 369) can serve as a primary catalyst for 7s, 
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Those working 7 learn self-trust through direct experience, through 

trial and error and experience, not through books. Concerned with the 

essence of things, 7s can use their work, relationships, and challenges 

as a bridge to deeper understanding, using daily life to grow, evolve, 

and learn. They seek deeper truths, and at some point in their devel-

opment, 7s access a kind of X-ray vision that links the known and the 

unknown. 

Until 7s find their own inner freedom and trust their own inner 

knower, they fear the unknown, even in themselves, which can bring 

on a sense of anxiety, confusion, or frustration as they feel driven by 

inner forces they don't understand and as they feel threatened by their 

own impulses. This creates a nervous energy; many 7s find it hard to 

concentrate or stay in one place for very long. They often find it difficult 

to look into anyone's eyes for any length of time, because they are self-

conscious of the energy being transmitted. 

In reaction to this, 7s sometimes present themselves in a vague, 

dreamy, noncommittal manner. Those 7s inclined to spirituality and 

metaphysics may preoccupy themselves with the mysterious and hid-

den forces of nature while detaching themselves from the physical real-

ities and responsibilities of everyday life. Many 7s end up as spiritual 

tramps, vagabonds who put on a backpack and go tramping about the 

world, never quite touching down, growing a beard or long hair and 

joining an ashram. They can get lost in the ethers and in beautiful imag-

inary realms that connect to "heaven," but they may need grounding 

practices to connect them to planet Earth. They remain eternal seekers 

until they finally look inside and realize that all they need, including 

God, is within them. 

Other 7s function very well in everyday life but remain in a world 

of their own and appear distant, disconnected, or emotionally unavail-

able. Because 7s have such strong issues with trust, others may not per-

ceive them as trustworthy. 

Those 7s who contact their own depths also discover the depths 

of the world. They become mystics who can also remain in the world, 

focusing their energy in constructive areas. Such self-actualized mys-

tics express the higher calling of 7 energy. Although difficult for the 

average person to understand, such 7s offer valuable insights and knowl-

edge of fife's mysteries. Their path is built on faith and trust that in-

cludes but goes beyond reason or logic. 

The less they rely solely on mental processes, the more 7s will 

know. Yet, when their mind is disciplined, it pierces the depths of life 
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to find the interconnected threads in the fabric of existence and becomes 

an important tool to interpret mysticism to the world. Those 7s who 

spend time meditating in caves or forests, in the deserts, the mountains, 

or the sea, may feel they are taking a kind of refresher course, accessing 

and reconnecting with the power and light working through them. 

Most 7s have an affinity for the natural world; a part of them wants 

to live in the forests or caves where it's peaceful and where they don't 

have to deal with fears of people or with an underlying sense of paranoia, 

which they have refined to an art form. As 7s contact and feel that lov-

ing, trusting spirit within them, they also recognize it within others; 

the walls come tumbling down, and only natural, healthy boundaries 

remain. 

In the arena of relationships, most 7s need and want a partner for 

companionship and to help them feel a sense of completion, harmony, 

and balance in their life. But that very companionship means a demand 

for intimacy, for opening up, and for trusting. Whenever they live in a 

caring, interdependent relationship, the possibility of betrayal exists. 

Therefore, most 7s have mixed feelings about intimate relationships; 

they want them, but they don't. They long for companionship, but they 

can be cold and distant, with a strong need for their own, clearly defined 

space, where they can feel safe. Relationships thus become an arena of 

negotiation as 7s maintain rigid boundaries until they find a loving, 

trusting relationship with themselves and with the spirit inside them. 

As 7s learn to trust their own self-contained wholeness, they can share 

that wholeness with another, instead of looking for completion through 

another. 

The experiences of trust, openness, and communion that lie at 

the heart of 7s' life purpose has little to do with sectarian religious rituals, 

as beautiful as those may be. Rather, this sense of communion results 

from a personal, internal faith leading to a direct union with a pro 

found sense of the higher energy, love, and trust we might identify as 

Spirit. Many 7s experience this sense of communion out in the world 

of nature, among the living things and spirits of the natural realm. They 

enjoy the beauty of the natural world and may feel a resonance with 

certain earth cultures, such as those of Native Americans. As they open 

to more expanded levels of experience, 7s find that the eagle, the brook, 

and the wind in the trees all speak to them. Their deepest longing is 

to be held in the arms of Spirit—arms they can trust completely. As 

7s come to feel the presence of Spirit more and more, a quiet voice within 

them says, "I'm ready to find my way home." ..   \ 
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Other Qualities and Issues 

Those working 7 energy have emotions, but they tend to trust 

their minds rather than their hearts because their feelings hold both 

conscious and subconscious memories of betrayal and shame, based upon 

their perception or interpretation of past experiences. Because of these 

fears, 7s tend to keep their deepest, most authentic feelings inside. 

Aldiough they may be sociable, they usually don't reveal much of their 

deeper selves; this can lead to the very misunderstandings and the is-

sues of broken trust they most fear. 

Nearly all 7s have sharp minds, the kind that can read between 

the lines of life. They have the potential to be world-class thinkers, 

writers, mystics, or researchers. Many are inclined to research and schol-

arship, philosophy, mathematics, physics, religion, metaphysics, or psy-

chology, to learn how they work, how others work, and how life works. 

They seek deeper wisdom and lessons not revealed to the casual eye, 

Those 7s who have contacted their internal wisdom find out, often to 

their surprise, that they understand far more than they had once be-

lieved. They know things without knowing how they know them, and 

they have a wealth of internal resources waiting to be tapped. 

Many 7s, on the other hand, want nothing to do with metaphysics; 

they may reject, ignore, or make fun of spiritual ideas. Nevertheless, 

one way or the other, they eventually are called upon to dig deeper 

into their life; this drive emerges through circumstances that force 

deeper self-examination and lead eventually to self-trust. 

Few 7s are, by nature, group oriented; they usually feel more com-

fortable working by themselves, and most often they need regular time 

alone. Even if they appear gregarious, they maintain a fortresslike in-

ner privacy. They have strong inclinations toward solitary activities, 

such as writing, research, or the arts. Even when in the public eye, as 

in acting, they hold to a private space inside themselves. Many 7s are 

excellent dancers, singers, musicians, or even businesspeople, but, 

whatever they do for a hving, they find the most fulfillment when their 

work feels connected to a higher good. Many 7s work as bank presi-

dents, carpenters, printers, teachers—people in the world who don't 

look or act at all like metaphysical types. 

Children usually like 7s, and the affection is mutual, because 7s 

have a childlike heart that is in touch with God at the deepest levels. 

An important practice for 7s is to appreciate the part of Spirit inside 

them and to feel connected to a larger sense of Spirit in their life. 
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At the Summit: Potential and Destiny 

At the summit, when 7s have ceased looking for evidence of be-

trayal, they see the deeper wisdom and order emanating from everyone and 

every circumstance. What they might previously have experienced as 

deceit or betrayal, they now see as a valuable lesson. They feel a sense of 

gratitude even while confronting the difficulties of life. Any misunder-

standings become lessons about the need for 7s to open up and share what 

they really feel—to communicate, to work things out, to confront, and to 

learn. In some cases, where the bridge of understanding has collapsed, the 

lesson may be to end one relationship and open the space for another. 

Individuals working 7 in its highest form see wisdom and beauty 

everywhere—not just in the splendor of the natural world, which most 

7s enjoy, and not just in holy places, but in the littered streets of the 

city, among friends and in adversaries alike. 

At that point, the relationships, work, experiences, and challenges 

of 7s all become grist for the mill of wisdom, as 7s learn, stumble, and 

fall, rise again, confront themselves, and find their way back to the 

Source. Not all 7s relate to spiritual terminology, but most assuredly, 

one day they eventually feel the sense of profound trust that evolves 

into faith in themselves and in Spirit, and they find they feel happier 

than they might ever have imagined. 

Action Checklist 

The following actions can make a difference in the lives of those 

working 7 energy: 

• When you have questions, ask yourself, "What if I knew?" See 

what answers come. 

• Do your best to share what's really in your heart, not just your mind, 

and form clear agreements with others. 

• Honor your need for privacy, but take little risks in sharing your 

feelings openly. 

• Trust your own instinct and intuition; you are the expert on your 

body and your life. 

Accessing Thist and Openness 

1. Think of someone you know, or imagine a film, literary, or 

historical character—a role model who expresses the ability to 
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feel trusting and relaxed with other people, who reveals deep thoughts 

and feelings without concern or fear, and who trusts his or her own 

intuitive knowledge. 2. Imagine yourself as that person — feeling safe 

with and connected to other people, relaxed and open. In what specific 

ways can you put these qualities into practice and bring greater trust 

and openness to your life? 
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Picture a horn of plenty, 

filled with an abundance of colorful fruit, gems, and gold, 

ready to share its blessings with all those 

who stand forth and make the journey. 

How do you feel about such abundance? 

How might you stand forth in the world? 

Might that horn of plenty already exbt within you? 

The real measure of our wealth is 

our worth if we lost our money. 

ANONYMOUS 

Life Purpose 

Individuals working 8 as their life purpose are here to work with abun-

dance, power, and recognition, and to apply their success in service of the com-

mon good. However, since our life purpose offers inherent challenges, 

those with 8 as their primary life purpose (17/8s, 26/8s, 35/8s, and 44/8s) 

and all those with an 8 in their birth number have to work through 

issues related to money, power, authority, control, and recognition. All 

8s must reconcile their inner, sometimes repressed, drives to achieve 

success with their opposing fears and subconscious beliefs and their 

impulses to avoid material success. 

For some 8s, issues with money predominate; other 8s confront 

issues of power, control, authority, or recognition. All of these areas 

need to be examined, balanced, and cleared on 8s'journey up the moun-

tain path. People working 8 need to experience inner abundance, power, 

and respect before they can effectively manifest these qualities in the 

world. 

Those working 8 as a life path can experience all of the qualities 

related to worldly success and abundance in large or small ways; whether 
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8s are recognized worldwide, nationally, locally, or among their family 

and friends doesn't matter, because our destinies can find fulfilling ex-

pression in small arenas as well as large. 

Eventually, 8s master their destiny and transcend issues of abun-

dance and power by dedicating these qualities to a higher purpose, with 

generosity, wisdom, and compassion. People working 8 energy range 

from wealthy and powerful celebrities to poor and nameless hermits. 

The destiny of 8s does not merely involve accumulating wealth and 

power or avoiding these things; avoidance is not the same as transcen-

dence. Although fulfillment of their life purpose is not proportional to 

how much money or power they amass, most 8s at least need to enter 

the arena and face their challenges around abundance and power 

before they can transcend them. 

The Essence of Abundance and Power 

Many kinds of success, such as reaching a goal, helping other peo-

ple, or finding inner peace, may not involve money at all. Material suc-

cess, central to the destiny of 8s, usually involves money. Even though 

money issues inevitably rise for 8s in one form or another, money is 

only one way of keeping score; it's a form of energy—a kind of mer-

cury in the thermometer of our fives. 

Those working 8 are not just here for money, however; they are 

here to manifest abundance, which expresses a far broader range of pos-

sibilities. Money is a thing, a medium of exchange. Abundance is an 

attitude and a bountiful feeling; it refers more to an inner state than to 

worldly achievement. People of modest means may count their bless-

ings in life and feel a sense of abundance. Millionaires may feel money 

pressures and end up in debt because of overextending themselves; they 

may not feel a sense of abundance at all. 

Power, which also manifests as control or authority, works in much 

the same way as money, and in our culture, money and power are often 

associated with one another. Power can manifest in negative ways, such as 

trying to overpower or control other people, or it can become inner power 

and self-control. As stated before, 8s experience abundance, power, and 

respect in the world only to the degree that they feel these qualities inside. 

Challenges on the Path 

Some 8s who value inner work and spiritual practices may feel 

disappointed to learn that their life purpose involves something as 
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worldly as money, power, or recognition. These 8s need to understand 

that we can achieve and apply material success in very positive ways. 

We can, at the same time, make good money, doing what we enjoy, 

serving other people. As a 26/8, I've been blessed to earn a good living 

doing what I find meaningful—serving others by writing books and 

teaching seminars that involve spiritual themes. Money and spirit can 

support each other; they do not have to represent polar opposites. 

Most 8s experience strong drives for money, power, and recog-

nition along with equally strong fears. These drives and fears may be 

unconscious or conscious; in either case, die contradictory dynamics 

and beliefs create issues central to their life path. 

Many 8s consciously want to earn more money, gain recognition, 

or exercise more control over their circumstances or environment, but 

these goals remain elusive due to inner fears. Because what we're here 

to do doesn't come easily, most 8s experience the symptoms of both 

their attraction and aversion to success. As someone once said, "I don't 

hke money, but it quiets my nerves." 

Because I work the 26/8 path, I want to share an incident that 

revealed one of my own negative beliefs about wealth and helped me 

make an important shift. At the time, I was working two jobs as a typist, 

struggling unsuccessfully to support my family, going deeper into debt. 

While downtown, I noticed two well-dressed young women get into a 

Mercedes sports coupe—probably a seventy thousand-dollar car. A 

dark cloud passed through my psyche as I stared with animosity at these 

"little rich girls." Suddenly, as if I'd been slapped, I was struck by a reali-

zation: These young women might be very kind, intelligent, compas-

sionate people. Yet I felt negative toward them just because they appeared 

to have a lot of money. In that instant, I realized that if I felt that way 

about money, I was not likely to attract much of it. Not long after this 

realization, my material life began to turn around. 

Those working 8 play out issues of abundance and power in a 

variety of ways: Some 8s live on as little money as possible, associat-

ing "too much" wealth with exploitation or unethical behavior, as if 

affluence were incompatible with ethics, even feeling resentful of the 

wealthy. Other 8s, born with die proverbial silver spoon in their mouth, 

may isolate or distance themselves from other people. They may feel 

guilty about their money or want even more of it. They never know 

whether people like them for their money, and they may have less moti-

vation to apply their efforts and test themselves. 

Those working 8 need to develop the attitudes, skills, and con- 
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fidence to understand the laws of material success, such as the fair balance 

of energy exchange: If 8s make money dishonestly or for its own sake, 

without any motivation to serve others, even if they make a lot of money, 

they will feel something missing in their life. 

Most 8s need to learn to take money and power in stride, keep-

ing them in balance and in perspective, and to avoid worshiping money 

as a god. Those who tend to overvalue money might want to review 

the Law of Intuition (p. 385) and substitute the "god of money" for the 

"god of opinion" in the exercise outlined there (pp. 388-89). 

The Law of Honesty (p. 377) also reminds 8s never to make money, 

power, recognition, or success their god. If they do good work and 

provide a useful service, abundance will follow. As noted before, what 

constitutes making "good money" varies, depending upon one's need. 

Supporting a large family in an expensive area requires far more money 

than living as a single person with no one else to support-While 4s 

have trouble seeing the light at the end of the tunnel, 8s can see the 

light, but they may disregard the importance of their own labor in 

reaching it. They can become lazy or bored with life because 

subconsciously they already see the completed vision of their work. 

They may find it hard to begin and persist in the work necessary to 

make their vision manifest. To reap the harvest, 8s have to sow the 

seeds; no one can sow seeds for them. 

Success ts sweet, 

but it usually has the scent 

of sweat about it, 

ANONYMOUS 

Some 8s appear to have no issues with money; their major issues 

may come through the arenas of power or recognition. The desire for 

recognition or high profile also drives 8s, Again, because we have 

challenges to face in fulfilling our life purpose, many 8s say they prefer 

to stay out of die limelight and even hide away, seeking to avoid recog-

nition. Yet they often arrange in subtle ways to attract notice when in 

a group, or they find other ways to get respect or recognition. 

The subconscious of many 8s holds a ruthless but repressed drive 

for wealth and absolute power that rivals that of dictators or despots. 

They may make other people uncomfortable without their knowing 

why. Although kind and even passive on the outside, these 8s some- 
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times intimidate or frighten others who feel their suppressed power. 

These inner drives even trouble such 8s, who harbor an underlying 

belief and fear that they are "bad people"; this further represses their 

raw assertive power, which they might otherwise use for positive pur-

suits, such as world-class leadership or generous philanthropic work. 

Before 8s can channel their power in positive directions, however, they 

have to contact it. 

Those 8s working through power issues experience the same tug-

of-war other 8s have with money. They either strive for control and 

power or give it away; they overcontrol others around them, or they 

act like wimps and give their power to others who often abuse it and 

them. Many 8s have authoritarian mates; they can be abused until they 

learn how to bring forth their own power. They also let employers, 

parents, or others treat them with a lack of respect or even with con-

tempt until they learn to "stand up inside themselves" and claim their 

power. 

Power, like money, can be used in positive or negative ways. Even-

tually, 8s learn more about when to hold their ground and when to 

give way; they learn that the most positive form of control appears as 

self-control. Until then, they tend to play games of dominance or sub-

mission, struggling with power or control issues with other people, 

circumstances, and the world. If 8s misuse or repress their power, it 

turns around and destroys them. It is important for 8s to express their 

power and let it flow naturally into the world, serving a higher good. 

Until they find their own balance of power and learn to express it, 8s 

tend to bounce back and forth between too much or too little power or 

money; they experience feast or famine, and they act passive or 

aggressive. 

Many 8s exhibit passive-aggressive behavior by repressing rather 

than expressing their power—getting their way or controlling others 

indirectly. They may act quiet and gentle but have a volcano inside, 

ready to explode. Some 8s act timid, subdued, or conciliatory, anxious 

to avoid emotional or social confrontations. Their concern is not so 

much controlling others as in not letting others control them. 

Because of their power issues, most 8s prefer making rules rather 

than following them. In rising "above the crowd," they can also imag-

ine that they rise above the law; rules somehow don't seem to apply to 

them. They feel they are too smart and too aware, or otherwise an 

exception. In terms of spiritual law, however, 8s eventually learn that 

there are no exceptions. 
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The issues of 8s are not subtle; neither are the lessons they learn. 

If they act dishonestly or lose their way long enough, life will teach 

them lessons they can't ignore, perhaps in the form of a jail term. There-

fore, 8s are wise to study and apply the spiritual laws most relevant to 

their life purpose. 

An underlying belief and fear that they are "bad people" sets 8s 

up for low self-worth and self-sabotage to the degree that they have 

internal conflicts or fears about misusing money, power, or fame. When 

they are on the verge of a major success or recognition, their subcon-

scious may arrange a traffic accident or illness; they may divorce at great 

expense, they may choose a business partner who robs them, or they 

may gamble their future away, simply squander it, or attract another 

one of life's "left hooks." Their conscious mind, with all of its desires, 

then asks, "How could this happen to me?" The subconscious knows 

the answer, and the sabotage represents its best, if misguided, efforts 

to keep 8s from misusing power. 

The Law of Honesty (p. 377) holds a key for 8s, because if the 

drive for success becomes so powerful that they put on blinders and 

step on people's toes while taking shortcuts to money or power, they 

learn hard lessons in the long run. All 8s need to maintain the highest 

integrity in areas of money, power, authority, or fame, and avoid petty 

arguments or disputes over money, as well as avoid any kind of abuse 

in these areas. When 8s act dishonestly, they don't usually do this 

deliberately; rather, they deceive themselves and rationalize their ac-

tions, hypnotized by the glitter of money or seduced by the promise of 

power. 

Unlike 2s, who already tend to sacrifice too much through over-

cooperating, most 8s, especially opportunistic 8s who don't like to give 

without getting something back, can turn their life around through 

"selfless" service —that is, giving others their time, energy, or money 

without expecting anything back. Such service can raise their level of self-

worth, counter the tendency to self-sabotage, and change 8s' hfe in 

ways they might never have imagined. When they make service the 

center of their hfe, sharing money, energy, wisdom as freely as they 

are able, they embrace their destiny in the most positive sense, com-

bining money and worldly power with the power of the heart. 

The Law of Higher Will (p. 381) can remind 8s of the bigger pic-

ture and show them how to best use material success as a means to 

make a positive difference in the world. Applying this law reduces 8s' 

tendency toward self-sabotage. 
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Other Qualities and Issues 

When 8s work in the positive, all they need eventually manifests 

because they let their inner abundance flow through them. They may 

seem "lucky" at times, but their good fortune reflects the plans of Spirit. 

Nevertheless, 8s need to work, for they meet tests and frustration along 

the way; if they dorft continue to replenish their energy in life, it depletes 

itself. "Ask and ye shall receive" applies strongly to 8s, but if they only 

hold up a thimble, they'll only get a thimbleful, even if an ocean of 

abundance should rain down upon them. 

All 8s can learn to demonstrate a kind of spiritual fulfillment as it 

manifests in the world—in a concrete, observable form. Remembering 

that whatever we can do ourselves, we can also help others to do, 8s can share 

their abundance with generosity; whatever their income level, they can 

show abundant friendship, love, and peace. They learn that money and 

power are only forms of energy and that energy does not transform 

them; it only makes them more of who they already are. If 8s act from 

greed, they become more greedy; if they act from love, this love 

amplifies and expands. The more energy they have, the more they can 

share with other people. 

The 8 path works almost like a double 4, so 8s can also have their 

own brand of family issues to work out, such as dealing with an alco-

holic parent, as they establish a secure inner foundation. 

The central work for 8s involves contacting their inner abundance, 

inner power, and inner authority; when they find these inside, they 

manifest naturally in the world. 

At the Summit: Potential and Destiny 

Those 8s nearing the summit of their mountain may be very 

wealthy, or they may live quite modestly. They may demonstrate a high 

degree of power and influence, or they may seem quiet and unassum-

ing. They may have achieved a certain celebrity status and command 

respect and recognition, or they may remain unknown, except to friends, 

family, and coworkers or colleagues. They are notable, however, in their 

lack of concern about any of the qualities just listed, because they feel 

these qualities inside. In so doing, they may very well have created abun-

dance and experienced power and respect, but they no longer have at-

tachments to such things. Rather, they may use abundance and influence 

for a higher purpose, to make a positive difference in the world. 
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In addition, evolved 8s feel happy and grateful to share their bless-

ings in appropriate ways with others and to encourage others to achieve 

their own sense of abundance, power, and recognition if that is what 

they desire. Many 8s who have broken through their limits become 

generous philanthropists, finding causes in which they believe and sup-

porting others as they share their wealth. 

At the highest levels, 8s feel the inherent abundance of life, of na-

ture, of Spirit, and feel moved to share with others, whom they see as 

family. Their sense of power or control changes to grateful and loving 

surrender to a higher authority and higher power as manifested in the 

intricate intelligence and web of life as it unfolds. 

Action Checklist 

The following actions can make a difference in the lives of those 

working 8 energy: 

• Contact your power and assertiveness through a martial art or 

another avenue that allows you to express these qualities in a 

constructive way. 

• Take responsibility for any abundance or lack of abundance in 

your life. 

• Consider how you really feel about wealth, power, and high 

profile. 

• Count your blessings, and appreciate the abundance you have in 

your life right now; share a portion of your blessings with others. 

Accessing Abundance and Power 

1. Think of someone you know, or imagine a film, literary, or 

historical character—a role model who has manifested abundance 

and shares generously, who has dealt with money issues and can 

act assertively when necessary. 

2. Imagine yourself as that person—truly abundant, without money 

concerns, feeling your inner power and sharing it with others in a 

positive way. In what specific ways can you put these qualities into 

practice and bring greater abundance to your life? 
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9: Integrity and Wisdom 

Imagine a lone sage walking down a dark road 

just before dawn, holding a lantern 

as a light for others to follow. 

Such sages, lighting the way for others, 

can only lead where they are willing to travel. 

If they fall off the path, so will those who follow. 

If you were such a sage, could you lead by your example? 

Could you inspire others with your integrity? 

My life is my 

teaching. 

MAHATMA GANDHI 

Life Purpose 

Those working 9 as a life purpose arc here to live in accord with their 

highest integrity, to align their life with their heart's intuitive wisdom, and to 

inspire others by their example. Because what we're here to do poses spe-

cial challenges, those with 9 as their primary life purpose (18/9s, 27/9s, 

36/9s, and 45/9s) and all those with a 9 in their birth number confront 

obstacles in the areas of integrity and wisdom. 

Although most of us have the potential to lead others, 9s can 

demonstrate leadership in its purest form—leadership by example. Those 

working 9 come into this world with a charisma that draws others, so 

they end up either leading others or misleading them. They need to 

recognize that the example they set and the life they lead, for good or 

ill, will be followed by others. If 9s speak or act unethically, engage in 

questionable sexual conduct, or demonstrate unhealthy habits, they 

need to consider what they are teaching by example. 

Since our primary life purpose also presents our primary life 

challenges, most 9s rise and fall in their struggle to live in accord with 
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higher principles of integrity; they tend to bend spiritual laws or ig-

nore higher principles and to have difficulty taking full responsibility 

for the consequences of their actions. 

Spiritual laws he at the heart of 9s' destiny, and they access this 

wisdom through their heart—not through words or through the mind, 

but through their subtle feehng dimension. As 9s contact their own 

feelings, the quiet wisdom of their heart guides them well. But their 

heart can only guide 9s when they get out of their head and subor-

dinate mental processes and ideas to the heart's wisdom. 

The Essence of Integrity and Wisdom 

It has been said that children rarely listen to what their parents 

tell them, but they never fail to imitate them. The same applies to adults; 

our conscious mind hears words, but for our powerful subconscious 

mind, which generates change, actions do indeed speak louder than 

words. We learn by imitation; we teach by example. Those working 9 

need to consider their relationships, their business dealings, their parent-

ing, their friendships, and their lifestyle in light of the questions "What 

example does my life provide for others? Do 1 live in accord with higher 

laws?" 

Some eloquent individuals can inspire others with their words. 

They may speak with authority, brilliance, or wisdom, expressing lofty 

ideals. Only those who actually live what they talk about can speak 

with spiritual authority and touch the place in us diat creates real change. 

Although 9s have a natural affinity for higher wisdom, they need to 

follow it, not just know it; they need to pay close attention to whether 

they practice what they preach. One positive example of integrity, Ma-

hatma Gandhi, once declined to tell a young boy to stop eating sugar 

until Gandhi himself had stopped eating sugar. 

Those 9s who wish to provide a positive example of integrity have 

to contact their feehng dimension — their heartfelt intuition—where 

Spirit speaks. The highest spiritual wisdom cannot be found in the mind 

alone; it informs us through our intuitive felt sense. Most 9s have said 

or done things with the permission of their mind that their heart, had 

they listened, told them not to do. The practice for 9s involves check-

ing their decisions and actions with the laws of Spirit as revealed by 

their heart. 

The laws of Spirit are not based on society's teachings. Histori-

cally, 9s such as Mahatma Gandhi have always looked beyond the laws 
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of society toward a higher integrity based on spiritual laws. When 9s 

unify their mind and heart, their words and actions—when they base 

their actions on a higher order of law and submit their thoughts and 

impulses to their heart's intuitive wisdom—9s embody the essence of 

integrity. 

Challenges on the Path 

Although some people come into this life with physical, emo-

tional, or mental issues predominating, the underlying issues for 9s He 

in the arena of spiritual law—higher principles of living. The energy 

of 9 has links to unconscious archetypes of sin and salvation, spiritual 

offenses and repentence. Examples of "spiritual offenses" include tak-

ing one's own life when things get too painful rather than staying around, 

accepting the consequences, and learning from them; failing to respect 

other people's process or path; misusing one's will to dominate others; 

playing a little god and speaking in the name of God (like some televan-

gelists who fall from grace, and fall hard). 

Historically, some 9s trusted their mind rather than listened to 

their heart, or innermost feelings. So they burned people at the stake 

or broke them on the rack to "save their souls." They persecuted others 

and were persecuted themselves, playing interchangeable roles until they 

began to trust the guidance of their heart, where "Spirit speaks." 

Some 9s have found consolation, forgiveness, and inspiration by 

associating themselves with a mainstream religion or engaging in Eastern 

spiritual practices and submitting or surrendering to a teacher or to a 

teaching. Many 9s have rejected all religious belief In either case, since 

birth, the hearts of 9s have cried out for the inspiration that comes when 

they know and live in accordance with universal law and lead by example. 

Many 9s do not relate to religious or spiritual themes; yet, at the 

deepest recesses of their being, 9s resonate with an ancient, global lineage 

of sages, priests, and priestesses searching for inspiration and some-

times getting lost on the way. 

In one form or another, because our life purpose doesn't come easily, 

9s tend to ignore the very laws they seek to know. Because they live 

through their mind, they often have difficulty doing what they intui-

tively know is best. 

Most 9s have had special difficulty with the law of cause and effect 

(action and reaction). Examples of this include having children when 

too young, despite the advice of others, and then feeling burdened; eating 
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an unhealthy diet; avoiding exercise; and abusing tobacco, alcohol, food, 

or sexuality and then suffering the physical consequences. Such 9s often 

feel that they are "being punished" instead of understanding that they 

have reaped precisely what they have sown—that they have created their 

own situation. 

Often, 9s unconsciously ignore their inherent wisdom in order to 

learn the lessons of hfe so that they can better guide others by sharing 

these experiences. But 9s must come to understand that they cannot 

escape the necessity to teach by example. 

Those working 9 face a demanding path that takes them beyond 

the distractions of the material world into the heights of spiritual law. 

Whatever happens in the life of 9s will either lead them or drive them 

upward on the path to greater wisdom and integrity. 

Not all 9s take on roles as teachers or guides; some are cabinet 

makers, carpenters, musicians, secretaries, or mail carriers; they follow 

every walk of hfe. Yet when they meet with others and have relation-

ships, whether in the larger society or within family and friends, peo-

ple tend to look to them as leaders whether they like it or not. 

One good example of how 9s are thrust into positions of leader-

ship was told to me by a woman named Gerta. She had been feeling 

tense and so got a book on hatha yoga. After looking at the pictures, 

she began imitating some of the stretches and postures. She also began 

meditating to relax. Soon, however, Gerta felt she needed some instruc-

tion, so she found a yoga class at a local community center. A little 

self-conscious, Gerta walked in and saw about ten people waiting for 

the teacher. Gerta wanted to warm up, so she went into a corner and 

did a few postures. The teacher was late, so she did a few more. Fi-

nally, someone said, "Well, I guess our teacher's not coming. We might 

as well go." 

Someone else said, "Since we're here, why doesn't one of us lead 

the class? How about you?" she said to Gerta. 

"Me?" Gerta replied. "But this is my first day; I don't really know 

anything about yoga." 

"You look like you do," she replied. "Come on, lead the class." 

"No, really," Gerta protested. "I was just warming up." 

"But you really look as if you know what you're doing," said 

another student. "You can lead us." So Gerta led the yoga class, and it 

went well. 

The next week, she received a phone call from the regular teacher, 

who said, "People tell me they enjoyed your class so much, why don't 
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we teach it together?" A surprised Gerta ended up co-teaching a class, 

leading by her example. 

As 9s awaken to their Hfe purpose, they connect with their deepest 

feelings, and they look beyond the rules of society to higher law for 

guidance. If they cannot yet contact their own heart's intuition, they 

try to create their own law. 

If 9s cannot live up to their own law, they begin to judge them-

selves; they internalize their pain, and they mistrust their own feehngs. 

If their frustration is directed inward, 9s may seek to destroy their own 

body through alcohol, drugs, or other means out of guilt. 

Many 9s swing from extremes of righteous moral responsibility 

to ignoring moral guidelines altogether. They sometimes feel confused 

by their own behavior, feehngs, or unarticulated purpose, not realizing 

or trusting that they are following a deeper guide than the conscious 

mind. Until 9s understand and trust their higher purpose, they may 

end up as "a rebel without a cause" and get punished by the very thing 

they seek to elevate: human law. (When 9s end up in court cases, 

human laws teach them about spiritual laws.) 

Spiritual laws are not about right or wrong; they are about truth 

or consequences. For 9s to align with these laws entails surrendering 

to the part of themselves that is loving, courageous, compassionate, and 

wise. The Law of Higher Will (p. 381) can serve to reawaken and re-

mind 9s of their inner calhng. Whatever form or appearance their hfe 

takes, this calhng whispers to them; it underlies every search, whether 

for money, fame, love, or meaning. Once 9s start paying attention to 

the higher will they're here to serve, life doesn't always get easier, but 

it does become more joyous and meaningful, as 9s connect to a new 

hghtness of being. 

As 9s mature and reconnect with higher will, they are like lan-

terns for others on a dark night. Their inner depth and longing gives 

them an inborn charisma or presence. Others can look to 9s for guidance, 

because they sense the profound love, compassion, and wisdom 9s pos-

sess, even if these qualities are still hidden, even to themselves. 

Those who work 9 in negative ways tend to mistake their opin-

ions for the higher will of Spirit. They can become terribly well-

intentioned fanatics, proceeding to mislead instead of lead, going as-

tray and taking others with them, reaping painful consequences until 

they surrender their small mind to the larger Will that speaks to them 

in the heart of their feeling dimension. 

When 9s work their Hfe purpose in the negative, they may mistake 
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the god of their mind—their opinions—for die God of the Universe; 

thus, they proceed to lead themselves and others astray, reaping pro-

gressively more painful consequences until they surrender their mind 

and desires to a Higher Will. 

One way or the other, all 9s end up teaching others by their ex-

ample, whether in the positive or in the negative. When they bend the 

laws of Spirit, life has a way of giving 9s quick feedback and cleat con-

sequences. If they fall short, as anyone can at times, hfe reminds and 

guides 9s through specific consequences that help them grasp the un-

derlying law or principle. This phenomenon is true for anyone, but 9s 

receive more immediate, often intense, feedback. Over time, through 

experiencing these consequences, 9s awaken to the wisdom that was 

within them all the time. 

Those working 9 do not have to be a perfect example, just a good 

one. To make spiritual laws a priority and do their best each day to 

live according to those laws—in their business dealings, in their per-

sonal relationships, and in the areas of diet, exercise, and health —9s 

need to ask internally, "What is the higher principle here?" To put it 

another way, they might ask, "If I were feeling courageous, altruistic, 

generous, compassionate, and wise, what would I do now?" The an-

swer reveals the highest direction, whatever their petsonal preferences, 

desires, or vested interests. But the answer docs not come from the mind, 

which makes up answers that serve its own ends and immediate desires; 

the answers come from the dimension of intuitive feelings. 

Since the laws of Spirit are "written" in the heart, how do 9s get 

in touch with their heart? The Law of Intuition (p. 385) reminds 9s 

that we can't get in touch with our inner wisdom while depending on 

the world outside ourselves for answers. 

Paradoxically, those same 9s who so depend on the opinions ot 

others end up acting as if their opinions carried the weight of absolute 

truth. Many 9s tend to act like fanatics who are locked into their own 

opinions; this blocks the transcendental wisdom and guidance avail-

able to them when they "get out of the way." 

As soon as 9s find their own feeling center, they become more 

secure in their connection to reality. Guided by the wisdom they find 

within their heart, they live with integrity; these 9s also allow others 

the space to live their own lives and follow their own truths. Living in 

alignment with higher integrity and wisdom saves 9s time and again. 

Life tends to become more effortless, powerful, and meaningful. 

Eventuaily, at a certain point in their own awakening, 9s help 
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awaken others. They serve as a beacon of light and lead others not like 

a fanatic but like a positive Pied Piper, through their depth, their wis-

dom, their integrity, and their inspiring example. 

Other Qualities and Issues 

Many 9s live a hfe that looks enviable from the outside, but in-

side themselves they feel a depth, a weight, and a longing for some-

thing they cannot name. Consciously or not, 9s long to know and live 

in accord with the deeper laws of hfe, to feel a deeper connection with 

others, and to find the inspiration to fulfill the destiny that calls to them. 

When their energies are repressed or they are working 9 in the 

negative, some 9s experience strange chronic diseases, rare afflictions, 

energy illnesses, long-standing suffering, back problems, or crippling 

arthritis. These maladies do not come from an external source, but 

from their own subconscious, which responds to themes of "sin" and 

"repentance." 

Healing methods and forms of therapy that work with the sub-

conscious, ranging from hypnosis to faith healing, can be effective for 

9s, based on their own system of beliefs. 

As 9s work their life issues in positive, uplifting ways, most physical 

maladies drop away as if of their own accord. When 9s try to heal them-

selves, very little seems to help, but as soon as they turn outward to 

serve and completely accept their condition, their healing begins. By 

forgiving themselves, they open the door to healing. 

Most 9s experience relief as they consider the Law of No Judg-

ment (p. 365)—which tells us that Spirit never judges us but only gives 

us opportunities to balance and to learn. Judgments only hold the pat-

terns in place. As with 6s, but with an even more profound effect, releas-

ing judgments generates a deep healing for 9s; they feel as if a heavy 

burden has been lifted from their shoulders. The process can be as simple 

as taking a deep breath and consciously releasing old judgments, say-

ing internally with each exhalation, "I release all judgments I've placed 

upon myself," and breathing in forgiveness and healing light with each 

inhalation. 

In moments of openness and self-forgiveness, 9s discover their 

Spirit has never been absent, even for a moment, from their hfe. The 

Law of Faith (p. 369) reminds 9s, as it reminds all of us, of the direct 

and intimate connection they have with the mystery and wisdom of 

Spirit. 
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At the Summit: Potential and Destiny 

Those 9s approaching fulfillment of their life purpose have found 

the source of integrity and higher wisdom within their own heart. 

Although mature 9s do not necessarily teach or counsel, they always 

lead others by inspiration and example. They may influence many other 

people or relatively few, but they make a difference in the world; in-

tegrity has impact, and those 9s who live in accord with higher laws 

are a light to us all. 

When 9s approach the summit of their mountain, they may lec-

ture and teach, their words rich and flowing with the spiritual force 

and authority of integrity in action. Or they may not speak at all; it 

doesn't matter. Like Gandhi, their life is their teaching. The inspiration 

of such 9s comes from a feeling connection and complete surrender to 

higher principles of love. In ways large and small, they become movers of 

humanity. Their life becomes living proof of the wisdom of integrity. 

Action Checklist 

The following actions can make a difference in the lives of those 

working 9 energy: 

• Respect the opinions and choices of others, but above all, listen to 

your own heart. 

• Before acting or making an important decision, ask yourself, "What 

would my higher self do?" 

• Remember that whatever your role in life, and whether you like it 

or not, you are leading others by your example. 

• Find what inspires you in life, and follow it. 

Accessing Integrity and Wisdom 

1. Think of someone you know, or imagine a film, literary, or 

historical character—a role model who leads by example— 

someone whose life, whose integrity and wisdom, inspires 

others. 

2, Imagine yourself as that person—living in accordance with 

higher principles, happy to serve a higher purpose. In what 

specific ways can you put these qualities into practice and bring 

higher wisdom and integrity into your life? 
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Imagine a hidden spring 

flowing in depths unseen, 

carrying ivithin its current secrets, 

ready to burst forth in abundance, 

nourishing, giving life, 

for anyone willing to dig deeper. 

How are you like that hidden spring? 

What resources wait for you just beneath the surface? 

What gifts might you find? 

In what practical ways do you need to balance your life 

before your inner sight opens? 

What we are is God's gift to us; What 

we become is our gift to God. 

ANONYMOUS 

The primary numbers 1 through 9 describe the most fundamental 

arenas of destiny. The zero, however, does not involve a Ufe purpose 

as such, but rather points to the inner gifts or potential resources. 

These resources tend to enhance the energies of the other number as 

well as signal refined or amplified qualities of sensitivity} strength, expres-

siveness, and intuition. 

We can all draw on inner resources, including the four gifts just 

noted, but individuals with a zero in their birth number (19/10s, 28/10s, 

37/10s, 46/10s, 20/2s, 30/3s, and 4074s) tend to manifest them more in-

tensely. As with the energies and issues of the primary digits 1 through 9, 

the zero can manifest in positive or negative ways—or remain latent-

depending upon the degree to which individuals with a zero in their 

birth number have worked through their Ufe issues. Because what we're 

here to do isn't necessarily what comes easiest, individuals working 
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zero may seem to have less sensitivity, for example, than other people, 

until they have progressed further up their inner mountain. 

Those who have these inner gifts may enjoy them, share them, 

misuse them, or ignore them, depending upon their individual level of 

awareness. As with all other qualities, they grow with use, with in-

spiration and love, and with an individual's commitment to use them 

for a higher purpose and the common good. 

The inner gift of sensitivity appears in many forms: It can become 

profound empathy—an ability to tune in to people at a feehng level (as 

in counseling or teaching). Those working with inner gifts are more 

likely to walk into a room and notice, "This room feels very strange" 

or "This room feels happy" (or sad or troubled or serene), although 

other people with them may not notice anything unusual. 

In the negative, people with this resource can feel hypersensitive 

and pick up on other people's problems; they can get sucked in or 

manipulated by others feelings, become an emotional sponge, or dis-

play codependence. They may also feel hurt easily, because their emo-

tional nervous system is wide open. 

The inner gift o£ strength can appear as unusual physical capaci-

ties, including vigor and vitality, or as inner strength, in the form of 

fortitude and persistence. Those with this resource can serve powerfully 

in supporting others, and their strength may lend itself to leadership. 

In the negative, strength can turn to stubbornness, aggressive-

ness, or resistance, if those with this resource rely on their strength in-

stead of blending and balancing it with their sensitivity and other 

resources. 

The inner gift of'expressiveness bestows a silver tongue, a way with 

words. The words of people with this gift convey special feeling, en-

abling these individuals to uplift others through enthusiasm and in-

spiration. Whether or not they are simply glib or clever with words, 

their communications—which may come through art, music, or other 

media—are effective because they touch others at an emotional level. 

In the negative, the same expressive abilities can cut others to rib-

bons, so along with this expressive resource comes clear responsibility 

to use it in line with higher principles. 

The inner gift of intuition dissolves conventional barriers between 

the material realm and more subtle dimensions of perception and ex-

perience, enabling those with this resource to follow a kind of inner 

vision or feehng in making decisions or in guiding others. In the posi-

tive, individuals with this gift make excellent counselors and healers; 
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they feel or know things without knowing how they know them. 

In the negative, people with intuitive gifts may experience inter-

nal interference from others* thoughts and feelings, from subtle enti-

ties, or from energies unnoticed by others. They need to check out any 

internal message by asking if it is for the highest good of all concerned. 

Not everyone with a zero in their birth number will manifest all 

four inner gifts in equal measure; in some, sensitivity and expressive-

ness predominate; in others, strength or intuition. Inner gifts tend to am-

plify and refine the energies of the birth number, especially the energy of the 

right-hand number indicating primary life purpose. 

Inner gifts don't usually mature fully until individuals reach the 

age of thirty-five to forty-five. They may arise earlier, even suddenly, 

in the face of a crisis or emergency, or they may develop slowly, over 

the years. These gifts remain throughout a lifetime, but they only 

manifest to the degree individuals working zero have cleared the life 

issues or obstacles that may block them; the higher the commitment to 

service, the more powerfully these gifts manifest. 

Contemplating Inner Gifts 

1. Consider your sensitivity: How have you used this gift? How has it 

"used" you? In what ways might you apply this resource in service 

of others? 

2. Consider your strength: Has it manifested as inner strength, outer 

strength, or both? Do you appreciate this gift? How might you use 

it more fully in your life? 

3. Consider your expressiveness: How has it moved into the world—

in your relationships and work? Have you felt aware of this gift, or 

have you doubted it? How might you use expressiveness in the 

most positive way? 

4   Consider your intuition: Do you trust your clear intuitive capacities 

when making decisions or when guiding others? Do you notice that 

when you contact your heart, your intuition opens wide? 
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Part Three The 

Paths of Destiny 

I think one must finally 

take one's life in one's arms. 

ARTHUR MILLER 



Introduction to Part Three 

The Life-Path Material 

The great and glorious masterpiece of humanity is 

to know how to live with a purpose. 

MONTAIGNE 

Part Three, designed as a reference section for the Life-Purpose 

System, is organized so that readers can easily refer to any birth number 

and related material without having to read through the entire section. 

Over time, many readers will turn repeatedly to this section to 

review material about their own birth number and the birth numbers of 

their partners, children, students, parents, friends, or others, in order to 

better understand them or to offer useful guidance. 

Readers should not be too surprised if the information related to 

their own life or the lives of others seems to change over time; a sec-

ond, third, or fourth review several months later may reveal material 

they didn't notice before. The material hasn't changed; the reader has. 

I've grouped the thirty-seven birth numbers for this century ac-

cording to the most mfuential right-hand digit(s) of each—the primary 

life purpose. Note that I've placed 10s in 1: Creativity and Confidence, 

because creativity is their core life purpose. Those working 11 follow 

immediately, with their double dose of creativity and confidence. I've 

placed 12s following 2; Cooperation and Balance, since 1 and 2 com-

bine to form Creative Cooperation. 

Each birth number section covers the following topics: 

• Understanding Life Purpose summarizes the hfe purpose of people 

working that birth number, reflecting the interaction of all of the 

numbers and energies that comprise that life path. 

• Working the Birth Number in the Positive and in the Negative 

provides contrasting images of the lives of people working the 

same birth number in positive and negative ways. 
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• Life-Path Issues describes tendencies and issues in specific areas of 

health, relationships, talents, work, and finances. 

• Well-Known People lists some people who serve as examples of 

that birth number, and demonstrates how famous people have 

expressed the same birth number in different fields of endeavor. 

• Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny helps readers turn understanding to 

action. 

• Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life outlines key 

laws for each birth number, which, if followed, guide readers 

toward the summit of their mountain path and the fulfillment of 

their destiny. 
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1: Creativity and Confidence 

Creativity is a flower 

that praise brings to bloom, 

but discouragement often 

nips in the bud. 

ALEXF.OSBORN 

The following birth numbers describe life paths for people work-
ing 1 as their primary life purpose. In the esse of the first four life 
paths, the 10s-19/10, 28/10, 37/10, and 46/10-1 (p. 31) is intensified 
by 0; Inner Gifts (p. 103). Double 3s (lis) follow in their own subsec-
tion (starting on p. 134). 
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10: Creativity and Confidence With Inner Gifts 

9: Integrity and Wisdom 

1: Creativity and Confidence 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 19/10 life path are here to work through issues of creative 

energy and integrity, learning to channel their magnetic energy, intuitive wis-

dom, and inner gifts into positive forms of creativity as they guide or inspire others 

by their example. However, since what we're here to do isn't usually what 

comes easiest, before 19/10s can fulfill their life purpose, they have to 

overcome hurdles and negative tendencies in a number of areas. These 

individuals are prone to extreme insecurity, addictions, and physical mala-

dies due to blocked energy. Until they find their confidence and over-

come hypersensitivity, they also demonstrate a false bravado and often 

appear angry when actually they feel defensive or hurt. Until they find 

the wisdom to live in accord with higher principles of integrity, 19/10s 

learn life lessons as a gymnast often learns balance—by taking some 

hard falls. 

Using the method outlined in this book for determining birth num-

bers, we do not add together the final two digits of four-digit birth 

numbers. However, if we did add them together (1 + 0), we would end 

up with a 19/10/1—indicating triple creativity (1) intensified by the in-

ner gifts of sensitivity, strength, expressiveness, and acute intuition (0). 

The forms of creative service 19/10s provide may range from in-

tuitive healing work to making handmade greeting cards for friends. 

The creative endeavors of famous 19/10s range from the cartooning 

genius of Walt Disney to the whimsical rhymes of Dr. Seuss. Florence 

Nightingale became a healer, Jim Croce a performing artist, Jacques 

Cousteau a marine explorer, and Mikhail Gorbachev an inspiring world 

leader. The magnetic energy, natural charisma, and inner gifts of 19/10s 
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converge to create almost unparalleled ability to inspire others. The more 

19/10s allow their creative energy to flow, the better they feel. 

Due to innate insecurity, 19/10s are highly sensitive to the opin-

ions of others, which they either rely upon or resist. At the same time, 

because 19/1 Os have an unsure sense of identity, they often identify with 

their own opinions and tend to impose them on others. The Law of 

Intuition (p. 385) helps 19/10s feel secure with their own feelings and 

find the beautiful heart beneath the bluster and hear other people's opin-

ions without feeling threatened or defensive—and without imposing 

their own will or ideas on others. 

To overcome their innate hypersensitivity and insecurity, 19/10s 

need to acknowledge these traits, accept them, and find the confidence 

to push through them, as stated in the Law of Action (p. 390). 

Like all those working 1, 19/lOs can choose to channel their cre-

ative energy in constructive or destructive ways. They need to remember 

that they have the power of choice as stated in the Law of Choices (p. 

328) and that every choice has consequences. 

As 19/10s recognize and open to their acute sensitivity, guided 

by intuitive gifts, they discover that they can tune in to other people. 

Their resource of strength gives them the fortitude to persevere through 

hardships. 

Whether or not 19/10s choose to practice a form of creative heal-

ing, such as massage, psychotherapy, painting pictures, or telling sto-

ries, they can, by their very presence, become a natural force of healing 

and inspiration when acting with integrity and working their energy in 

expansive ways. 

Once they reconnect with the line of light and energy that is their 

birthright, and find the courage to live the life they came here to live, 

the energy surges and they come alive in ways they hadn't experienced 

before. 

Working 19/10 in the Positive 

These individuals have a magnetic personality that attracts others. 

They use their intuitive wisdom in counseling, healing, problem solv-

ing, or other forms of creative endeavor. Having made peace with them-

selves, they offer guidance by example rather than dogmatic opinions, 

and they respect others' opinions without being dependent on them. 

They have found the confidence to reveal their sensitive natures, resulting 

in fulfilling relationships. These individuals enjoy regular exercise as 
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a means of balancing their energies, and they have avoided or over-

come destructive addictions. They energize, influence, and inspire those 

around them. 

Working 19/10 in the Negative 

When the energies of 19/10s are bound or held in, they create phys-

ical discomfort, tension, and pent-up, explosive anger, as well as prob-

lems with tobacco, alcohol, other drugs, or food. Rigidly opinionated, 

these individuals zealously identify with causes, beliefs, or philosophies. 

Such 19/10s are usually unmarried, divorced, or just difficult to live 

with. They alternate between acting shy and bossy, opinionated and 

insecure. When inhibited, they repress sexual energy; when frustrated, 

they exploit or abuse sexuality. Their dogmatic opinions reflect their 

underlying insecurity. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

The very large and sensitive energy field of 19/10s often gener-

ates an unusual physical appearance in the body, eyes, or face, with un-

usual physical issues. Individuals working 19/10 don't usually require 

as much sleep as most other people, especially when they are feeling 

excited or inspired. In order to serve others, 19/10s need to live a balanced 

life, keeping everything in moderation, and taking their sensitive na-

ture into account. 

If energy blockages occur, 19/10s may have difficulties with their 

prostate or ovaries, lower back, or heart. Illnesses affect the reproduc-

tive area and lower back and result in constipation, psychosomatic prob-

lems, or a tendency toward addictions. The energy field of 19/10s is so 

sensitive that they don't tolerate drugs or alcohol well at all; they tend 

to crave and then abuse them, so they do well to avoid them al-

together. When ill, most 19/10s respond better to energetic methods of 

heating, such as massage, hypnosis, and visualization, than to standard 

prescription drugs. Even acupuncturists must use special care, given the 

highly sensitive energy field of 19/10s. 

A healthful, grounding diet works best for 19/lOs. Even those who 

generally follow a vegetarian diet may need to include a Uttle fish or 

poultry on occasion. 
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All 19/10s thrive on a balanced, moderate exercise program, in-

cluding walking, stretching, or light calisthenics, which serve to release 

energy blocks and general negativity, such as pent-up frustration or 

anger, so that they don't discharge energy in self-destructive ways. 

Many 19/10s display a kind of exceptional luck or special protec-

tion, like the proverbial cat with nine lives. 

Relationships 

Those working 19/10 sometimes feel cut off from others to the 

degree that they live "alone," up in their head. All 19/10s need to pay 

attention to balancing their mind with their heart; in other words, they 

only feel their heart when they move out of their head. 

Anger is a major issue for 19/ 10s. Alternately repressed or explo-

sive, timid or bossy, they can act charming with strangers and abusive 

with family or friends. They can also act self-abusive when they are 

angry at themselves, reflecting frustrated energies that hide the love 

that wants to shine through. 

This life path doesn't really center around relationships, which 

can challenge both 19/10s and those who live with them. They can have 

good relationships, but intimacy doesn't come easily. Their anger at 

intimates, whether suppressed or expressed, comes when they feel hurt 

or bossed around. They have to confront and clear a tendency toward 

shyness or shame before intimacy and openness can blossom. But 19/lOs, 

like anyone else, can change, and when they trust and feel the love in 

their hearts, sexual relationships become a form of healing for all 

involved. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Those working 19/10 have a very strong call to service—to ex-

pressing their creative spirit through a variety of endeavors. Due to 

their inner gifts of sensitivity, strength, expressiveness, and intuition, 

plus the magnetic energy surrounding them, 19/10s have an indefin-

able charm and charisma. When they feel confident, they can manifest 

uncanny insight and practical wisdom. This life path is one of the most 

naturally intuitive. Although they are by no means limited to such fields, 

the intense and unique qualities of 19/10s make for intrinsic talents in 

any form of creativity, intuitive work or healing, community leader-

ship, counseling, or service. They are born healers. 
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Many forms of healing exist, however, ranging from counseling 

friends or doing massage to practicing as a licensed professional. Even 

those 19/10s in fields unrelated to healing can become a healing influence 

due to their magnetic energy; this healing doesn't necessarily have to 

manifest in dramatic ways. 

Many 19/10s express their creative energy by drawing on greet-

ing cards, writing poems for friends or relatives, or other forms of cre-

ative expression. They're so inventive that, given the space to create, 

19/10s come up with their own unique ways to serve and inspire. 

With practice, 19/10s can become gifted, creative writers, musi-

cians, actors, gardeners, directors, or other creative artists. They do won-

drous energetic bodywork, with intense energy working through their 

hands. Whether or not they choose healing or creative arts, 19/lGs can 

manage people, lead, or serve. 

Many 19/10s shy away from healing out of fear of misusing their 

gifts or out of insecurity. When they learn to apply their gifts in ser-

vice of others, for the highest good of all concerned, their lives blossom. 

Their level of financial success reflects the degree to which they 

have overcome insecurity and learned to trust their intuitive gifts. 

Some Well-Known 19/10s 

Susan B. Anthony Dick Gregory 

Jacques Cousteau L. Ron Hubbard 

Walt Disney Martin Luther 

Placido Domingo Florence Nightingale 

Betty Friedan Bhagwan Rajneesh (Osho) 

Theodore Geisel (Dr. Seuss)       Spencer Tracy 

Mikhail Gorbachev George Washington 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 19/10, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

Establish a daily exercise routine to release tension. 

Do something creative every day, 
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* Trust and cultivate your intuitive abilities. 

• Open up to your heart; let your feelings and sensitivity show. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• How do I use my creative energy? 

• In what ways can I create a healthier body? 

• Can I let go, surrender, and show my vulnerability? 

• Have I found the courage to be different? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make your birth number: 1 (p. 31), 9 (p. 95), and 0 (p. 103). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your 

lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): Creativity is an energy we can 

choose to apply in positive or negative ways. 

• The Law of Higher Will (p. 381): By our willingness to serve a 

higher purpose, we inspire ourselves and others. 

• The Law of Action (p. 390): To overcome insecurity, we need 

to accept feelings but act with confidence. 

• The Law of Intuition (p. 385): As we stop monitoring 

others' opinions, we connect with our heart's wisdom. 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): By staying flexible, we can 

make the best possible use of changing circumstances. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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10: Creativity and Confidence With Inner Gifts 

8: Abundance and Power 

2: Cooperation and Balance 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 28/10 life path are here to work through issues combining 

material success and creative energy, applying their creative energy and intuitive 

gifts in service of others, guiding with authority and compassion. With the com-

bined influence of creativity and the inner gifts of sensitivity, strength, 

expression, and refined intuition, the authority of 28/10s comes to full 

power once they overcome their life issues and obstacles. The sense of 

abundance and authority they achieve may center around family or the 

world at large, and it manifests as they step forward with confidence and 

with a clear motive of service. 

Using the method outlined in this book for determining birth num-

bers, we do not add together the final two digits of four-digit birth 

numbers. However, if we did add them together {1 + 0), we would end 

up with a 28/10/1, underscoring the potential influence of double cre-

ative energy (1) intensified by the inner gifts of sensitivity, strength, 

expressiveness, and intuition (0), as well as issues of insecurity. 

Nearly all 28/10s have "healing hands"; using them with sensi-

tivity, they can intuitively feel where to direct or channel life energy. 

If they give back rubs to friends, both they and their lucky friends will 

experience something special. 

Because many 28/10s have subconscious resonance witn an an-

cient lineage of wizards, sorceresses, or enchanters, some of whom mis-

used their abilities, 28/10s may fear using their powers. The Law of 

Higher Will (p. 381) plays a central role, as it inspires them to use their 

abilities for a higher purpose and thereby releases subconscious fears. 

Those working 28/10 have an inborn drive for authority, and they 

tend to gain respect from friends, family, or society at large. Assuming 
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this positive authority fulfills one aspect of their destiny. Given that 

our life purpose doesn't come easily, 28/10s have issues with authority, 

and before 28/10s can assume their own authority, they have to ac-

knowledge, express, and finally release repressed anger toward authority 

figures. The bumper sticker "Question Authority!" was probably created 

by someone on the 28/10 life path. 

The powerful creativity of 28/10s is accompanied by equally 

powerful insecurities. These insecurities, amplified by mixed feelings 

about power and a tendency to disown their own power, create challeng-

ing hurdles for 28/10s to overcome on their life path. As a result of 

these tendencies, most 28/10s feel they need someone to lean on. They 

often feel insecure about standing on their own feet and taking care of 

themselves; yet, in the long run, they find great satisfaction when they 

become self-sufficient and take control of their own life. 

When not taking leadership roles, 28/10s can often become the 

power behind the throne, cooperating with one or more people to cre-

ate useful forms of service for a better world. In such roles, they need 

to be careful about getting too serious and preachy. 

The insecurities and related passive-aggressive tendencies asso-

ciated with 1 and 8 energies contribute to 28/10s' tendency to control 

others emotionally or mentally rather than state what they want honestly 

and directly. The Law of Honesty (p. 377) can help 28/10s heal or im-

prove their relationships. 

When these gifted, inspiring people come into their full confidence 

and authority, they share gifts and energy to lead and uplift others. 

Working 28/10 in the Positive 

These individuals serve as authority figures whom others admire 

and respect. They serve as intuitive advisers to friends, loved ones, and 

others. Having overcome insecurity, such 28/10s make good money in 

service of others, feeling the healing force that flows through them. Inde-

pendent, self-sufficient, even enchanting, they attract others to their ener-

gy field. They know that whatever difficulties or challenges arise, they 

have the power to deal with them. Intuitive and inspiring, they provide 

clear counsel for the highest good of all concerned. 

Working 28/10 in the Negative 

Insecure, trapped in negative beliefs about money and authority, 

feeling needy and dependent, these individuals control and manipulate 
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others. They resent authority figures because they haven't yet taken on 

their own authority. Suffering physically with symptoms of repressed 

anger and frustration, they fear the dark images that appear in their 

imagination; they are unable to discriminate between negative impres-

sions and clear intuitions. Such 28/10s haven't yet experienced or con-

tacted the inner and outer guides available to them. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Because they are here to become healing influences, 28/10s some-

times learn about healing through their own physical issues, energy 

illnesses, and eating disorders. Physical symptoms of repressed anger 

appear primarily in the area of the solar plexus (abdomen), down to 

the perineum {around the base of the spine) and lower back. If their 

energies are blocked or they are working in the negative, 28/10s may 

experience symptoms in their ovaries or prostate, lower back, or coc-

cyx, which can result in genital infections, diverticulosis, and prob-

lems with the lower intestinal tract. The reproductive area of 28/10s is 

sensitive and sometimes overstimulated. When 28/10s learn to view 

their body as a channel of energy, this awareness provides the key to 

healing themselves and others. 

Applying the key spiritual laws for this number will help 28/10s 

overcome insecurity, allow emotions to flow, and open the way to a 

greater sense of well-being. 

The compulsive eating disorders of some 28/10s, such as bulimia 

and anorexia, often reflect control issues, with opposing tendencies to 

Overcontrol and undercontrol. Careful attention to a balanced, grounding 

diet and active, powerful exercise open channels to new strength and 

confidence. 

Although some may tend to avoid exercise initially, nearly all 

28/10s thrive on exercise once they get in shape; exercise can improve 

their life dramatically by providing a release for withheld emotions, 

allowing blocked creative energies to flow and relieving pressure in the 

reproductive area. Exercise for 28/10s also helps refine the instincts and 

stimulate a healthy appetite. While exercise is good for nearly anyone, 

28/10s especially thrive on aerobic exercise; active dance and martial 

arts are ideal, 
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Relationships 

A major issue for 28/10s is trapped, unexpressed emotion—espe-

cially anger—which they tend to hold in or intellectualize, acting didactic 

and aloof instead of passionate. They often hold in anger due to con-

cern about others' opinions or because they fear the power of their own 

anger. They may appear shy or quiet, storing negativity that needs to 

be discharged. In the positive, 28/10s can be very honest and direct in 

confronting authority figures. Working with the Law of Honesty (p. 

377) helps 28/10s to release anger and express feelings openly and 

directly. 

A sense of self-worth, self-sufficiency, and self-contained power 

are keys to relationships for 28/10s. When they feel needy and want 

someone to lean on, 28/10s may fall into games of control and manip-

ulation. But when they approach others from a secure place inside 

themselves, appreciating their own attractive energy, 28/10s see that 

manipulation is unnecessary and counterproductive, and they stop giving 

away their power. 

Due to their creative energy and sensitivity, most 28/10s have sen-

sitive and powerful sexual centers. They may experience problems as-

sociated with sexuality if they abuse or overuse it. Most 28/10s need to 

monitor carefully how they express their sexual and creative energies, 

bringing these energies into accordance with the Law of Choices (p. 

328). They need to avoid using sexuality for control, identity, or self-

worth, and to engage in sex only when they feel open, loving, and 

giving. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Those working 28/10 possess high energy, healing hands, and sen-

sitive intuition. They make excellent counselors who grasp important 

subtleties. In addition, when their inborn leadership and authority shine 

through, they can inspire others. Most 28/10s find fulfilling work in the 

field of healing or in a business that helps people. Many forms of 

healing exist for body, mind, and emotions, including hands-on body-

work or energy work, counseling, writing, teaching, and motivating 

others. Some 28/10s get involved with the business of personal growth. 

We find 28/10s in every walk of life, but no matter what their liveli-

hood, they enjoy it most if given the opportunity to use their inner 

gifts, creative energies, and natural sense of authority. 
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These individuals need to practice utmost honesty with regard to 

money. If they value money over service, they feel unfulfilled even if 

they're making very good money. If they face problems with money or 

with integrity, 28/10s do well to ask themselves, "What do I really 

need inside?" When under the influence of negative beliefs about money, 

28/10s struggle to get it, but they unconsciously fight or sabotage then-

own efforts. When their creative energy flows onward with courage 

and with love, they manifest money naturally; they enjoy it and chan-

nel it creatively. When 28/10s feel personally secure and are willing to 

claim their own authority, they create abundance on every level and 

make as much money as they allow themselves to. No one stops them but 

themselves; when they understand this, they get out of their own way 

and make significant contributions in the world. 

Some Well-Known 28/10s 

Maya Angelou Janis Joplin 

Carol Burnett Martin Luther King, Jr. 

Truman Capote George Lucas 

Jimmy Connors Steve Martin 

Sammy Davis, Jr. Ralph Nader 

Simone de Beauvoir Jack Nicholson 

Billy Graham Sarah Vaughan 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 28/10, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life, 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Express and clear anger toward authorities; then assume your own 

authority. 

• Exercise daily with strength and vigor. 

• Move through insecurity to get where you're going. 

• Find ways to use your creativity and inner gifts. 
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Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• How can I apply my creative energy to make good money, 

doing what I love, serving other people? 

• How do I feel about authority—my own and that of others? 

• When do I feel strong and independent? 

• Do I sometimes try to manipulate or control others? 

2, If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 1 (p. 31), 2 (p. 38), 8 (p. 87), and 

0 (p. 103). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your 

lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1, Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377): Acknowledging feelings to 

ourselves and others is the foundation of honesty. 

• The Law of Intuition {p. 385): As we stop monitoring 

others' opinions, we connect with our heart's wisdom. 

• The Law of Action (p. 390): To overcome insecurity, we need 

to acknowledge our vulnerability but act with confidence. 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): Creativity is an energy we can 

choose to apply in positive or negative ways. 

• The Law of Higher Will (p. 381): By our willingness to serve a 

higher purpose, we inspire ourselves and others, 
 

2, Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3, Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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10: Creativity and Confidence With Inner Gifts 

7: Trust and Openness 

3: Expression and Sensitivity 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 37/10 life path are here to work through issues of creativity 

while learning to trust the wise and beautiful spirit in themselves and others, 

and to apply their inner gifts to create more harmony in the world. These indi-

viduals sometimes fulfill their life path in the world at large, as did 

famous 37/1 Os Jean Renoir, Aldous Huxley, and Leo Tolstoy, but lesser-

known 37/10s can fulfill their destiny equally well within a circle of 

friends or a smaller community. However, since our life purpose rarely 

comes easily, 37/10s may take time to open up and trust themselves or 

the process of their life. They have a sensitive, private disposition and 

must overcome deeply rooted insecurity. 

Using the method outlined in this book for deKirnining birth num-

bers, we do not add together the final two digits of four-digit birth 

numbers. However, if we did add them together (1 + 0), we would end 

up with a 37/10/1, underscoring the potential influence of double cre-

ative energy (1) intensified by the inner gifts of sensitivity, expressive-

ness, strength, and intuition (0). 

A sense of trust is important and useful for all of us, but for 37/1 Os, 

it becomes the touchstone of life. Due to a lack of self-trust, most 

37/10s seek knowledge outside of themselves rather than trusting their 

intuitive depths, 

To the degree that 37/10s subconsciously expect betrayal, they en-

counter betrayal in others and in the world. Many 37/10s learn useful 

lessons about the human foibles of spiritual teachers and the impor-

tance of trusting their own "inner knower." 

When they recognize that they helped create the drama of past 

betrayals, 37/10s learn to appreciate the roles played by others, for their 
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long-range evolution, whether intentional or not. They may not feel 

grateful to the specific individuals who broke a trust, but these 37/10s 

feel gratitude to a larger Spirit for their new awareness as a result oi 

their experience. 

As 37/10s apply the Law of Expectations (p. 373) and come to 

recognize the power of their hidden expectations, they change their as-

sumptions; in doing so, they change their life. They no longer need to 

encounter betrayal in the external world because they have learned to 

trust the larger process of their life. 

All 37/10s, deep down, are wise and healing spirits; they can ex-

press themselves like angels in human form once they align themselves 

with the higher energy and will that manifest within them. These sen-

sitive, refined individuals need to maintain a balanced, moderate Hfestyle 

that includes inner work, such as contemplation or meditation, to cre-

ate a safe, peaceful space in which they can feel nourished and refreshed. 

As they come to discover their essential connection to the mys-

tery and beauty of existence, they realize that whatever has happened 

to them, whether they call it good or bad, easy or difficult, pleasurable 

or painful has served their highest good and learning. 

Working 37/10 in the Positive 

In the positive, 37/10s bring a lightness and energy to those they 

contact. Trusting themselves and the energy working through them, 

they walk forward confidently and lightly, with the faith that even if they 

make a mistake, it's a natural part of their path. They have the courage 

and openness to express their deepest feelings and communicate their 

inner needs directly and clearly, creating trust based on understanding. 

They feel joy in their expanding gifts and creativity, which enables 

them to do refined work in healing or other fields as they tune into 

other people and feel a deepening connection with the natural world. 

This healing may take many forms, such as art, music, drama, or other 

aesthetic forms of expression. 

Working 37/10 in the Negative 

Starting out as naively trusting seekers, these individuals with-

draw from others out of insecurity and fear of being embarrassed, so 

the very betrayal they fear comes true. Not revealing their feelings, 

they find or perceive that people misunderstand or even mistrust them. 
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Angry or depressed with themselves, they have disturbing dreams, 

which reveal the shadow side they fear. They also feel repressed bitter-

ness about relationships, and they struggle with blocked, frustrated cre-

ative energies. Physical maladies may force them to confront issues of 

health. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Nearly all 37/10s have a sensitive, refined physical nature with a 

delicate energy field. The base of the spine and the reproductive or-

gans, along with the solar plexus, can be sensitive areas due to the sex-

ual/creative energy of 37/10s. Their heart and knees may be sensitive 

as well. Whether male or female, these individuals need to be espe-

cially conscious of taking responsible precautions to avoid unwanted 

pregnancy, since they are more likely than many others to have prob-

lems in this area. 

As it does with other natural but reluctant or insecure healers, life 
may deliver physical problems so that 37/10s can learn about a variety 

of healing modalities. Such 37/10s often experience this learning as a 

refresher course, because their subconscious is already well versed in 

energetic healing arts. 

To open and support their intuitive capacities and sensitivities, 

37/10s benefit from a light, primarily vegetarian diet, although they 

may choose to add occasional fish or poultry in order to stay grounded. 

Otherwise, they thrive on a simple, pleasurable diet based on sound 

health principles. 

When insecurity blocks their creativity, 37/10s can fall into self-

destructive patterns, such as abuse of drugs, food, or sex. With their 
sensitivities, they don't tolerate abuse of anything very well or very 
long. 

Those working 37/10 need regular, moderate exercise or some form 

of refined physical training, such as dance, t'ai chi, yoga, or swimming, 

to keep energy channels open and flowing. They need to trust that 

whatever they enjoy is perfect for them. Again, as with others working 

1, the main function of exercise is to ground their energy so that it 

doesn't demand release through less constructive channels, such as 

addictive behavior. 
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Relationships 

Like most people working 7 in their birth number, 37/10s tend to 

trust their mind over their heart, because the heart and feelings are 

associated with pain and mistrust due to perceived betrayals. 

Potentially, 37/10s have a deep connection to the love and wis-

dom of their heart, but to actualize this connection they have to stop 

hiding inside their mind's defenses and learn to trust their feelings, even 

if these feelings sometimes involve pain. 

Many 37/10s would rather listen than talk because they're afraid they 

might say the wrong thing. They prefer privacy to company, yet they feel 

they need to bond with someone. Because of insecurity, however, 37/10s 

often expect a great deal of love without giving much back, and they 

may tend to rely on other people for strength. They often depend on a 

mate to make them feel complete or a job to fulfill them, relying on 

outside influences. In this way, they resemble 28/10s, but while 28/10s 

have more issues with control, 37/10s are looking for substitute parents 

to take care of them, because they often feel unsure about taking care 

of themselves. They have mixed feelings about relationships with others; 

this ambivalence reflects their uncertain relationship with themselves. 

Sexuality and relationship depend on openness and trust to flour-

ish. The sexual life of 37/10s feels more fulfilling when it is tied to tran-

scending the body rather than just physical release. Many 37/10s may 

find that a sexuality workshop aimed at emotional sharing or even the 

practice of tantra yoga, a form of deep communion through sexual energy 

in relationship, may open new doors to intimacy and meaning. 

Once 37/10s open enough to express their feelings and needs and 

learn to trust their partner, their relationships flourish. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

This is a sensitive, highly artistic pattern; 37/1 Os work with and 

are inspired by beauty and nature. Nearly all 37/1 Os find emotional healing 

and connection through music. They also display great ability to ex-

press themselves through art, acting, poetry, dancing, photography, de-

sign, and any other form of creative expression, including teaching. 

These individuals are here to create higher forms of healing, beauty, 

and inspiration. This does not mean that all 37/10s are involved in heal-

ing professions, fine arts, or spiritual occupations. Higher forms of healing 

include a very broad spectrum of ways to balance the body, inspire the 
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emotions, or clarify the mind—all of which "heal" various states of im-

balance. For example, designing a serene work environment is one form 

of healing; artists, musicians, or homemakers who create lovely and 

comfortable household settings all bring more beauty into the world; 

teachers, friends, and colleagues can help to inspire and uplift others. 

Money doesn't generally play a central role in the lives of 37/10s, 

except as a means of insulation, of not having to depend upon some-

one else. When 37/10s begin to trust their abihties and manifest them 

in the world, money will appear in their life almost by magic 

Some Weil-Known 37/10s 

Napoleon Bonaparte Robert Redford 

Charlie Chaplin Jean Renoir ■ 

Aldous Huxley O. J. Simpson 

Earvin (Magic) Johnson Bruce Springsteen 

Paul Klee Leo Tolstoy 

Michelle Pfeiffer 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 37/10, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Trust your feelings and your inner gifts of sensitivity, strength, 

expressiveness, and intuition. 

• Develop the courage to express your feelings. ■   

When you meet fear, don't back down. 

• Work in a garden; read a book about angels. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• When it comes to my body, do I trust my instincts and intuition 

over outside experts or theories? 

• Can I express my deepest feelings? If not, why not? 

• How can I best use my creative energy to bring more 

beauty into the world? 

• When I don't feel trusting, how can I work this through? 
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2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put these 

insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 1 (p. 31), 3 (p. 45), 7 (p. 78), and 

0 (p. 103). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your 

lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): We can choose to create or 

express in positive or negative ways. 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): By staying flexible, we 

make the best possible use of changing circumstances. 

• The Law of Action (p. 390): To overcome insecurity, we 

need to acknowledge our vulnerability but act with 

confidence. 

• The Law of Intuition (p. 385): As we stop monitoring others' 

opinions, we can connect with our heart's wisdom. 

• The Law of Responsibility (p. 336): Deep satisfaction comes 

with knowing when to say yes and how to say no. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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10 Creativity and Confidence With Inner Gifts 

6: Vision and Acceptance 

4: Stability and Process 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 46/10 life path are here to work through issues of creativity 

and high ideals, finding constructive ways to apply their energy and their inner 

gifts, following a practical, step-by-step process to manifest their vision of a better 

world. They can create a better world in modest ways at home or among 

a circle of friends, or in the world at large; the size of the arena is not 

important. 

With 4 and 6 energies preceding and influencing the 10, 46/10s 

have challenges, strengths, and issues unlike other 10s. They may be 

in touch with the level of vital energy and strength influenced by the 4, 

but they may not feel very creative due to the perfectionist influence 

of the 6. 

Using the method outlined in this book for determining birth num-

Ders, we do not add together the final two digits of four-digit birth 

numbers. However, if we did add them together (1 + 0), we would end 

up with a 46/10/1, underscoring the potential influence of double cre-

ative energy (1) further intensified by the inner gifts of sensitivity, 

strength, expressiveness, and acute intuition (0). 

Because most 4s have trouble progressing slowly through a step-

by-step process, and since most 6s tend toward impatience, wanting 

the perfect product right now, the 46 combination entails exceptional 

challenges in learning to follow and enjoy the process involved in reach-

ing goals. While 46/10s may sense their creative potential, in order to 

actualize it, they have to do what they have inherent difficulty doing. 

They have to slow down, lay a strong foundation of careful prepara-

tion, and develop the necessary skills. Then they can engage in extraor-

dinarily creative, indeed brilliant, work in healing, the arts, business, 
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or any other field by combining their high vision, sensitivity, strength, 

creative energy, and inner gifts. 

Those working 46/10 can see beneath the surface of life into its 

heart and hidden structures. They can become builders and visionaries, 

but they need feedback, guidance, and support to help them transform 

their dreams into practical reality. "With the high ideals and vision of 6 

energy, 46/10s can get lost in schemes and dreams and seem out of 

touch with reality. 

Once 46/10s recognize that they don't need to do perfect work, 

they'll strive for excellence in using their creative gifts. They need to 

work with realism and compassion rather than with quick judgments 

born of their high vision. In other words, they reach their vision one 

step at a time by building a solid staircase to a better life, not just for 

themselves but for others, too. 

One way or another, 46/10s make powerful waves due to their 

powerful combination of strength and sensitivity, vision, and the inner 

gifts to focus these ideals. Through the intuitive gifts represented by 

the zero in their birth number, 46/10s are blessed with incredible 

foresight and insight. They are here to work with their creative energy 

in a sustained way for a higher purpose. This vision can nourish and 

sustain them. 

Working 46/10 in the Positive 

These individuals have distinctive qualities of strength, sensitiv-

ity, vision, and a bright, clear field of energy. They have the intuitive 

capacity to create a vision or internal ideal, along with the strength to 

work as long as it takes to help bring that vision into reality. Pioneers 

who point the way, they meet with success in business and in 

relationships by accepting people as they are while skillfully moving 

to uplift and reach out even farther and higher. These 46/10s are liter-

ally or figuratively visionary warrior-priests, working for higher justice, 

Working 46/10 in the Negative 

Impatient, frustrated, insecure and discouraged because life never 

meets their expectations or time tables, these individuals want heaven 

on Earth, right now, but they don't appreciate the work required to 

bring it forth; like Don Quixote tilting at windmills, they seek the "im-

possible dream." Sensitive to criticism because they criticize themselves 
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endlessly without realizing it, they don't really hear others' feedback 

or advice; instead, they create rationalizations that fool even themselves. 

Their judgments interfere with their direct intuitive sight. Focusing only 

on problems, they discharge frustrated creative energy through abus-

ing alcohol, other drugs, food, or sex, 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Nearly all 46/10s have a strong, highly refined body. If they are 

working in the positive, their high-minded lifestyle will help maintain 

their health. If they are working in the negative, problems may arise 

from substance abuse or inappropriate sexual activity. The most sensi-

tive or vulnerable areas of their body include the reproductive area, 

abdominal region, and, sometimes, the knees. 

Many 46/10s don't just eat; once they realize the powerful influence 

of diet on the body, they often study nutrition formally or informally 

to find the optimal diet. They need to remember that there is no per-

fect dietary regimen, only the best one for them at the present time. 

They also need to avoid quick-fix diet schemes and accept that change 

and adaptation happen over time. 

Those working 46/10 tend to search for and find the highest kind 

of exercise for them, one that combines many benefits, such as gym-

nastics, martial arts, or a balance of other efficient activities. 

Relationships 

Accepting their "lower" emotions is a big challenge for 46/10s be-

cause they tend to focus on what they believe they "should" feel rather 

than with what they really feel. Ideal mental images may hide their au-

thentic self in a haze of denial and self-deception. The better 46/10s 

know and accept themselves, the better their relationships, because then 

they also accept others' imperfections more readily. Most 46/10s need 

to work toward accepting ordinary human emotions. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Although their high standards, strength, analytical abilities, and 

sensitivitv serve 46/10s in any occupation, some particularly suitable 
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occupations include practicing some form of bodywork or serving as a 

personal or business adviser. In general, 46/10s also excel in any kind of 

work with structure, such as architecture or design. Other possibilities 

include gymnastics, martial arts, or dance, creating beauty using their 

body as the brush and the air as their canvas. They may even create 

new, higher forms of business that serve others. 

These individuals need to avoid the trap of trying to find a "per-

fect" career or never feeling satisfied with any job. They need to pur-

sue not just what they think they "should" do, but what attracts them. 

The keys for 46/10s include careful preparation, confidence, and patience. 

Their financial success depends on and reflects their level of self-

worth—how much abundance they feel they deserve —as well as on 

their willingness to follow a clear process without skipping steps. Over-

coming insecurity poses another hurdle, although not to the same degree 

as for other people with birth numbers ending in 10. 

Some Weil-Known 46/10s 

No well-known 46/10s have surfaced in our records. The oldest 

46/10s in this century were born in 1979, and this birth number ap-

pears far less often than many others; as time passes, more 46/10s will 

become well known. 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 46/10, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Recognize that achievement flows from constant practice. 

• Treat your vision as a direction, not a goal. 

• Keep dreaming, but create in practical ways. 

• Prepare before you act; small steps make a big difference. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• How do I judge myself and others? 

• How do I express my creative energy? 
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• How do I feel about projects that take a long time? 

• How do I utilize my sensitivity and strength? 

• How can I learn to think less and feel more? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put these 

insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 1 (p. 31), 4 {p. 52), 6 (p. 70), and 

0 (p. 103). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your 

lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four:    . 

• The Law of the Present Moment (p. 362): Impatience and 

regrets dissolve in the recognition that only now exists. 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): Creativity is an energy we can 

choose to apply in positive or negative ways. 

• The Law of Process (p. 346): To get where we want to go, the 

only sure way is one small step at a time. 

• The Law of Perfection (p. 358): Ideals can inspire us, but in 

daily life, excellence is the best we can achieve. 

• The Law of Intuition (p. 385): As we stop monitoring others' 

opinions, we can connect with our heart's wisdom. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 



11: Double Creativity 
and Confidence 

We can choose to create of our Hues 

an accident or an adventure 

ANONYMOUS 

In the simplest possible terms, when a double 1 (11) appears to 

the right of the slash mark, as in birth numbers 29/11,38/11, and 47/11, 

this signifies precisely the same energies and qualities outlined in Part 

Two on 1 (p. 31), but all of the qualities, talents, and potential hurdles 

represented by 1 are present in double strength. 
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9: Integrity and Wisdom 

2i Cooperation and Balance 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 29/11 life path are here to combine creative energy with higher 

principles and integrity, finding ways to apply their creativity in service of others, 

aligned with higher wisdom. Such higher wisdom is revealed by spiritual 

laws, especially the laws 29/lls are here to live and learn. 

Using the method outlined in this book for determining birth num-

bers, we do not add together the final two digits of four-digit birth 

numbers. However, if we did add them together (1 +1), we would end 

up with 29/11/2, underscoring the double influence of cooperative 

energy (2) for 29/lls, along with double creativity (11) —creative service. 

All 29/lls, along with other double Is, have tremendous creative 

potential. But because their primary life purpose represents a kind of 

mountain to climb, they may not feel as creative as others who aren't 

working 1 energy and who have few pressing issues or obstacles in 

that arena. Some 29/1 Is are still "stuck" working the 2 or 9 issues that 

precede the 11, which may block their awareness of the abundant energy 

available to them. Many 29/lls are extremely creative, but they have 

trouble handling the energy. 

Before 29/lls can open the floodgates of their inborn creative 

potential, they have to find themselves—their center, identity, balance, 

and boundaries (2 issues). They then need to work through the 9 gaunt-

let, which includes clearing their dependence on the opinions of others 

through the Law of Intuition (p 385), then contacting and living in 

accordance with spiritual law by taking responsibility for their own life. 

Some 29/lls come from a background of child abuse or violence; 
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they may need to fight to get their will back and to find their sense of 

self-sufficient identity. The 2 influence plays a strong role and re-

quires that 29/lls integrate the sometimes conflicting parts of them-

selves and overcome the tendency toward resistance and rigidity. 

Those working 29/11 also face the challenge of insecurity. With 

the double creativity of 11 comes double insecurity, which manifests 

in one of two polarities: Some 29/lls act insecure, nervous, fearful, and 

underconfident; other 29/lls overcompensate for this internal feeling of 

inferiority by developing a guarded demeanor that can appear aloof or 

overconfident. For example, although most 29/lls have very big hearts 

and a genuine desire to serve helpful causes and make a difference, they 

can become extremely competitive because they fear losing and its con-

sequences, reflecting their sense of inferiority. 

The double 1 with the 9 means that the energy of 29/lls needs to 

be aligned with a larger will, toward a higher good, in accordance with 

balance and love. Their creativity tends to be mental rather than 

emotional, full of meaning but not generally as full of color and feel-

ing as that of 30/3 artists, for example. 

Nearly all 29/lls have a large and powerful energy field, what-

ever their physical size. When inspired or excited, they need less sleep 

than most people. When they decide to generate something new, in-

ventive, original, or insightful, they have the energy to perform and 

produce wonders. Their abundant energy is a two-edged sword, how-

ever, with great benefits or cqully great liabilities. Energy is a tool that 

serves both creative and destructive forces; for example, electrical energy 

can light our cities or electrocute a human body. As 29/lls learn the 

lessons of life, they can apply their tremendous energy in more posi-

tive ways. Otherwise, they have a strong tendency toward addictive 

behaviors to discharge a blocked and painful cauldron of constricted 

creativity. 

Along with all of these challenges, 29/lls display extraordinary 

potential; when they face their issues with awareness and commitment, 

they are among the most creative people on the planet. The energy of 2 

entails a form of cooperation with others, and 29/lls are born to support 

humanity in ways both large and small. Whether businesspeople or 

healers, construction workers or hairdressers, mail clerks or athletes, 

they have the potential to bring the spark of creativity to life through 

their work, their hobbies, or their family life. Overall, 29/lls are des-

tined to direct their powerhouse of creative energy to uplift and in-

spire, to support and heal. 
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Working 29/11 in the Positive 

These people feel inspired and inspire others as they follow a clear 

path of service, the underlying motive in all that they do. Creative 

strategists, supportive friends, and loyal allies, they attract people with 

their natural charisma and lead by inspiration. In whatever creative field 

they choose, they offer something special, showing exceptional vitality 

and endurance to reach their goals. Relaxed and open, these 29/lls get 

inspiration directly from Spirit. 

Working 29/11 in the Negative 

Outwardly insecure and inhibited, or aloof, subdued, and seem-

ingly self-assured, these individuals feel haunted by a sense of inferi-

ority that manifests as competitiveness and a fear of losing. Dominant 

and opinionated, they seem to have a chip on their shoulder and a need 

to prove something. Stubborn and resistant, bossy and highly opinion-

ated, they have a hard time letting go. Their illusory inferiority inhibits 

creative risks that would make their life exciting. Lost, without a real 

sense of themselves, they alternate between bouts of fitful energy and 

periods of collapse. Their pent-up energy generates addictive or abu-

sive behaviors, and their lessons about spiritual law (especially about 

actions and their consequences) often get delivered in a court of law. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Individuals working 29/11 often have an unusual appearance due 

to the influence of powerful energy. Their energy field is often two or 

three times the average. When inspired or excited about a creative 

project, 29/lls don't need as much sleep as most people. Their attrac-

tiveness stems as much from a glowing energy field as from physical 

features. 

They have a very sensitive reproductive (sexual/creative) area, in-

cluding the lower abdomen and lower back. Reproductive infections, 

cysts, pain, lower back pain, constipation, or overweight in 29/lls are 

very often related to blocked creative energy. Those working 29/11 may 

suffer more broken bones or unusual diseases than people working other 

birth numbers. On the other hand, they seem to have exceptional luck, 

such as walking away unscathed from a bad accident. 
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Most often, physical, emotional, or sexual problems of 29/lls result 

from blocked creative energy or problems brought on by specific pat-

terns of abuse. Bodywork greatly benefits 29/lls, whether they are get-

ting it or giving it. 

The subconscious minds of 29/lls are open and suggestible; therefore, 

positive thinking, visualization, and other forms of healing that work 

with the subconscious and the "energy body," such as acupuncture, 

acupressure, Shiatsu, laying on of hands, bioenergetics, and nutritional 

therapy, often yield better results than standard drugs and medicine. In 

general, 29/lls need a varied diet that includes more dense or 

grounding foods than many other people—foods such as grains, beans, 

or occasional fish or poultry. They need to pay attention to the laws of 

nutrition and exercise in the same way they need to pay attention to 

any spiritual law. Even more than most of us, 29/lls "become" what 

they ingest. Their sensitive energy does not tolerate drugs or alcohol 

well; they do best to avoid them altogether-Like all double Is, 29/lls 

absolutely need more exercise than the average person—not just for 

fitness reasons but as a means of keeping their energy flowing and 

grounded. After a period of conditioning, they tolerate exercise well and 

thrive on it. Exercising daily and finding creative work or hobbies bring 

a sense of vitality and well-being to 29/1 Is. 

Relationships 

While they often have a sentimental side, 29/lls tend to focus their 

creative energies in their mind, which inhibits their emotional expres-

sion. They tend to repress or intellectualize their feelings. Emotional 

inhibition, or the apparent absence of emotions, often affects their 

relationships. 

Like 27/9s and 25/7s, 29/lls value and seek relationship with others 

because they lack a sense of relationship with themselves. Most 29/lls 

appreciate many friends and contacts and also need someone to be there 

for them as a source of support, but they sometimes get caught in the 

double bind of seeking relationship while simultaneously trying to assert 

their independent nature. Rarely joiners, 29/lls generally live as the in-

dividualist who marches to a different drummer. 

Many people find 29/lls attractive due to their large and stimulat-

ing energy field. However, when feeling insecure and inhibited, 29/lls 

may experience difficulty with relationships. When their creative juices 

are flowing into projects or work, they may be too busy being creative 
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to have much time for relationships. Their combination of loyalty, in-

security (needing a sense of connection), and an independent streak 

makes for complex relationships. 

Their sex life can be a paradox: On the one hand, with the amount 

of energy flowing through them, most 29/lls who aren't blocked have 

a strong need for regular orgasms unless they are channeling their sexual 

energy into intense creative projects or hard physical training. On the 

other hand, their sexuality can sometimes be repressed and inhibited 

out of insecurity, or they may withhold sexual expression (negative 2 

in undercooperadon). Overall, the emotional and sexual life of 29/lls 

reflects how much balance they have created in the rest of their life. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

By virtue of their creativity and presence, all 29/lls have within 

them the archetype, energy, and creative inspiration of the inventor, 

the artist, the athlete, and the leader. Natural networkers who enjoy 

many contacts, 29/lls represent the paradox of strong individualists 

who are also here to serve the larger good of the community. 

In the financial arena, 29/lls attract money because money is a 

form of energy and "like attracts like." As their energy flows, so flows 

their abundance. To the degree that 29/lls have stepped forth and ex-

pressed their creativity in positive ways, they do very well financially, 

achieving the security so important to them (2 influence). When not 

working in the positive, they demonstrate and experience down-in-

the-dumps feelings of insecurity and lack. 

For 29/1 Is, money is just a way of keeping tabs on how their energy 

is flowing, although in some cases the accumulation of money can be-

come a kind of competitive game or a way to gain others' respect and 

approval—a strong motivation for these individuals. As long as they 

focus on creative service, 29/lls find that abundance comes naturally. 

Some Well-Known 29/lls 

Dame Judith Anderson Henry Kissinger 

Jack Benny Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 

Jim Brown Edward R. Murrow 

J. Paul Getty Edgar Allan Poe 

Doug Henning Isaac Bashevis Singer 

Bob Hope Jules Verne 

Harry Houdini, Alice Walker 
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Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 29/11, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Exercise daily; it can change or even save your life. 

• If insecurity gets in your way, move through it. 

• Practice to become skillful; then rely on your creative energy. 

• Take a weekend workshop that attracts you. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• In what ways do I channel my creative energy, and in what ways 

do I discharge my blocked energy? 

• How can I make the best use of and benefit from my present 

situation? 

• How would I most like to serve others? 

• How can I begin to trust my heart over others' opinions? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 1 (p. 31), 2 (p. 38), and 9 (p. 95). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of" family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your 

lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): Creativity is an energy we can 

choose to apply in positive or negative ways. 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): By staying flexible, we make 

the best possible use of changing circumstances. 
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• The Law of Action (p. 390): To overcome insecurity, we 

need to acknowledge our vulnerability but act with 

confidence. 

• The Law of Intuition (p. 385): As we stop monitoring others' 

opinions, we can connect with our heart's wisdom. 

• The Law of Responsibility (p. 336): Deep satisfaction comes 

with knowing when to say yes and how to say no. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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11: Double Creativity and Confidence 
8: Abundance and Power •  3: 
Expression and Sensitivity 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 38/11 life path are here to combine creativity and material 

success, learning to apply their power and express their energy with compassion 

and generosity. They are not here to achieve wealth or influence for their 

own sakes, but rather in service of a larger cause, whether a small cir-

cle of friends or colleagues, or the community at large. 

What we're here to do doesn't come easily; the life purpose of 38/lls 

is no exception. With a creative drive even more powerful than other 

double Is due to the influence of 8 energy, 38/lls have to deal with 

powerful insecurity and self-doubt, as well as a tendency to give away, 

avoid, or sabotage their own power or abundance. They often do this 

with their mouth, since they also deal with expression issues. 

On their life path, 38/lls must eventually get in touch with and 

express their feelings and sensitivities, overcome self-doubt, and deal 

with 8 energy and issues related to repressed anger toward authorities 

so they can take on their own authority. 

Using the method outlined in this book for determining birth num-

bers, we do not add together the final two digits of four-digit birth 

numbers. However, if we did add them together (1 + 1), we would end 

up with 38/11/2, adding the potential influence of cooperative energy 

(2) for 38/lls, along with double creativity (11). This means that until 

38/lls mature, their independent, even controlling nature may make 

them difficult to work with; they may be overly solicitous and helpful 

at first, but if they overhelp, the 2 energy will send them rebounding 

into resentment. 

These inherently powerful individuals, whose power may alter-

nately feel suppressed or explosive, have the energy and drive to make 
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money and make waves. Their lifework, in whatever form it takes, in-

volves learning to control themselves (rather than others) and direct-

ing their considerable power and energy to creative contributions that 

uplift and empower those around them, helping others find their own 

source of energy and inspiration. 

Most 38/lls feel they can't give enough and can't receive enough. 

Combining emotional sensitivity and raw, though often inhibited, 

power, they are driven by powerful creative energy. They may spend 

their life holding a tiger by the tail until they tame that tiger and learn 

to channel their energy in positive ways. Otherwise, they may suffer 

addictions to drugs, orgasms, or food. 

With the power and authority issues of 8, most 38/lls can get 

preachy and didactic or bossy and controlling; these attributes can affect 

anyone working 8, but for 38/lls, the issues of 8 energy are amplified 

by the presence of the double 1. 

Like all Is or double Is, 38/1 Is also have to deal with insecurity 

issues, which for them are compounded by a tendency to repress or 

withhold the power associated with 8. The more 38/lls dedicate their 

life to a common cause or higher purpose that extends beyond them, 

in accordance with the Law of Higher Will (p. 381), the more they pur-

ify the 8 energy and release their creative energy, which generates the 

courage to step forward into life. 

Working 38/11 in the Positive 

Brilliant and powerful leaders or dynamic creative advisers, these 

individuals can solve long-standing problems, create new options, and 

open doors to a better world. Money isn't the main issue for them; they 

apply their energy, and there's always enough. They give and receive 

without keeping track of the score, and they attract others with their 

powerful energy field. They help empower others, and they share abun-

dantly. They've learned to lead from a position of equality and mutual 

respect. Driving the material success path with a tidal wave of energy 

makes for an exciting, productive life. 

Working 38/11 in the Negative 

These individuals outmaneuver, outcompete, and overcontrol 

others, often through manipulation. Too unsure to put themselves on 

the line, they deny their power and sabotage their success or, alternately, 

they exploit their power and seek to achieve success by dominating or 
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outshrnirig others. Avoiding exercise, they struggle with addictions due 

to blocked creative energy. Frustrated by pent-up energy, they alienate 

others due to an aloof, negative exterior, but underneath churn gnaw-

ing self-doubts and insecurities. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Those working 38/11 combine a mixture of vulnerable areas and 

traits associated with 3 (blocked expression affecting the throat area) 

double 1 (reproductive area, lower abdomen, lower back), and 8 (pos-

sible self-sabotage in the form of accidents or, less frequently, burnout 

from overwork). This doesn't imply that 38/lls will necessarily suffer 

any illness or accidents; maladies most often come when these indi-

viduals work negative patterns, and they can be viewed as life's feed-

back, signaling the need to change old habits. 

The most effective healing methodologies for 38/lls include posi-

tive visualizations, work with beliefs, acupuncture, bodywork, or other 

relatively subtle work with the mind and energy field. As long as they 

keep their creative energy flowing, 38/lls have sturdy dispositions and 

enjoy stable, vigorous health. Those working 38/11 like to make their 

own rules about nutrition. Most 38/lls are too busy to make food a 

central issue in their lives (except for creative cooking); for most 38/lls, 

food is just fuel for their life and ambitions. A vegetarian or modified 

vegetarian diet helps to balance a tendency toward aggressiveness. 

Like other double Is, 38/lls need a great deal of exercise to release 

and ground their creative energy. Once in shape, they thrive under a 

daily routine of aerobic exercise. 

Relationships 

Even though they can appear very secure, the double 1 and the 3 

mean that 38/lls often seek out one or more partners to give them a 

better sense of themselves. Most 38/lls have paradoxical energy in that 

they need a strong person to lean on and yet they tend to control every-

body in their world. 

The nature of their relationships and sexuality reveals much about 

how 38/lls are working through their life issues. Most 38/lls find that 

issues of power and control, as well as insecurity, may enter the bedroom 

widi them. They may use sexuality and their partner as a means of release 
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without applying sensitivity to their partner's needs; they may give away 

their power or abuse it. Sexually, they either like to be in charge or 

they like to be overpowered. Bondage and sexual power games were 

probably invented by a 38/11. 

Of course, when working in the positive, 38/lls can have mutu-

ally satisfying relationships, sexual and otherwise. In any case, their 

personal relationships serve as a mirror to help them understand and 

balance their lives. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Most 38/lls are natural leaders with the important qualities of 

authority, sensitivity, and creativity that can help solve any problem. 

They can make admirable or despicable politicians, depending upon 

whether they're working their issues with power and creativity in posi-

tive or negative ways, applying power wisely and with authority or 

using power to subjugate others. 

While not all 38/lls serve in obvious positions of authority, they 

may guide others at school, at work, or at home through their innately 

powerful mind and creative ideas. They make capable inventors, inno-

vators, and leaders in creative fields, such as business or fine arts. Many 

38/lls work as business entrepreneurs, empire builders, heads of state, 

or heads of small businesses. Whether preachers or problem solvers, 

they stand out in their field. 

In the financial area, 38/lls may experience self-sabotage, both 

desire and fear, and a tendency toward feast or famine. Having a stable, 

conservative personal or business partner who is good with money can 

help. When 38/lls dedicate their creativity toward the common good, 

making a positive difference in the world, money comes to them natur-

ally. The more energy and service they put into the world, the more 

money comes back. 

Some Well-Known 38/lls 

Kevm Bacon Daniel Day-Lewis 

Lionel Barrymore Isadora Duncan 

Al Capp Peggy Fleming 

Marc Chagall Goethe 

President Bill Clinton Madonna (Ciccone) 

Davy Crockett Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis 
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Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 38/11, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Take back your power, but also learn to let go of control. 

• Do vigorous daily exercise to replace addictions. 

• Express what you feel, and feel the power of expression. 

• Find creative ways to help charitable causes. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• When do I give away my power? When do I overcontrol? 

• How does my creative energy serve others? 

• In what ways am I generous with my money or energy? 

• When I feel insecure or frustrated, do I discharge energy in 

constructive or destructive ways? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the 

digits that make up your birth number: 1 (p. 31), 3 (p. 45), and 

8 (p. 87). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your 

lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): We can choose to create or 

express in positive or negative ways. 

• The Law of Higher Will {p. 381): By our willingness to serve a 

higher purpose, we inspire ourselves and others. 
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• The Law of Honesty (p. 377): Acknowledging feelings to 

ourselves and others is a primary form of honesty. 

• The Law of Action (p. 390): To overcome insecurity, we need 

to acknowledge our vulnerability but act with confidence. 

• The Law of Intuition (p. 385): As we stop monitoring others' 

opinions, we can connect with our heart's wisdom. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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Hi Double Creativity and Confidence 7: 
Trust and Openness 4: Stability 
and Process 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 47/11 life path are here to combine creativity and trust, learning 

to trust the creative spirit within them and channel their energy to help build a 

more stable, peaceful world. Their world may expand to the larger com-

munity or may, with equal significance, limit itself to a smaller circle 

of family, friends, or associates. 

Using the method outlined in this book for determining birth num-

bers, we do not add together the final two digits of four-digit birth 

numbers. However, if we did add them together (1 + 1), we would end 

up with 47/11/2, adding the potential influence of cooperative energy 

(2) for 47/lls, along with double creativity (11). 

Since our life purpose is an uphill climb, 47/lls face a number of 

issues and tests related to the chronology of their birth number: First, 

they need to explore and come to trust their own process of growth 

over time; second, they need to overcome a fear or expectation of mis-

trust or betrayal, most often generated by family problems in child-

hood; third, they need to overcome a profound insecurity that may 

interfere with their openhearted connections with others. 

The central archetype of 47/lls deals with aesthetics, harmony, 

rhythm, wholeness, and refinement. Trust is a central issue for 47/lls, 

and the pure life energy they experience is softened by their aesthetic 

nature, yet strengthened and supported by 4 energy. We can all appreciate 

beauty, but to create beauty and share it with others requires a period 

of practice and preparation. Following a step-by-step process is essen-

tial for 47/lls. 

Like diose with other birth numbers, most 47/lls experience 

difficult or negative aspects of their number as well as a more positive 
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fulfillment of their life purpose. The Law of Process (p. 346) helps 47/lls 

counteract a tendency toward childlike naivete and impatience, and the 

Law of Faith (p. 369) serves as an antidote to an inherent sensitivity to 

betrayal and issues with self-trust. These are important laws for 47/lls, 

who sometimes experience debilitating bouts of insecurity aggravated 

by a lack of self-trust. Sadly and ironically, these refined yet strong 

individuals often feel like failures before they've even begun. 

Once 47/lls have had a chance to tackle the issues of process, trust, 

and insecurity, they come into their own confidence, beauty, and spirit. 

As 47/lls open to inspiration, they sense Spirit everywhere and in every-

one. Once they trust this Spirit in themselves, they bring light, energy, 

and magic into the world. 

By blending the razor-sharp mind of 7s with the analytical ca-

pacities and strength of 4s, then amplifying the volume with two doses 

of creativity, 47/lls embody a rare kind of potential that has rarely ap-

peared on the planet before. They come at a time when their refine-

ment and energy is most needed, not just to help "save" our world, but 

to help celebrate it. Following a step-by-step process to reach their 

goals requires a degree of trust in the process. They need to remember 

that creativity alone has little force without the time and skill neces-

sary to catalyze it. 

Those working 47/11 can build bridges of light through their cre-

ative imagination. Their challenge involves expressing their creativity 

in practical ways while keeping their energy grounded. They are here 

not to engage in flights of personal fancy, but to bring their creative 

visions down to Earth to share with others. 

With their Utopian vision and their gift of foresight, 47/lls can 

remind us of the beauty that may have escaped our notice, here and 

now, in the depths of life. One way or another, they serve as a source 

of light for others, finding their place in the greater order of life. 

Working 47/11 in the Positive 

The energy field of these individuals shines with a kind of clear 

luminosity others sense rather than see with their physical eyes. By their 

inspiring presence, they remind us of the aeative energy and Spirit that 

works through all of us, whether or not we are yet aware of it. Travel-

ing through different dimensions in imagination, they experience life 

as a spiritual mystery —a living, tacit realization—and they use their 

analytical skills, lightning-fast mind, and creative energy to share this 
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uplifted experience of life with others. It may be hard for us to fathom 

the source of their inspiration or to keep up with their pace. It's as if 

they have an angel on their shoulder; the more they trust and work 

with their inner guides and subtle intuitions, the more positive energy 

and beauty they bring into the world. 

Working 47/11 in the Negative 

These individuals live in a world of their own mind, without a 

sense of grounding or connection. Isolated and embittered, they lose 

themselves in the "virtual reality" of their creative imagination and live 

like hermits, even when among people. They prefer computers to peo-

ple, and solitude to people they mistrust. Brilliant failures, they want a 

magical world where things happen quickly and easily, and they don't 

always want to be here on planet Earth. They are very sensitive to feel-

ing betrayed by others, and they experience conflicting pulls between 

inner and outer reality. Struggling under the weight of unresolved child-

hood difficulties, with their emotions inhibited, they are vulnerable to 

addiction to escapist drugs or experiences. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Most 47/lls have a very refined, sensitive body and energy field. 

Like other double Is, 47/lls are vulnerable in the reproductive area (in 

cluding lower abdomen and lower back), especially if their creative 

energy is blocked. The heart and, secondarily, the legs may also be prob 

lem areas if 7 or 4 issues are unresolved. Their body is strong but also 

very sensitive, :
 

When 47/lls are ill, working with their mind (on both conscious 

and subconscious levels) through positive imaging and creating em-

powering beliefs can assist dramatically in the heahng process. 

These individuals definitely benefit from a grounding diet, prefer-

ably vegetarian, with little or no dairy products, but the diet mustn't be 

too light, or they may get so "airy" they float away. The main thing 

for 47/lls to remember is to trust their own instincts and intuition 

regarding nutrition and exercise. 

Those working 47/11 generally prefer aesthetic kinds of exercises 

in natural settings that generate a feeling of inner balance and peace, 
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such as hiking in scenic surroundings, actively sculpting, splashing paint 

on canvas, or doing a variety of different calisthenics to music, incor-

porating breath, movement, and relaxation. Because of the 4, some kind 

of routine, even if varied, is important to keep their creative energies 

clear and open. Demanding exercise that requires coordination of mind, 

feeling, and attention serves to keep 47/lls physically grounded. They 

are nourished by forests, deserts, and almost any natural setting. 

Relationships 

Many 47/1 Is marry, have children, and settle into a stable life. 

Nevertheless, most do not fall into conventional roles; they are too busy 

being creative, leading people out into nature or into the realm of their 

own imagination. In any relationship, the process of developing mutual 

trust through vulnerability and honest communication remains key. They 

also need to pay attention to being truly present on an emotional level. 

Their sexuality may involve creative fantasy, and they generally 

experience an active drive, including masturbation if their drive out-

strips their partner's or if they prefer the safety of their fantasies to the 

vulnerability of sexual intimacy. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Those working 47/11 manifest mental creativity at its best. Be-

cause of their creative imaginations, they make wonderful writers of 

fiction, creative advertising copy, or inspiring speeches. Enjoying soli-

tary work, they also make good researchers unless they lack patience 

or shun routine. They apply their creativity to any form of business, 

working for the larger family of humanity. They could even become or 

write about a brilliant inventor, a forest wizard (or computer wizard), a 

hermit sage, or a healer who works with spirit guides. 

Like 29/lls and 38/lls, 47/lls share double creative energy and 

tend to attract money from many sources, but for them money is a sec-

ondary motive; they hardly notice when it comes in or goes out. When 

their juices are flowing, 47/lls create money the same way they do any-

thing else—apparently by magic. 

Some Well-Known 47/lls 

No well-known 47/lls yet exist in our records. The oldest 47/11 

in this century was born in 1989. This birth number reflects a very 
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small percentage of the population; in the future, as more 47/lls appear 
on the planet, more will become well known. 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 47/11, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Stay grounded; take small, practical steps. 

• Exercise daily through dance or martial arts—whatever en-

courages you to stretch and breathe deeply. 

• Find ways to inspire yourself and others through business. 

• Remember to supplement analysis with gut feelings. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• How can I best share my energy with others? 

• Have I supported my creativity by developing my skills? 

• How can I make a strong, heartfelt connection with others? 

• What do I fear about other people and what do I love? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1, Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the 

digits that make up your birth number: 1 (p. 31), 4 (p. 52), 

and 7 (p. 78). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends 

and, if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in 

your lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): Creativity is an energy we can 

choose to apply in positive or negative ways. 

• The Law of Faith (p. 369): Only when we find faith in 

ourselves can we have faith in others. 
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• The Law of Patterns (p. 349): Patterns tend to reassert 

themselves unless we exert strong leverage to change them. 

• The Law of Action (p. 390): To overcome insecurity, we 

need to acknowledge our vulnerability but act with 

confidence. 

• The Law of Expectations {p. 373): Our life unfolds according 

to our hidden expectations and assumptions. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your Hfe. 
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2: Cooperation and Balance 

He who lives in harmony with himself 

lives in harmony with the universe. 

MARCUS AURELIUS 

This section features the pure, undiluted, focused 2 energy (p. 38) 
of 20/2, intensified by 0: Inner Gifts (p. 103). Birth numbers ending 
in 12 follow, in their own section (starting on p. 161). 
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2: Cooperation and Balance 20: 
Cooperation and Balance With Inner Gifts 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 20/2 life path are here to use their inner gifts in a spirit of 

service and to establish healthy boundaries and balanced responsibility in order to 

achieve joyful cooperation and mutual support. From this point of balance, 

20/2s can cooperatively serve the common good out of love and caring rather 

than codependence. Not all codependents work 20/2, of course, nor do all 

20/2s behave like codependents, but until they find a balance point, 20/2s 

tend to feel overly responsible and overhelp, then feel resentful and withdraw 

emotionally. 

Because 2072s feel so responsible and on some level blame them-

selves, even for other people's problems, they quickly find fault with others 

as a defensive maneuver, as if to say, "It's not my fault!" All 2072s need to 

take full responsibility for their own life but not feel responsible for the lives 

of others, except, of course, in appropriate situations, such as caring for 

children. 

Most 20/2s need to define clearly the difference between service 

and servitude. In the larger sense, 20/2s can develop the ability to cooper 

ate with hfe itself, rather than resisting the situations or circumstances 

they meet. ■>    . ■. 

In their life and relationships, 2072s start out doing too much; then the 

pendulum inevitably swings the other way, and they freeze up, resist, or 

withdraw. They're here to find their comfort zone and define their limits — 

choosing to do what they feel goad about, and, when they don't feel good, 

knowing when to say, "Enough," before they have to say, "I'm fed up." As 

20/2s get in touch with what they feel rather than what they or others think 

they should feel, they can truly support, and also feel supported by, others. 
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Those working 20/2, 22/4, and 40/4 have many resonant issues, 

such as the need to apply a step-by-step approach to problem solving. 

Although 20/2s thrive in support positions, they can certainly become 

leaders or artists in any field. Usually they feel most satisfied if they 

are supporting others who work toward larger causes. 

Similar to 4s, 20/2s have minds that tend to run in circles when 

they are making decisions—weighing all the variables, comparing ev-

ery benefit and liability—in order to feel they are doing what they 

"should." Most 20/2s are also concerned about stability and keeping 

everything under control; disorder feels like chaos to them and may 

bring up childhood fears. 

The greatest challenge for most 20/2s is finding their own inter-

nal harmony. They thrive when they give their analytical mind some 

time off and let other people solve their own problems. When 20/2s 

contact their internal sense of harmony and set their own boundaries, 

they serve as a standard of balance by which others can set thei
1-

 own 

internal mechanisms. 

Along with innate strength and surprising sturdiness whatever 

their body type, 20/2s can apply their inner gifts of sensitivity, strength, 

expression, and intuition (or refined intuition) to their work in the world. 

With their extra sensitivity, 20/2s need to remember that if others 

get themselves stuck in dark or difficult places, they can offer their sup-

port if they feel moved to do so, but they arc not responsible for others' 

predicaments. They do not need to get others out of the holes they've 

gotten themselves into. Sometimes people need to stay in a dark place 

for a while until they learn what they need to learn. "Saving" people 

before they are ready to be saved may not truly help them. It's not for 

us to decide what others should do any more than others should decide 

what is appropriate for us. Those working 20/2 do best to serve from a 

centered place of compassionate detachment. 

Working 20/2 in the Positive 

These individuals balance strength and flexibility, home and work, 

time for others and time for self. Their bodies stay relaxed and supple, 

reflecting their internal equanimity, because they worry less and intuit 

more. Consummate problem solvers and mediators in family or 

business, they help others to reach agreement, just as they have reached 

internal harmony and integration within themselves. Using both their 

strength and sensitivity in support of others, they feel useful and ap- 
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predated; they support and appreciate themselves, as well, honoring 

their boundaries, feelings, and limits. 

Working 20/2 in the Negative 

No one ever knows what these individuals want, not even them-

selves; they're too preoccupied doing what they think they are sup-

posed to do, and they are quick to expect that others should do the 

same. Chronically codependent, they feel responsible for almost every-

thing, keeping the moon and stars in place while meeting everyone's 

needs. Other people's whims become their demands. They "sacrifice 

for others" and then resent it; they tend to give too much, then resist or 

withdraw completely. Physically, mentally, and emotionally stressed 

from worrying about everyone else, they suffer from allergies and other 

ailments. 

Life-Path Issues 
.X 

Health 

Their strong, generally vigorous body and robust disposition fight 

off most illness, but 20/2s are prone to tension as their worry and their 

busy mind impose chronic, thought-produced stress on their body. 

Allergies may flare up in times of stress, and physical tension may ob-

struct the efficient working of the lymphatic portion of the immune 

system. 

Most 20/2s (like 40/4s and 22/4s) tend toward either stocky, wide 

bodies, reflecting their strength, or more wiry bodies that are surpris-

ingly resilient. When excessive weight is an issue, 20/2s benefit from 

aerobic exercise and a low-fat diet, along with stretching, deep breath-

ing, and relaxation or meditation training. Meditation and suppleness 

are very important for 2072s, but they tend to avoid both, preferring 

outward, expansive training for strength—a quality they already have 

in abundance. Most 20/2s have great potential strength but lack flexi-

bility, so the best kind of exercise for them teaches flow, suppleness, 

and balance, as do ejajjee, yoga, t^j_chi, aikido, and other martial arts 

that emphasize stretching and relaxation. 

Nearly all 20/2s have close ties to the subconscious, so they benefit 

from hypnosis and from positive visualization, in contrast to the negative 

fantasies and concerns to which they sometimes fall prey. 
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Relationships 

Most 20/2s tend to withhold their real feelings when they are over-

cooperating because they aren't always sure what they feel—or "if it's 

okay" to feel that way. They generally pay attention to their partner's 

needs and feelings first, but then they may feel burdened if they be-

lieve they're giving more support than they are getting. 

The tendency of 20/2s to overcooperate and then undercooperate 

reveals itself most clearly in relationships. They put their feelings on 

the back burner until something inside of them bursts, and then they 

become reactive and resentful. Anger or resentment are signs that 20/2s 

have been overcooperating. 

They typically start out a relationship in overcooperation, tossing 

their own values, interests, and needs out the window and, chameleon-

like, becoming whatever their partner seems to want. Then, eventu-

ally, they swing into undercooperation and withdraw or resist. If their 

relationship ends, they feel hurt: "I gave so much, and he/she left me!" 

The ability to compromise and negotiate is crucial for 20/2s in 

relationship: "I'll do this much if you do that much." They're here to 

learn this kind of mutual cooperation. 

Sexually, 20/2s follow the same patterns, first doing what they 

think the other person wants them to do. This period may go on for a 

short period or for many years —until they become frigid or impotent, 

or just withdraw sexually. Their subconscious turns off from a sense 

of having given too much. If this happens, 20/2s and their partners 

need to see a professional to open up lines of communication and 

rapport; having "a little talk" won't suffice. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

When inspired, those working 20/2 "walk a straight path through 

life"—balanced and unswayed by others' emotions, desires, or opinions. 

They can excel in many fields due to a balance of strength and sensitivity. 

All 20/2s, with their inner gifts, demonstrate a powerful combi-

nation of strength and sensitivity that creates unusual capacities that 

don't always show on the surface. Like 40/4s, they generally gravitate 

toward family life and serve as supportive, dependable, caring help-

mates and parents when working in the positive. They can also serve 

as quintessential diplomats in family squabbles or in the larger world 

of organizations or government. 
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Those working 20/2 have excellent organizing and coordinating 

abihties and make excellent mediators or negotiators. They often serve 

as invaluable assistants or support people whose presence and work 

make a real difference in any enterprise. They don't always work be-

hind the scenes; sometimes they take center stage in front of the cameras, 

or even in the Oval Office. But for every famous 20/2, thousands work 

effectively behind the scenes. 

Security is very important to 20/2s and entails knowing that the 

rent or mortgage money is available, with enough left over to put food 

on the table. Their practical nature will lead 20/2s, quite intuitively, to 

the secure situation they seek, and to the form of service that suits 

their abihties and temperament. 

Some Weil-Known 20/2s 

Julie Andrews Sidney Poitier 

Richard Burton Ronald Reagan 

Piper Laurie Debbie Reynolds 

Norman Mailer Dr. Benjamin Spock 

Edouard Manet Elizabeth Cady Stanton 

Claude Monet Robert Louis Stevenson 

Carlos Montoya Gloria Vanderbilt 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 20/2, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• When making decisions, write your ideas down and then trust 

your intuition. 

?.._Learn to say no and feel okay about_iL__ 

• Exercise dally, and be sure to include stretching and relaxation in 

your routine. 

• Balance giving with receiving. 
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Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• Do I sometimes bend too far backward for people and then feel 

resentful? 

• Where does my responsibility end and other people's begin? 

• Do I respect my comfort zone? 

• Do 1 feel trapped in any life situation? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

\. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 2 (p. 38) and 0 (p. 103). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, if 

they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Responsibility (p. 336): When we know when to 

say yes and how to say no, we find mutual support and joy in 

service. 

• The Law of Balance (p. 341): Seeing our tendency to swing 

from one extreme to another, we find our balance point. 

• The Law of Cycles (p. 394): Life is a circle of repeating 

changes, rising and falling like the seasons. 

• The Law of Patterns (p. 349): Patterns tend to reassert 

themselves unless we exert strong leverage to change them. 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): Staying flexible, we make 

the best use of difficulties and changing circumstances. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 

I 
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12: Creative Cooperation 

The time has come for us to 

stop tuning separate instruments 

and, together, to create a symphony, 

ANONYMOUS 

The energy of 12 provides an equal synthesis of 1 (p. 31) and 2 

(p. 38), resulting in a unique and powerful form oil creative cooperation. 

Individuals working 12, including those with birth numbers 39/12 and 

48/12, may demonstrate all of the abilities and face all of the issues of 1 

and 2, but the combination means that their creativity shines most 

brightly, and manifests most fully, in cooperation with others. 

An example of creative cooperation is that of an author and an 

editor working together to create the best possible book. People who 

work with or support screenwriters, songwriters, or musicians provide 

other classic examples. Creative cooperation can appear in any field 

where people work together to solve problems, do original work, or 

create sparks together where, individually, neither of them could have 

accomplished as much. 
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12: Creative Cooperation and Balance 

9: Integrity and Wisdom 

3: Expression and Sensitivity 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 39/12 life path are here to work through issues of creativity, 

cooperation, and integrity, expressing themselves through creative teamwork, aligned 

with higher wisdom, in a spirit of mutual cooperation. Examples of coopera-

tive teams include the Wright brothers, Gilbert and Sullivan, Barnum 

and Bailey, Rogers and Hammerstein, and Fred Astaire and Ginger 

Rogers; sports teams also represent a form of creative cooperation, 

producing together what they could not do as well, or at all, alone. 

The life purpose of all Is involves creative energy, but most Is 

can create in relative independence or even isolation. Because of the 

combined influence of 2, the abundant creative energy of 39/12s mani-

fests best in cooperation with others, creating a whole greater than the 

sum of the independent parts. 

Using the method outlined in this book for determining birth num-

bers, we do not add together the final two digits of four-digit birth 

numbers. However, if we did add them together (1 + 2), we would end 

up with 39/12/3, underscoring the double influence of expressive energy 

(3) for 39/12s. 

Although 39/12s share the core 12 with 48/12s, their life path differs 

considerably because they combine the emotional sensitivity and ex-

pressive drives of 3s with strong 9 energy, including a depth of wis-

dom and internal seriousness as well as charisma. Because of strong 9 

energy, 39/12s feel most fulfilled if they cooperate in alignment with 

higher principles or spiritual laws, and if their work allows them to 

grow and learn. 

People working birth numbers like 20/2 or 30/3 have all of their 

energetic eggs in one basket; they confront their life path directly early 
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on. But 39/12s, with their issues of expressive energy (3) and integrity 

and wisdom (9), with their cauldron of creative energy (1) and associated 

responsibilities (2), often feel overwhelmed at times. They may take 

longer than those on different life paths to come into their own, when 

their psyche finally sorts out and harnesses all of their emerging quali-

ties and drives. Our life purpose isn't what comes easiest, but when 

39/12s integrate their insides and find a balance between helping too 

much and helping too httle, and when they learn to give to themselves 

as well as give to others, they manifest an inherent ability to create ex-

traordinary forms of meaning, inspiration, service, and beauty. 

Whether working with another individual or with a group, 39/12s 

display a depth of emotion and almost religious internalization of mean-

ing and purpose that lets them feel the depths of their soul and the 

souls of others. 

Nearly all 39/12s have abundant energy. Highly emotional, 39/12s 

base their intelligence on emotional intuition and sensitivity to the core 

issues of life. For the most part, 39/12s have httle time for frivolous or 

shallow concerns; they may need to lighten up and act silly on oc-

casion, to remind themselves that life doesn't have to be so serious, at 

least from a transcendental perspective. 

Most 39/12s feel somehow different from other people, almost 

like outsiders. Due to their emotional sensitivity, combined with the 

unsettled sense of identity of 9s, 39/12s often suffer from self-doubt 

and vulnerability to others' opinions. They may appear subdued or in-

hibited, but beneath their controlled persona bubbles an inspired pas-

sion for life and for making a difference. If withdrawn, 39/12s need to 

get out into the fray, to "stand up inside themselves," and bring their 

energy into life despite others' opinions. 

Most 39/12s need to pay close attention to how positively or nega-

tively they're using their creative energy in cooperation with others. 

They need to avoid getting drawn into other people's problems by 

remembering the difference between sympathy (joining others down 

in their dark hole) and empathy (throwing others a ladder). 

Those working 39/12 come here to find their center and their 

balance so that they can serve others while also taking care of their own 

needs. This in turn allows them to regenerate and serve with others 

even more effectively. If 39/12s feel good about themselves emotion-

ally, they'll release and enjoy their creative energy to its fullest range 

and bring their passion and the beauty of their creative energy into the 

world. 
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12: CREATIVE COOPERATION 

Overall, no matter what form their contributions take, 39/12s feel 
happiest when working for a higher cause, in cooperation with friends, 

colleagues, clients, and the world at large. 

Working 39/12 in the Positive 

The many fine qualities these individuals possess are magnified 

through their interaction and collaboration with others. They bring pas-

sion, presence, and expressive creativity into the world. They respect 

others' opinions as well as their own. They know when to hold their 

ground and when to stay flexible. They make loyal friends, and their re-

lationships are based on heartfelt feeling and deep understanding and 

respect. They find meaning and enjoyment in their work, which makes 

use of their creativity and expression, as they help others do their best. 

These individuals show class and refinement, strength and sensitivity. 

Working 39/12 in the Negative 

Stubborn and insecure, these individuals create in the negative 

through complaints and cutting remarks that reflect the depth of over-

whelming passions for which they can find no outlet. They overgive, 

then find fault and withdraw. They have trouble getting along, even 

with themselves, as their drives compete for priority and attention and 

their mind whirls as they try to decide what they should do and for 

whom. They feel as if they're living for other people, at the whim of 

others' needs and opinions. They have unusual, emotionally generated 

physical ailments stemming from frustrated expression. They feel lonely 

and isolated. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Because of the emotional sensitivity and depth of 39/12s, what 

troubles them cuts deep. Their hypersensitivity is aggravated by the 

tendency to feel responsible. When under stress or when their energies 

are suppressed, they are susceptible to psychosomatic maladies and un-

usual illnesses, not just colds or the flu. This tendency decreases as 39/12s 

begin to work their life purpose in the positive. 
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The most vulnerable areas of 39/12s shifts based on which of the 

part of their birth number they are working. Their throat can flare up if 

expression is blocked. The reproductive area (including abdomen or 

lower back) is also sensitive. They are subject to stress-produced aller-

gies. Blocked creativity and expression underlie many physical symp-

toms, which serve as signs that 39/12s need to open up their creativity 

and express inhibited feelings. Physical symptoms also signal the need 

for 39712s to bring their life into alignment with the spiritual laws they 

came here to live. 

Most 39/12s have refined dietary tastes, and food and emotions 

are interrelated for them. If they're feeling down, they may not want to 

eat, or they may pick at food; alternately, they may link food to con-

solation and overeat. The more they express their feelings, the more 

intuitive rather than emotionally dependent their dietary choices become. 

They benefit from exercise that combines elements of strength 

with sensitivity, such as yoga, t'ai chi, or other aesthetic, even medita-

tive, forms that best suit their tastes. They can turn a basketball or volley-

ball game into an aesthetic event, but group sports, if they even play 

them, have more to do with relationship than with the game itself. More 

likely, a regular, conscious routine of movement and breathing brings 

39/12s the most benefit and enjoyment. 

Relationships 

Those working 39/12 are fed, nourished, and guided by their emo-

tions. As long as 39/12s stay attuned to their feelings, they make good 

choices in relationships. They generally intuit, although not always con-

sciously, that their primary relationship serves a larger purpose, be-

yond companionship or convenient sexual release. 

People working certain birth numbers do not require relationships 

to fulfill their life purpose, but 39/12s nearly always feel a drive to 

share their life with someone, for only in relationship and cooperation 

does their creativity find its fullest expression. However, their relation 

ships also serve as clear mirrors of all of their major issues, including self- 

doubt and insecurity, vulnerability to others' opinions, the need for honest 

expression, and, foremost, issues of cooperation. All 39/12s in relation 

ship need an understanding and compassionate partner—someone who 

shares rather than makes too many demands, because even though they 

have much to give, 39/12s tend to overgive in response to demands and 

then feel drained, "        ■ • 
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In the arena of sexuality, 39/12s need to avoid getting drawn into 

messy situations. While it may not show to others, 39/12s are roman-

tics and feel deep attractions; they develop "crushes" every now and 

then. They need to remember not to get involved with anyone who has 

more problems than they do, and to stay away from married men or 

women other than their own partner. Spiritual laws apply strongly to 

relationships; if 39/12s get into problematic situations, they learn 

painful lessons. 

The relationships of 39/12s display depth and passion. As they 

bring out that passion within the secure bonds of relationship, it nour-

ishes the soil from which their life blossoms. Emotions and mutual sup-

port provide the fertilizer and the magic. A fulfilling sexual life, no matter 

how it is expressed, follows naturally. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Once they find their confidence, 39/12s make natural performers 

in many fields, whether they act, make sales presentations, tell stories, 

or give inspired sermons. They also do very well in creative support 

positions, for example, as book or magazine editors. Their charisma 

eventually brings recognition, even if they start in the background. They 

also make very creative therapists who are in tune with others' feel-

ings. Their multiple energies and drives lead to varied talents; these 

individuals can see and feel issues from different perspectives. They can 

bring forth sensitivity or strength as needed. Their strong opinions are 

usually well-founded, but they need to stay flexible and open. They do 

well in any field where their creative mind supports others to do their 

own creative work. They feel most inspired when their work supports a 

higher cause. 

Generally, the financial state of 39/12s reflects the degree to which 

they are working their life path in the positive—the degree to which they 

have overcome self-doubt and focused on an area of work that uses their 

talents. Much of their energy is spent just holding things together, finding 

their focus with so many competing forces and opportunities within 

and without. Most 39/12s make good money but usually choose work 

with other criteria predominating. If they choose to help run a large 

company, they may earn a high salary; if they choose to be a storyteller 

in the park, they may make just enough to get by. Once they overcome 

self-doubt and step forward into the world with their unique combina-

tion of talents and drives, their fortunes will rise to the occasion. 
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Some Well-Known 39/12s 

Ethel Barrymore Ramana Maharshi 

Frank Capra Olivia Newton-John 

Emma Goldman Walter Pidgeon 

Tom Harmon John Ritter 

Alfred Hitchcock Paul Robeson 

T. E. Lawrence (of Arabia) 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 39/12, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

»   Cultivate bridges of empathy with others, not shackles of 

sympathy. 

• Respect your mind, but trust your feelings. 

• Focus on one task at a time. 

• Notice the creativity you generate with others. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• Do I appreciate my true capacity? 

• When I experience self-doubt, how do I respond? 

• Does my life serve as a good example for others? 

• Have 1 found a way to use my creative energy in cooperation 

with others to serve a higher purpose? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 1 (p. 31), 2 (p. 38), 3 (p. 45), and 

9 (p. 95), 
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2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or differenc issues in your 

lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Responsibility (p. 336): We find greater joy in 

service if we know when to say yes and how to say no. 

• The Law of Intuition (p. 385): As we stop monitoring 

other's opinions, we connect with our heart's wisdom. 

• The Law of Action (p. 390): To overcome self-doubt, we 

need to acknowledge our vulnerability but act with 

confidence. 

• The Law of Higher Will (p. 381): Our willingness to serve a 

higher purpose can inspire us to inspire others. 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): Staying flexible, we make the 

best use of difficulties and changing circumstances. 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): We can choose to express our 

creative energy in positive or negative ways. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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12: Creative Cooperation and Balance 

8: Abundance and Power 

4: Stability and Process 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 48/12 life path wilt be coming here to work through issues 

of creativity, teamwork, and success, cooperating with others and following a step-

by-step process to create a more secure and stable world for themselves and others. 

Most 48/12s will create this process toward stability within their own 

circle of friends and family; a few will do it in the larger society. Either 

way, 48/12s will want their influence felt by others. Because our life 

purpose poses specific challenges, it may take some time for 48/12s to 

work through issues of power and process and find the capacity to es-

tablish balanced, creative, cooperative relationships with others. 

The 48/12 life path is new on the planet; the first individuals work-

ing this energy will be born on September 29,1999.1 base this section 

on archetypes, patterns, and qualities associated with the numbers 4, 8, 

1, and 2 rather than on case studies or individuals I've known. 

Using the method outlined in this book for determining birth num-

bers, we do not add together the final two digits of four-digit birth 

numbers. However, if we did add them together {1 + 2), we would end 

up with 48/12/3, adding the potential influence of expressive energy 

(3) for 48/12s. 

Those working 48/12 will come to Earth as bearers of light and 

creativity. Their appearance will signal very practical physical changes 

and the need for strong leadership and creative cooperation in tie times 

ahead. 

Many changes are coming to Earth, including major shirts in tech-

nology and in consciousness. Amid the changes, we will need struc-

ture and order, which 48/12s are well suited to help create, as the old 

forms pass away. 
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Before 48/12s can serve such lofty purposes, however, they will 

first need to establish their own foundations and accept their own process 

and power. Not all 48/12s will work on a grand scale, but even in a 

smaller context, within family or local community, they will have the 

potential to share analytical brilHance and creative ideas, along witii 

the power and influence to make these ideas into reality. 

Due to their strong power issues, 48/12s will need to act in ac-

cordance with the Law of Honesty (p. 377) at all times. Because of the 

influence of 4 and 2, these individuals will also have issues with respon-

sibility; they may tend to overwork, driven by strong ambitions. For-

tunately, their creative energy will help support their dominant work 

orientation. 

Family will also be a high priority for these individuals; they will 

have issues to work out with their parents, and they will learn much 

through their children, if they choose to have them. 

All 48/12s will need to be cautious about letting their ambitions 

overreach their level of skill (the process issues of 4s) or their sense of 

integrity (the honesty issues of 8s). They will do well to remember 

that "overnight successes" usually take years of preparation and initia-

tion. If willing to follow a careful process, 48/12s will have the quali-

ties to succeed at anything they choose—JO long as they work in cooperation 

with others. 

The times into which 49/12s will be born will demand the best of 

them. Through their own careful work, in the process of overcoming 

their own challenges, they will develop the strength and clarity to 

blaze the trails and build bridges to support others as we cross into the 

new millennium. 

Working 48/i2 in the Positive 

These individuals will learn the lessons of process through their 

experience: "When in a hurry, slow down," and "Better to do it right 

than do it over." In working through their own family issues, they will 

develop compassion and understanding. Creative troubleshooters, they 

will find the self-control, the integrated talents, and the drives to 

support the common good effectively and powerfully. Through cre-

ative service, they will find the recognition they desire. Happiest where 

the action is, in the center of the cyclone, they will serve where they 

can, in the way that gives them die most joy, often as pioneers of new 

frontiers. 
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Working 48/12 in the Negative 

Caught in a maelstrom of change like a rigid tree in a high wind, 

these individuals will fight to maintain control in a world that feels out 

of control, reflecting their inner turbulence and frustrated ambition. 

Their creative energy will demand release, but they will withhold it, 

afraid of what it might do. They will bend over backward to help other 

people and then resent it. Stalinlike, they may end up "helping by 

command," even in their own family. They will resent others* 

authority until they find the courage to apply their own. Ambitious, 

they will want everything now, but they won't understand the time or 

effort it takes to achieve goals and so will end up brilliant failures. 

When they compromise their integrity, they will meet with short-term 

rewards but court long-term disaster. When they fall, they will fall 

hard. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

In almost every case, the state of health and vitality of 48/12s will 

depend upon the process they follow: If they learn patience and prac-

tice a regular regimen of conscious nutrition and exercise, their excep-

tionally strong disposition will sustain vigorous health. They will be 

susceptible to mind-produced stress and corresponding tension if they 

start to feel overly responsible or concerned with everyone else's life. 

In the worst case, dieir immune system will become compromised, with 

long-term debilitating effects. These symptoms will appear, however, 

only after long-term stress. Meditation practice can serve as a very direct 

means of reducing stress and enhancing die health of 48/12s by balancing 

their tendency toward aggressiveness. 

Most 48/12s will tend to put on weight easily, especially if their 

creative energy is blocked. A low-fat, vegetarian or semivegetarian diet 

will work well for them in the long run. 

Regular, rather than intermittent, exercise will offer a stable process 

of training very important to 48/12s; otherwise, they may be prone to 

injuries of knees, ankles, or lower extremities. They may also have con-

genital (inherited) problems to deal with. Pursuing healing for these 

problems will serve to expand their sense of compassion for the afflic-

tions of others. Physical training can also form the foundation of a strong 
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body that will take them far in life and teach them deep lessons about 

the process of accomplishing any goal. 

Relationships 

At their best, 48/12s will be strong, loyal, dependable, and sup-

portive, but their life will be based more on reason than romance. It's 

important that their mate or companions understand this and not hold 

unrealistic expectations of them. Any long-term relationships will have 

to be based on mutual support and cooperation. Feelings alone, or even 

sexual compatibility, may not be enough to satisfy their greater needs 

and ambitions. They will need a helpmate, notjust a lover, or their cir-

cumstances may give them plenty of helpmates, and a lover may be all 

they lack. 

Sexuality will be important to 48/12s, not just as a means to 

satisfy their needs and use their creative energy, but also as a point of 

connection, providing one of the only settings where they show 

vulnerability. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

The 4 energy will mean success in business due to a practical na-

ture, as long as 48/12s don't skip any steps; the 8 energy will bring a 

drive for wealth, power, and recognition that will spur them to their 

goals. With patience, 48/12s will inevitably achieve all they set out to 

accomplish. Their creative energy and analytical skills will make it more 

likely that they'll form independent enterprises of their own. They can 

build structures, shape materials, or creatively troubleshoot. They en-

joy pioneering new frontiers. Some 48/12s may become skilled mechan-

ics, for example; others will found a family or a business empire that 

supports many people. They will tend to be innovators in many fields, 

from creative athletes to artist-entrepreneurs. 

With the blend of 4, 8, and 12, 48/12s will experience struggles 

as they move toward their goals, but with persistence, they will see 

their work come to fruition. If they make a clear commitment, build a 

solid foundation, and follow their plan step-by-step while staying 

flexible for contingencies, and if they serve the greater good, they will use 

money and authority doing what they love, working cooperatively with 

others. 
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Some Well-Known 48/12s 

As of this writing, no 48/12s yet exist; the first person working 

48/12 energy will be born on September 29, 1999. 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 48/12, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Remember that self-control is the highest form of personal power. 

• Whatever your goal, approach it step-by-step. 

• Know when to hold on and when to let go. 

• Learn to cooperate with others by treating them as parts of your 

larger self. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• What is the next step toward my goals? 

• How can I reach my goals with complete integrity? 

• Do I take care of myself and others in equal balance? 

• In what ways do I express my creative powers? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 1 (p. 31), 2 (p. 38), 4 (p. 52), and 

8 (p. 87). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your 

lives. 
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Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Responsibility (p. 336): As we learn when to say 

yes and how to say no, we find more joy in service. 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377): To be honest with others, we 

first have to be honest with ourselves. 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): We can choose to express our 

creative energy in positive or negative ways. 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): Staying flexible, we make the 

best use of difficulties and changing circumstances. 

• The Law of Balance (p. 341): Seeing our tendency to swing 

from one extreme to another, we find our balance point. 

• The Law of Process (p. 346): To get where we want to go, the 

only sure way is one small step at a time. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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3: Expression and Sensitivity 

What we can't express runs our life. 

ANONYMOUS 

This section includes all birth numbers with 3 (p. 45) as a primary 

life purpose, including 12/3, 21/3, and 30/3. Even though all three of 

these birth numbers reflect intense 3 energy and issues, the 12/3 and 

21/3 combine other energies, whereas 30/3 has a strong focus on pure 3 

energy, amplified by 0: Inner Gifts (p. 103). 
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3: Expression and Sensitivity 30: 
Expression and Sensitivity With Inner Gifts 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 30/3 life path are here to work through issues of expression 

and sensitivity, overcoming self doubt to express themselves and use their inner 

gifts to encourage, uplift, and inspire others. Most people come into life to 

work a mixture of energies, but for 30/3s, their work and destiny are 

clear and focused. Those working 30/3 have the support of inner gifts, 

which include highly tuned sensitivity, inner strength, expressiveness, 

and intuition. All of these resources complement and support one major 

life theme: emotional expression. 

However, since our life purpose isn't what comes easiest, 30/3s 

have distinct hurdles to overcome before they can fulfill their destiny. 

Because 30/3s resonate with the perfectionism of 6s and feel acutely 

sensitive to the pain and suffering of others, they are prone to feeling 

disappointed and disheartened at times, and to expressing in negative 

ways, such as criticizing and complaining. 

They have an inherent drive to express themselves; this expres-

sion comes out in either positive or negative ways, but it comes out. 

Emotional expression may not come easily for 30/3s at first; they may 

start out inhibited, but once they get rolling, the words flow. 

The arena in which 3073s express may be large, as in performance, 

teaching, or addressing large groups, or smaller, involving a circle of 

family and friends. In either case, the challenges and joys of 30/3s arise 

from expressing their feelings through speech or creative endeavors, 

such as painting, music, or other media, and from helping others to 

express their feelings as well. 

Their expression blossoms with other people, perhaps one on one 

at first. Eventually, if they draw forth the courage, many 30/3s find the 
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opportunity to speak before groups of people. I often recommend 

public-speaking courses for 30/3s. 

Due to their innate emotional sensitivity, many 30/3s go a little 

numb or put up psychological armor as a defense against the emo-

tional turbulence around them. They may appear unemotional to others, 

but strong, even passionate, feelings lie just beneath the surface. Those 

working 30/3 long for passionate involvement and an emotional con-

nection with others, and they often create intense dramas in their life 

to stir up emotions around them. Many 3073s like to watch or act in 

soap operas, because of their drama and emotionality. They make 

good actors, because they can identify with emotions and model any 

quality. 

The inner gifts of expression, sensitivity, and spiritual discern-

ment amplify 30/3s' already-existing sensitivity. People working other 

birth numbers, such as 12/3 and 21/3, are also here to express them-

selves, but 30/3s combine their innate sensitivity and expressive drive 

as 3s with the inner gifts of sensitivity and expressiveness. To the degree 

that 3073s are in touch with their feelings, they have acutely developed 

intuitive powers. When they read the newspapers or turn their atten-

tion to the world around them, they fed what needs to be done, and 

they express it. 

Those working 30/3 need to focus on finding skillful means to 

express positive ways to deal with problems. They may feel fully justified 

in complaining, because they usually point out wrongs that do, indeed, 

need to be addressed, but the challenge for 30/3s is finding ways to 

channel and release their expressive energy constructively. They need 

to express themselves honestly and directly but in the most positive 

and effective ways. They need to focus on the solution, not the prob-

lem. This is good advice for anyone, but especially important for 30/3s, 

for as they describe the world, they see the world. 

If 3s in general make the best depressives, 30/3s, with extreme 

sensitivity and self-doubt, have depression down to a fine art. Flip- 

flopping between "I can do anything" and "It's just too much for me—I'm 

not ready," they sometimes slip from confident highs into emotional 

slumps, feeling the weight of self-doubt, a major issue that sometimes 

stops them in their tracks just when they are about to succeed. Self- 

doubt tends to make 30/3s feel unprepared, not good enough, or not 

up to a task. Self-doubt can discourage and depress 30/3s until they 

see it as a challenge they are here to overcome, a hurdle for them to 

leap over as they push onward and upward, ..'. 
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The greatest gift of 30/3s lies in expression and inspired communica-

tion. Whether through speaking, acting, writing, or art, they find joy in 

moving others emotionally, perhaps moving them to action, to change, 

or to happiness. In the positive, their effectiveness comes from an 

ability to speak with feehng —not just from the mind, but from the 

heart. 

People working 30/3 have obstacles to overcome before achiev-

ing such expressive magic, because our life purpose always holds spe-

cial challenges. In general, 30/3s start out feehng less capable and more 

afraid of self-expression or public speaking than the average person 

who isn't working 3 energy. When they step into the arena, however, 

they find great satisfaction; they feel, in some fundamental way, that 

they are home. 

Working 30/3 in the Positive 

These individuals bring enthusiasm, compassion, understanding, 

and service into the world, in ways large or small, through their cre-

ative expression. Whatever their occupation, when they speak, they do 

so with attunement and sensitivity, and they uplift others. They are 

enthusiastic and connected to their emotions, and their expressiveness 

is passionate, forthright, and even inspired. They are honest in 

communicating their needs and feelings, neither manipulating nor 

allowing themselves to be manipulated. They manage their lives respon-

sibly, not letting their own or other people's emotions run them. They 

use their inner gifts of expression, sensitivity, and intuition in the ser-

vice of others, with a joy and altruism that further amplifies these 

resources, putting 30/3s in touch with the subtle aspects and mystery 

of existence. 

Working 30/3 in the Negative 

Depressed about the love they feel they lack from others, these 

individuals complain about the wrongs of society and of their life, 

feehng justified because there's much to criticize in this world. Needy 

and hypersensitive, they whine or manipulate instead of stating honestly 

and directly what they need, who they are, and how they feel. Some 

are completely blocked in their sexual natures, while others have trou-

ble with emotional or sexual fidelity and often get into promiscuous 

situations. 
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Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Most 30/3s, especially those with suppressed emotions, experi-

ence vulnerability in the throat area due to blocked expression. If 30/3s 

feel a scratchy throat or a blockage there, they need to ask themselves, 

"What do I need to express that I'm holding back?" Often, once they 

express what they feel, their throat quickly recuperates. Music that opens 

the heart, touches the emotions, and enlivens or uplifts is always heal-

ing for 30/3s, whose health or illness reflects their emotional state. 

Their heart and knees also feel sensitive and vulnerable at times. 

Those who have problems with misunderstanding, which 30/3s are 

prone to because of their issues with expression, often get energy block-

ages around the knees, whicli over time affect the circulation and even-

tually the physical structure. 

Those working 30/3 need to eat and exercise according to what 

feels right to them intuitively—what feels emotionally as well as phys-

ically good. But they need to take care not to be run by their moods or 

to seek emotional consolation in the form of food or self-pampering 

when they are feeling lovelorn. When they are feeling blue, expansive 

exercise to music lifts their spirits. 

Relationships 

Nearly all 30/3s have a needy emotional quality that says, "Ap-

preciate me"; they look for this emotional support in the outside world 

rather than in themselves. Aldiough they sometimes expect a lot without 

giving back in return, they also have a great capacity to give. 

Although 30/3s can appear unemotional, even coldly rational, as 

a reaction to their sensitivity, they have an extremely large and sensitive 

emotional energy field. Their voice usually reveals their feeling nature, 

and their ability to tune into others' feelings enhances their relationships. 

Despite appearances to the contrary, 30/3s are romantics at heart. 

They love to fall in love, and they periodically get emotional "crushes." They 

need to be very direct and straightforward about this tendency with 

their partner if they have one. When they feel free to express feeling 

attracted to someone, this helps clear any obsessive tendencies toward 

the current attraction. In other words, they can have more lasting re-

lationships by acknowledging and expressing, but not acting upon, 
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infatuations that pass through their lives. Sometimes their emotions 

run them, and they get involved in promiscuous situations or infideli-

ties (whether real or imagined) and then wonder what happened. 

The emotional aura or energy field of 30/3s is their primary 

"erogenous zone." If their emotions are shut down, sexual technique 

doesn't help. When in a loving mood, however, they are moved by 

passion—technique is secondary. 

Relationships, for 30/3s, present a monumental opportunity to 

work through issues of honest expression and emotional vulnerability. 

They do well to view relationships not only as a form of consolation 

and nurturance, but as a form of spiritual practice. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

With their inner gifts of expression, sensitivity, and intuition— 

and their developed expressive abilities—30/3s help to uplift and nourish 

others around them in their immediate world or in a larger arena. They 

may choose to be teachers, salespeople, writers, or lecturers — any role 

that reminds people of the feeling side of their lives. They have inher-

ent gifts in any form of teaching, counseling, heahng, performing, or 

creative expression due to their ability to tune into people and subtle 

dimensions. Those working 30/3 can also follow a social service path, 

and they tend to make good managers. They can be successful in any 

field, but they feel most fulfilled if their work offers opportunities for 

self-expression. 

In addition to their emotional sensitivity, those working 30/3 also 

have a superb depth of intuitive intelligence that cuts to the heart of 

some of life's core issues. Therefore, they do well in any field that in-

volves clear logic and reason. 

Any lack of money relates in some way to self-doubt. If 30/3s 

use their gifts and expression in the positive, money follows. 

Some Weil-Known 30/3s 

m\ 

 

Wilt Chamberlain 

Eldridge Cleaver BUI 

Cosby Miles Davis 

Douglas Fairbanks, Sr. 

Ella Fitzgerald Jodie 

Foster 

Andrew Jackson 

Ann Landers 

Norman Lear 

Joan Rivers 

Carlos Santana 

Barbara Walters 

John Wayne 
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Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 30/3, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Treat self-doubt as a hurdle to be overcome, not a stop sign. 

• Give of yourself emotionally, even if you don't always feel you get 

back in equal measure. 

• Allow and express your feelings in the moment. 

• Trust and use your refined intuition and special resources. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• Have I held back my drive to express out of self-doubt? 

• Do I express my feelings and needs directly? 

• Am I sensitive to the needs of others? 

• Have I fully utilized my sensitive "internal guidance system" or 

other inner gifts? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 3 (p. 45) and 0 (p. 103). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, if 

they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): We can choose to express our 

energy and emotions in positive or negative ways. 

• The Law of Honesty {p. 377): Acknowledging feelings to 

ourselves and others is a primary form of honesty. 
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• The Law of Expectations (p. 373): Our life unfolds according 

to our hidden expectations and assumptions. 

• The Law of Faith (p. 369): Only when we find faith in 

ourselves can we have faith in others. 

• The Law of Action (p. 390): To overcome self-doubt, we 

need to acknowledge our vulnerability but act with 

confidence. 

Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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21/3 & 12/3 

3: Expression and Sensitivity 
1: Creativity and Confidence 
2: Cooperation and Balance 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 21/3 or 12/3 life path are here to work through issues of 

creativity, emotional expression, balance, and cooperation in support of people 

or causes, applying their energy in positive, constructive ways to teach, uplift, 

and inspire. To face the inevitable challenges of their life path, 21/3s and 

12/3s need courage to overcome the insecurity and self-doubt that may 

hinder them and need to learn to channel their creative and emotional 

energies in positive ways. Otherwise, when burdened by doubt or feeling 

insecure, they may tend to discharge their energies in self-destructive 

ways, through alcohol, tobacco, or other drugs. If 21/3s or 12/3s sup-

press their emotional expression, they experience that suppression in 

their body as physical tension or a variety of other symptoms. 

Those working 21/3 or 12/3 are among the most well-rounded, 

versatile, creative people on Earth. With the 2 providing support and 

strength, both 21/3s and 12/3s can invent, innovate, synthesize, or pack-

age impressive works in any field of endeavor. They can express their 

creativity through any form or material, and the spirit of their message 

still comes through. 

With the first two numbers {1 and 2) in different order, for 21/3s, 

creativity issues (1) are more pressing, whereas for 12/3s, cooperation 

(2) issues predominate, due to these numbers' relative position and in-

fluence. Both 21/3s and 12/3s, however, share the same primary issues 

of sensitivity, self-doubt, and emotional expression so focused in 30/3s. 

By virtue of their life purpose, they face issues of negative expression, 

such as criticizing and complaining. In most cases, they express in nega-

tive ways when their feelings are hurt. 

i 
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Even though 21/3s and 12/3s have a high degree of emotional sensitivity, 

they have a strong tendency to intellectualize their emotions rather than 

express their sensitive, and rather insecure, natures. They respond to the 

feehngs of insecurity associated with creative energy either by 

appearing insecure or, far more often, by developing a courageous but 

false compensatory persona of dry intellectualism or an overconfident, 

outgoing bravado to veil a sensitive self, struggling with self-doubt. In 

12/3s, 2 issues predominate over \ issues; although slightly less 

insecure, 12/3s have stronger issues with finding a balance between giv-

ing "too much" and then shutting down. Most 21/3s tend toward emo-

tional neediness; they need to focus on letting their emotions flow out 

to others, as they tend toward emotional "stinginess" and withholding. 

The destiny of both 21/3s and 12/3 involves expressing themselves in 

their chosen way positively and honestly. When they are dishonest, 

their dishonesty usually entails holding back their true or authentic feel-

ings rather than outright lying or deceit. They achieve expressive honesty 

by confronting and revealing their own emotional nature, integrating 

the sensitive parts of themselves that they have disowned for fear of 

appearing too weak or needy. Because they feed off emotional con-

nections, they can, indeed, be needy, but they are certainly not weak. 

Although they have internal strength and endurance associated with 2, 

most 21/3s and 12/3s, like most 30/3s, have very sensitive emotional 

energy fields as well is creative energy that needs to be moved into the 

world. They tend to be more constricted than 30/3s, and their sensitive, 

emotional nature is not as easy to see as that of 30/3s. Instead of 

intellectualizing their emotions, 21/3s and 12/3s need to show and 

express their fears, their anger, their hurt, and their joy, becoming emo-

tionally present and real. When they do, their bodies also open up, re-

lax, and rejuvenate-As they discard their false personas, lay their 

emotional cards on the table, and show their insecurities and 

vulnerable feelings openly, 21/3s and 12/3s find, to their surprise, a 

deeper, richer, more nourishing emotional bond with others and with 

themselves. 

Such self-revelation is no small task. Before they can open up, they 

have to overcome deep-seated fears of rejection, self-doubt, and insecu-

rity. The Law of Action (p. 390) is key in clearing shadows from the sub-

conscious, such as their fear of exploding with anger or collapsing with 

sorrow, which stifles emotional expression. With time and experience, 

21/3s and 12/3s develop genuine confidence instead of false bravado and 

exhibit emotional generosity, which flows out to those around them. 
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21/3 & 12/3 

Working 21/3 or 12/3 in the Positive 

These individuals do brilliant and sensitive work; they include 

some of the most creative people on the planet. Their body is relaxed, 

supple, and relatively free of tension because they express their feel-

ings as they arise, honestly and openly, rather than storing them as neu-

romuscular tensions. They breathe deeply and easily. Their relationships 

thrive on honesty and emotional acceptance; when problems arise, they 

talk those problems over and resolve them. These individuals feel 

genuine pleasure in uplifting others through their caring words, whether 

through teaching, acting, singing, writing, or working in a grocery store. 

The occupation doesn't matter, as long as they have opportunities to 

reach out to people and build emotional bridges. 

Working 21/3 or 12/3 in the Negative 

These hypersensitive individuals give mixed messages; they act 

confident and then collapse under the weight of criticism. They come 

back with cutting remarks and hurt back or withdraw, all without re-

vealing their authentic feelings. Over time, their physical tension and 

lack of suppleness reflect the degree of emotion they are suppressing. 

Filled with self-doubt and stifled emotions, insecurity and blocked 

creativity, stubbornness and reactivity, they fool no one but themselves. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

This is one of the physically strongest patterns, with the vigor of 

2 and the energy of 1. Like 30/3s, both 21/3s and 12/3s have sensitive 

throat regions and may experience occasional flare-ups when their 

expression is blocked; if this condition is chronic, they may eventually 

require surgery. If their creative energies are blocked or suppressed, 

they may encounter issues in the lower abdomen or reproductive 

areas—for example, stomach problems, hernias, or difficulties with the 

ovaries in women or prostate in men. 

Generally, however, 21/3s and 12/3s are physically strong and 

robust. If they repress their feelings, this is like corking up a volcano; 

their body feels the effects of stopping up the energy that is meant to 

flow freely. As long as they pay attention to expressing their creative 
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energy in the positive and keeping their emotions open and flowing, 

both 21/3s and 12/3s enjoy exceptional health. When they do need heal-

ing, they do best to combine whatever treatment they get with some 

form of emotional healing. Listening to emotional music or even go-

ing to emotional movies gives these sensitive, creative people a chance 

to express themselves. If they can't even cry at the movies, they definitely 

need to explore the ways they are blocking expression. 

For 21/3s and 12/3s, excess weight usually reflects blocked crea-

tivity. A two-faceted program of balanced exercise and a creative hobby 

can bring their body to optimal balance. For these individuals, exer-

cise is a good way to clear suppressed emotions. Because of their cre-

ative, emotional nature, 21/3s and 12/3s feel attuned to nature and music, 

which soothe their sensitive character. Listening to music and taking 

walks outdoors can help them heal and recharge on emotional and phys-

ical levels. 

Relationships 

The key to relationships for 21/3s and 12/3s entails a willingness 

to "lose face" and find themselves by expressing what they feel, in the 

moment. They benefit from asking themselves periodically during the 

day, "How do 1 really feel right now?" Once they tune in to how they're 

feeling, it's important that they express these feelings in some way— 

not just the safe, "okay" feelings, but also anger, impatience, shame, em-

barrassment, jealousy, and competitiveness. This practice begins a 

process of emotional awakening and physical rejuvenation. 

Both 12/3s and especially 21/3s often experience a masked form 

of insecurity in their relationships. For example, they may flirt to see 

if others still find them attractive, or they may feel or act competitive 

with their partner for fear of failing into a subordinate position. 

When they're doing creative work, 21/3s and, to a lesser degree, 

12/3s may have little time or energy for relationships. Because 21/3s 

and 12/3s sometimes block emotionally charged negative feelings, such 

as anger or sorrow, they sometimes withdraw emotionally. The wall 

they build also keeps out the positive feelings of love, affection, and 

passion. They may need to take part in some good arguments during 

which they stay emotionally and physically present. Such an outlet of 

expression can bring back old passions. The core of a strong relation-

ship for 21/3s and 12/3s is emotional contact, even if this means pas-

sionate arguments. 
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The 2 means that those on both of these similar life paths need to 

find a balance of giving and receiving so that they don't overgive, 

only to withdraw resentfully later on. The Law of Balance (p. 341), 

which deals with giving and receiving, is key here. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Both 21/3s and 12/3s display a strong combination of creative and 

expressive energy for writing, designing, speaking, debating, advising, 

promoting, or engaging in any creative field. Although they are ex-

tremely versatile, 21/3s and 12/3s are happiest when expressing and creat-

ing while supporting and uplifting others. 

No matter what their work, 21/3s and 12/3s generally confront 

some self-doubt and insecurity. With persistence, they earn positive 

feedback and support from others, and their confidence grows. 

The well-rounded energies of 21/3s and 12/3s make for useful, 

innovative work. When they get past the double hurdles of self-doubt 

and insecurity and let their feelings and creative juices flow, so will 

their finances. 

Some Well-Known 21/3s and 12/3s 

21/3s 

Hans Christian Andersen 

Louis Armstrong 

Yul Bryner 

Maria Callas 

Bing Crosby 

Salvador Dah 

Charles Dickens 

12/3s 

Helen Hayes 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 21/3 or 12/3, this section can help you manifest 

your life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by gener-

ating specific action to transform key areas of your life. 
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F. Kennedy Vivian 

Leigh Margaret 

Mead Thomas 

Merton Sugar Ray 

Robinson George 
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3: EXPRESSION AND SENSITIVITY 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• If you want to remain supple and healthy, express your feelings. 

• Exercise to release pent-up emotional and creative energies. 

• Remember and visualize your strongest qualities. 

• Make authenticity — showing what you really feel—a priority. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• Do I fully appreciate my creative abilities? 

• Do I move from overconfidence to self-doubt? 

• Do I intcllectualize my feelings, or do I let people know how I 

really feel inside? 

• What does my body reveal about how I'm using my creative 

energy? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the 

digits that make up your birth number: 1 (p, 31) and 2 (p. 38), 

and 3 (p. 45) 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and if 

they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your lives 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377): Recognizing and expressing our 

feelings is a primary form of honesty. 

• The Law of Faith (p. 369): Only when we find faith in 

ourselves can we have faith in others. 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): We can choose to express our 

creative energies in positive or negative ways. 

• The Law of Balance (p. 341): Seeing our tendency to swin from 

one extreme to another, we find our balance point. 

• The Law of Responsibility (p. 336): We find joy in service by 

learning when to say yes and how to say no. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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4: Stability and Process 

Life is a dance if you take the steps: one 

step, then another. 

ANONYMOUS 

This section includes all birth numbers with 4 (p. 52) as a primary 
life purpose, including 40/4, 13/4, 31/4, and 22/4. Even though all four 
of these birth numbers reflect intense 4 energy, the qualities, issues, 
and character of each birth number have a unique flavor due to the in-
fluence and interaction of the other numbers. 
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4: Stability and Process 40: Stability 
and Process With Inner Gifts 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 40/4 life path are here to establish secure foundations in their 

life by following a gradual process to their goals, applying their inner gifts in 

a spirit of service on behalf of people or causes they value. Like 20/2s and 30/3s, 

40/4s have a very focused life purpose, undiluted by other numbers and 

energies. Because our central purpose rarely comes easily, many 40/4s 

may have trouble feeling grounded or following a long, sometimes ardu-

ous process to reach their goals. They may skip or ignore necessary 

steps, or feel stuck in situations that no longer work. 

Individuals working 40/4 need to develop a pattern of success by 

making short-term commitments and following through, gradually ex-

panding the time frame until long-term commitments become feasible. 

In the same manner, by breaking down big goals and plans into small 

steps and focusing on completing one step before going to the next, 

40/4s create an inner foundation and process that supports them 

throughout their life. 

When working in the positive, 40/4s combine a superb analytical 

ability with their inner gifts of profound strength and persistence; sen-

sitivity, which balances their strength; expressiveness; and clear intui-

tion. When 40/4s free themselves from analytical loops and trust their 

gut feelings, they can make inspired, practical, and even brilliant deci-

sions. Their sensitivity and strength act as powerful, synergistic allies — 

combining the grace of a ballet dancer with the strength of a bull. How-

ever, when stuck in overanalysis, they end up feeling confused and 

disoriented. 

Although 20/2s and 40/4s have many similar strengths, tenden-

cies, and issues, 2072s deal more with issues of responsibility, internal 
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balance, and cooperation; with 40/4s, a stable foundation and a clear, 

step-by-step process stand paramount. Once 40/4s ground their energy 

in practical ways, they can apply their refined intuition to support others 

and to experience more clarity and fun in life. 

All 40/4s have the potential of bringing forth their rich resources, 

indicated by the zero in their birth number, but they can only develop 

their gifts through a process of preparation and practice, which may 

include some form of schooling. 

Like all 4s, 40/4s don't tend to enjoy slow, patient progress; more 

often, what's in the distance feels too far away and they want it now, 

or the path to their goals feels confusing. It's especially important for 

40/4s to trust their gut feelings (physically based intuition) when mak-

ing decisions, rather than trying to figure out and weigh everything in 

their heads, where they go in circles. 

Due to an exceptionally strong sense of responsibility that some-

times extends far beyond appropriate boundaries, 40/4s tend to think 

in terms of what they "should" do rather than what they really desire. 

Like all 4s, 40/4s can also project "shoulds" on other people. 

Most 40/4s are even more stubborn than 20/2s (who have less con-

fusion between mind and emotions). Because of their stubbornness, 

40/4s don't want to change, adapt, or move. Life may have to provide 

hard lessons before they get the message. 

Nearly all 40/4s have a hard time letting go of old relationships, 

past decisions, or prior events —and letting go of the past, in general. 

Therefore, they can suffer from regrets: "If only I had said something." 

They need to observe this tendency and the pain it brings and come to 

a point of faith, or trust, in their process; whatever decisions they have 

made have taught them and brought them to where they now stand. 

The Law of Process (p. 346) serves as one key toward the fulfill-

ment of 40/4s' destiny: First things first, lay the groundwork, and then 

take one step at a time. The ultimate success or failure of 40/4s in busi-

ness, relationships, or other areas of life depends largely upon whether 

or not they follow the Law of Process and, secondarily, the Law of 

Patterns (p. 349). 

Like 22/4s and 20/2s, 40/4s tend to bounce from overanalysis to 

emotional impulsiveness or hysteria, and they need to balance and inte-

grate mind and emotions. When 40/4s combine their powerful analyt-

ical abihty with their intuition, they demonstrate unusual clarity and 

foresight. 
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Working 40/4 in the Positive 

These individuals prepare thoroughly for any task, and they pa-

tiently follow a step-by-step process to reach their goals. They can be 

counted on to follow through with any commitment, and others per-

ceive them as stable and trustworthy friends and advisers. When mak-

ing decisions, they consider and analyze their options and also trust 

their gut feelings. They have worked out any family issues to create 

the best relationship with parents that is feasible. These 40/4s display 

exceptional fortitude, but they also make use of their subtle gifts and 

intuition. They persist through hardships and obstacles, no matter how 

long it takes, and they remain flexible if they reach an impasse. They 

have created a stable home situation. Relying on intuition and faith, 

they eventually find the situations and opportunities to suit their in-

terests and abilities. 

Working 40/4 in the Negative 

These individuals don't trust their intuition, and thus they find 

decision making a stressful, confusing exercise. Stuck in the mind's 

never-ending analyses, they go in circles trying to answer questions 

such as "How can I make things happen?" They end up making im-

pulsive decisions they later regret. Their relationships tend to be un-

stable and short-lived. They have trouble with commitment or staying 

put with anyone or anything for very long, so they repeat the same 

patterns of hello-goodbye. Their stubbornness and unyielding views 

get in the way of the compromise inherent in any relationship. Im-

pulsive and self-deceiving, they tend to start and stop a task widiout 

completing it. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Although 40/4s are usually sturdy and resistant to illness (and prac-

tically everything else), they may have problems with their hips, thighs, 

knees, ankles, or feet—the foundation of their body. Physical consti-

pation often indicates repressed drives and desires, as when they do 

what they think they "should" do rather than listening to their intuition. 

Like 20/2s, they may have allergies, but they are more likely than 
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20/2s to suffer accidents arising out of impatience or impulsive action. 

Many 40/4s also have congenital problems or physical issues stemming 

from childhood. 

Their body tends to be either stocky or very long. Many 40/4s 

put on weight easily, so a low-fat, even completely vegetarian diet, along 

with aerobic exercise, generally works well for them. Especially useful 

are forms of exercise that counterbalance 40/4s' strength with stretch-

ing and relaxation, such as yoga, dance, aikido, t'ai chi, or other mar-

tial arts. 

Relationships 

In the negative, 40/4s, like 20/2s, can appear pushy, meddling, 

bossy, or controlling, when actually they just feel overly responsible 

for everyone in their universe. They can also have trouble with stability. 

In the positive, they're as stable and supportive as the Rock of Gibraltar. 

They also have a strong, even if sometimes subconscious, attraction to 

raising families. They may bring tensions or energy blocks to their sexual 

relationship, but yoga or stretching and relaxation exercises help them 

open up and enjoy the sexual aspects of their nature. The more 40/4s 

get "out of their head"—"lose their mind and come to their senses," as 

Timothy Leary put it—the better their relationships. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Due to their excellent analytical skills and intuition as well as to 

their inherent need for secure foundations, 40/4s do well in any form 

of business. They may feel confused when making their own decisions, 

but they make excellent advisers, organizers, financiers, or real estate 

counselors. They feel most satisfied when their business actively helps 

or supports other people. Service oriented, they do well as care givers 

in the fields of nursing or social work, for example, but they also can 

excel in other fields, including sports and athletics—wherever quali-

ties of persistence, strength, sensitivity, and analytical abilities apply-

As long as they follow the Law of Process (p. 346) and use their energy 

in practical ways, 40/4s find success. 

Some Well-Known 40/4s 

Elliott Gould Jim Thorpe 
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Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 40/4, this section can help you manifest your 

Ufe purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Appreciate your sensitivities as well as your strengths. 

• Follow every step on the path to reaching your goal. 

• When in a hurry, take the long, sure way. 

• Treat your hfe as you would build a house, providing a solid 

foundation and following a gradual process. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• "When I make decisions, do I overanalyze or do I trust my gut 

feehngs? 

• How can I use my family challenges as a means of growth? 

• Have I found a balance between supporting others and 

allowing others to support me? 

• How flexible am I in response to changing needs and 

situations? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 4 (p. 52) and 0 (p. 103). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your 

lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following taws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Process (p. 346): To reach our goals, the only 

sure way is one step at a time. 
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• The Law of Patterns (p. 349): Patterns tend to reassert 

themselves unless we exert strong leverage to change them. 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): Staying flexible, we make the 

best use of difficulties and changing circumstances. 

• The Law of Higher Will (p. 381): Our willingness to serve a 

higher purpose can inspire us to inspire others. 

• The Law of Cycles (p. 394): Life is a circle of repeating 

changes, rising and falling like the seasons. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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4: Stability and Process 2: 
Cooperation and Balance 2: 
Cooperation and Balance 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 22/4 life path are here to work through issues of cooperation, 

responsibility, and process to establish a stable and secure foundation, achieving 

their goals through a patient process involving mutually supportive teamwork. 

However, since our life purpose entails special challenges, 22/4s have 

strong tendencies to overcooperate, giving their all and then falling into 

resentment and withdrawal. Their ambitions can also create blind spots, 

so they tend to skip necessary steps on the path to their goal. For them, 

failure is useful feedback if they're paying attention. When 22/4s run 

into problems, they need to determine which step they skipped and 

redo it; this releases any pattern of failure. No challenge is too great if 

22/4s break it down into small, manageable portions. 

For 22/4s, the double 2 has a strong influence in determining the 

characteristics and issues of the life path. The first 2 deals especially and 

almost totally with inner cooperation; thus, the fulfillment of the destiny 

of 22/4s begins with their integration of conflicting beliefs, values, or 

tendencies. When the life of 22/4s feels problematic, they need to go 

back to their own inner foundation and, through therapy or other means, 

harmonize their inner world before trying to organize and control their 

environment. The second 2 for 22/4s focuses on outer cooperation— 

relating with others, honoring their own and others' boundaries, and 

finding the critical balance between giving too much and shutting down. 

Nearly all 22/4s have strong analytical and structuring capacities, 

but when 22/4s use these capacities to excess, their mind whirls in over-

analysis or compulsive worrying until it finally shuts down and reac-

tive emotions or impulsive action take over. Impulsive actions then lead 

to regrets. As for all 2s, balance and integration are key; the aim is to 
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blend mind and emotions, balancing logic with intuition, rather than 

resorting to extremes. When 22/4s feel confused, they benefit from writ-

ing their ideas down and then trusting their instincts — following their 

gut feeling—for final decisions. 

Those working 22/4 need to apply clear, realistic insight and self-

compassion in confronting their issues; otherwise, they may react to 

an overwhelming sense of responsibility by putting on blinders, ig-

noring feedback, and going into denial, leaving imbalances and prob-

lems unacknowledged. Most 22/4s have strong, focused, sometimes rigid 

opinions, and they don't always hstcn well to contradictory ideas be-

cause they have so many of their own. 

When the double 2 and the 4 work together, 22/4s have excep-

tional vigor and potential. How that potential manifests depends upon 

how they align their life with the spiritual laws key to their destiny. 

With the 4 energy, 22/4s have strength, fortitude, and endurance, but if 

their life is to proceed toward the fulfillment of their destiny, all de-

pends on making the journey in small, sure steps, and checking to make 

sure that they have established a solid foundation before proceeding. 

When this pattern is worked in the positive, 22/4s meet with extraor-

dinary acnievement. 

Working 22/4 in the Positive 

These clear-thinking, centered individuals can accomplish whatever 

they set out to do, by a process of small steps, turning stumbling blocks 

along the way into stepping-stones. When they fail, they learn from 

their mistakes and do not repeat them. They have learned hard lessons, 

but over time the lessons have gotten easier. They have found the balance 

point between giving too much and giving too httle. They hve from a 

stable center of internal harmony and cooperation. They serve others 

only to the point they feel good and clear about their service. Rela-

tively free of worry and stress, they allow their body to relax into life; 

their mind focuses on the present as they plan the next small step along 

the way. 

Working 22/4 in the Negative 

These individuals always seem to verge on the edge of one crisis 

or another. They are frequently frantic, even hysterical. They experi-

ence inner confusion and stress. Making impulsive decisions they later 
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regret, they stubbornly hold their course and repeat the same mistakes. 

Their forceful, rigid views create anger when others don't do what these 

individuals think they should. As master codependents, they overgive 

to the point of depletion. They form intense relationships, which they 

throw themselves into at first and then cut themselves off from, feel-

ing alienated and resentful. Generally impatient, they want to get every-

thing done now, without going through the necessary step-by-step 

process. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Most 22/4s are slim, strong, and wiry, but they are sometimes 

overweight due to other factors (such as childhood abuse or lack of 

good education on nutrition). They may suffer accidents because of 

their impulsive action or mental distraction. When they take responsi-

bility for themselves instead of for everyone else, their health remains 

strong. As long as they run their life in an orderly fashion and don't get 

overly stressed, they have one of the sturdier constitutions. 

Since the center of their life is service and support of others, 22/4s 

rarely become too self-indulgent with food; for the most part, they 

prefer quality to quantity. Food is just something to obtain between 

tasks and goals, and meals are often catch-as-catch-can. 

Nearly all 22/4s do well with exercises and movements that de-

velop flexibility, relaxation, and flow; dance, aerobics with stretching, 

yoga, aikido, t'ai chi, or other martial arts. These practices emphasize 

step-by-step skill training and working with partners in a give-and-

take way that can help balance their already-strong bodies and their 

often rigid temperaments better than, say, weight training. 

Relationships 

As a foundation for all of their relationships, most 22/4s need to 

clarify their interactions with their parents. All 22/4s work with foun-

dation energy; their early home life represents the base on which they 

build. Since our central purpose brings up issues to work through, most 

22/4s likely have issues to work out with one or both parents or sib-

lings. Most people have some issues to work out with parents, but it's 

especially important for 22/4s (like any 4s) to deal with these. This doesn't 
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mean getting parents' approval or even agreement, but it does mean 

talking, sharing views, agreeing to disagree, and being authentic rather 

than denying or avoiding old resentments. Most 22/4s also learn much 

through their relationship with their own children or with other chil-

dren they care for or mentor. 

Most 22/4s tend to take care of others' needs in a functional man-

ner. They tend to be highly responsible and protective care givers, but 

they aren't usually sentimental, favoring practicality over emotional nur-

turance. If, for example, their child gets a cut, they won't necessarily 

fuss over it; they'll efficiently clean the cut and get a bandage. 

In other relationships, 22/4s are generally practical, direct, con-

fident, and forthright; to balance these qualities, they also need to take 

the time to slow down, relax, breathe, feel, and bring sensitivity and 

empathy into their love relationships. Especially in this arena, 22/4s need 

to focus on what they really feel, not just on what they think they want 

or think they "should" do. 

In the positive, most 22/4s can make extraordinary efforts to serve 

and support those they love. But when the negative aspects of their 

strength are activated, their emotional reactivity and strong, often rigid 

views of how otner people "should" behave don't always make for 

smooth relationships. Also, since their temperament swings from over-

accommodating to resistant, they aren't always inclined to compromise 

or to listen to others' feedback. 

In the positive, however, their intrinsic loyalty and brightness make 

the effort worthwhile. Having a partner who doesn't have control is-

sues and is easygoing helps their relationships flow more smoothly. 

Sexuality for 22/4s tends toward the earthy, vital, and functional; 

lovemaking may be robust, but not always romantic or slow and sen-

sual. Additionally, some 22/4s, like other 4s, have encountered forms 

of emotional, physical, or sexual abuse that need to be worked through 

before their sexual lives can blossom. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Strength, persistence, common sense, and fortitude can take 22/4s 

as far as they want to go, as long as they are willing to go through the 

process to get there. They feel deep satisfaction when using their 

special talents to support others in service, whether within their family 

or in teaching, advising, and business enterprises. Their practical 

organizational and analytical skills help them excel in many other fields. 
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Because 22/4s like to know what is expected of them, they generally 

feel attracted to anything practical, with clear limits, boundaries, and 

measures of success. 

A strong quality of 22/4s related to their approach to work and 

life involves issues of cooperation. After having their fill of doing what 

everyone else wanted or expected of them in their childhood, many 

22/4s develop maverick qualities later in life and, like 22/4 Frank Sinatra, 

"do it their way." 

Their strong orientation toward security means financial stability 

is a priority; they achieve it through high energy and focused work. As 

long as they approach their goals step-by-step and remember to enjoy 

the process, they prosper. 

Some Well-Known 22/4s 

Woody Allen James Michener 

P. T. Barnum Luciano Pavarotti 

Annie Besant Pope Paul I 

Lenny Bruce John D. Rockefeller III 

Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain)   J. D. Salinger 

Alistair Cooke Frank Sinatra 

Clint Eastwood Margaret Thatcher 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 22/4, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Make friends with yourself first, by integrating your conflicting 

parts. 

• Stay open to feedback from friends; do you give too much? 

• Stay flexible in body and mind—resilient, not resistant. 

• Structure your life and appreciate each step on the path. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

•   When I make decisions, do I base them on my authentic needs 

and values or on what I think I'm "supposed" to do? 
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• Do I feel good about what Tm doing for others? 

• What's the next step toward my goals? 

• Whom do I need to forgive or ask for forgiveness? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put these 

insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 2 {p. 38) and 4 (p. 52). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, if 

they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Process (p. 346): To reach our goals, the only sure 

way is one small step at a time. 

• The Law of Responsibility (p. 336): For mutual support, we 

need to know when to say yes and how to say no. 

• The Law of Patterns (p. 349): Patterns tend to reassert 

themselves unless we exert strong leverage to change them. 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377): To be honest with others, we first 

have to be honest with ourselves. 

• The Law of Balance (p. 341): Seeing our tendencies to swing 

from one extreme to another, we find our balance. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your Ufe. 

r ■ . ■ !■ i: ■' 
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31/4 & 13/4 

4: Stability and Process 

1: Creativity and Confidence 

3: Expression and Sensitivity 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those an the 31/4 or 13/4 life path are here to work through issues of 

stability, creativity, and emotional .expression, learning to channel their energy 

in constructive ways and to master a step-by-step process to their goals. Since 

our hfe purpose doesn't come easily, 31/4s have to overcome self-doubt 

and insecurity to develop the confidence necessary to follow a long, 

sometimes arduous process to reach their goals. Until then, they oper-

ate on hopes, wishes, or enthusiastic illusions. Since both 31/4s and 13/4s 

are here to ground their energy and develop secure foundations, they 

often confront tendencies toward instability and lack of commitment, 

which run counter to their life purpose. 

To overcompensate for insecurity, many 31/4s develop highly am-

bitious, even egotistical personas—"big egos" that work to prove their 

worth as they strive to stay in a superior position due to fears of inferi-

ority beneath the surface. 

The combination of strong foundation energy, creative energy, 

and expressive energy gives 31/4s and 13/4s a well-balanced, synergis-

tic blend of strength, sensitivity, and creativity. This blend of ener-

gies, combined with a drive for security and strong ambitions, creates 

a multifaceted potential for success. "When these qualities and drives 

are working in harmony, 31/4s and 13/4s can accomplish their highest 

aspirations. But if these same qualities and drives work against one 

another or manifest in negative ways, then frustration and failures cloud 

their hfe. 

The willingness to pursue and persist in a gradual process is es-

sential to bringing the highest creativity and expression of 31/4s and 
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13/4s into the world. Whether their foundation rests on family, home, 

land, education, or work, this foundation forms the stable base for ex-

panding out into life. A secure "home base" and a safe, settled, orderly 

environment amplify these individuals' impact many times over. Bursts 

of inspiration or spurts of energy do not substitute for diligent work 

over time. The life they build depends upon the preparations they make 

and the process they follow. 

The order and relative influence of 1 and 3 result in the only sig-

nificant difference between 31/4s and 13/4s: With 31/4s, creative energy 

has a stronger influence than expressive energy; with 13/4s, expressive 

issues predominate. For 31/4s, strong creative drives, a confident, out-

going persona, and a constant striving for success veil an underlying 

insecurity. They can be highly competitive because they feel they need 

to prove themselves to overcome their fear of not measuring up, of in-

feriority. Most 13/4s, on the other hand, feel more acute self-doubt, 

which manifests as a fear of insufficient capacity and appears, from time 

to time, like storm clouds in an otherwise clear sky. 

Other than these slight differences in emphasis, 31/4s and 13/4s 

have nearly identical drives and issues: They both show strong drives 

for creative expression. They share strength, ambition, and a desire for 

status. The twin shadows of self-doubt and insecurity confront both 

31/4s and 13/4s with worthy challenges on the way to manifesting their 

strength and achieving success. A key concept for 31/4s and 13/4s is 

that success in terms of their life purpose lies not so much in achieving 

the end product as in their ability to go through the necessary process. 

Many 31/4s and 13/4s have experienced difficult family histories, 

sometimes entailing physical abuse by at least one parent or perhaps a 

military childhood that meant they had to move around and never had 

a stable home life. Because our life purpose doesn't come easily, they 

have had hurdles to overcome in the area of establishing strong founda-

tions. Even if they come from relatively stable households, 31/4s and 

13/4s benefit from working through issues of animosity, resentment, mis-

understanding, or other turmoil to rebuild a sense of stable foundation. 

They need to express all of their emotions, including anger and resent-

ment, before they can express their love. They don't have to agree with 

their parents, but they need to bring any issues into the open and express 

their feelings, even if their parents are deceased. Both 31/4s and 13/4s 

can also learn many lessons from their own children or other children. 

Because 31/4s and 13/4s tend to experience a division rather than 

an integration between mind and emotions, they especially need to blend 
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emotional intuition with mental clarity. When making a decision, they 

can ask, "What would my calmest, clearest, most aware self do right 

now?" By trusting their gut feelings, they can avoid confusion; other-

wise, they tend to analyze everything to death. Once they feel clarity, 

they can teach it to others. 

As for other 4s, the primary challenge and hurdle for 31/4s and 

13/4s involves following a step-by-step process—remembering that even 

the most overwhelming goal is easier when broken down into small 

steps. Since the life purpose of 31/4s and 13/4s, which involves process, 

does not come easily, a part of them hates things that take a long time 

and a slow, careful process to achieve. Combining the inherent impa-

tience of 4 with the creative inspiration of 1, many 31/4s and 13/4s like 

things to happen quickly, even magically. On the other hand, the self-

doubt of 3 may slow them down and lead to overpreparation or ob-

session with one step. 

Those 31/4s and 13/4s who have previously moved through a struc-

tured process, such as athletes, musicians, or anyone who has stuck with 

a process of skill training, are way ahead of the game, because tfiey have a 

template or model they can apply to anything else they do. 

Once 31/4s and 13/4s create a stable environment, see past insecu-

rity and self-doubt, and find the patience to follow a step-by-step process 

to their goals, it's only a matter of time before they reach them. 

Working 31/4 or 13/4 in the Positive 

These individuals have developed a sound financial base as well 
: 

as a personal base of family, friends, and associates. They make decisions 

by blending head (analysis) and heart (intuition), and they have learned 

to trust the process of their life. "Well-rounded achievers, they have fol-

lowed goals to completion as they have learned skills, and they use that 

understanding to reach any goal. Dependable and stable, they have the/ 

blend of strength, flexibility, sensitivity, and creative sparkle that serves 

as a source of practical support and encouragement to others. 

Working 31/4 or 13/4 in the Negative 

Even if they have a place to live, these individuals lack an inner 

sense of stability; it's as if they were living out of a suitcase. Uncom-

mitted and lacking follow-through, they never feel sure how long they'll 
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stay in one place, in one job, or with one person. Ambitious hut impa-

tient, they touch down many places, but they don't put down roots. 

Confusion underlies their lack of commitment; they don't feel sure of 

what they're "supposed" to be doing. They think one thing and feel 

another, so they don't know what they want. This split between mind 

and emotions leads to impulsive decisions and then obsessive regrets. 

They experience more starts and stops than completions. With their 

unrealistic expectations, they want to be a success without going through 

the process to get there. Their outward bravado or superior air covers 

up feelings of self-doubt and insecurity. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

The strength of 31/4s and 13/4s, amplified by creative energy, gives 

them robust appeal, ruggedness, and resistance to everyday illness. Their 

body type tends to be either wide bodied and bottom heavy or solidly 

atnletic, depending largely upon genetics and lifestyle; either way, they 

are basically strong. However, they are vulnerable at "foundation points," 

such as ankles, knees, thighs, and hips. 

Mental stress or resistance can create physical as well as energetic 

constipation and can compromise the immune system. Forms of medi-

tation, relaxation, suppleness training, and free movement, such as the 

martial arts of aikido or t'ai chi, are all useful—as is anything that teaches 

them to blend, flow, and accept rather than resist. Forms of physical 

skill training, such as dance or martial arts, offer special benefits be-

cause they help turn rigid strength into supple, dynamic power and 

give 31/4s and 13/4s a direct experience of following a process and ex-

periencing improvement over time. These individuals thrive on exer-

cise and particularly enjoy social sports. 

Given the varied 3, 1, and 4 energies, 31/4s and 13/4s have no pre-

dictable dietary tendencies, but a balanced, low-fat diet serves as a good 

foundation. If 31/4s and 13/4s are overweight, their success in losing 

their excess weight depends upon their willingness to follow a gradual 

process toward a lifestyle of less fat and more exercise; fitful, heroic 

efforts directed toward quick results at best bring only temporary results. 

The success of 31/4s and 13/4s in this or any enterprise depends upon 

a patient, persistent approach. 
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Relationships 

The easy sociability of 31/4s and 13/4s attracts many friends and 

admirers. They tend to be gregarious, family oriented, and generally 

relaxed with people. But their air of confidence often hides an insecu-

rity they are wise to acknowledge to themselves and others in order to 

achieve a new level of authenticity. In their vulnerability, they can 

find new strength. Since 4 issues lead them toward self-deception or 

denial, both 31/4s and 13/4s may discover that confession is, indeed, 

good for the soul. By confessing their sensitive or insecure qualities, 

31/4s and 13/4 find they have less to defend, less to prove, and fewer 

people they have to impress; this leads to a greater sense of inner solidity. 

Most 31/4s and 13/4s are "salt of the earth," stable, loyal, constant 

partners, or they have difficulty staying put or making real emotional 

commitments. Even when they say, "I do," they may leave the back door 

open. Part of them desires stability and security more than anything, 

but part of them resists that very goal because our life purpose doesn't 

necessarily come easily. When they see relationship as a process of ups 

and downs, entailing learning, maturation, and mutual support, 31/4s 

and 13/4s come to appreciate relationship as a challenging form of 

spiritual training rather than "the same old thing." 

In the sexual arena, 31/4s and 13/4s need to work through the "non-

sexual" issues of self-doubt, insecurity, and lack of commitment. Then-

past experiences of abuse or their subconscious resistance and physical 

tension may get in the way of satisfying sexual expression. However, 

on the positive side, they tend to be strong, vital, earthy, and creative 

lovers. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Due to their array of creative and expressive energies and their 

sound analytical abilities, both 31/4s and 13/4s find success in a variety 

of careers, often, but not necessarily, centered in some form of busi-

ness, advising, or counseling in real estate or investments. However, 

they also do well in fields as divergent as coaching, service to family, 

architecture, engineering, or any form of creative communication that 

supports people. In the positive, their practical creativity, developed 

over time, leads to the security they desire. If they're patient and thor-

ough, one step leads to the next. But they need to remember that "over-

night successes" can take years—and many small steps —to achieve. 
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Some Well-Known 31/4s and 13/4s 

31/4s 

Nat King Cole Grandma Moses 

Marie Curie Dolly Parton 

Sigmund Freud Will Rogers 

Robert Frost Babe Ruth 

Hugh Hefner Carl Sandburg 

Henri Matisse Arnold Schwarzenegger 

Paul McCartney Oprah Winfrey 

13/4s 

No well-known 13/4s exist in our records because a relatively few 

exist in the popularion. In our century, for example, only those people 

born on January 1, 1901, or January 1, 1910, have this birth number. 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 31/4 or 13/4, this section can help you manifest 

your life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by gener-

ating specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

•   Remain humble and kind above all else. 

To develop your full creative abilities, first develop your skills 

step-by-step, over time. 

Exercise your body, your mind, and your emotions. 

Balance your analytical abilities with creative intuition. 

• 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• Do I let self-doubt or insecurity stop me? 

• Do I follow a gradual step-by-step process to reach my goals? 

• Have I explored the full range of my creative capacities? 

• Have I worked through early family issues? 

2, If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 
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Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the 

digits that make up your birth number: 1 (p. 31), 3 (p. 45), and 

4 (p. 52). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your 

lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Process (p. 346): The best way to reach any goal is 

one small, sure step at a time. 

• The Law of Patterns (p. 349): Patterns tend to reassert 

themselves unless we exert strong leverage to change them. 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): We can choose to express our 

creative energy in positive or negative ways. 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): Staying flexible, we make the 

best use of difficulties and changing circumstances. 

• The Law of Cycles (p. 394): Life is a circle of repeating 

changes, rising and falling like the seasons. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. ;
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5: Freedom and Discipline 

As far as your self-control goes, 

as far goes your freedom. 

MARIA EBNER VON ESCHENBACH 

This section includes all birth numbers with 5 (p. 6) as a primary 

life purpose, including 14/5, 41/5, 23/5, and 32/5. Even though all four 

of these birth numbers reflect intense 5 energy, the qualities, issues, 

and character of each birth number have a unique flavor due to the in-

fluence and interaction of the other numbers. 
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5: Freedom and Discipline W 

2: Cooperation and Balance 3: 
Expression and Sensitivity 

Understanding Life Purpose j 

Those on the 32/5 or 23/5 life path are here to work through issues related to 

independence, emotional honesty, and cooperation, finally experiencing freedom 

through discipline and depth of experience. Since our life path presents hurdles to 

overcome, both 32/5s and 23/5s confront internal challenges, t tendencies, 

and conflicts in areas of dependence and independence, responsibility, and 

honest expression of emotion. 

Individuals working 32/5 or 23/5 are nearly identical in terms of 

the fundamental energies of their birth number, the only difference 

being the reversed order of the 3 and 2. Most 23/5s tend to be late 

bloomers, taking longer to come into their confidence due to the more 

predominant 3 energy, with its issues of sensitivity and self-doubt; they 

also have stronger fears along with a stronger drive toward expression 

than 32/5s. 

Most 32/5s have deeper issues around cooperation than their coun-

terparts; they tend to give their all for someone, even letting go of their 

own multifaceted identity and, chameleonlike, adapting to the values, 

interests, and desires of their partner. Then, somewhere down the line, 

to the degree they have ignored their own needs, they may withdraw 

emotionally or become resentful. 

This is not to say that 32/5s don't display the self-doubt of 23/5s 

or that 23/5s don't have the issues around cooperation of their 32/5 

counterparts, but the relative influence of 2 and 3 energies differs in 

each case based on their position in the birth number. 

Both 32/5s and 23/5s are here to experience true freedom. The 

phrase true freedom implies the idea of false freedoms —for example, self-

indulgence, irresponsibility, or license—when 32/5s or 23/5s insist on 
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doing whatever they want to do, whenever they want to do it. Only 

those 32/5s and 23/5s who have not yet matured into a more positive 

expression of 5 strive for such "freedom." 

The freedom sought by most 32/5s and 23/5s manifests as a drive 

to experience and know; this freedom entails a sense of mobility in differ-

ent arenas of life—physical, mental, emotional, social, sexual, and finan-

cial. Those working 32/5 or 23/5 seek to explore opportunities and find 

adventure where they can, whether in life, in books, or at the movies. 

Sometimes the drive for experience is so strong that 32/5s and 23/5s 

end up trying to juggle too many things to avoid missing an opportu-

nity and end up feeling scattered or depleted. Many 32/5s, in particular, 

burn their candle at both ends. While 23/5s may have less confidence 

at first and 32/5s are more likely to overreach their limits, both are quick 

learners, living by their wits, with varied abilities and experience. 

Both 32/5s and 23/5s can sometimes focus obsessively on whatever 

they are doing and lose sight of the bigger picture. Like all 5s, they 

need discipline, focus, and a sense of priorities to help free themselves. 

The ultimate freedom 32/5s and 23/5s seek is internal— the freedom to 

be themselves, the freedom from self-doubt, the freedom from fear. 

Only by establishing this internal sense of expansiveness can they feel 

the fulfillment of their destiny in the external world. However, one way 

to generate internal freedom is by facing outer experience. Since the 

external world reflects the world of our psyche, by tackling outer 

challenges, both 32/5s and 23/5s have a chance to confront and tran-

scend the issues of self-doubt and cooperation that bind them. Adven-

tures, whether large or small, serve them well as they stretch their limits, 

take some emotional risks, and explore their capacities. 

The energy of 2, which sometimes tends toward overcoopera-

tion, combined with the dramatic energies of 3 and 5, can generate a 

kind of "martyr complex." These individuals want to save people, save 

the world, and fight for freedom. The more dramatic the means, the 

better. Writing to congressional representatives just isn't enough for 

them. They prefer drama —both on television and in real life. 

Since 32/5s and 23/5s tend to be quick-witted, fast learners, they 

also get bored easily. Boredom is their personal hell. If things get bor-

ing, they generally stir up a little drama on their own. Ultimately, the 

freedom they seek entails illumination and spiritual liberation—expand-

ing their consciousness to the point where the universe becomes their 

playground. At this point, their body no longer feels like a prison, 

because they have cultivated their visual imagination and their innate 
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clairvoyant (clear-seeing) abilities and can "travel" far beyond the confines 

of their body. 

Most 5s have explored many areas of life. The liability is that they 

get a broad range of experience, but a relatively shallow one. Through 

discipline and focus, both 32/5s and 23/5s enter the depths of experi-

ence, going into a few areas deeply enough that they discover the spiritual 

laws that underlie all aspects of life; in doing so, they find a deeper sense 

of freedom. Without such discipline, 32/5s or 23/5 tend to skim the 

surface or get scattered trying to do everything at once. By focusing 

their energies and attention—by setting clear priorities and sticking with 

them—they go deeper into the experience of freedom. 

Just as 2s tend to swing back and forth between the extremes of 

undercooperation and overcooperation, 32/5s and 23/5s tend to swing 

between the extremes of dependence and independence. Ultimately, they 

need to find a comfortable balance. They achieve this balance by al-

lowing themselves to explore each extreme, learning about indepen-

dence through examining their dependency issues, for example. They 

may find themselves dependent on others as a result of an accident, an 

illness, or a financial setback, or they may actively create a dependent 

relationship because of doubts or insecurity about their ability to take 

care of themselves. Their challenge is to use these experiences to 

reestablish a healthy balance of independence and appropriate inter-

dependence—in the sense of being able to receive from others. 

Out of insecurity, both 32/5s and 23/5s tend to hide behind their 

social roles. They benefit from remembering that they are more than 

the roles they play. Their ability to bluff or role-play enables 32/5s and 

23/5s to manipulate others consciously or unconsciously, using emo-

tions such as anger to get their way. 

Whether they spend their weekends going on safari or watching 

the soaps, skydiving or taking care of children, 32/5s and 23/5s have a 

vivacious quality, a renaissance view of the world. Even if they haven't 

yet experienced their adventurous or freedom-oriented qualities, sooner 

or later, in their own way, when they come into their full confidence, 

32/5s and 23/5s can discover the potential of their lives, the depth, and 

the boundless state of freedom within. 

Working 32/5 or 23/5 in the Positive 

Feeling free inside, unbounded by limiting beliefs or fears, these 

multifaceted individuals are willing to take emotional risks. "Adven- 
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turers in daily life," they may or may not choose to go white-water 

rafting or skydiving, but they have developed the discipline to dig deeply 

into life, into the heart of experience, rather than just skim the surface. 

Passionate and adventurous, like Zorba the Greek, they teach by ex-

ample and excitement. With their quick minds, they see and describe 

life in new ways. They have formed good habits and enjoy variety within 

a daily routine. Clever, witty, and fun loving, they make the ordinary 

into something extraordinary. 

Working 32/5 or 23/5 in the Negative 

Feeling insecure, these individuals manipulate and control others, 

usually by getting angry or by withdrawing. Or they try too hard to 

please others and later resent others for their own imbalance. They unin-

tentionally create situations in which they become dependent on some-

one or something, such as drugs or money. They give away their 

freedom or limit their experience out of fear and self-doubt. Scattered 

and quickly bored, they are emotional con artists. Lacking clear bound-

aries, they play different roles or experience different selves through 

television or books. Addicted to dramas of one kind or another, they 

remain at the mercy of their search for varied experience. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Both 32/5s and 23/5s have a sensitive body that tends toward the 

slim and wiry due to their fast metabolism, which reflects the pace of 

their lives. Even those with a round body don't let that slow them down. 

Because of their sensitivity, they may use fat or muscle as a psychic 

buffer. The throat area may reflect issues of withheld expression, but 

more commonly, 32/5s and 23/5s need to avoid overtaxing their adrenals 

and nervous system, since they tend to get scattered and stressed or 

fatigued. If they have erratic or undisciplined habits of diet or exercise, 

their circulatory system may suffer. In addition, accidents can occur if 

they physically overextend themselves or overreach their abilities. 

If they use drugs as a form of "adventure," they will eventually come, 

through hard experience, to learn that drugs can only enslave them. 
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A balanced, low-fat diet and regular exercise arc both very im-

portant disciplines for 32/5s and 23/5s. Their exercise regimen needs 

to include varied exercises that are fun and efficient. Cross training, 

moving to music, dancing, martial arts, and hiking are all excellent. 

Relationships 

Those who travel alone in life, with no responsibilities to spouse, 

partner, or children, seem to have a kind of "freedom" in the sense of 

having no one to answer to and fewer compromises to make. But indi-

viduals do not necessarily find freedom in isolation. The influence of 2 

means that, at some point, both 32/5s and 23/5s have to work through 

issues of cooperation with self and others. Committed relationships 

provide the arena. 

Because of built-in challenges in the areas of freedom and indepen-

dence, some 32/5s and 23/5s may project their own lack of internal free-

dom onto their partner, companion, or children: 'They are blocking my 

freedom! They don't let me go out and do what I want to do." Some 

32/5s and 23/5s do, indeed, attract or choose partners who will bring 

up freedom issues or upon whom they become dependent and whom 

they then resent. A closer look reveals that 32/5s and 23/5s limit their 

own freedom. Once they take responsibility for their own life and realize 

that they can become the writer and director in their own movie, they 

cease resenting others for "stopping them" and find more freedom in 

cooperation than in reactive independence or isolation. 

Both 32/5s and 23/5 s have an emotionally sensitive body and 

energy field, but both often have some difficulty revealing their feel-

ings. In their relationships, they need to find the courage to express what 

they feel. 

They also need to acknowledge a desire for variety and adven-

ture and find a way to fulfill this desire with their partner if they are in 

a committed relationship. Whether they see their relationship as a 

doorway to deeper freedom and experience or as a jail determines how 

the relationship fares. 

In the area of sexuality, 32/5s and 23/5s can be very shy and inse-

cure or sensual, adventurous, and passionate—or all of the preceding. 

They often enjoy fantasies and playing different roles. Their relation-

ships and sexual play present an opportunity to experience new levels 

of liberation by breaking free of roles to find new levels of emotional 

authenticity and vulnerability. 
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Talents, Work, and Finances 

These individuals appreciate variety as the spice of Hfe, so any oc-

cupation that allows them to explore many facets of experience, such 

as teaching, writing, acting, music, politics, leading trainings, court 

reporting, or sales work that involves travel and working with a vari-

ety of people, can suit their talents and interests. With so many talents, 

they can do almost anything that appeals to them. 

Financially, even though security is an issue, money isn't as high 

a priority as the experiences it can buy; given a choice between money 

in savings or a chance for adventure or a learning experience, 32/5s 

and 23/5s will elect the experience, and they may sometimes spend 

money before they earn it. They appreciate a safe, secure home base 

(preferably with a fireplace), but when they come to their full confidence, 

32/5s and 23/5s tend to trade security for adventure. With the quick 

wit of 5s, they can usually find or create money when they need it and 

stay at least one step ahead of any creditors. 

Some Well-Known 32/5s and 23/5s 

32/5s 

Karem Abdul-Jabbat Rudolf Nureyev 

Lauren Bacail Georgia O'Keefe 

Irving Berlin Theodore Roosevelt 
"Werner Erhardt Bertrand Russell 
Mick Jagger Lily Tomlin 

Helen Keller Denzel Washington 

Coretta Scott King Malcolm X 

23/5s 

Harry Belafonte Abraham Lincoln 

Marlon Brando Sir Isaac Newton 

Johnny Carson Linus Pauling 

Walter Cronkite Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
Charles Darwin John Steinbeck 

Benjamin Franklin Vincent Van Gogh 

Billie Jean King Tennessee Williams 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 32/5 or 23/5, this section can help you manifest 

your hfe purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by gener-

ating specific action to transform key areas of your hfe. 
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J; FREEDOM AND DISCIPLINE 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• You are more than the role you play; value your essence. 

• Remember: Discipline and depth open the doors to freedom. 

• Pace yourself, make time for relaxation, and stay healthy. 

• Find the courage to be as open and vulnerable as you can. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• When I feel limited or restricted, who can set me free? 

• Have I found a balance between dependence and independence? 

• What is my present level of discipline and focus? 

• Do I directly express what I really feel and need? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering 

the digits that make up your birth number: 2 (p. 38), 3 (p. 45), and 

5 (p. 61). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends 

and, if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in 

your lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Discipline (p. 354): Discipline brings the focus and 

depth of experience that leads to inner freedom. 

• The Law of Balance (p. 341): Seeing our tendency to swing 

from one extreme to another, we find our balance, 

• The Law of Responsibility {p. 336): We establish mutual 

support by knowing when to say yes and how to say no. 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377): To be honest with others, we have 

to be honest with ourselves. 

• The Law of Action (p. 390): To overcome insecurity, we need 

to acknowledge our vulnerability but act with confidence. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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41/5 & 14/5 

5: Freedom and Discipline 

i: Creativity and Confidence 

4: Stability and Process 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 41/5 or 14/5 life path are here to work through issues related 

to independence, stability, and creative energy, finally achieving freedom by sur-

rendering to the discipline of a step-by-step process toward chosen goals. Because 

the mountain path to the fulfillment of our hfe purpose entails tests and 

challenges, most 41/5s and 14/5s find a sense of authentic inner and outer 

freedom only after finding out what freedom isn't; they have 

tendencies to become dependent on others, then strive for almost ag-

gressive independence. Balancing this tendency with healthy forms of 

self-reliance, interdependence, and cooperation, these individuals ex-

perience freedom only through discipline and focus, taking life one step 

at a time. It may take a while for them to come to this realization. 

While 41/5s and 14/5s share the same drives for freedom, indepen-

dence, and mastery of experience associated with other 5s, they find 

this freedom through distinctly different avenues, issues, and challenges 

due to the influence of 1 and 4 energies. 

All issues of 5 energy apply for 41/5s and 14/5s, but these are 

moderated and balanced by 4 and amplified by the creative drives of 1. 

Because of the influence of 4, people on both of these Hfe paths often 

get scattered and go off half-cocked. They also have a strong family 

orientation, and, in the positive, have more stable energy. Combining a 

quick mind with creativity, they're here to show people new ap-

proaches to life. 

Not only do 41/5s and 14/5s differ somewhat from other 5s, they 

also differ slightly from one another due to the relative nature and order 

of 4 and 1. Both 41/5s and 14/5s have significant creative energy to 
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J; FREEDOM AND DISCIPLINE 

be released and channeled positively, especially 41/5s. Both life paths 

also share 4 energy, dealing with the need to follow a step-by-step 

process to achieve security. 

Since 5s, in general, find freedom through discipline, focus, and 

setting priorities, the energies of 1 and 4 can either significantly sup-

port or sabotage the quest for inner and outer freedom. 

Most 14/5s have an especially strong analytical mind, but they also 

display a tendency toward confusion and mental stress due to overanalysis. 

Most 41/5s demonstrate abundant creative energy, but if that energy is 

obstructed, they, more than 14/5s, may discharge the excess energy 

through abuse of food, alcohol, tobacco, or other drugs, especially 

psychedelics. But both of these life paths share the same strengths and 

potential challenges, in slightly differing degrees, just as they share scat-

teredness, or trying to create too much all at once. 

In the most positive sense, creative energy adds extra sparkle and 

"juice" to the charm and quick mindedness that characterize 41/5s and 

14/5s. It also brings a degree of insecurity, especially for 41/5s, and adds 

a need for innovation and variety, making focus and discipline more 

difficult. Since 5s already tend to bounce from one thing to another, 

the influence of 1 has the effect of pouring gasoline on fire. 

The movement, evolution, and achievement for 41/5s or 14/5s must 

be founded on a strong foundation of preparation. Having a stable base, 

such as committing to a home or family, actually teaches 41/5s and 14/5s 

more about inner freedom than traveling around the world and having 

as many experiences as possible. Most likely, 41/5s and I4/5s come to 

experience both—physically or in dieir vivid imagination. 

The influence of 4 adds needed strength and stability, analytical 

ability, and grounding to the expansive curiosity and explorative ten-

dencies of 5 energy. However, in its less mature form, especially for 

14/5s, 4 entails a resistance to any regular or diligent step-by-step process 

and often leads to impatience, the last thing 5s need. 

In both cases, 1 and especially 4 affect the drive for freedom and 

independence and add significant challenges. As with those working 

other birth numbers, to bring their primary purpose or destiny to fru-

ition, 41/5s and 14/5s have to climb a steep path, fighting their own 

dragons as they go, strengthening themselves on the journey. 

An example of the mix of magic and chaos that can happen with 

the dynamic combination of 1, 4, and 5, is the late Thomas Wolfe, 14/5 

author of Look Homeward Angel, who delivered his brilliant, sprawling 

handwritten manuscripts to his editor with the many reams of paper, 
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41/S & 14/5 

pages out of order, stuffed into four or five apple crates! Yet many recog-

nize him as one of America's foremost writers. 

Working 41/5 or 14/5 in the Positive 

Brilliant at structuring and synthesizing, these individuals can use 

razor-sharp analysis to determine what they need and then follow the 

steps necessary to achieve their goal. They maintain a balanced body 

through regular exercise and disciplined diet. Their highly visual imag-

ination, brimming with creativity, is supported by an ability to follow 

patiently whatever process is necessary to bring their internal images 

into practical reality. Strong and inspiring, they display a broad grasp 

of many areas of life, and their outgoing nature makes them enjoyable 

company. 

Working 41/S or 14/5 in the Negative 

Hampered by confusion and insecurity, these individuals accom-

plish little; they get stuck obsessively on one step, or they impulsively 

drive ahead, skipping steps, so it's halfway to the goal, then back to 

the drawing board. They feel torn between their desire for security and 

their need to take risks and explore the unknown. Uncommitted and 

unstable, they want freedom right now, without applying the discipline 

or following the step-by-step process to get it. Without a foundation to 

stand on, they waver and wobble, hoping and wishing, doing many 

things, but without real effect. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Individuals working 41/5 or 14/5 tend to race around due to their 

vitality, energy, and thirst for many experiences. When they act im-

pulsively or overextend themselves in a quest for adventure, they may 

end up with broken bones. If their creative energy is blocked, 14/5s 

and especially 41/5s may experience problems in the abdomen, lower 

back, or reproductive areas. 

Meditation is extremely useful for both 14/5s and 41/5s to help 

calm their mind, which tends to run in circles. Inspiring music also 

has a balancing, calming effect. The nervous system of 41/5s and 14/5s 
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5: FREEDOM AND DISCIPLINE 

needs loving care. Generally sturdier and more resiHent than 32/5s and 

23/5s, they are nevertheless more prone to mental stress. 

Both 41/5s and 14/5s benefit from paying attention to regular, stable 

eating habits, since they have a tendency to skip meals or eat on the run. 

They tend to prefer a variety of interesting foods, but they require no 

special dietary guidelines beyond that. If they overeat, they need to ex-

plore how their creative energy is Hocked and take appropriate steps 

to express this energy or release it' through balanced exercise. 

They thrive on a variety of exercise and may gravitate toward ex-

citing competitive games that take quickness and strength but allow 

for creativity. They may also enjoy swimming, skin-diving, and other 

water sports, which have a soothing effect on their nervous system. 

Relationships 

While they experience a pull toward family and stability, less 

grounded 41/5s and 14/5s have an equal and opposite pull toward a 

variety of experience and lack of commitment. With so many things to 

do, they can have trouble settling down, even though the image of a 

stable home life appeals to them. Insecurity associated with 1 energy 

breeds a self-protective, competitive nature, which can also be a factor 

in relationships. But overall, these individuals display a dynamic energy 

that is very attractive, and the" only factor limiting their relationships 

is inside them, at the level of commitment. 

They definitely need and value robust, even rambunctious sexual 

expression, unless insecurity gets in the way; even if insecurity holds 

them back for a while, eventually they come to express their full sex-

ual drive. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Strength, creativity, and quick mindedness bring 41/5s and 14/5s 

success in fields that allow both stability and adventure, such as inter-

national trade. Any form of creativity or business that demands rapid 

analysis challenges and satisfies these individuals. They prefer active 

rather than sedentary work, but writing can also satisfy their restless 

minds. Clear, creative, dramatic storytellers, they make exceptional 

writers, but they don't usually want to sit still that long (14/5 Thomas 

Wolfe used to write standing up, using his refrigerator top as his desk). 
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Creative visionaries who can see trends before others notice them, 

if 41/5s and 14/5s do their homework, keep their ideas practical, and 

have the patience to go through the necessary step-by-step process to 

complete what they start, they create money as easily as ideas. 

Some Well-Known 41/5s and 14/5s 

41/5s 

Sean Cassidy William Friedkin 

William Faulkner 

14/5 s 

Clark Gable Thomas Wolfe 

Walter Matthau 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 41/5 or 14/5, this section can help you manifest 

your life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by gener-

ating specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Make peace between stability and freedom; include both in your 

life. 

• Channel your creativity through step-by-step discipline. 

• Exercise every day, even if only for a few minutes. 

• Find something you can fully commit yourself to and follow 

through. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• What are the most important steps to create more freedom in my 

life? Am I willing to take them? 

• Does anyone other than myself really hold me back? 

• How do I use my creative energy? 

• Where do I need to apply more discipline in my life? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 
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Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the 

digits that make up your birth number: 1 (p. 31) and 4 (p. 52), 

and 5 (p. 61). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your 

lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Discipline {p. 354): Discipline brings the focus 

and depth of experience that leads to inner freedom, 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): We can choose to express our 

creative energy in positive or negative ways. 

• The Law of Process (p. 346): The surest way to reach our goal 

is to take one small, sure step at a time. 

• The Law of Cycles (p. 394): Life is a circle of repeating 

changes, rising and falling like the seasons. 

• The Law of the Present Moment (p. 362): Impatience and 

regrets dissolve in the recognition that only now exists. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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6: Vision and Acceptance 

It doesn't matter what we do 

until we accept ourselves. 

Once we accept ourselves, it 

doesn't matter what we do. 

CHAMLY HEAVENR1CH 

This section includes all birth numbers with 6 (p. 70) as a primary 
life purpose, including 15/6, 24/6, 42/6, and 33/6. Even though all four 
of these birth numbers reflect intense 6 energy, the qualities, issues, 
and character of each birth number have a unique flavor due to the in-
fluence and interaction of the other numbers. 
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15/6 

6: Vision and Acceptance 

5: Freedom and Discipline 

1: Creativity and Confidence 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 15/6 life path are here to work through issues involving ideal-

ism, independence, and creative energy, finding creative ways to uplift others by 

first accepting themselves, then sharing their vision with others. Since our life 

purpose involves challenges, 15/6s confront and have to overcome 

hurdles of perfectionism, dependence, and an underlying insecurity be-

fore they can realize and share their larger vision of possibilities. 

This higher vision may cause 15/6s to reject their present reality, 

but only through acceptance do 15/6s incorporate, embrace, and in-

clude all experiences into their understanding and build the necessary 

bridges between what is and what may be. They may write or dream, 

lead or follow; they may sing of bygone days or of future possibilities, 

but only in focusing their creative energies, do 15/6s bring heaven to 

earth. High ideals are fine, but 15/6s have to ground them in reality if 

they are to make a difference in the world. 

Those working 15/6 don't have to find freedom or high ideals; 

rather, they create them. They are originators, innovators, and vision-

aries of the highest degree. Nearly all 15/6s feel a very strong sense of 

service, as if they are here on a mission. 

Questions such as "What is the ideal?" ana "What is authentic 

freedom?" constantly reverberate within 15/6s as they search for the 

conclusive experience, the deep and the lofty. Unless they stay grounded, 

15/6s tend to create and live in an idealized world of their own, as 

writers of fantasy and science fiction sometimes do. Isaac Asimov, a 

15/6, demonstrated how to create his own worlds in the most construc-

tive way. Others may simply be dreamers who live in castles of their 
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imagination, only occasionally returning to everyday life on planet 

Earth. 

The usual hurdles related to 6s, such as perfectionistic standards, 

a tendency toward judging self and others against these standards, and 

low self-worth, confront 15/6s on the path up the mountain. The quick-

minded orientation toward freedom and experience of 6 energy strongly 

influences 15/6s, who seek with a deep longing to experience the more 

perfect life they envision, a better world of perfect justice. 

Because of the 5 energy, 15/6s need a practical focus — something 

constructive to do with their high standards. Without a direction, out-

let, or goal, they can wander aimlessly in dream worlds; with a clear 

direction, they open doors to the future and point to our highest potential 

as did the writers Isaac Asimov and Jules Verne. 

But for all the high-minded, creative, freedom-oriented individ-

uals born to this life path, others have struggled with insecure, blocked 

energies. Such 15/6s often feel scattered, directionless, trapped, or con-

stantly disappointed; they pursue escapist activities, from reading liter-

ature about Utopian societies to seeking out self-destructive drug 

hallucinations. 

Along with 5 issues, including the absolute need for discipune, 

15/6s have the abundant creative energy of 1, which transforms ideals 

and visions into some kind of form. For 15/6 Christopher Columbus, 

the vision was a new land across the uncharted regions of the ocean. 

For another 15/6, Joan of Arc, the vision was becoming God's knight 

of peace. 

The dnves of 15/6s blend energies of creativity, liDeration, justice, 

and a longing for perfection and form one of the most distinctive, high-

minded life paths this century. 

Working 15/6 in the Positive 

Inspired and uplifting, these individuals reveal visions of new pos-

sibilities and a brighter future. As high-minded strategists, dirough focus 

and discipline they apply their active creative energies to awakening 

people from the mundane into the more sublime, more peaceful, liber-

ated beings that they really are. At their best, these creative visionaries 

embody and channel the very force of human evolution to help change 

their world and themselves. Accepting themselves and others, they 

work with patience to convey positive laws of living through their 

work. They show the way to perfect freedom. 
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6: VISION AND ACCEPTANCE 

Working 15/6 in the Negative 

Picky, judgmental, and disappointed with life, these individuals 

search high and low for the right person, idea, system, or scheme to 

make life better and to make themselves better, but their search only 

reinforces their sense of incompleteness. They are unrealistic dreamers 

and unprepared idealists who often become martyrs to a cause. Frus-

trated with themselves and others, they misdirect their stifled creative 

energy, discharging it in self-destructive ways. They use drugs or other 

means to tune out a world that falls painfully short of truth, justice, 

honor, or peace. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Due to their creative energy and quick mind combined with their 

perfectionistic standards, 15/6s tend to be active and high-strung. If 

they direct this energy into focused work, their hair-trigger energy 

works in bursts of creativity and productivity. If they misdirect it, they 

may experience nervous disorders, skin rashes, abdominal problems, 

and possible burnout. 

The body and energy field of 15/6s shine with a bright, even mys-

tical quality and refinement reflected in the music ofjascha Heifetz or 

the style of actor David Niven, both 15/6s. 

Individuals working 15/6 benefit most from evolved and refined 

methods of healing, such as visualization and hypnotherapy, which draw 

on subconscious imagery to generate internal self-healing mechanisms, 

homeopathy, acupuncture, aromatherapy, and color therapy, all forms 

of healing with the fewest side effects. 

Other people cannot effectively advise 15/6s about nutrition or 

exercise because these individuals best look to their own internal arche-

types and ideals for guidance. In general, they do best on a purifying 

diet and need less food than many people. 

Most 15/6s are drawn to exercise that feels natural and balanced 

to them; at best, they practice a simple, efficient routine incorporating 

the essential elements of breathing, stretching, toning, and relaxation, 

such as t'ai chi, or an evolved type of light calisthenics that allows for 

variety. 
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Relationships 

Those working 15/6 tend to idealize people out of proportion to 

their actual qualities or characteristics. They may also harbor secret dis-

appointments because others are never quite perfect enough for them. 

They tend not to perceive the person they are with; instead, they can 

carry on a relationship, even long-term, with an idealized image they 

project onto that person; in this sense, they may love the image they have 

created without getting to know or accept their partner as he or she 

truly is. Alternately, their idealized vision may quickly wear thin as 

they discover "character flaws" in their partner. 

In general, 15/6s desire to create something more, or higher, out 

of their natural sexual drive and out of relationship in general. Since 

they compare their relationship to an ideal image, their relationship be-

comes a constant form of self-improvement unless they're so busy 

dreaming and creating that they don't pay much attention to or invest 

much energy in the relationship. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Those working 15/6 explore different forms of work before finding 

a chosen profession or, rather, a high calling. Their ideals and need for 

variety may direct them to writing, acting, exploring, or coaching, oc-

cupations where they feel comfortable being different and can help to 

shape people and ideas into something more, since reality never seems 

quite good enough or may fall short altogether. Whatever creative en-

deavors they pursue, if 15/6s persist and do not become disheartened 

or impatient, they excel due to their high standards. 

The finances of 15/6s reflect their creative output; if 15/6s don't find 

their focus as they wait for the more perfect opportunity, they feel a lack 

onmany levels, but if they produce something practical and useful—some-

thing people can use today, not in the distant future—and if their ideals 

inspire them to creative ventures, the rewards appear and they prosper. 

Some Well-Known 15/6s 

Isaac Asimov Joan of Arc 

Christopher Columbus David Niven 

Federico Fellini King Richard III 

Jascha Heifetz 
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6: VISION AND ACCEPTANCE 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 15/6, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Hold to your vision, and reach it through discipline. 

• Harness your creative energy with patience. 

• Visualize what you want, and let your vision inspire you. 

• Find the perfect freedom inside you. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• In what way is my present situation perfect? 

• Can I apply my high ideals and creative vision in practical ways? 

• Where can I find perfect freedom or justice? 

• Can I love and accept myself, my partner, and my world right 

now? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering 

the digits that make up your birth number: 1 (p. 31) and 5 

(p. 61), and 6 (p. 70).

 
] 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends 

and, if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in 

your lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Perfection (p. 358): High vision can inspire us, 

but excellence is the best we can achieve. 
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• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): Staying flexible, we make the 

best use of difficulties and changing circumstances. 

• The Law of the Present Moment (p. 362): Impatience and 

regrets dissolve in the recognition that only now exists. 

• The Law of Discipline (p. 354): Discipline brings the focus and 

depth of experience that leads to inner freedom. 

• The Law of Cycles (p. 394): Life is a circle of repeating 

changes, rising and falling like the seasons. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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24/6 & 42/6 

6: Vision and Acceptance 

4: Stability and Process 

2: Cooperation and Balance 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 24/6 or 42/6 life path are here to work through issues of 

perfectionism, process, and responsibility, taking life one step at a time, manifest-

ing their vision in practical ways, and accepting the inherent perfection of their 

life. Since our life purpose doesn't come easily, 24/6s and 42/6s have a 

hard time accepting themselves, others, and the world as they are. Both 

24/6s and 42/6s can get lost worrying about petty details — things they 

said, should have said, or shouldn't have said or done. Regrets and guilts 

are a familiar part of their life until 24/6s and 42/6s expand their vision 

to the bigger picture, to the overriding perfection of life. With 4 issues 

combined with ideals of 6 energy, 24/6s and 42/6s have difficulty with 

patience; they see their own and everyone else's potential and push to 

reach the summit, but they would rather make the journey in one leap 

than follow the step-by-step process they're here to master. 

Both 24/6s and 42/6s tend to idealize people they've just met, or 

new opportunities, jobs, and places; then they feel disappointed be-

cause nothing and no one can ever quite meet their expectations. Most 

24/6s and 42/6s tend to set themselves up and let themselves down. 

They need to balance their native idealism and vision with a strong 

dose of realism and come to appreciate the imperfections we all came 

here to work through. Starting out as idealists, 24/6s and 42/6s set them-

selves up for disappointment as they search for the perfect job, the perfect 

relationship, or the perfect life. Whatever they're doing or whomever 

they're with, they have a sneaking suspicion that there may be some-

one or something better. 

Despite this, 24/6s or 42/6s are not necessarily fickle or promis-

cuous; for the most part, their high standards and self-image help 
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ensure high codes of behavior. If they do slip, the regrets and guilts 

they suffer are usually worse than any punishment. Even when doing 

very good work, they have a little voice inside that says, "It could be 

better." They try too hard, feel too responsible, and are generally hard 

on themselves. When they criticize other people, they are likely to judge 

themselves for judging others. 

With the combination of 2 and 4 energies, 24/6s and 42/6s bring 

powerful support and service energies into play. They have the inter-

nal strength to bring at least some of their visions into reality as they 

find the limits of their responsibility, master cooperation, and work 

toward their goals in small, persistent steps. 

With the sense of responsibility that goes with 2, the easy socia-

bility of 4, and the high ideals of 6, 24/6s and 42/6s push themselves 

very hard in their impatience to reach their goals. They have a vision 

of everyone's highest potential, including their own, without always 

appreciating others or themselves right now, doing their best. 

Because 2 and 4 energies have more similarities than any two other 

digits—sharing tendencies toward overanalysis, codependency (a sense 

of overresponsibility for the lives and feelings of others), strength, and 

stubbornness —the 24/6 and 42/6 life paths are nearly identical, except 

for a slightly different emphasis based on the reversed order of the first 

two digits, 2 and 4. 

While 24/6s experience issues with family (4) somewhat more 

acutely than 42/6s, 42/6s have a stronger tendency toward overcooper-

ation (2), sometimes turning to undercooperation (resistance or with-

drawal). But both 24/6s and 42/6s experience both kinds of issues, and 

they share the same tendencies to push themselves and others, mea-

suring everyone against their high standards. 

Both 24/6s and 42/6s, unless they are in a very negative state, are 

pleasant people to be around; with the support and service energy of 2 

and the easy sociability of 4, they treat other people like family. Due 

to the interaction of high standards (6s wanting to "do right" and "be 

good") and the tendency of both 2s and 4s to do what they think they 

"should" do rather than what they really feel, both 24/6s and 42/6s tend 

to be masters ofself-deception and denial They deny their own feelings, deny 

their situation, and sometimes stubbornly hold to their course even if 

their ship is sinking. Therefore, both benefit from the Law of Flexi-

bility (p. 324), which teaches them to flow with what happens in life. 

Those working 24/6 or 42/6 are generally very outgoing, gregar-

ious, bright, strong, and vital. They try hard to please others and to 
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do the right thing, so they need to stay vigilant of those who may at-

tempt to manipulate them through guilt. They need to do the right 

thing for themselves — to contact their own authentic values and needs. 

Since 24/6s and 42/6s appreciate their own and others' potential, 

they tend to push themselves and others to fulfill their expectations. 

These individuals tend toward chronic self-improvement programs until 

they finally come to accept themselves and others as they are right now, 

and appreciate that while they aren't perfect, facets of them are very good. 

Both 24/6s and 42/6s need to appreciate the difference between 

true or ultimate perfection and perfectionism—unrealistically high stan-

dards that can never be fulfilled and that lead to frustration. As 24/6s 

and 42/6s mature, they come to appreciate the inherent or transcen-

dental perfection of everything and everyone, while realizing that in 

this conditional realm, no person, product, or performance is perfect; 

excellence, not perfection, is the best we can achieve. 

Both 24/6s and 42/6s need to understand that excellence comes 

through following a careful, patient, thorough, step-by-step process. A 

skipped step can mean failure and having to start over. 

Since they compare themselves with their ideals (or with ttie best 

people around), 24/6s and 42/6s often feel like "failures" even when they 

are doing very good work. They also may lack practical judgment-

thinking their "cake" is complete when it's still only half-baked. 

With their strong 4 energy, 24/6s and 42/6s tend toward over-

analysis, which changes to disorientation as their mind whirls, weigh-

ing all the variables. This confusion can result in impulsive or compulsive 

decisions and corresponding regrets. Since they are here to ground their 

energy, they also have challenges in this area. If they resist the process, 

they sometimes encounter difficulties translating their high visions and 

hopes into practical forms of occupations and service. 

Once 24/6s and 42/6s relax into life and into their body, accept 

and appreciate their own and others' imperfections, and learn to trust 

that their life reflects, in some sense, a perfect process of learning, growth, 

and evolution, they finally feel as if they've come home. The process 

to realizing this perfection takes time and happens in small increments; 

it cannot be rushed, as much as they'd like to get it all done right now. 

Working 24/6 or 42/6 in the Positive 

Bright, gregarious, productive, and supportive, these individuals 

have a good relationship with friends and associates. Their practical 
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analytical ability blends common sense with high vision. They act with 

strong conscience and want to learn from their mistakes and continue 

to improve themselves and their world. Strong, healthy, and energy 

packed, these individuals can be counted upon to get any job done as 

their work evolves from good to brilliant. They are always improving, 

always pushing toward perfection, but they accept the step-by-step 

process from where they are to where they want to be. They have a 

good sense of balance; they know how to give graciously and how to 

receive. Practical idealists, they appreciate themselves and others and 

find joy in the world. 

Working 24/6 or 42/6 in the Negative 

These individuals feel frustrated and impatient with their life be-

cause nothing meets their high standards or happens as quickly as they 

would like. Impractical, impatient dreamers, they start out with a burst 

of enthusiasm and effort, but if they don't succeed quickly, they soon 

abandon ideas and plans without really giving them a chance to de-

velop ("What's the use?"). They idealize people they meet, then feel dis-

appointed to learn that those people have their own issues to work 

through. Hypersensitive to criticism because they're so critical of them-

selves, they don't listen well to others' feedback or advice, and they make 

the same mistakes over and over again. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Most 24/6s and 42/6s have a strong constitution, resistant to ill-

ness. If they do become ill, they usually heal quickly. If they experi-

ence a chronic condition, they usually find they brought it on themselves 

through long-term resistance to change and associated tension. Acci-

dents, especially to lower extremities, may be more likely if they act 

impulsively, get distracted, or overreach themselves. Their adult life 

may entail a process of healing and rejuvenation or a process of de-

generation, based on their health habits. Depending upon their stress 

level, degree of worrying, or the pressures of perfectionism, they may 

develop allergies or use tobacco or alcohol to relieve frustration. 

Due to their blend of high standards and impulsiveness, 24/6s and 

42/6s tend to strive for ideal dietary or exercise habits for periods of 
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time, followed by vacations or binges. They may alternate between 

puritan and hedonist tendencies, feehng as if they've "blown it," then 

making new resolutions. 

Rather than looking for the perfect diet or the perfect exercise sys-

tem, 24/6s and 42/6s do best when they gradually refine habits of moder-

ation that reflect the step-by-step process toward excellence they're here 

to learn. If, for example, they decide to lose weight, the success of go-

ing through a patient process is of far more significance in terms of 

their fife path than quickly succeeding with their weight-loss program. 

Their already-strong body finds balance in activities that com-

bine mental focus, emotional calm, and relaxation with physical sup-

pleness. They can tolerate and thrive on strong, regular workouts. Rather 

than just taking up a routine fitness practice, such as running or swim-

ming, both 24/6s and 42/6s gain even more benefits when they include 

a martial art, yoga, a dance form, or another activity that requires a 

process of improvement over time. 

Relationships 

Overall, 42/6s and especially 24/6s can become frantic trying to 

find the perfect job or relationship. Because of this, they can some-

times encounter difficulty feeling stable or committed to a person or a 

job. Commitment can frighten them, because for them, commitment 

means forever, but they are never sure they've found the "perfect one," 

They say, "I love you," but inside they don't know if they're really tell-

ing the truth because they aren't sure if they love enough; they aren't 

even sure how they feel, because they've only learned what they are 

"supposed to feel," and it takes time for them to contact and accept their 

genuine feelings, both "good" and "bad" 

Because of their gregarious nature, when working in the positive 

24/6s and 42/6s make enjoyable company. Concerned and conscien-

tious, they give that extra effort. Their high standards render them en-

thusiastic, skillful lovers who generally give more than they take, so 

they need to learn to find a balance of giving and receiving and put 

more emphasis on vulnerability rather than on performance. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Strength and precision make bodywork, architecture, or service-

oriented professions enjoyable kinds of work for 24/6s and 42/6s. They 
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also make excellent advisers in business due to their analytical abilities 

and the support energy of 2. Some 24/6s and 42/6s even end up in some 

form of planning or politics to help improve the world. They also make 

natural athletes—gymnasts, divers, tennis players, or skaters. Where 

strength and form are essential, 24/6s and 42/6s can make some of the 

best athletes anywhere, whatever the sport. 

They aren't limited to such areas, however, and fit into nearly any 

occupation if it suits their values and sense of meaning. The key for 

them is to cut through the "shoulds" and ideals and rediscover what 

they really feel and enjoy. 

The finances of 24/6s and 42/6s depend upon how practical rather 

than idealistic they are, and whether they're willing to go through the 

stcp-by-step process and preparation necessary to reach their goals, mat 

is, whether they're willing to "pay their dues." While they search for 

the most ideal work for them, they shouldn't give up their day job, 

which provides the foundation and security that can enable them to 

move on to something that suits them better. 

Some Weil-Known 24/6s and 42/6s 

2476s 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning Jesse Jackson 

Lewis Carroll John Lennon 

Carlos Castaneda Joe Louis 

Phil Donahue Eleanor Roosevelt 

Thomas Edison J. R. R. Tolkien 

Cary Grant Stevie Wonder 

Howard Hughes Joanne Woodward 

42/6s 

X S. Eliot Pope Paul VI 

Michael Jackson Christian Slater 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 24/6 or 42/6, this section can help you manifest 

your life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by gener-

ating specific action to transform key areas of your life. 
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Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Accept yourself as you are, not as you "should" be. 

• Enjoy the process, not just the product. 

• Appreciate this reality: No perfect job or person exists. 

• Relax and breathe easy; you are not responsible for others. 

• Stay open to feedback, listen to it, and accept it graciously. 

Useful Questions        ' 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• Do I fully realize my present value and capacity? 

• Am I honest with myself? 

• Does my life feel stable and settled? 

• In what ways are my present circumstances perfect? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the 

digits that make up your birth number: 2 (p. 38), 4 (p. 52), and 

6 (p. 70). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your 

lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): Staying flexible, we make the 

best use of difficulties and changing circumstances. 

• The Law of Process (p. 346): We can best achieve our goals by 

taking one small, sure step at a time. 

• The Law of Balance {p. 341): Seeing our tendency to swing 

from one extreme to another, we find our balance. 

• The Law of Perfection (p. 358): High vision can inspire us, but 

excellence is the best we can achieve. 

• The Law of No Judgments (p. 365): The universe does not 

judge us; it only teaches us through natural consequences. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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6: Vision and Acceptance 
3: Expression and Sensitivity 
3: Expression and Sensitivity 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 33/6 life path are here to work through issues of perfectionism, 

emotional expression, and self-doubt in order to bring forward their inspiring vision 

of life's possibilities, while appreciating the innate perfection of the present mo-

ment. This world contains both beauty and ugliness, kindness and cruelty. 

Those working 33/6 energy, with their high ideals and acute sensitivity, 

tend to feel disheartened by the problems and imperfections of the world, 

but they suppress their sadness and even their anger as they attempt to 

"do the right thing" due to their high standards. Ironically, even with 

their depth of emotions, 33/6s can appear cool and unemotional. 

When 33/6s displease someone—anyone—even though they may 

not acknowledge it, they are troubled by this, because they combine the 

emotional needs of 3s with the sensitive conscience of 6s. Therefore, 

33/6s need to take care not to let themselves be manipulated in their desire 

for approval and their strong social needs to be liked and respected. 

The lives of 33/6s grow brighter when they realize that their vi-

sions, hopes, and high ideals are here to inspire them, not become the 

yardstick by which they measure the world. They need to appreciate 

that in the world of form, no perfect person, performance, or product 

exists; they also need to appreciate and express their vision of the in-

herent or higher level of perfection already existing in the world. 

Although their basic life purpose is the same as that of other 6s, 

33/6s have a distinctly different energy due to the powerful influence 

of the double 3. As they do for birth numbers 22/4 and 44/8, double 

numbers represent significant strengths and added challenges. 

For 33/6s, the double 3 means that inner expression needs to manifest 

before outer expressiveness can bloom. Inner expression entails 33/6s com- 
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municating with themselves and getting in touch with their own inner 

feelings. This poses a dear challenge for most 33/6s because their 

perfcctionistic nature tends to fixate on the "best," most ideal way to 

feel, to be, and to act; they can lose touch with the real, not always 

"nice," feelings that make up the entire complex of their personality. 

Although 33/6s don't rely on denial as much as 42/6s or 24/6s, it may 

take time and insight work for them to finally accept their real feelings. 

Getting in touch with and accepting their most authentic feelings 

opens channels to their subconscious wisdom and intuitions, and 

enables them to form and enjoy a more compassionate, empathic bond 

with others. 

Once 33/6s contact their own feelings, the second 3 involves 

finding the courage to express their feelings to others; again, thisis 

difficult because they are very sensitive to criticism, and they want to 

appear in the very best possible light. In some cases, their standards 

are so high, they just give up. Expressing their feelings entails a certain 

vulnerability and leaves 33/6s open to others. If they take the risk, they 

are rewarded with closer relationships with others and with themselves. 

Contacting and expressing feelings doesn't end the challenge of 

double 3 energy because 33/6s are prone to disillusion, disappointment, 

and general frustration when- life doesn't meet their expectations. Be-

cause of this, they tend to express themselves in the negative, through 

complaining, criticizing, gossiping, judging, or name-calling. Of course, 

33/6s then turn around and judge themselves for advertising their judg-

ments out loud. Such negative expression, however, is preferable to 

denial or withholding feelings, as a step in the direction of self-expression. 

In the short run, it may be better for 33/6s to express in the negative, 

than to hold in their expression and not speak at all — at least until they 

learn to express their feelings" authentically in more positive ways. 

Even though many 33/6s feel compelled to complain, judge, con-

demn, and otherwise express in the negative, they can develop the skill 

to express the same idea honestly in a positive way. It's very important 

for 33/6s (or anyone working 3) to realize that anything they express 

in negative ways, they can also express in positive ways. The Law of 

Choices (p, 328) addresses this key area. 

The destiny of 33/6s relies on their cultivating their natural, high-

minded vision of the bigger picture—the ability to see the inherent 

beauty, opportunity, and teachings of life's up and downs. Having cul-

tivated their vision, they need to learn to use their expressive energies 

and abilities in the most constructive, uplifting, even enthusiastic ways. 
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This doesn't mean denying an injustice or problem or seeing only the sunny 

side of life; it means recognizing and accepting all that happens, whether we 

hke it or not, as fuel for our growth and learning. 

With the double 3 energy, 33/6s have two doses of self-doubt, which 

can drag them down because of the weight of their ongoing, stratospheric 

standards, unless they recognize that the hurdle for what it is and deal with it. 

They can balance their perfectionistic tendencies by remembering that every 

incident reflects "the universal teacher," making every circumstance a perfect 

opportunity to learn. 

Self-doubt and perfectionism comprise the two biggest hurdles for 

33/6s. The combination tends to send them on a never-ending quest for self-

improvement; 6s love to improve themselves and everything else, and the 

self-doubt of 3s sends them swinging from manic over-confidence to 

depressive doubt. Very competitive, they constandy judge and compare 

themselves to others to see how they're doing. If they don't feel hke they're 

doing well enough, they may push themselves, strive for lofty goals, and 

reach for perfection. If they succumb to self-doubt, they may step out of the 

game, just get by, or drop out, disheartened and defeated, victim to the logic, 

"If I don't try, then I can't really fail." If they stay in the game, however, they 

end up doing well because of their inherently bright, sensitive, and intuitive 

nature. 

Nearly all 33/6s are more interested in goals than in the sometimes 

lengthy process necessary to reach them; unlike 4s, who have trouble 

tolerating slow, careful steps, 33/6s are willing to go through the steps, but 

they want to do it quickly so that they can reach the ideal, the end product. 

They see the completed vision before them and want to achieve it; they want 

to arrive almost before they've begun. Like 4s, 33/6s need to apply the Law 

of Process (p. 346), not because they're reluctant to go step-by-step, but 

rather as a reminder to slow down and enjoy the journey. 

Most 33/6s feel a strong need for emotional support and love; even 

though many people love and admire them, they may not feel it until they 

come to love and accept themselves and to see their own beauty and light. 

Working 33/6 in the Positive 

Surrounded by a bright energy field reflecting purity and clarity, these 

sensitive individuals have an attractive energy and enthusiastic way of 

helping others to see their own perfection and the positive side 
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of every issue. Their body is strong because they've developed and 

refined it through proper exercise and diet. They accept their shape 

whether or not it meets anyone else's idea of perfection. They see the 

inherent perfection of others, and they have come to accept themselves; 

self-evaluation has changed to seK-valuation. They always have a kind 

word or good thing to say about others. Their laser eyesight can spot 

the beauty in anyone or anything; they see the higher beings we are all 

becoming. With their high standards and sense of fairness, they work for 

justice, right, and truth in constructive ways. 

Working 33/6 in the Negative 

Tight-lipped, inhibited outsiders, these individuals have down-

turned corners of their mouth that indicate their disappointment with 

most people and their anger and frustration about the world. "It isn't 

fair!" is the battle cry of these harsh critics, as they judge the world 

against unreachable ideals. They hold in their expression or let it out in 

negative tirades and complaints as their laser vision points out the 

flaws in everyone and everything. Their body holds tension within extra 

fat or extra muscle as body armor to insulate them from a world that 

feels burdensome due to their own self-imposed standards. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

The source of energy for 33/6s comes from having a cause, an 

idea, or an ideal that inspires them. Most have a strong, healthy body, 

but due to their sensitivity and depending on their emotional state, they 

may sometimes have to deal with sore throats due to unexpressed feel-

ings. When nervous or pressured by feeling that they "have to do well," 

they sometimes experience a "nervous stomach." The stress they im-

pose upon themselves with their standards can also manifest as mus-

cular tension, especially in the jaw; as occasional skin rashes; or even 

as asthma if the wotld seems to press in upon them as they try to meet 

their own impossibly high standards. If working in the negative over 

time, 33/6s may experience chronic illnesses, including colitis, ulcers, 

or other abdominal symptoms. 

Chronically blocked, suppressed, or unexpressed anger related to 

judgments they place on themselves or others can turn to arthritis in 
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later years, a form of "crystallized anger" in the joints, especially for 

those 33/6s who have a cool, controlled exterior. 

All of the preceding problems or conditions reflect those work-

ing 33/6 energy in the negative; these issues are not inevitable or neces-

sary. Health conditions can improve significantly once 33/6s (or people 

working other birth numbers) learn to ease up and go with the flow. 

Good advice for any 33/6s would be to eat what they feel good 

about and feel good about what they eat. Because of the 3 energy, emo-

tions play an important role in anything they do. They tend to aspire to 

and work toward an optimal diet, depending upon their knowledge of 

nutrition and their instinctive feel. Although not an issue for most 

33/6s, some may be vulnerable to anorexic eating disorders due to a 

distorted body image of not being slim enough or not being perfect 

enough. 

Most 33/6s do well with clear-cut fitness exercises; they naturally 

look for the most perfect form of exercise for them, even one that fills 

emotional or social needs. Many also enjoy skill training such as 

martial arts, where they can refine and hone skills to "perfection." Of 

the top five martial artists I have known, three happen to work the 33/6 

life path. 

Relationships 

Emotions aren't "reasonable," neat, orderly, or predictable, and 33/6s 

may have difficulty letting their hair down and getting wild and pas-

sionate (unless, of course, they're skillful actors like 33/6s Meryl Streep 

and Robert DeNiro). Overcoming self-doubt and the fear of others' 

opinions may take a little time for 33/6s. Until they are willing to ex-

press their feelings directly— as in "I feel hurt!'— they tend to stifle up-

sets to "keep their cool." 

When emotions are held back, so are relationships. Those work-

ing 33/6 need to realize that their partner or spouse wants to love them, 

not somebody with a perfect mask. The more genuine and vulnerable 

they can act and the more they can feel, "Here's who I am, the good 

and the bad —take it or leave it," the better. 

Sexually, many 33/6s feel a distance or inhibition rather than wild 

abandon because of their concern with technique or performance— 

with "how well they're doing"—rather than with the pure emotional 

content of lovemaking. In some cases, if they haven't yet understood 

their perfectionistic tendencies, their sexual feelings may diminish due 
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to repressed anger resulting from judgments about their lover. In the 
positive, 33/6s form nurturing, giving relationships, sexual and otherwise. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Unless they allow self-doubt to stop them, the high standards of 

33/6s make them naturally prone to success, because they do very good 

work (even though they don't always feel that way). They have a deep emo-

tional sensitivity, whether ornot they show it and a mind that focuses and 

directs a profound intuitive intelligence. To succeed, however, they need 

to get a grip on their ideals, stay practical and realistic, and keep positive. 

The desire of 33/6s for precision, along with their expressive and 

intuitive abilities, can shine through many different occupations, such 

as teaching, training, organizational work, design and architecture, and 

illustration. Actors, dancers, and athletes who are 33/6s study their craft 

deeply; they are consummate professionals. Many 33/6s make excel-

lent, prolific writers; they excel at anything having to do with com-

munication, feelings, and expression. They tend to offer that extra touch 

and to work conscientiously toward high standards. 

If any problems arise in the financial arena, self-doubt and per-

fectionist procrastination probably he at the source. Whenever 33/6s 

experience a lack of abundance, this may stem from self-worth issues— 

from unreahstically devaluing themselves and being afraid to step up 

and let the world know what they're worth. When they come to know 

and appreciate themselves—and to express their true emotions — they 

also express their joy for life. 

Some Well-Known 33/6s 

Fred Astaire D. H. Lawrence 

Mikhail Baryshnikov John McEnroe 

Dale Carnegie Linda Ronstadt 

Agatha Christie Beverly Sills 

Albert Einstein Steven Spielberg 

Stephen King Meryl Streep 

Elisabeth Kubler-Ross H. G. Wells 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 33/6, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 
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Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Reconnect with your real—not your ideal—feelings. 

• Express your feelings, not just your thoughts. 

• Acknowledge your sensitivity, and let others see it. 

• Appreciate who you and others are right now. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• How do I use my expressive energy? 

• Do I sometimes feel burdened by self-doubt and overly 

idealistic standards? 

• Can I appreciate who I am right now? 

• Do I let people know how I feel? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 3 (p. 45) and 6 (p. 70). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your 

lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): Staying flexible, we make the 

best use of difficulties and changing circumstances. 

• The Law of Perfection (p. 358): High vision can inspire us, but 

excellence is the best we can achieve. 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): We can express ourselves in 

positive or negative ways; the choice is ours. 

• The Law of Intuition (p. 385): As we stop comparing ourselves 

to others, we connect with our heart's wisdom. 

• The Law of the Present Moment (p. 362): Impatience and 

regrets dissolve in the recognition that only now exists. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life 
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7; Trust and Openness 

As soon as you trust yourself, 

you will know how to live, 

GOETHE 

This section includes all birth numbers with 7 (p. 78) as a primary 

life purpose, including 16/7, 25/7, 34/7, and 43/7. Even though all four 

of these birth numbers reflect intense 7 energy, the qualities, issues, 

and character of each birth number have a unique flavor due to the in-

fluence and interaction of the other numbers. 
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7: Trust and Openness 

6: Vision and Acceptance 

1: Creativity and Confidence 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 16/7 life path are here to work through issues of openness, 

authenticity, acceptance, and insecurity, learning to trust the creative spirit within 

themselves and the beauty within others, sharing their ideals and vision in prac-

tical ways. Since our life path isn't an easy climb, 16/7s confront specific 

challenges associated with each digit of their birth number: The cre-

ative energy of 1 has to be used for constructive purposes, or it may 

turn back on itself in destructive ways. This 1 energy often brings a 

sense of insecurity or a feeling of inferiority. When fueled by the high 

visions and perfectionistic standards of 6 combined with the trust is-

sues of 7 energy, 16/7s have a deep fear of being shamed or looking 

foolish and tend to be extremely private people, living "within" them-

selves, working to create a better world but somewhat disheartened by 

this one. They prefer a great deal of privacy; they also have much to 

contribute due to their incisive mental clarity and awesome creative 

imagination. 

Despite their outward activities—their work, family, and other 

interests—a conscious or subconscious longing whispers to them, a drive 

to find safe harbor that offers a sense of communion with self, with 

others, with the world, and with the Spirit and inspiration that animate 

us all. 

Although many 34/7s, 43/7s, or 25/7s who are more involved in 

business or sports or raising children might not relate to the spiritual 

language or imagery presented here about 7s, most 16/7s will resonate 

with their higher, inner calling, due to their lofty vision. 

Two 16/7s, Vladimir Horowitz and Frederic Chopin, provided a 

path to a deeper feeling of life through music; 16/7 Fyodor Dostoyevski 
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offered deeper understanding through the written word. The call to 

service is key for 16/7s, for without a means to serve others in every-

day life, 16/7s might otherwise prefer to leave the Earth's physical plane 

entirely— sometimes literally, as did 16/7 astronaut Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin. 

They don't leave like the catatonic, whose awareness turns inward in 

fear, but like the mystic, whose vision turns inward in hope, love, and 

high aspiration. 

The life path of 16/7s, with their intense and active imagination, 

tends to be one of the least grounded in the everyday realities of life. 

What discipline it must have taken for 16/7 Chet Huntley, the high-

minded journalist, to immerse himself in "the daily news"! 

The challenge for 16/7s, with their high ideals and perfectionistic 

tendencies, their flowing creative energies and their desire to know more 

more deeply, is to accept and embrace the everyday world and find 

within it and within themselves the beauty and perfection they seek. 

The 7 influence means that 16/7s long for a more profound connec-

tion to life. They achieve this through a primary 7 challenge—learning 

to trust their inner knower and to trust the world as it unfolds. This 

may not come easily for 16/7s, but it is what they come here for. 

Most 16/7s have significant issues with trusting others and trust-

ing themselves. Few 7s naturally trust themselves, although they may 

appear to do so to outside observers. They may even state that they 

do; if they look inside, however, they usually discover that they trust 

their mind, their knowledge, and the theories and beliefs they have 

gathered from others. 

For 16/7s, trust comes especially slowly because their inherent per-

fectionism leads to disappointment in self and others who fall short of 

high expectations. They have trouble trusting their heart and intuition. 

The 7 tendency to feel betrayed is especially acute and frustrating for 

16/7s, and this frustration is fueled by creative energy and aggravated 

by a tendency toward insecurity and isolation. 

However, when 16/7s direct their creative energy toward a vision, 

a quest, a goal, or a higher purpose, they come to trust the Spirit 

manifesting in, as, and through them. As their razor-sharp minds be-

gin to grasp and appreciate the inherent perfection of their existence, 

including their success and failures, their highs and lows, they come 

to trust the spiritual principles that had previously escaped their no-

tice. The moment they find the bittersweet beauty and transcendent 

perfection inherent in life, they find safe harbor everywhere and have 

nothing more to fear. 
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Working 16/7 in the Positive 

These individuals share their high vision and reveal new possi-

bilities through their creative endeavors as they express truth and beauty. 

Their intense eyes and sparkling energy and their crisp, refined quali-

ties reveal them as high-minded "angels" in human form. Having found 

unconditional, but not naive, trust in themselves and others, they see 

the inherent perfection and larger workings of a loving Spirit even in the 

most difficult circumstances. Inspired by a higher purpose, they find 

deep meaning in uplifting and moving others to a more refined, elevated 

sense of their own lives. 

Working 16/7 in the Negative 

Feeling bitter and betrayed, insecure and self-destructive, these 

individuals can have a hard time being here. They feel disappointed in 

themselves and in others and frustrated that no one has lived up to their 

expectations, which are now abandoned or turned sour. They long for 

a more ideal world, but feeling unable to contribute, they have given 

up hope. Isolated as hermits, they fear others' criticism, and so with-

draw from social contacts. Feeling misunderstood and judged by others, 

they find escape in drugs or in illusory fantasy realms. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

If 16/7s experience chronic feelings of betrayal or being misunder-

stood, the heart and knees become vulnerable. Issues in the abdomen 

or lungs are also possibilities. Subtle forms of energy work, homeo-

pathy, visualizations, and meditation generally work well for 16/7s. They 

also benefit from any form of meditation or relaxation practice that lets 

them release their thoughts rather than get lost in them. 

A satisfying, nourishing, but light diet works well for 16/7s, who 

usually gravitate toward light eating because, to them, quality is more 

desirable than quantity. They need to experiment to find the optimal 

diet, learning to trust their instincts even more than research. 

Most 16/7s derive special benefit from more refined forms of con-

scious exercise, such as t'ai chi, yoga, and gentle aerobics, including 

swimming and walking. Exercise keeps creative energy flowing for 16/7s 
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and helps them learn to trust their body's natural wisdom. They enjoy 

efficient, innovative exercise or simply walking through nature's beauty. 

Relationships 

If working in the negative, 16/7s confront issues of mistrust and 

insecurity; in such cases, 16/7s find it difficult to express their feelings 

or show their emotions. Therefore, opening up to genuine intimacy can 

present a significant challenge. In some cases, their relationships may 

exist on a fantasy level, as they look for a Duldnea, a Helen of Troy, a 

Hercules, or some other idealized figure. Some 16/7s would rather read a 

book than have a relationship. 

When they are working the positive aspects of this life pattern, 

16/7s' high vision leads them to openness, trust, and sharing, resulting 

in "perfect" intimacy. Making love with mindless abandon, letting them-

selves be seen and known entirely, is both frightening and healing for 

16/7s, for whom lovemaking can become a tender and courageous act 

of accepting the body and earthly life. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Since 16/7s combine creative energy, high standards, and sharp 

intellect, they inevitably generate exemplary, beautiful work in any fidd, 

whether as writers or tile setters, musicians or astronauts. They gravi-

tate toward work that allows a sense of privacy, that challenges their 

intellect, and that appeals to their high-minded sense of meaning. 

The 6 influence raises the possibility that self-worth issues may 

interfere with their ability to receive and to create abundance. Once 

16/7s begin to value themselves and their work and open themselves 

to receiving, the world gives back to them in return. 

Some Well-Known 16/7s 

Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin Vladimir Horowitz 

Frederic Chopin Chet Huntley 

Fyodor Dostoyevski Robert Wagner 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 16/7, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing spedfic action to transform key areas of your life. 
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Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Come out from hiding behind your polished mask. 

• Trust and enjoy the creative process of your life. 

• Remember that every mistake is inspired by deeper wisdom. 

• Completely accept this moment, and find the perfection in it. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• What inspires me? 

• In what sense have my difficulties been perfect? 

• Have I let insecurity or perfectionism stop me? 

• How have my expectations influenced my experience? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 1 (p. 31), 6 (p. 70), and 7 

(p. 78). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends 

and, if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in 

your lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Faith (p. 369): Only when we find faith in ourselves 

can we have faith in others. 

• The Law of Perfection (p. 358): High vision can inspire us, but 

excellence is the best we can achieve. 

• The Law of Flexibility {p. 324): Staying flexible, we make the 

best use of difficulties and changing circumstances. 

• The Law of the Present Moment (p. 362): Impatience and 

regrets dissolve in the recognition that only now exists. 

• The Law of Process (p. 346): By taking one small step at a time, 

we come to trust the process of our life. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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25/7 

7: Trust and Openness 

5: Freedom and Discipline 

2: Cooperation and Balance 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 25/7 life path are here to work through issues of privacy, 

openness, and independence, finally coming to trust spiritualforces operating through 

themselves, others, and the world, and to experience inner freedom through a 

focused discipline. Trusting self and others, along with discipline and fo-

cus, are primary life issues for 25/7s, and the quality of their life de-

pends, in large part, on whether diey work these areas in positive or 

negative ways. Because our life purpose rarely comes easily, 25/7s tend 

toward varying degrees of paranoia; they may begin relationships with 

an almost naive trust and faith and set themselves up for broken trust, 

betrayal, or misunderstanding later on. 

Most 25/7s need a great deal of privacy and sense of independence. 

Due to subde fears of being shamed or betrayed, they tend to draw back 

"inside themselves" emotionally; diey don't feel safe enough to let people 

see their private thoughts or feelings. Some 25/7s have become hurt, 

bitter, or paranoid and first look out for "number one"; feeling isolated 

emotionally or even physically, like the classic mountain hermit, they 

may seek "Spirit" but avoid intimate human relationships. 

Because of their world-class thinking abilities, 25/7s can find ex-

ternal success, but their life purpose centers more around inner process-

ing than worldly pursuits. Most individuals on the 25/7 Ufe path are 

involved with work, relationships, family, travel, and any number of 

ordinary activities in daily life. 

Nearly all 25/7s have an appealing lightness and clarity about them; 

whether or not they are aware of it, they have a close association with 

the subtle energies some people call angels. Even though diey may prefer 
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scientific to spiritual models of reality, most 25/7s feel drawn to a sense 

of beauty and harmony that borders on the mystical. 

Something more resides beneath the surface of their life, how-

ever, something inside their skin, their heart, and the cells of their body, 

a kind of longing, perhaps still subconscious, a desire to feel that this 

is home. 

The interaction of 2, 5, and 7 gives rise to internal conflicts that 

send 25/7s on a quest for healing and illumination. These individuals 

don't necessarily need healing on a physical level; their drive is to heal 

internal divisions and find the focus, meaning, and purpose they seek. 

Most 25/7s have a refined appearance and certain childlike quali-

ties. Children tend to like them because they can play like children. 

Whether male or female, they have a Peter Pan-like quality; caught be-

tween the Never Neverland and Earth, they aren't sure where they belong. 

They enjoy scenic beauty and find it easier to commune with spirits of 

nature than with the denizens of the urban world. They like computers 

and computer art, computer games, scholarly research, reading, and 

travel in the sea or the sky; they search for worlds of beauty and 

adventure, where the politics and deceptions of the human world are 

left behind, or at least held at bay. 

Most 25/7s feel caught in a double bind: Not usually trusting of 

others enough to share their inner feehngs, they have few real intima-

cies; tending to isolate themselves and needing substantial private, in-

dependent time, they take pains to protect themselves from a social world 

that seems, deep inside their subconscious, somehow threatening. Yet 

they have a desire to help others, to make a difference, to contribute in 

some way. Like a puppy who slowly approaches a stranger, only to 

draw back, then approach, then draw back, some 25/7s take a risk and 

try to establish contact, perhaps through sharing an interest or in 

structured group settings. Other 25/7s who have felt betrayed draw 

back into their own independent, uncomplicated, but sometimes lonely 

world. 

With the 2 influence, 25/7s seek internal harmony between conflict-

ing values or ideas; in relationships with others, they seek balance be-

tween giving and receiving, and they like to draw clear boundaries 

around their "space." The 5 energy creates lessons for 25/7s in the realm 

of freedom and independence and the discipline necessary to achieve it. 

As 25/7s mature through the lessons of their life, they open to 

deeper levels of self-trust through their own direct experience. Ulti-

mately, even if 25/7s have an interest in spiritual practices or ideas, they 
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don't just want to read about mystical experiences in a book; they want 

a direct experience of oneness. When they are living in alignment with 

the Law of Faith (p. 369), they make contact with the deeper purpose in 

all that arises. If some people he to them, cheat them, or betray them in 

any other form, they may not choose to associate with these people 

again, but they remain steadfast in their trust of "the universal teacher" 

working through these experiences, and they feel gratitude to Spirit for 

the lessons. 

When 25/7s find internal freedom from conflict, they can then 

focus on a form of service the way Zen archers focus on their archery 

practice—as a means of transformation and inner awareness. Until they 

find their focus, however, they tend to remain eternal seekers and spiritual 

vagabonds, disassociated rather than free, trusting everyone but them-

selves, searching everywhere but where they stand, trusting only the 

mind as a repository of information. 

Most 25/7s tend toward paranoia. When they feel safe enough to 

put aside their mental shields and trust self and trust Spirit, they feel 

the communion they have known from birth but had forgotten; they 

feel a direct experience of oneness. When 25/7s finally feel Spirit in-

side, they find Spirit everywhere, in everyone and everything. 

Working 25/7 in the Positive 

The life of these individuals may or may not appear spiritual or 

include spiritual practices or inner work. But no matter what field they 

engage in, these 25/7s are a source of often deep understanding be 

cause they look inside to find whatever they need to know. They also 

learn from others, but they respect their own internal feelings and mes 

sages. They are adventurers who bring to light the freedom within; 

living the liberated life, feeling comfortable and at home almost any 

where, they find satisfaction sharing the truths that experience has taught 

them. Embodying inner freedom, touched by a sense of oneness, peace, 

and inner harmony, they go out and touch others. They are grateful 

for all experiences, because these 25/7s see Spirit everywhere.

 

^ 

Working 25/7 in the Negative '*' 

Preferring solitude, these isolated individuals avoid people because 

they don't feel others can be trusted. Aimless seekers of experience, avid 

readers, or spiritual tramps, they constantly look for the book, training, 
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or teacher who can help them be whole or give them the conclusive 

understanding they want with their mind. Nevertheless, they don't find 

what they are seeking, because they are searching outside themselves. 

They're among the paranoids of the world; they assume they're going 

to be left out, and to the degree they act like a recluse, they do get left out. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

The health of most 25/7s depends upon the relative clarity of each 

number: In the positive, 2 brings strength; 5 brings an expansive sense 

of freedom; and 7 brings a discriminating mind diat follows sound health 

practices. In the negative, however, 2 means 25/7s get drained and 

stressed from drinking too much, resulting in possible allergies; 5 means 

they feel scattered, dependent, and resentful, which compromises the 

adrenals and nervous system; and 7 means they are sensitive to feel-

ings of betrayal and constricted around the heart area. 

For 25/7s, few activities are as healing as drifting down a river, 

canoeing across a lake, or hiking through the woods. Coupled with 

meditation and open feelings, these activities work as a positive tonic 

and rejuvenator. 

Most 25/7s need grounding; they need to "come down to Earth." 

Physical exercise, martial arts, and any positive physical experience help 

to ground them, as does self-trust. 

Aesthetic forms of healing that focus on the mind, such as visuali-

zation, working with light and color, flower essences, and art, are all 

useful for 25/7s. Like all 7s, 25/7s need to apply regular discipline and 

not get so involved with the mind that they forget they have a body 

that requires care. 

Relationships 

Most 25/7s have clear-cut issues that make sharing their feelings 

and revealing their vulnerability especially challenging but certainly 

possible. They experience fears and pain of betrayal, real or imagined, 

in their hearts; so they trust their mind and think their way through 

emotions, which cuts them off from a sense of connection with others. 

Those working 25/7 keep to themselves a great deal, desiring a 

high degree of privacy and independence, but they still seek to remain 
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connected to their partner, requiring a delicate balance. Most 25/7s seek 

harmony, balance, and completeness through joining with a partner be-

cause they don't feel the harmony and completeness in themselves. To 

bring more life into a relationship, they do well to practice whatever inner 

work they choose to enhance their own sense of self-reliance and whole-

ness. When they come to trust self and God, they open to relationship. 

Sexually, 25/7s' deepest satisfaction comes as they emerge from the 

"cave of the mind" and trust enough to remove their mental armor and 

bring emotion into the bedroom. 

ThtenUy Work, and Finances 

No matter what their chosen occupation, 25/7s can use their in-

cisive mind in service and support of others. Most 25/7s work well in 

writing, acting, research, or high-tech fields; they excel as secret service 

agents, chemists, surgeons, lawyers, and choreographers. Clearly, 25/7s 

are well suited to any work that requires exceptionally deft thinking ability 

and skillful hands, especially if that work allows some quiet space. 

Insightful and private, 25/7s make excellent researchers, scholars, physics 

professors, and computer whizzes. The 5 energy colors their Hfe path 

because 5s take in many things, while 7 creates an artistic pattern, seeking 

rhythm and harmony. Therefore, 25/7s have a strong aesthetic nature, 

and they are equally at home sitting by a computer or walking along a 

windblown beach. 

These world-class thinkers can do very well financially through 

a variety of means. Financial lack is usually linked to a lack of self-

trust, to the scatteredness of 5, or to spending more than they earn in 

the quest for experience. But when working their energies in positive 

ways, 25/7s have minds that can do whatever they want and spirits that 

are there to serve and even, in some cases, to help liberate others. 

Some Weil-Known 25/7s 

Bella Abzug 

Arthur Ashe 

Joan Baez 

Helen Gurley Brown 

William F. Buckley, Jr 

Sir Richard Burton 

Eric Clapton 
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Carrie Fisher Mel 

Gibson Woody 

Guthrie J. Edgar 

Hoover Marilyn 

Monroe Gertrude 

Stein James 

Stewart 
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Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 25/7, this section can help you manifest your 

hfe purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your hfe. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Trust your instincts and intuition; you are the expert on your 

body and your life. 

* Remember each day to take at least one deep breath and, as you 

do so, feel as if you are breathing in Spirit. 

• Enjoy experience, but focus on relationship. 

* Make clear agreements with people to avoid possible 

misunderstandings. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

* How can I make the shift from reliance on outside experts and 

ideas to trusting my own intuitive body wisdom? 

* To avoid misunderstandings, can I share my real feelings and 

needs in a given situation? 
 

• Do I feel safe with people, or do I hide behind a mental 

shield? 

• What hidden assumptions about trust can I reexamine? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 2 (p. 38), 5 (p. 61), and 7 

(p. 78). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends 

and, if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in 

your hves. 
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Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Faith (p. 369): Only when we find faith in our 

selves can we have faith in others. 

• The Law of Discipline (p. 354): Discipline brings the focus and 

depth of experience that leads to inner freedom. 

• The Law of Expectations (p. 373): Our life unfolds according 

to our hidden expectations and assumptions. 

• The Law of Process (p. 346): By taking one small step at a 

time, we come to trust the process of our life. 

• The Law of Responsibility (p. 336): To enjoy service, we need 

to know when to say yes and how to say no. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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34/7 & 43/7 

7: Trust and Openness 

4: Stability and Process 

3: Expression and Sensitivity 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 34/7 or 43/7 life path are here to work through issues of 

trust, patience, and emotional expression and to have faith in the spiritual process 

operating within their life, establishing security by finding practical ways to con-

tribute to others. Both these life paths present the opportunity of blend-

ing the incisive mind of 7s with the down-to-earth practicality of mature 

4s and the sensitivity and expressiveness of 3s. 

Because of the influence of 4, finding a sense of communion or 

unconditional trust depends on 34/7s and 43/7s following a step-by-

step process of self-discovery. The deeper thej go inside, the farther 

34/7s and 43/7s see outside. 

Since our life purpose always offers some tests and hurdles, 34/7s 

and 43/7s may feel their energies in conflict, polarized, and pulling in 

different directions: While 7 tends to pull them "upward," into the higher 

mind or in some cases into metaphysical interests and practices, 4 tends 

to pull them "downward," into daily life, family, and practical business 

concerns. As these 7 and 4 energies mature and integrate, they form a 

powerful synthesis, enabling 34/7s and 43/7s to build a kind of bridge 

between heaven and Earth in creative ways, such as making money while 

bringing more beauty, happiness, or awareness into the world. 

Most 34/7s and 43/7s closely resemble one another, except for the 

reverse order of the first two numbers; while 4 predominates with the pri-

mary 7 for 34/7s, 3 predominates with the primary 7 for 43/7s. Because 

of this, 34/7s experience more acutely issues dealing with stability and 

process in relation to self-trust; they confront a stronger tendency to 

skip steps, with secondary drives and issues related to expression and 
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self-doubt. In contrast, 43/7s deal less with process issues and more with 

emotional sensitivity, including issues of expression and self-doubt, 

which make them slower to come to self-trust; therefore, 43/7s gener-

ally find their confidence later in life. Other than these rising and falling 

influences, both these life paths include the same fundamental energies, 

which interact to form powerful, sensitive, insightful individuals and 

challenging as well as versatile life issues. 

Both 34/7s and 43/7s are here to harmonize apparent opposites 

and to blend practicality and mysticism, outer and inner experience, 

flesh and spirit, worldly business and spiritual pursuits. They some-

times accomplish this through a "spiritual business," whether asso-

ciated with a particular religion or, for example, selling books or teach-

ing seminars devoted to themes of religion, spirituality, or personal 

growth. 

"Whether or not 34/7s and 43/7s work in holistic business enter-

prises, they are here to bridge two worlds. The 3 indicates a drive for 

expression, and for uplifting others while living fully in the world rather 

than in a monastery, ashram, or forest. 

Generally, 34/7s and 43/7s feel safer in the realm of the mind be-

cause of their exceptional analytical abilities, but they also have powerful 

emotions. They can act emotionally compulsive or impulsive, but the 

emotional sensitivity of 3 helps balance their mental energy. 

Both 34/7s and 43/7s experience a drive toward security, toward 

family, and toward business. Confronting issues in the area of founda-

tions (4) means that they have to learn to ground themselves in the prac-

tical realities of life, which helps balance the imagination and flights 

of fancy of 7 and 5. They need to fulfill the practical part of their life 

and establish a stable base from which to build, step-by-step, a "stair-

case to Spirit." For 34/7s and 43/7s, a step-by-step stairway is a more 

apt metaphor than a springboard, because their life will rise or fall on 

the strength of their foundation and the care they take along their jour-

ney. A skipped step sends them tumbling back into self-doubt and 

isolation. 

People working these two life paths share 7 energy with 25/7s, but 

they have stronger emotional energy because of the 3. Like 25/7s, neither 

34/7s nor 43/7s, by tendency, fully trust their feelings. They have fears 

and expectations that they will be misunderstood, so they don't share, 

which in turn creates misunderstandings. By applying the Law of Ex-

pectations (p. 373), they can turn this tendency around, forming positive 

expectations and working toward positive outcomes. 
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Working 34/7 or 43/7 in the Positive 

Strong, practical, physical, and spiritual, these individuals have 

learned to trust the mystery and wisdom of life working through them 

and through everyone else. These freethinkers trust in the process of 

their life, including the ups and downs, the difficulties and joys. Medi-

tation, which quiets their mind, brings a sense of harmony and peace 

as a regular part of their life. Combining worldly interests with a com-

mitment toward inner growth, these individuals dedicate their work, 

relationships, and activities to growth and awakening. They share their 

insightful nature based on direct experience and feel connected to Spirit 

even while pursuing the practical concerns of everyday life. 

Working 34/7 or 43/7 in the Negative 

These individuals feel torn between conflicting drives for secu-

rity and desires to go inward and get away from the material world. 

Confused and troubled by a human world they don't trust, they see 

hypocrisy everywhere, reflecting the turmoil they feel inside. Self-doubt 

only aggravates self-trust issues, so they constantly look for teachers, 

techniques, and ideas that can help them; they become wandering spiritual 

vagabonds, seldom putting down roots long enough for anything to 

grow in their lives. Alternately, they want nothing to do with "crazy" 

spiritual things. Even though they may appear sociable and gregarious, 

they are wary of sharing their feelings and end up feeling alone, 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Combining the sensitivity of 3 with the sturdiness of 4 and the 

mental capacity of 7 energy, 34/7s and 43/7s generally have strong 

bodies, but they still have a hard time trusting their own instincts or 

intuition. Due to subtle fears that their body may not know how to 

"take care of itself?' they seek solutions in either pharmaceuticals, sur-

gery, or subtle medicines, herbs, and food supplements. When they begin 

trusting their instincts—for example, taking vitamins when their body 

tells them such vitamins are needed—they know instinctively just what 

to do and when to do it. Both 34/7s and 43/7s need to pay special 

attention to their own body's messages. Nutrition is an arena for learning 
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self-trust; they need to listen to the body's wisdom and messages, not 

just the mind's ideas of what the body needs. They do best to avoid the 

tendency to follow others' theories of what's good for them and first 

confirm the advice with their own insides. Their body works with their 

higher instincts to maintain the strongest possible constitution. 

A low-fat, varied diet that helps maintain a sense of lightness and 

clarity benefits them, and most 34/7s and 43/7s do well to avoid dairy 

products. Issues with knees or the throat can appear when they are with-

holding expression. 

Strong physically and rarely ill unless stressed, both 34/7s and 43/7s 

can experience anxiety or "hysteria," which can take the form of ner 

vous breakdowns. Those 34/7s and 43/7s who have matured along their 

path seldom experience such maladies. If they do have a breakdown, 

however, 34/7s and 43/7s may need to be hospitalized temporarily, 

although they usually recover quickly. On the rare occasions when they 

experience a breakdown, it's best for them to accept the process and 

go through it without resistance. Afterward, they can appreciate all they 

have learned from the experience. -i'.' 

34/7s and 43/7s appreciate forms of skill training that have deeper 

meaning than just doing push-ups to get bigger muscles. Martial arts 

furnish an exceptional means to develop deeper trust in the body's spon-

taneous ability to learn and move. Dance or any free-movement form 

or sport can benefit them greatly. Routines that combine body, mind, 

and spirit usually hold their interest longest. 

Relationships 

In the positive, 34/7s and 43/7s bring stability, constancy, and feel-

ing quality to their relationships. The 3 softens their tendency to stay 

mental. As long as they have developed open, honest communication 

and associated trust with their partner, their relationship thrives. 

Trust issues for 34/7s and 43/7s center on a subtle, underlying sense 

of feeling uncomfortable. They're not entirely relaxed when they're with 

others; it's as if they might say the wrong thing, which they sometimes 

set themselves up to do. 

The quality of their relationships and their sexual life depends upon 

openness, trust, and the vulnerability to share their feelings and "let 

go" to the point of ecstatic intimacy. Although they enjoy the comforts 

of home and family, these strong, spiritual personalities won't always 

stay in relationship for the sake of internal processing and growth. 
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Talents, Work, and Finances 

Multifaceted energies create special challenges, abilities, and op-

portunities for 34/7s and 43/7s. The blend of 7, 4, and 3 makes for a 

much stronger, more resilient life path than any single number "on its 

own." Both 34/7s and 43/7s have strong creative and expressive poten-

tial, and they excel in a variety of fields, including metaphysics, martial 

arts, acting or producing, business, and creative writing, especially 

screenplays, due to their good structural sense. They do well as long as 

they trust themselves but stay open to feedback and take any project 

step-by-step. 

Many 34/7s, in particular, have compulsive and impulsive spend-

ing patterns; both 34/7s and 43/7s can behave frivolously with money. 

Ultimately, the state of their finances depends upon the process they 

follow and whether they have prepared for an occupation that makes 

good use of their skills. If not, self-doubt leaves them doing "a Httle 

bit of this, a little bit of that." 

Some Well-Known 3417s and 43/7s 

34/7s 

Candice Bergen Al Jolson 

Leonard Bernstein Michael Keaton 

Michael Douglas John Fitzgerald Kennedy 

Paul Gauguin Golda Meir 

Pancho Gonzalez Mary Tyler Moore ' 

Germame Greer Harry S Truman 

Reggie Jackson Rudolph Valentino 

43/7s 

No well-known 43/7s exist in our records, probably because diere 

are far fewer 43/7s in the general population than some other birth 

numbers. 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 34/7 or 43/7, this section can help you manifest 

your life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by gener-

ating specific action to transform key areas of your life. 
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Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Trust the process of your life, 

• Remember: You are absolutely safe; nothing can harm your soul. 

• Develop your expressive skills step-by-step. 

• To heal your life, share your innermost feelings. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• Do I trust my ability to reach my goals step-by-step? 

• Which do I trust more—my mind or my feelings? 

• Does self-doubt or impatience interfere with my life? If so, how can 

I change this? 

• Sociable or not, do I share my innermost feelings? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits that 

make up your birth number: 3 (p. 45), 4 (p. 52), and 7 (P- 78). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your 

lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Faith (p. 369): Only when we find faith in our-        J| selves 

can we have faith in others. 

• The Law of Process (p. 346): We can best achieve our goals by 

taking one small, sure step at a time. 

• The Law of Patterns (p. 349): Patterns tend to reassert '4l 

themselves unless we exert strong leverage to change them. . vit 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377): Trusting and expressing our % 

authentic feelings is the foundation of honesty.                                 ■'* 

• The Law of Expectations (p. 373): Our life unfolds accord- '̂v, 

ing to our hidden expectations and assumptions. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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8: Abundance and Power 

To do more for the world 

than the world does for you— 

that is success. 

HENRY FORD 

This section includes all birth numbers with 8 (p. 87) as a primary 

life purpose, including 17/8, 26/8, 35/8, and 44/8. Even though all four 

of these birth numhers reflect intense 8 energy, the qualities, issues, 

and character of each birth number have a unique flavor due to the in-

fluence and interaction of the other numbers. 
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17/8 

8: Abundance and Power 

7: Trust and Openness 

1: Creativity and Confidence 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 17/8 life path are here to work through issues related to money, 

power, and spirit; as they come to trust the creative spirit inside them and share 

that spirit with others, they realize abundance and inner power. Since our life 

path always involves challenges, before 17/8s can fulfill their destiny, 

they have to confront and overcome conflicting drives, fears, and be-

liefs about money and power, develop deeper trust in themselves and 

in Spirit, and access confidence and creativity. For 17/8s or any 8s, 

sharing abundance doesn't require that they be wealthy; even someone 

making a modest income can share a few dollars, some time, some 

energy, or even a bountiful spirit of generosity. 

Although the more inner-directed 7 energy and the more outer-

directed 8 energy might seem to pull in opposite directions, no such 

opposition exists when 17/8s work in the positive. As 17/8s begin to 

trust Spirit working through them, an underlying burden of paranoia 

and fear lifts, opening them to an expansiveness that attracts and gener-

ates the abundance that flows naturally from their creative energy. In 

other words, 17/8s must work through the issue of 7 energy in order to 

attract a full measure of fulfillment, no matter what the actual scale of 

their finances. 

Although 8 has a certain solidity and grounded materialism about 

it, the combination of 1 and 7 often gives to 17/8s the charisma of a 

"creative nature spirit"— light, airy, imaginative, and glowing. The 8 keeps 

them grounded and connected to Earth. Their more uplifted, inward, 

and spiritual energies can serve to balance and complement the 8 drive 

for recognition, wealth, and power. If 17/8s are working in the nega- 
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tive, however, their inward 7 energy conflicts with and sabotages their 

energy as they withdraw from life and the outer work necessary to suc-

ceed. Most 8s have subtle tendencies to suppress their power; if they 

don't trust themselves to step forward into the world, they may ac-

complish nothing. 

Nevertheless, 1 tends to attract money; it has a "lucky" quality 

about it. When 17/8s let their creative energy flow into the world and 

begin to have a stronger sense of their spiritual side and the spiritual 

aspects of the world, money and influence come to them almost as if 

by magic. 

In addition, the creativity of 1 plus the mental acuity of 7, along 

with the powerful intelligence of 8, serve to create some of the most 

insightful, original, and even brilliant thinkers around. In the positive, 

17/8s have no shortage of ideas to reach their goals. 

The 7, however, can exacerbate subconscious fears or avoidance 

of money or power; if 17/8s don't trust themselves overall, they are less 

likely to trust themselves with money or power, increasing the 8 ten-

dency toward self-sabotage. Most 17/8s appear upbeat on the outside, 

but they have a difficult time knowing how to express themselves in 

the material world. 

Whether or not they feel religious or spiritual, 17/8s are here to 

combine inner growth and inspiration with very practical goals in the 

material world. For example, some 17/8s might decide to combine their 

interest in spirituality with material success by opening a bookstore 

specializing in uplifting, spiritual, or self-help themes and serving as a 

gathering place for many people. Not all 17/8s run such businesses, of 

course, but eventually they find the confidence and trust to create 

something that inspires themselves and others; in other words, they make 

good money, doing what they enjoy, in service of others. 

All 17/8s need to acknowledge rather than repress the drive they 

have for recognition and influence; they can enjoy playing in the ma-

terial realm without losing sight of the reality that material success is 

empty without a higher purpose. 

Working 17/8 in the Positive 

These delightful and usually delighted individuals have bridged 

the worlds of business and spirit, combining an abiding, transcenden-

tal trust in themselves and in the world to direct them wherever they 

need to go. Trusting a higher power than their own, these spirited 
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innovators find their own power as well, and they help empower and 

uphft others. They enjoy a sense of abundance that flows forth, attracted 

by their uplifting energy. As this energy moves into the world in ser-

vice, and they use mind and money for higher purposes, whatever they 

do in the name of Spirit conies back in the form of further blessings. 

Working 17/8 in the Negative 

Insecure, withdrawn, and afraid of confrontation, these individ-

uals feel baffled by the world. They want recognition, fear betrayal, 

and feel that something is missing—the spiritual side of their life. Over-

controlling, they often feel mistrust in business dealings, and they have 

unexpressed inner conflicts about the morality of money. Pulled be-

tween inner and outer drives, they have a hard time being on the planet, 

in the sense of knowing what to do here. Although they may seem 

outgoing, they don't really share themselves or their very private inner 

processes. With the mental qualities of 7s and the power issues of 8s, 

they inadvertently talk over people's heads or sound preachy. They lack 

faith in the powers of self or Spirit. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

The heart area of many 17/8s is sensitive to the degree they have 

unresolved trust issues or charged memories of betrayal. If working 

the negative aspects of 8 energy, 17/8s may engage in subconscious 

self-sabotage, which may include physical mishaps. If their creative 

energy feels blocked or suppressed, the lower abdomen, reproductive 

area, or lower back may flare up. 

A key for 17/8s involves exercise that gives them a sense of per-

sonal power and expansiveness, involves some form of skill practice 

to help them trust themselves, and keeps their creative energy flowing. 

Meditation also benefits 17/8 as a calming and grounding influence, 

giving their mind a rest. 

With the subconscious close to the surface for many 17/8s, they 

need to balance physical discipline with a little self-pampering, including 

indulgent but healthful activities, such as regular massage, swims, or 

saunas (depending upon the climate), which help nourish and recharge 

them. 
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Unless 17/8s feel securely grounded in their physical body rather 

than identified with their mind, they may not pay sufficient attention 

to what they eat, although they are likely to be aware of nutritional guide-

lines. They can get so busy with creative or business projects that they 

don't make time for regular, relaxed meals. When they do, a light, low-fat, 

mostly vegetarian diet is optimal for 17/8s, who thrive on such a regimen. 

Relationships 

The quality of relationships for 17/8s depends upon whether they 

are working in the positive or negative, especially with regard to 7 

energy. Most of these individuals require some time to trust and open 

enough for emotional intimacy. When working in the positive, they 

can even achieve a spiritual intimacy; until then, their spouse or part-

ner may say, "I never feel like I know who you really are or what you're 

feeling." But 7s and 8s can feel uncomfortable revealing their inner life, 

fearing shame, vulnerability, or both. Power struggles can also arise, 

because 17/8s often act rigid and controlling when feeling insecure Most 

17/8s, at one time or another, give away their power or assertiveness 

due to a lack of self-trust and a fear of power; then they want to take 

their power back, but they aren't always sure how to balance it. They 

need to learn to share their inner sense of power and empower others. 

Sexual issues are highly dependent on how 17/8s manifest 7 en-

ergy—that is, whether they feel open or inhibited. If they feel open, 

their creative juices translate into active sexual needs, so barring child-

hood traumas, sex isn't generally a problem for 17/8s; intimacy is. As 

they refine and transform their trust and power issues, relationships 

become a stronger priority in their lives, furnishing the means to feel a 

deeper sense of connection. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Nearly all 17/8s have a powerful, insightful mind and inherent 

drive for success; this, along with their creative potential, provides the 

fuel for successful endeavors in a variety of fields ranging from sports 

to pohtics. They make excellent financial analysts or heads of service 

organizations, reaching out to many, doing public work in a private 

way. Eventually, some 17/8s will become philanthropists, perhaps even 

starting charitable foundations, small or large. Or they may open a book-

store or other business that allows them to serve others. 
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8: ABUNDANCE AND POWER 

When 17/8s trust their intuition and make creative decisions on 

that basis, money just seems to show up, and they become extremely 

successful without knowing why or how. 

Some Well-Known 17/8s 

Millard Fillmore Adlai Stevenson 

Roberta Flack Edward Villella 

Timothy Leary : Johnny Weissmuller 

Mickey Mantle Brigham Young 

Jack Nicklaus 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 17/8, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Trust that abundance will flow from your creative efforts. 

• Focus on service, not money. 

• Find a source of power and abundance through meditation. 

• Consider creating a means of livelihood that in some way combines 

business with personal growth, healing, or spiritual pursuits. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• In what way might my work serve a higher purpose? 

• Do I share my abundance with others? 

• Do I trust my own inner feelings? Do I trust my power? 

• Can I find creative ways to bring people together? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put these 

insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 1 (p. 31), 7 (p. 78), and 8 (p. 87). 
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2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, if 

they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Faith (p. 369): Only when we find faith in ourselves 

can we have faith in others, 

• The Law of Expectations (p. 373): Our life unfolds according to 

our hidden expectations and assumptions. 

• The Law of Intuition (p. 385): As we recognize the spirit within 

us, we look inside for guidance. 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377): Honesty with ourselves opens the 

way to trusting our feelings. 

• The Law of Higher Will (p. 381): Our willingness to serve a 

higher purpose can inspire us on our path. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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8: Abundance and Power 

6: Vision and Acceptance 

2: Cooperation and Balance 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 26/8 life path are here to work through issues of perfectionism, 

money, power, and recognition, sharing their abundance in alignment with their 

highest vision and ideals, in the service of others. Since our life purpose poses 

specific challenges, the life of 26/8s reflects their conflicting drives and 

behefs about money, power, and high profile, and their innate idealism 

can tend to inhibit the personal power they are here to make manifest. 

Eventually, 26/8s stand up, assert themselves, and gain recognition 

within their family, in their community, or in the world at large. 

When 26/8s get recognized, it's usually due to the quality of their 

work. They can work hard for money and recognition, but they have 

mixed feelings about both due to their inherent idealism. In the nega-

tive, the influence of 2 can create inner conflicts, for example, about 

whether they're undervaluing their service and charging too little or 

feeling "greedy" and charging too much. The 6 part of them may say, 

"Charge less; it's the right thing to do," while the 8 part may say, "I 

want more!" or may be so afraid of abusing money that they give their 

skills away for free to avoid the risk of someone being upset or angry 

with them. Many 26/8s are sensitive to criticism due to the 6 influence, 

which also can mean they hold back from expressing themselves to 

maintain their "cool." 

Those working 26/8 tend to be either passive or aggressive, but 

in general, they usually tend to be more subdued. Depending on their 

level of self-worth, which may be shaky due to the high standards of 

the 6, they tend to give away their power and lack self-assertiveness 

when dealing with emotional confrontations. 

Given their high standards, 26/8s often deflect praise and devalue 
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their worth and influence; ignoring their achievements and remember-

ing their mistakes, they have trouble truly enjoying the fruits of their 

efforts. When caught in repetitive rituals of achievement, 26/8s need 

to remember the magic words "not perfect but good enough." When 

they stop holding themselves back, they produce quality work that sup-

ports others. Unless they are hiding, 26/8s work hard to rise above the 

crowd in their immediate surroundings or in the world at large; they 

strive for security and recognition, although most 8s would deny that 

they seek recognition unless they're willing to take a close look at their 

life and their actions —for example, when they're in a group of people, 

they arrange to get noticed. If they are working 8 in the negative, they 

may be hiding from money, power, or recognition—avoiding the very 

arenas they are here to master. 

Most 26/8s tend to compete with and compare themselves to others 

in terms of levels of recognition, wealth, or influence. Deep down, they 

want to come out on top, although this desire may be subtle or sub-

dued because of the 6 influence. If they become aware of this tendency, 

26/8s generally want to "correct" it. Their desire for improvement, how-

ever, becomes more of the same game of comparison: "I no longer com-

pare myself to others like those other people I know." 

Most 26/8s work very hard to achieve money or recognition be-

cause a core belief generated by the high standards of 6 is that they 

have to "suffer," or at least go through difficulty and discomfort, to earn 

or deserve their abundance. Due to their high standards, whatever 26/8s 

do, they feel they could have done better. This can hold them back from 

stepping forward in their family, among colleagues, or in the world. 

But when 26/8s get past their issues about money and power, which 

include negative feelings about wealthy or powerful people, they tend 

to make good money and use it to bring out a stronger sense of self. 

When strugghng financially, they may feel controlled by others; when 

successful, they tend to feel expansive and generous. 

Those working 26/8 often display a childlike purity stemming from 

the influence of 6 energy, and they often mature late. The demands and 

challenges of raising a family as well as working in or creating a suc-

cessful business provide the initiation to help them feel like competent 

adults. Without such challenges, they may avoid hard work and recog-

nition and do just enough to "get by." Perfectionism, along with fear 

of money or power, can hold some 26/8s back from getting off the 

ground; they may feel disheartened, not by life's challenges, but by their 

own unrealistic expectations, 
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Nearly all 26/8s want to control their own life, but at the same 

time, they want to "do the right thing" by others. Therefore, they some-

times give mixed messages to other people; on the surface, they want 

to please and to be liked, but beneath this, others may sense a power-

ful, even compulsive, drive for control. When feeling powerless, 26/8s 

find it hard to stand up for themselves; they typically experience and 

subconsciously attract subtle or not-so-subtle forms of abuse in their 

life, ranging from being taken for granted, being taken advantage of, 

and being verbally criticized to being physically beaten. They gener-

ally seek to avoid social or emotional confrontations, but when pushed 

to the wall, few people can push back harder. 

Although the pure ideals of 6 generally keep 26/8s from abusing 

power or squandering money, if they don't feel worthy of success, they 

may subconsciously arrange for an accident, a dishonesr or incompe-

tent partner, or another form of self-sabotage. The Law of Higher Will 

(p. 381) helps open the way to a life of abundance and service for 26/8s 

by reminding them of their higher purpose. 

Working 26/8 in the Positive 

With their high standards and vision, these individuals make good 

money, doing what they enjoy, serving other people. They feel a sense 

of balanced inner power in their relationships, their work, and their life. 

Out of a sense of expansive abundance, they can hold on or let go as 

appropriate, without the need to manipulate or control others. They 

maintain their sense of fairness and integrity and serve as a positive and 

uplifting influence in the world, using their power and position to help 

others, perhaps through philanthropy. They hold money and recogni-

tion in perspective, focusing on their higher purpose. 

Working 26/8 in the Negative 

These unassertive individuals feel timid, invisible, and ignored. 

Deeply frustrated in their own endeavors, they resent "rich people" due 

to their own negative beliefs about money. They find it difficult to get 

along with others or to form relationships, and they get into power 

struggles unless the lines of authority are clearly defined. Overcon-

trolling perfectionists, they are critical of others, especially those who 

don't show them respect. They undervalue themselves and their work, 

judging themselves against uniealistically high standards, and they refrain 
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from taking on challenges in the material world. They not only avoid 

the fast lane, they don't even get on the highway. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

If 26/8s haven't resolved their perfectionistic standards and sub-

conscious negativity about money and power, they may sabotage them-

selves by getting ill, divorced, or injured to avoid a big success. 

If frustrated, 26/8s may experience chronic tension in their solar 

plexus, inhibiting breathing and draining their energy, or tension around 

the neck from self-imposed pressure. When they are run-down, 26/8s 

may develop sinus infections, a sure sign for them to ease up on them-

selves. They tend to drive themselves too hard, then have to recuper-

ate, but a short period of self-pampering is usually all that's required. 

Most 26/8s pay attention to laws of good nutrition due to their 

high standards, but because they work hard, they also like to indulge 

themselves in ways ranging from having a "relaxing drink" or taking 

other drugs to treating themselves to a massage, sauna, and maybe sweets 

as a consolation for their efforts. The pattern of hard work and then 

indulgence, along with wanting to maintain a high self-image, means 

that some 26/8s fall into eating disorders as they overcontrol and then 

undercontrol themselves, resulting in dietary swings or even bulimia 

or anorexia. Moderation can be a challenge for 26/8s. With their high 

standards, 26/8s seek to improve their diet and everything else in their 

life. As with most people, a varied, low-fat diet works well for them. 

Most 26/8s who exercise regularly tend to seek an efficient and 

balanced form of exercise. Depending upon their background and in-

terests, they may pursue sports as a means of achieving recognition or 

practice weight lifting as a way to feel powerful. Any kind of physical 

activity that appeals to them works fine, and they usually excel at 

whatever they do. 

Relationships 

The standards of 26/8s are so high that they can be hard to live 

with; either they're judging everyone else by these standards or they're 

setting an almost impossible example as they strive to be a Mr. or Ms, 

Perfect. 
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Those working 26/8 may have trouble knowing or expressing how 

they really feel because they have learned to focus on the "best way" 

to feel and then wear that mask. They need to tune into their authentic 

feelings and needs. 

Many 26/8s have trouble with long-term relationships or making 

commitments, especially when they are focusing on trying to find the 

"perfect" relationship. In other cases, they start out by projecting then-

idealized image on someone and then feel disappointed or even deceived 

when that person turns out to be only human after all. Then they set out 

to improve that person whether he or she is interested or not. In rela-

tionships, 26/8s benefit from applying the Law of Flexibility (p. 324). 

Sexually, 26/8s want to do the right thing, and they often focus 

on "being good" in bed and pleasing their partner rather than express-

ing their own needs and then just letting go. They may tend to main-

tain control subtly, either of their partner or just of themselves. They 

need to shift from performance to loving interplay and intimacy. Then 

their relationship reflects back to them tiie abundance they feel inside. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

"When working in the positive, due to their high standards and 

their drive for recognition and success, 26/8s can do almost anything 

well and tend to rise above the crowd because they work hard and strive 

to improve themselves. Yet they rarely feel like they're performing as 

well as they could. They need to feel appreciated for their work, and 

they tend to strive for a high income. Due to their high ideals, they 

sometimes have a hard time finding work that feels meaningful enough. 

Driven toward yet afraid of high profile and recognition, they tend to 

be late bloomers until, finally, they come to value themselves and the 

quality of their work, emerging as a positive influence on others. 

Some Well-Known 26/8s 

Muhammad AH Groucho Marx 

James Baldwin Liza Minnelli 

Lucille Ball Paul Newman 

Cesar Chavez Sir Laurence Olivier 

Bob Dylan Jesse Owens 

Mary Baker Eddy Barbra Streisand 

jack London Elizabeth Taylor 
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Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 26/8, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Act with quiet power and confidence. 

• Find something in which you can excel and persevere. 

• Recognize your value, and let your light shine, 

• Balance work with personal relationships. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• Do I strive for or avoid money and power? 

• Do I feel I have to do more to deserve success? 

• Do I assert myself in a balanced, consistent way? 

• How have my high standards helped my work and how have 

they held me back? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

\. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number; 2 (p. 38), 6 {p. 70), and 8 

(p. 87). 2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and 

friends 

and, if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in 

your lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377): To be honest with others, we first 

have to be honest with ourselves. 

• The Law of Perfection (p. 358): High vision can inspire us, but 

excellence over time is the best we can achieve. 
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• The Law of Process (p. 346): We can best achieve our goals by 

taking one small, sure step at a time, 

• The Law of Responsibility (p. 336): To establish mutual support, 

we need to know when to say yes and how to say no. 

• The Law of No Judgments (p. 365): The universe does not judge 

us; it only teaches us through consequences. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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8: Abundance and Power 

5: Freedom and Discipline 

3: Expression and Sensitivity 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 35/8 life path are here to work through issues of emotional 

honesty, independence, and power, manifesting abundance, authority, and free-

dom achieved through discipline and depth of experience. Because our life pur-

pose does not come easily, an inherent challenge for 35/8s involves the 

dynamic tension between drives for wealth, power, and respect and fears 

of these qualities. This inner conflict frames the life of 35/8s and mani-

fests in both passive and aggressive tendencies,
-
 they either behave in 

a subdued, passive manner, or they act pushy, flamboyant, or even 

ruthless. One challenge for 35/8s lies in accepting and integrating the 

passive and aggressive parts of their makeup to form a more balanced 

and authentic self of acknowledged power and presence. 

The life path of 35/8s unfolds in the world of action and influence. 

Their capacities and genius he in the areas of authority, leadership, and 

responsibility. Unless they are inhibited by unconscious fears of then-

own power, 35/8s can be very dramatic, even ostentatious or flamboyant. 

When they make a lot of money, they know how to spend it with class. 

Wealffi, power, and respect fascinate or even preoccupy 35/8s the 

way a weapon might fascinate a child who is attracted to it but avoids 

it for fear of doing harm. "With their underlying ruthless drive for suc-

cess, despite their mild exterior, 35/8s have a repressed power that can 

at times make other people uncomfortable even though they don't know 

why; this power sometimes frightens 35/8s themselves.    ■     ■.-.[■ 

The Law of Higher Will (p. 381) can serve to remind 35/8s of 

their higher purpose and open the way for them to clear subconscious 

fears and associated tendencies to sabotage themselves. Such self-sabo-

tage can take the form of having physical accidents, alienating other 
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people, "forgetting" to renew their health or fire insurance, arriving at 

appointments chronically late, or losing money in speculation or gam-

bling. Self-sabotage ends when they establish a heartfelt commitment 

to service. 

Before 35/8s can truly serve, however, they have to dedicate and 

use their success for the common good. They need to begin from an 

assumption of inner power, freedom, and abundance, rather than from 

a state of need or dependence. In other words, 35/8s experience wealth 

when they start out feeling their abundance by counting their bless-

ings right now; this gratitude attracts more blessings. 

The key to resolution for 35/8s lies not in pursuing or avoiding 

wealth or power for their own sakes, but in manifesting them in the 

course of providing a valuable service in the world. In fact, 35/8s benefit 

from visualizing themselves making good money, doing what they en-

joy, while serving other people—with the emphasis on service. Such 

visual images help to attract the support of a reluctant or fearful sub-

conscious. 

Volunteer work or any gesture of selfless service also helps 35/Ss 

to overcome subconscious resistance and self-sabotage. As they come to 

feel more deserving, they get out of their own way. Since most 35/8s 

don't tend to give unless they expect to get something back, selfless 

service can provide powerful leverage for change. 

Those working 35/8 share the same Hfe purpose as other 8s, but 

the influence of 3 and 5 creates very different strengths and hurdles on 

the path to positive fulfillment of their destiny. 

With the quick wit and versatility of 5 come strong issues around 

disciphne; 35/8s have intense ambitions but may not appreciate or be 

willing to do the work necessary to achieve these goals. Their ambi-

tions outstrip their discipline; they sometimes wait for their ship to 

come before they've sent one out. 

The positive impact of a healthy discipline and focus in their Hfe 

cannot be overestimated. Disciphne leads to personal power and self-

control (rather than attempts to control others). When 35/8s practice 

discipline in their life, they do the work necessary to manifest success. 

Although they have a steep climb up the mountain, because what 

we're here to do doesn't come easiest, the rewards are significant, both 

personally and in terms of their potential contribution to the world. 

Even if they are willing to work hard, many 35/8s get scattered 

trying to do too much, diluting their efforts by pursuing too many 
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opportunities. Discipline in the form of focus responds to and balances 

this scattering tendency and amplifies their effectiveness. 

These individuals also need to balance a tendency to swing from 

extreme dependence when feeling passivity or self-doubt to extreme 

independence when feeling aggressive; they do this by forming balanced, 

mutually supportive, interdependent relationships in their personal and 

professional lives. 

If 35/Ss get stuck in neediness, they tend, almost out of despera-

tion, to use others in their world as means for advancement or learn-

ing that may lead to tlieir liberation. When they shift this attitude and 

see everyone and every situation as an opportunity to serve and share 

themselves, their life makes a corresponding shift. 

With the influence of 3 energy, 35/8s can feel inhibited about ex-

pressing their feelings, especially ones that aren't "nice." This inhibi-

tion may manifest, as it does for others working 3, in their talking 

abstractly or in their not sharing much at all unless someone draws 

them out. The 3 can also signal a tendency to manipulate or strategize 

to get what they want without stating their desires directly. 

The Law of Honesty (p. 377) applies to 35/8s both in terms of 

direct and honest expression and also in terms of following the law; 

35/8s do best when they follow the highest ethics in business and per-

sonal relationships. At first this may seem to go against the grain be-

cause they generally don't want to be bound or tied down to conventions; 

they are used to making the rules, not following them. 

The more 35/8s freely share their money, power, freedom, and 

sensitive heart, the more they get back from the world; the more ex-

pansive they are, the more their abundance expands. The fulfillment 

of their destiny lies not in 35/8s' awesome mental capacity, but in their 

capacity to love and sacrifice. Their life path comes to fruition not merely 

through achieving wealth or power, but through using money and 

power in self-transcending service to the world. 

Working 35/8 in the Positive 

These individuals have achieved a sense of inner abundance and 

power through inner discipline, and many blessings have appeared in 

their life—blessings of abundance they share generously and wisely 

through their high intelligence and expressive abilities. Others view them 

as powerful leaders due to their powerful mind, their ability to see the 

bigger picture, and their genius at getting things done. Emotionally 
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open and vulnerable, they know when to stand their ground and when 

to let go. These self-made people have a generous, philanthropic na-

ture, taking on positions of leadership and authority. Their relation-

ships are open and mutually supportive. 

Working 35/8 in the Negative 

People fear these individuals without knowing why. Their drive 

for success, along with dependent feelings and self-doubt, lead them to 

a tendency toward opportunism as they seek to obtain from others the 

power and support they haven't found within. They tend to express and 

control indirectly, through manipulation. They desire wealth and 

power, but they lack the necessary focus or discipline and tend to 

sabotage their own efforts because of their inner conflicts. Feeling bad 

about themselves and powerless and frustrated over their circumstances, 

they have difficulties with lasting relationships, which degenerate into 

struggles for control or alternate between aggressive independence and 

extreme dependence and neediness. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Generally, 35/8s have strong constitutions. However, when they 

spread themselves too thin, driven by scattered ambitions, they face 

burnout and possible injuries due to distraction, ignoring traffic laws, 

or self-sabotage. All 35/8s should wear seat belts and avoid high-risk 

activities, especially in their late twenties. The preceding problems oc-

cur less frequently when 35/8s focus their energies, balance hard work 

with rest, and commit themselves to working for a higher purpose, 

thus minimizing the tendency toward self-sabotage. 

If 35/8s make work their god, dietary discipline or refinement may 

take a back seat. Generally, 35/8s' keen intelligence leads them to make 

informed dietary choices. They are wise to treat food as a medicine for 

optimal functioning. Like most people without specific dietary needs, a 

balanced, low-fat, primarily vegetarian diet is optimal. How 35/8s eat is 

nearly as important as what they eat, and their biggest dietary challenge 

is moderation, since they may overcontrol or undercontrol in this area. 

Depending upon their values, background, and lifestyle, 35/8s may 

or may not make exercise a priority in their life, but they are well suited 
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to forms of exercise that bring a feeling of personal power, such as martial 

arts, weight training, and individual sports. 

Relationships * 

In many cases, 35/8s have difficulty sustaining long-term relation-

ships until they are diirty or forty years old; before that time, they tend 

to fall into power struggles. If their passive and aggressive tendencies 

haven't yet found a balance, they experience subtle or not-so-subtle con-

trol issues in their relationships, as well as issues concerning depen-

dence and independence. On the positive side, 35/8s can be exceptionally 

attentive and enjoyable to be with, and as they begin working their 

powerful combination of energies in the positive, they are able to sus-

tain happy, passionate, mutually supportive relationships. 

Although 35/8s can be dedicated parents and loving partners, their 

work is almost always the center of their hves, and it helps if they find 

self-sufficient partners who understand their dedication to their work 

from the outset. 

Many 35/8s bring the emotional sensitivity and self-doubt of 3 

energy into their relationships. At the same time, their blend of a power-

ful, versatile mind and wit, along with sensitivity and a strong drive 

for success, leads them to connect with friends and lovers on many 

levels. In the highest sense, 35/8s can form lasting bonds based on mutual 

sharing, mutual sacrifice, and mutual generosity of spirit. Their sexual 

expression reflects this energy. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

These individuals are here to use their powerful mind, often bor-

dering on genius, to create wealth through service, to step forward in 

positions of benign leadership and authority in their family, in their 

community, or, for example, in the arenas of industry or politics. These 

individuals make excellent inventors, innovators, or writers; they excel 

in any field in which a brilliant and curious mind has free reign. In one 

of the highest aspects of their life path, 35/8s may assume the role of a 

philanthropist, generously sharing their wealth and influence in 

service of a humanitarian cause. 

Financial issues always have significance for 35/8s, on whatever 

scale, since money is one of the central themes of their life path. Most 

commonly, 35/8s pull themselves up by their own bootstraps; among 
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them are many self-made millionaires. If they start out wealthy, they have 

to learn to use their money and influence wisely and with compassion. 

Some Well-Known 35/8s 

Melvin Belli ,          Bob Newhart 

Ingrid Bergman Norman Vincent Peale 

James Cagney Mary Pickford 

Edgar Cayce Upton Sinclair 

Jack Dempsey Oliver Stone 

Buddy Holly Mary Shelley Wollstonecraft 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 35/8, this section can help you manifest your 

hfe purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Combine your brilliance with hard work to find success. 

• Own your power, but remember your heart. 

• Visualize and then put into practice the good you would like to do 

for others. 

• Find a focus; keep it practical and grounded. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• Have I done the focused work necessary to achieve abundance 

in my life? 

• Have I found abundance and power within? 

• Do I uphold the highest ethical standards in my business 

agreements and personal hfe? 

• Do I freely share my feelings with others? 

2, If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 
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Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 3 (p. 45), 5 (p. 61), and 8 

(p. 87). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends 

and, if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in 

your lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Higher Will {p. 381): Our willingness to serve a 

higher purpose can inspire us to inspire others. 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377): To be honest with others, we first 

have to be honest with ourselves. 

• The Law of Discipline (p. 354): Discipline brings the focus and 

depth of experience that leads to inner freedom, 

• The Law of Balance (p. 341): Seeing our tendency to swing 

from one extreme to another, we find our balance. 

• The Law of Action (p. 390): To overcome self-doubt, we need 

to accept feelings but act with confidence. 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3   Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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8: Abundance and Power 
4: Stability and Process 4: 
Stability and Process 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 44/8 life path are here to work through issues of money, con-

trol, responsibility, and stable foundations, following a systematic process to achieve 

material success—not for its own sake, but in support of other people or causes. 

Because our hfe path is strewn with obstacles that test and strengthen 

us, before 44/8s can manifest their destiny in the positive, they have to 

overcome negative tendencies, such as a stubborn reluctance to follow 

through with a gradual, step-by-step process. When mature, 44/8s can 

show heroic persistence; short of mat, however, they want to make 

success happen right now or give up ("Just forget the whole thing"). 

They dorft usually feel as discouraged or disheartened as 3s; instead, 

44/8s often feel impatient, angry, and frustrated, especially if they haven't 

yet grasped the absolute necessity of gradual progress over time, broken 

down into small, manageable steps, as stated in the Law of Process (p. 

346). 

Whatever else 44/8s do in their hfe, they need to spend some time 

on introspection, so they can come to analyze, understand, and accept, 

rather than resist, the necessary stepping-stones to their destiny. 

As with others who have double digits in their birth numbers, 

such as 22/4s and 33/6s, what 44/8s lack in numerical variety, they make 

up for in focus and intensity. Take the usual stability, strength, and busi-

ness acumen of 4s and double it; blend the potential qualities of strength 

and stubbornness, fortitude and rigidity, analytical brilliance and con-

fusion, commitment and instability, ambition and impatience; combine 

that blend with the drive of 8s for abundance, power, and recognition, 

and you understand why 44/8s face such a challenge and such an op-

portunity. As with any hfe path, the quality of hfe and the fulfillment 
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of their destiny depend upon whether 44/8s are working the 4 and 8 in 

the positive. 

As with every birth number that has twin digits on the left, the 

first number represents internal challenges—in this case the challenge 

of inner stability. Individuals working 44/8 need a willingness to intro-

spect and to develop internal processes to strengthen and support the 

self, such as some form of self-analysis, but they need to avoid getting 

so obsessed with this process that they go into overanalysis and resultant 

confusion. As in the case of 2s, balance is key. 

The second 4 represents the need for 44/8s to establish an outer 

foundation within their family—to work out their issues with their par-

ents and their children, if any. Working issues out may mean expressing 

feelings, positive and negative; it may mean asking forgiveness or offering 

it; or it may mean finding a common point of understanding or simply 

agreeing to disagree. In any case, it means communicating and working 

through issues that might otherwise get swept under the rug. 

Most 44/8s share strong concerns and drives in the area of secu-

rity and stability. Money in the bank, food in the refrigerator, a car in 

the garage, and clothing in the closet are all essential for 44/8s. Whereas the 

security of having enough is key for 4s, the issues of 8s involve having 

more than "enough." As a result, 44/8s have intelligence, strength, drive, 

ambition, and desire in abundance. 

Given the inherent challenges of their life path, most 44/8s expe-

rience issues with family, with security, and, overall, with process. Their 

willingness to live in alignment with the Law of Process (p. 346) makes 

or breaks them. In general 44/8s can reach their goals in relationships 

business, health, or spirituality and fulfill their life purpose by follow-

ing a methodical, practical, step-by-step path. If they skip one step, 

this usually means they slide back down the mountain and have to start 

over. 

The Law of Patterns (p. 349) can save 44/8s a lot of time by remind-

ing them how to break repetitive patterns of failure or incompletion, If 

44/8s ignore or disregard these laws, they learn some hard lessons. 

Theirs is not a subtle life path; sometimes life uses high drama to get 

their attention. 

Confusion can plague 44/8s whenever they face an important de-

cision because they tend to analyze everything to death and then feel 

disoriented. They often behave very compulsively or impulsively in 

spending, eating, or other areas of life. Like 2s, they need to find a balance 

between their mind and their emotions. 
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With double 4 energy, 44/8s can display extraordinary strength, 

persistence, and internal fortitude; in the negative, that strength turns 

to stubbornness and rigidity. Because of the control issues of 8 energy, 

few people can change the mind of 44/8s unless they decide to change, 

and many 44/8s unduly limit themselves, becoming fixed or rigid in 

their ideas or approaches due to fear of failure. If they don't listen to 

feedback from others, they hit brick walls of their own creation. There-

fore, 44/8s are wise to remain flexible and stay open to options before 

becoming set in one direction or burning bridges before they've crossed 

them. As they integrate the energies of double 4 and 8, 44/8s reach out 

to serve others as their sense of abundance grows. 

Working 44/8 in the Positive 

With the fortitude, perseverance, and analytical skills to take the 

necessary steps from where they are to where they want to go, no goal 

is beyond the reach of these individuals. Their mind approaches any 

task as a series of component parts, breaking down big goals into small 

steps. Their health and vitality are exceptional; they take good care of 

themselves and show necessary caution and care. Loyal and depend-

able, they form stable and lasting relationships, and they enjoy a sense 

of family and community with society at large. Powerful and practical, 

with commonsense business acumen and a drive for success, they 

allow their strength, their ability to follow a process, and their flexi-

bility to take them to a life of abundance, not just for themselves, but 

for a larger cause. 

Working 44/8 in the Negative 

These individuals usually manage to maintain control, but they 

tend to be on the hysterical side. Confused and stressed, when they reach 

the end of their rope, they may "let go" in the form of nervous break-

downs. With their stubborn, blind faith in themselves, they seem to re-

peat the same mistakes again and again. Their relationships are a source 

of pain and frustration because they constantly engage in power strug-

gles and arguments. They may have made a lot of money and then lost 

it; they search for a sense of stability but cannot make a commitment 

to anything or anyone. They desire success without being willing to 

take the steps to achieve it. They feel responsible for too much, yet they 

try to avoid responsibility for fear they'll fail. 
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Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Those working 44/8 do not let anyone tell them how to eat or 

exercise, or how to do anything else. Nevertheless, a low-fat, efficient, 

balanced diet is especially important for them, because, with the dou-

ble 4 energy, unless they pursue regular exercise, they tend to put on 

weight, not just externally but in their internal organs. 

Nearly all 44/8s thrive on a regular exercise regimen that empha-

sizes flexibility, relaxation, balance, and meditation to counteract ten-

dencies toward rigidity, tension, and resistance. Practicing aikido or t'ai 

chi, which model the Law of Flexibility (p. 324), can benefit 44/8s. These 

arts teach nonresistance—making use of whatever one faces —and they 

also teach blending, softness, and balance; in addition, both of these 

disciplines require a patient process to reach mastery. Once 44/8s master 

this process, they can then apply it to anything else in daily life. 

Relationships 

Most 44/8s bring the powerful qualities of loyalty, stability, stead 

fastness, and support to their relationships. In the negative, they may 

get caught in power struggles as already mentioned and may lack sta 

bility if they haven't yet learned the lessons of their life path. When 

working in the positive, however, 44/8s can maintain a healthy long- 

term relationship; family and children become priorities in their life, 

although work remains central. , ■ /, 

Although 44/8s certainly possess an emotional life, they are not 

as strongly centered in the emotions as people working other birth num-

bers. Their partners may have to appreciate them for their loyalty, 

strength, and vitality rather than for their sensitivity. It can be hard to 

get through to them, so subtle hints don't work well. 

The approach of 44/8s to sexuality may be lusty, practical, and 

enthusiastic unless they are dealing with issues of childhood sexual abuse 

that need to be confronted. They are generally most compatible with 

someone whose sensitivity balances their strength, but in such a case, 

it's important that both they and their partner appreciate their different 

styles. 
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Talents, Work, and Finances 

Those working 44/8 often lead or control a business or other en-

terprise, or they may provide the analytical brains behind the opera-

tion. Their success depends almost entirely on whether or not they're 

willing to go through the gradual or sometimes lengthy process to 

achieve their goals. In general, 44/8s serve as insightful analysts in the 

fields of business, psychotherapy, and government intelligence, to name 

a few. 

Financial security is a prime motivator for 44/8s, but whether they 

gather "nest eggs" depends upon the quality of the nest they build. In 

other words, they achieve great success in the material realm if they 

develop their foundation, do their homework and preparation, and pay 

their dues. Achieving financial stability doesn't usually come easily for 

44/8s, but they possess all of the qualities necessary to achieve success. 

The key for them is to transcend the issue by using their success to 

serve the community that they have come to perceive as their larger 

family. 

Some Well-Known 44/8s 

No well-known 44/8s appear in our records, probably because 

this birth number appears far less often in the current population and 

because the first 44/8s were born in 1959 and are still relatively young. 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 44/8, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• When exercising, combine power and strength with flexibility and 

flow. 

• Clarify the sequential steps from here to your goals, then follow 

through. 

• Talk with your parents, living or not, about how you feel. 

• Your greatest power may come from flowing with the forces that 

confront you. 
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Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• How can I combine power with flexibility? 

• Do my personal goals serve the common good? 

• Have I sometimes acted too stubborn for my own good? 

• Do I apply both logic and intuition to reach a decision? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 4 (p. 52) and 8 (p. 87). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, 

if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your 

lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Process (p. 346): We can best achieve our goals by 

taking one small, sure step at a time. 

• The Law of Patterns (p. 349): Patterns tend to reassert them-

selves unless we exert strong leverage to change them. 

• The Law of Cycles (p. 394): Life is a circle of repeating 

changes, rising and falling like the seasons. 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377): To be honest with others, we first 

have to be honest with ourselves. 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): Staying flexible, we make the 

best use of difficulties and changing circumstances. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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Eventually, everyone sits down 

to a banquet of consequences. 

ROBERT LOV1S STEVENSON 

This section includes all birth numbers with 9 (p. 95) as a primary 

life purpose, including 18/9, 27/9, 36/9, and 45/9. Even though all four 

of these birth numbers reflect intense 9 energy, the quaUties, issues, 

and character of each birth number have a unique flavor due to the in-

fluence and interaction of the other numbers. 
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9: Integrity and Wisdom 

8: Abundance and Power 

1: Creativity and Confidence 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 18/9 life path are here to work through issues of honesty, 

money, control, and confidence, creatively manifesting and applying their energy 

and influence in accordance with higher principles of integrity. Many 18/9s can 

appear expansive, outgoing, even jovial, but there is nothing frivolous 

about their inner life, which contains shadows of guilt, fear, and in-

security. Given that our life purpose always poses special challenges, 

18/9s need to work through deeply rooted, often conflicting attraction 

and avoidance related to money and power, as well as insecurity issues, 

on their path to integrity and wisdom. 

Because integrity rests at the pinnacle of their life purpose, 18/9s 

must, whether they prefer it or not, rely on the qualities of high ethics 

and honesty. They either lead by inspiring example or they mislead and 

get made into examples. Like others working 9 energy, 18/9s live a life 

of truth or consequences. Those 18/9s who live in accordance with 

higher laws create a very good, satisfying life of honest, diligent work, 

enjoying the rewards that accrue from their labors. Those 18/9s who 

ignore higher laws soon face the law of cause and effect as life gives 

them feedback they can't ignore. 

Most 18/9s have a powerful mind, attractive charisma, and abun-

dant energy. This combination of the energies, issues, and drives as-

sociated with their birth number makes for extremely powerful leaders 

who can inspire whole countries, move mountains, and build empires — 

or who can, with ruthless fanaticism, utterly crush those who oppose 

them. Demands in the 8 arena of wealth and power and the 9 arena of 

integrity, amplified by the creative energy of 1, can place heavy in-

ternal burdens on those 18/9s who haven't yet recognized and made 

peace with their inner drives. 
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The powerful blend of qualities and drives influencing 18/9s tends 

to attract money and influence and drive them to success unless they 

sabotage their own efforts. Their veiled insecurity, associated with 1 

energy, may be obscured by compensatory behaviors of bluster, com-

petitiveness, and fbrcefulness, but just beneath the surface of their power 

and assertiveness lies a certain passivity due to a fear of the surging 

power of their inner drives. 

If 18/9s work their energy in the positive, they can lead and in-

spire others by example; their integrity and creativity command the 

intense respect and loyalty of followers. Therefore, 18/9s most often 

are drawn to or put in positions of leadership, whether in large or small 

arenas. If 18/9s work their energy in the negative, their drive for power 

and wealth becomes obsessive, their opinions become fanatical, and their 

creative energy becomes destructive to self and others. In other words, 

18/9s have the potential to do much good or much harm. 

No matter how successful their life may look on the outside, 18/9s 

face internal issues and conflicts that can generate physical illness or 

other difficulties, almost as if the subconscious imposes its own inter-

nal restraints. 

Because the challenges of 18/9s reside in the subconscious, they 

need to seek their answers within. However, since they tend to focus 

more on material success in the outside world than on their internal 

growth, they may resist insight work. Whether they appear introspec-

tive or not, 18/9s eventually have to examine these issues in response 

to the internal weight they carry, a burden of subconscious pain. 

Self-examination, understanding, and forgiveness can eventually 

lead 18/9s to a heartfelt connection to the spiritual laws at the core of 

hfe, sharing wealth and dedicating themselves to service rather than to 

the accumulation of material resources or influence. They serve others by 

inspiration—living as an example of integrity—of power blended with 

compassion and aligned with a higher will. 

All 18/9s need to ask themselves very carefully, "Am I living an 

exemplary life?" They then need to listen to the answer. If 18/9s do not 

practice what they preach—and they definitely do preach—life will get 

their attention in some dramatic ways, including illness, accidents, and 

ruined relationships. There's nothing very subtle about this birth number, 

and there's nothing subtle about life's feedback. 

Sooner or later, one way or the other, when 18/9s have seen 

enough, felt enough, and learned enough to align their life with the 

higher laws of integrity, they direct their energies and resources toward 
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the highest good of all concerned. In the process, they transcend their 

old tendencies and their pain. The stronger their internal commitment 

to a higher purpose, the more likely that their energies will manifest in 

positive ways. The Law of Honesty {p. 377) is key for 18/9s; their 

deep connection to spiritual laws can help guide them toward their des-

tiny. Due to their natural energy, charisma, and personal power, 18/9s 

stand out in any crowd. 

Working 18/9 in the Positive 

These individuals have a natural depth, charisma, and magnetism. 

They have an outgoing, charismatic personality that reflects both in-

telligence and broader wisdom. Their work at home, in their commu-

nity, or in the world at large reflects their natural leadership by example. 

Brilhant strategists who know and follow the rules of any game they 

play, they use their influence and share their abundance to make a differ-

ence beyond themselves. With their spiritual power made manifest, they 

lead by example and by inspiration and provide valuable ideas to others. 

Life is never boring around them. Hardworking and creative, they subor-

dinate their work to a higher good. 

Working 18/9 in the Negative 

Although their outer world may look good from the viewpoint ot 

others, the inner world of these individuals is filled with turmoil, 

suppressed fear, and a sense of heaviness, laden with the idea of sin 

and salvation. They long for health and inner peace, but they get caught 

up in their own opinions and tend to seek absolute power and control. 

They preach to others, overtly or subtly, about how life should be lived, 

but they do not follow their own dictates. They resist what arises in 

their own life and want to control the lives of others. They lose sight 

of the larger gifts contained in their own challenges. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Many 18/9s experience average or even excellent health; others 

sutfer from asthma, bone or nerve problems, including pain in the neck 

or lower spine, or other symptoms that reflect and result from long- 
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term subconscious fears of abusing power. The suffering they have felt, 

whether on physical, mental, emotional, or spiritual levels, has sent them 

deeper and farther on their ownjourney; in the positive, physical ail-

ments teach 18/9s compassion. 

In areas of nutrition and exercise, the principles for 18/9s are very 

simple and very clear: Learn what is the most healthful, and live that 

way. Most 18/9s like hard work; when they direct this energy toward 

any kind of exercise, their life benefits. What kind of exercise they choose 

is less important than that they do it, because exercise is a simple way 

to practice alignment with natural law; 18/9s either exercise and feel 

better or don't exercise and learn the consequences over time. 

The same principle applies to nutrition. Rather than following a 

particular regimen, the key for 18/9s is to eat more of what is enliven-

ing and nutritious and less of what isn't; again, the law of cause and 

effect operates very clearly for anyone working 9. The more they practice 

integrity in the area of health by finding out what is healthful and fol-

lowing through with it, the better example 18/9s provide for others to 

follow. 

Relationships 

Although 18/9s can be intense and attentive, intimacy and vulner-

ability may not come easily for them due to latent insecurity and con-

trol issues. Nevertheless, 18/9s can offer charm, energy, and depth to 

others. A key for them is finding a partner who stands up to them and 

helps them balance power with sensitivity — someone who understands 

and accepts them as they are so that they can come to accept and even 

forgive themselves. Although marrying and raising a family are not 

usually the center of their Ufe, 18/9s can certainly create a family setting 

as a backdrop for the larger theater of their life. 

With their powerful creative energy and deep-seated need to con-

nect with others, the sexual drive of 18/9s reflects strong physical, emo-

tional, and spiritual needs, whether or not they are aware of them. When 

they are working in the positive, they can experience a profound con-

nection through their sexual expression. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

The powerful qualities of 18/9s generally take them to positions 

of leadership. For example, 18/9s are more likely to be attorneys, build- 
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ing contractors, surgeons, or administrators than store clerks. With their 

dynamic and creative minds, 18/9s are usually one step ahead of most 

everyone. The significance and potential of 18/9s lies not in what they 

do, but in how they do it; as long as they reach out to people and live a 

balanced life of integrity, based on the wisdom of living in accordance 

with spiritual law, they find deep fulfillment in line with their life 

path. 

Their generally sound financial circumstances reflect their energy 

and abilities except when they get in their own way with negative be-

liefs or fears. The important thing for 18/9s is never to strive for money 

for its own sake, but rather to create money and influence as a natural 

outcome of useful service. When they are committed to service as their 

goal, abundance and influence follow naturally due to their creative 

inspiration and powerful mind. 

Some Weil-Known 18/9s 

Francis Bacon Burt Lancaster 

Tallulah Bankhead Charles Lindbergh 

Julius Boros Clare Boothe Luce 

Jimmy Carter Richard Pryor 

Jean Harlow " Mark Spitz 

Richard Harris Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. 

Rutherford B. Hayes Lawrence Welk 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 18/9, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

Focus on what is right, not on who is right. 

Don't fear your power; just use it in service of others. 

Ask yourself in what areas of life you serve as a good example 

and in what areas you do not. 

Apply your creative powers in ways you enjoy. 
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Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• Does my sense of security depend on money and power? 

• Do I apply my creative energy in useful endeavors? 

• Have I had problems with people about money or control? 

• Do I place equal value on integrity and on success? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits that 

make up your birth number: 1 (p. 31), 8 (p. 87), and 9 (P- 95). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, if 

they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Higher Will (p. 381): Our willingness to serve a higher 

purpose can inspire us to inspire others. 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377): To be honest with others, we first 

have to be honest with ourselves. 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328): We can express our creative energy in 

positive or negative ways. 

• The Law of Intuition (p. 385): As we stop monitoring 

others' opinions, we connect with our hearts' wisdom. 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): Staying flexible, we make the best 

use of difficulties and changing circumstances. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 

i 
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9: Integrity and Wisdom 

7: Trust and Openness 

2: Cooperation and Balance 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 27/9 life path are here to work through issues of balanced 

responsibility, self-trust, and integrity as they come to trust and follow Spirit 

manifesting within them and others, living in alignment with the higher wis-

dom of the heart. Since our life purpose represents an uphill climb, 27/9s 

eventually confront and have to overcome tendencies to mentalize ex-

perience rather than trust their heart. They also need to work through 

subconscious issues of mistrust and betrayal and open their guarded 

heart to find and follow the spiritual laws "written" there. 

In order to access the higher laws of their heart, 27/9s must first 

let go of their concerns about others' opinions and trust their own higher 

wisdom revealed in their feelings rather than their mental processes. 

The 7, however, often leads 27/9s to trust everyone but themselves — 

teachers, masters, scientific experts, or advisers—and to live by other 

people's theories. We can all learn from others, but 27/9s in particular 

are here to place final authority with "the counsel of their heart." 

Although integrity and wisdom form the primary fife purpose of 

27/9s, 7 is key because 27/9s have to come to trust themselves in order 

to access the higher principles that will guide them to integrity. Until 

then, all they can do is what someone else has suggested. Life provides 

27/9s with many situations that repeat the same message: "Trust your 

heart; let your mind surrender to the wisdom of the heart." The term 

wisdom of the heart refers to the feeling dimension, whether we call it 

conscience, universal unconscious, or intuition. 

Like 25/7s, 27/9s can become awareness-training addicts or spiritual 

vagabonds, going from one workshop, guru, or ashram to the next, 

looking for confirmation and guidance from teachers, guides, or others 
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who offer guidelines for living. The more 27/9s monitor others' opinions, the 

more difficulty they have getting in touch with their own feeling center. 

Since 7 energy tends to focus in the mind and leads 27/9s to avoid 

feelings that have in the past brought pain, 27/9s face a significant internal 

challenge before they can access and live in alignment with the laws of 

Spirit. One indicator that 27/9s are focused in mental processes rather than 

connected to their feelings occurs when they use more words than necessary 

to express what they want to say. When they lose touch with what they 

actually feel, they talk around issues and engage in social chatter, but they 

aren't truly self-revealing, even to themselves. Even with their outer social 

animation, internally most 27/9s feel more like hermits at times, or even look 

like them, and they definitely need their own private space. 

With their need for privacy, imagine how difficult 27/9 Elvis Presley's 

life must have been; he felt a sense of Spirit that worked through him in his 

own way, accounting in part for his magic to millions of people, but he let 

others manage his life rather than following his own heart, and this destroyed 

him. Errol Flynn, another charismatic 27/9, serves as a pointed example of 

someone who let his physical desires and impulses predominate over his 

heartfelt intuitions. Each figure, in his own way, lost touch with his own 

integrity; although exemplary in many ways, these individuals are not the 

best overall examples of how to live in accord with higher principles. 

Most 27/9s appear self-assured and have a natural charisma associated 

with the leadership energy of 9s. Their sometimes forceful mental ideas and 

opinions overcompensate for their lack of trust. These opinions tend to 

become fanatical beliefs in some idea, person, or method. Because they tie 

their identity to their beliefs and opinions, their beliefs can become fanatical 

even when they start out with good intentions. The confident appearance of 

27/9s masks a deeper uncertainty; they have a diffuse sense of identity and 

constantly strive to redefine themselves. "Quiet zealots," 27/9s sometimes 

mistake their opinions for God's will. 

Because of the 2, those 27/9s who have awakened to the higher service 

find meaning in providing support for and in cooperation with i others. Such 

individuals don't need to preach, and they may not look "spiritual" at all; 

whatever their role or occupation in life, they teach others by example. 

Whether they use spiritual language is irrelevant. Leadership and inspiration by 

example form the keys to their life pur- 
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pose; they let their hfe be their teaching. If their life is one of integrity, 

then no words are necessary; if it isn't, then no words can suffice. 

Many spiritual and religious leaders have been 27/9s, including 

Mahatma Gandhi, Paramahansa Yogananda, Oscar Ichazo, Da Free John, 

Pope John XXIII, Pope Pius XIII, Albert Schweitzer, Henry David 

Thoreau, Kahlil Gibran, and even Shirley MacLaine. In addition, nonre-

ligious leaders who have inspired generations with their own unique 

charisma include Elvis Presley, Ray Charles, Johannes Brahms, George 

Burns, and Robin Williams. 

At the other extreme lies the danger of charismatic teachers, many 

of whom are themselves 27/9s, who attract groups of followers but who 

do not practice what they preach and excuse themselves by their higher 

rank or state of realization. They have their own issues to learn, as do 

their followers. 

Many 27/9s fear spirituality because of subconscious fears of get-

ting too close to the flame (as in burnt at the stake). Whether or not 

they have conscious awareness of it, if they explore their psyches, most 

27/9s find an inner resonance with those who were persecuted because 

their loyalty was to the higher laws of Spirit, not the current ruling 

order. The archetypes of "sin" and "repentance" reside within the con-

sciousness of even those 27/9s who would never use such language. 

Whether 27/9s gravitate toward spiritual ideas or avoid them, they 

feel a longing for higher wisdom, to know and share the guiding prin-

ciples of hfe, as well as a deep need for compassion and understanding 

from others and an ability to give back in equal measure. 

Those working 27/9 develop self-trust in their own good time, 

through direct experience, not just through learning from a wise teacher 

or reading books. In other words, 27/9s need to experience higher wis-

dom and feel this inspiration directly. They need to know and feel Spirit 

within themselves and others. Ultimately, no matter how well their 

external hfe is going, a part of them will not rest until they've realized 

this truth. 

Working 27/9 in the Positive 

These individuals exude depth and charisma based on their heartfelt 

trust in Spirit working through them. With their balanced, compas-

sionate wisdom, they have also learned to trust Spirit in the form of 

other people and in the form of life's circumstances, which, no matter 

how pleasurable or difficult, they experience as teachings. Although 
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their needs are often met, even in adversity they feel thankful for the 

lessons they receive. They make natural leaders who teach by example. 

Committed to service and expressing universal wisdom rather than rigid 

opinions, they help inspire others through their integrity and their at-

tunement to higher laws. They are natural leaders who teach by exam-

ple. Maintaining a feeling connection to the higher will within them, 

they effectively serve others. 

Working 27/9 in the Negative 

Deluded preachers or eternal seekers, these individuals center their 

world around a particular teaching, method, religion, or philosophy. 

Quiet fanatics, they live according to the dictates or opinions of others 

and act as if their own opinions were sacred. Others who don't trust 

themselves may follow or admire such individuals, mistaking strong 

opinions for spiritual authority. Deep down, these 27/9s feel lonely and 

cut off from the world and from true inspiration in their lives, because 

they trust their mind over their heart. They fear and eventually attract 

betrayal by others, even by their own body. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

Most 27/9s have a significant amount of debris floating around in 

their subconscious, including burdensome guilts from childhood. The 

7 means 27/9s may experience a sensitivity around the heart area if 

they suffer from chronic, unresolved feelings of betrayal. 

Feelings of isolation or disconnection can lead some 27/9s to psy-

chological disturbances, as well as to abuse of drugs or alcohol, which 

numbs their inner pain. The sad irony in cases of drug dependence is 

that 27/9s are looking to an external source to find the connection with 

Spirit that is already inside them. 

The key to diet, exercise, and every arena of health for 27/9s is 

clear: They need to trust their instincts, intuition, and direct experi-

ence. They have probably studied theories or research about nutrition 

or exercise, but they need to take ail that knowledge, check it against 

their own intuition system, and then act. They do well to recognize the 

consequences, both positive or negative, of action or inaction, of what 

they eat or don't eat, and of their habits of exercise. Whatever they do 

serves as an example to others around them. 
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Because 27/9s focus their awareness in their head and mental pro-

cesses, they have one of the least physically grounded birth numbers. 

Physical training not only provides standard fitness benefits for 27/9s, 

allowing for a balanced body and clear mind, but also helps them to 

stay in touch with the physically based, practical realities of daily life. 

The exercise that works best for 27/9s is the form they choose based 

on their own experience. 

Meditation, in whatever form they choose, gives 27/9s a chance 

to rest their mind and find inner peace. In that peace, their heart speaks. 

Relationships 

Those working 27/9 energy may have developed deep empathy 

and emotional depth, or they may have created an emotional persona 

to compensate for their mental approach to life. The key for 27/9s in 

relationships is letting go of mental processes and entering a dimen-

sion of feeling untroubled by the turbulence of thoughts, beliefs, and 

opinions. 

Their relationships offer the chance to experience vulnerability 

wherein the lessons of trust are learned. For 27/9s, relationships are 

important not in diemselves but as a means of growth and communion; 

the issues that arise become grist for the mill and lessons on the path. 

Good sex for 27/9s is like going to confession. Sexuality for them 

tends to serve as a means to find harmony, connection, and commun-

ion rather than, say, just raw pleasure. They enjoy sexual relations to 

the degree that they can surrender to and trust their body's mindless 

wisdom and joy. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Because of an inherent, though not always manitested, lovt of the 

outdoors, 27/9s make very good backwoods guides, for example, but 

they also excel at high-tech careers. Those working 27/9 are creative 

in terms of finding deeper wisdom. Because they like time alone, they 

make excellent researchers. 

Most 27/9s excel in service and healing-related work, in the broad-

est meanings of those terms. Their natural charisma, which they don't 

always appreciate or trust, makes them compelling dancers, actors, or 

artists, but their art feels more meaningful to them if connected to a 

higher purpose or motive of service. 
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Stemming from their subconscious resonance with the vows of 

poverty taken by monks and nuns, many 27/9s feel a subtle negativity 

toward or mixed feelings about money and worldly success. If money 

is scarce in their lives, 27/9s may want to reexamine their positive and 

negative beliefs about money. They also benefit from exploring self-

trust issues, which can hold them back in some areas of work. For 27/9s, 

money, like most things in life, is only a means to learn more about the 

workings of their own psyche. Their presence and depth pull 27/9s to 

leadership positions. They most often earn enough money to meet 

their needs and then some. 

Some Well-Known 27/9s 

Luisa May Alcott Thurgood Marshall 

Ray Charles Annie Oakley 

Julia Child Elvis Presley 

Harrison Ford Albert Schweitzer 

Mahatma Gandhi Gloria Steinem 

Benny Goodman Henry David Thoreau 

Jimi Hendrix Orson Welles 

Shirley MacLaine 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 27/9, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Trust that your deepest feelings will guide you precisely to the 

lessons you're here to learn. 

• Every day, remember that Spirit shines through you and everyone 

else. 

• Forgive yourself for your mistakes. 

• Don't take opinions too seriously — yours or anyone else's. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• Is my life an example of the highest integrity? 

• What inspires me? 
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• Who is the expert on my life? 

• Do I honor my own process and that of others? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put these 

insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 2 (p. 38), 7 (p. 78), and 9 

(p. 95). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends 

and, if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in 

your lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four; 

• The Law of Higher Will (p. 381): Our willingness to serve a 

higher purpose can inspire us to inspire others. 

• The Law of Intuition (p. 385): As we stop monitoring 

others' opinions, we connect with our heart's wisdom. 

• The Law of Faith (p. 369): Only when we find faith in ourselves 

can we have faith in others. 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): Staying flexible, we make the 

best use of difficulties and changing circumstances. 

• The Law of No Judgments (p. 365): The universe does not judge 

us; it only teaches us through natural consequences. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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9: Integrity and Wisdom 

6: Vision and Acceptance 

3: Expression and Sensitivity 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 36/9 life path are here to work through issues of emotional 

honesty, perfectionist ideals, and self-doubt as they learn to live in accord with 

the wisdom of their heart, thereby serving as an example of integrity in their 

daily life. Since what we're here to do doesn't come easily, 36/9s face 

significant hurdles on their life path and may take years to learn to honor 

and value their own feelings over perfectionistic ideals or others' opin-

ions. A major challenge is finding out what they really feel in contrast tc 

what they think they "should" feel. 

Even though 36/9s share the same life purpose as other 9s, the 3 

and 6 create a considerably different life path from the life paths of 

18/9s, 27/9s, or 45/9s. The perfectionism of 6 influences and intensifies 

the innate self-doubt of diese sensitive and refined individuals. Because 

36/9s tend to measure themselves against ideal standards, the idea that 

they are here to live with the "highest integrity" may seem impossible 

or overwhelming, especially since 36/9s interpret this to mean "perfect 

integrity" rather than simply following the messages of their own heart* 

The 3 and 6 reinforce 36/9s' strong sensitivity to criticism, since 

they are already vulnerable to others' opinions. Given the idealistic stan-

dards to which they compare themselves, many 36/9s feel periodically 

disheartened or discouraged, sometimes giving up even before they be-

gin. They may wear a mask of assurance, but for this confidence to 

stabilize, they have to balance the tendency to swing from manic over-

confidence into doubt and depression by recognizing this as a challenge 

associated with their life path, a hurdle they are here to overcome. By 

applying the Law of Action (p. 390), they learn to acknowledge self-

doubt and then move through it. 
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Most 36/9s feel an unsure sense of their own center or identity; 

they search not only for how they feel, but for who they are. Because 

of the combined hurdles of self-doubt, perfectionism, and uncertain 

identity, 36/9s are highly prone to denning themselves and their worth 

in relation to others' opinions and expectations, looking for confirma-

tion that they are behaving in the most ideal possible way or being the 

kind of person who gains others' approval. 

Those working 36/9 are here to expand their vision to see that 

our deepest intuitions may sometimes guide us to make "mistakes" so 

that we can learn important, even life-changing lessons. Difficulties due 

to a certain choice do not necessarily mean that the choice was wrong, 

that they are off course, or that they can't trust their feelings. 

At the same time, 36/9s do need to submit their life to a higher 

authority—to the wisdom based upon their heartfelt connection to 

spiritual laws — so that they can exemplify the integrity they were born 

to live. Since 36/9s aim for the ideal rather than for what is real/or them, 

the Law of Intuition (p. 385) can help them reconnect with the wisest 

and most loving guide they can find for their own life, their inner 

wisdom. 

Once 36/9s accept themselves and others as they are, they open 

themselves to the central challenge of their life: the wisdom to five as 

an inspiring example to others. Inspiration does not require heroics or 

fame but rather living an ordinary life based on higher laws found in 

heart rather than on mental ideas or on physical impulses. 

Most 36/9s eventually face situations that reflect to them the need 

to reconnect with their own needs and desires. As already noted, this 

represents a major challenge for 36/9s because of the powerful influence 

of perfectionism in imposing ideals over authentic feelings. Ask 36/9s 

how they feel and they most likely answer with their idealized image 

of what a "good, kind, caring, conscientious, brave, upbeat" person 

would or should feel. Before they can know themselves or be them-

selves, 36/9s have to connect with and accept how they truly feel. Then 

they can be honest with others because they have learned to be honest 

with themselves—a principle addressed by the Law of Honesty (p. 377). 

With their highly mental pattern and perfectionism, 36/9s want to 

get everything just right, whether in cooking, sexual performance, or 

scholastic exams. They tend to be high-strung and nervous, and their 

health is extremely vulnerable to the state of their mind and emotions. 

These individuals place pressure on themselves in any group learning 

situation; they start out okay and then start comparing themselves with 
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others to "see how they are doing"; usually they end up comparing them-

selves to one of the most skillful people in the class. Because of such 

comparisons and because of their own unrealistic standards, 3619s chron-

ically feel that they're falling short. 

Most 36/9s get discouraged and disheartened by their own un-

reachable standards and judgments, which they often imagine come from 

other people, until they make a critical leap and discover that they just 

might be smarter, stronger, and more valuable than they had previ-

ously recognized. In making this leap, their sense of self-worth rises, 

and with it, their enthusiasm for life. They begin to strive toward their 

ideals rather than feeling like a failure for not reaching them. 

Until 36/9s connect with the inner wisdom that comprises both 

their struggle and their birthright, they can tend to be slow to learn the 

lessons of experience. They end up wondering how they got into their 

particular situation. When 36/9s make choices without considering 

consequences, they learn the hard way about the law of cause and 

effect in the real world. As they learn, they grow wiser, and over time, 

the seeds of deep wisdom within them start to sprout as tliey start to 

see the bigger picture of spiritual law, 

Most 36/9s avoid metaphysical or spiritual ideas for a time, based 

on subconscious resonance with and fear of early mystics or innova-

tive thinkers who were persecuted. As 36/9s clear away at least some 

of their self-doubt and perfectionism, they begin to appreciate and ap-

ply their intuitive wisdom. The world becomes a place to explore and 

understand; they grow curious about the laws of reality and how things 

work. They have the ability to seek and find essential truths, ancient 

secrets, and perennial wisdom. 

The high vision of 6 energy, the inherent depth and charisma of 9 

energy, and the intuitive sensitivity of 3 energy give 36/9s an excep-

tional ability to understand hidden or inner wisdom. Contrast the ana-

lytical and creative genius of 31/4 Sigmund Freud, the founder of 

psychoanalysis, with the deep archetypal discoveries of 36/9 Carl Jung, 

for example. Freud strongly disapproved of Jung's ideas and criticized 

him. Jung had to overcome extreme self-doubt and to honor his own 

inner wisdom despite his mentor's warnings. 

Those working 36/9 are here to balance their high vision and ideals 

with the practical realities of this world, to accept themselves and others, 

and to share their wisdom with family, friends, or the world at large. 

But most of all, they are here to align themselves with the spiritual 

laws revealed through the heart's intuition. 
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The main "teaching device" of 36/9s is not their mouth, but their 

example. Like all 9s, they need to remember and embody the words 

of Mahatma Gandhi: "My life is my teaching." By living in accordance 

with their heart and making peace with their vision, they stand tall 

and step fully into the life they were born to live. 

Working 36/9 in the Positive 

Having contacted the core of their true rather than their idealized 

needs, desires, and feelings, the inner senses and intuitive wisdom of 

these individuals are wide open. With a deep acceptance and knowl-

edge of reality, they can see a more perfect vision of self and world, 

yet they have learned to appreciate both as they are now—as perfec-

tion in process. They still confront self-doubt, but they have found the 

courage to walk a straight line past their doubt, going where Spirit 

leads them. Whether their life looks conventional or unconventional, 

they live by higher laws and ideals and see the depths and higher pos-

sibilities of life. They connect to this world through service as they ex-

press the eternal wisdom they have contacted. 

Working 36/9 in the Negative 

These individuals live to please others. Their expression is blocked 

as they allow themselves to be defined by others' opinions. Judgmen-

tal about themselves and others, they are quick to spot imperfections 

but feel hypersensitive to any criticism. High-strung, nervous, and hin-

dered by self-doubt, they play it safe, sticking with the conventional, 

the routine, and the familiar, since new territory would bring the risk 

of failure, which would only add to their disappointment in self and 

world. Reality never seems to meet their expectations or hopes. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

No matter what their features, the refined energy field of most 

36/9s gives them an attractive appearance that people sense rather than 

see with physical eyes. Cameras, however, pick up on energy fields, 

so 36/9s tend to "take good pictures," as the example of 36/9 Brigitte 

Bardot can attest. 
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Combining the sensitivity of 3 energy with the high ideals of 6 

energy, 36/9s can get discouraged or depressed easily when they or 

others don't meet their expectations. Chronic depression can compromise 

their immune system and open the way for colds, stress headaches, or 

other depressive symptoms. 

If working in the negative, 36/9s tend to be high-strung; sensitive 

areas include the nervous system, the sexual area, and the abdomen. 

They are also prone to sore throats or chronic jaw tension if they 

withhold their feelings. 

If 36/9s eat food not well suited to their constitution, they are 

likely to experience digestive symptoms, skin eruptions, or other feed-

back; over time, they learn to align their diet with their expanding 

knowledge of what is optimal for them. Nutrition offers 36/9s a fun-

damental avenue for living by example; they learn what happens when 

they eat or drink what isn't good for them. As 36/9s learn to follow 

their own instincts, they are likely to gravitate toward a fresh, varied 

diet and, over time, eat more of what is good for them and less of what 

doesn't serve their health and vitality. 

All 36/9s benefit from a daily exercise routine, whether a brisk 

walk, strength exercises, or more sophisticated training. Their physical 

body needs movement, stretching, and deep breathing each day to 

relieve tension and stay in balance. The kind of exercise they practice 

is less important than making sure they do it regularly—a few minutes 

a day is better than none at alt. As in other areas of life, 36/9s can ask 

themselves whether their exercise habits serve as an example for 

others. Just seeing someone exercising every day inspires some 

people. All 36/9s need to avoid making idealistic resolutions or schemes 

they don't carry out or buying equipment they've never used before. 

Better to start modestly and give themselves a feeling of success and 

ease; the principle "A little bit of something is better than a lot of 

nothing" applies strongly here. Most of all, 36/9s need to exercise 

patience and experiment with what works best for them; in this way, 

they learn by experience, and then they can share their life wisdom 

with others. 

Relationships 

Feeling internal pressure to be "good" and "improve" and "do right," 

36/9s have a nervous hyperactivity and may experience trouble sitting 

still unless they're tired. They are anxious to please others, and their ideas 
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often go straight from their mind to their mouth as they speak rapidly to 

keep tip with the thoughts that pour forth. This trait affects their rela-

tionships, since people sometimes feel uncomfortable around their high-

strung energy and sensitivity. When they stay in touch with their 

feelings, fewer words are necessary. 

A major relationship issue for 36/9s involves ideals that block au-

thentic feelings. Because of this, they have a difficult time expressing 

themselves honestly. Relationships provide a superb opportunity for 

growth in this area. 

The relationships of 36/9s, based on lofty standards, can pose a 

burden for those with whom they live. But once 36/9s get past judg-

ments about themselves and others, they open up to relaxed and ac-

cepting relationships. 

The sexual relationships of 36/9s reflect the issues of their life 

path—self-doubt, perfectionism with an emphasis on performance, and, 

for some, issues of "morality." The more they work their life path in 

the positive, the more loving, intimate, and pleasurable their sex life 

becomes 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

Those working 36/9 sometimes live what appears to be a very 

conventional life and may avoid spiritual or metaphysical ideas due to 

subconscious fears or self-doubt. Beneath their sometimes conventional 

appearance lies an ocean of intuitive spiritual wisdom. Even though it 

might be the farthest thing from their mind, at some point they de-

velop an interest in the deeper aspects of life, even if this doesn't show 

on the surface. Many, in their own way, bring fresh insights, perspec-

tives, and information into the world, as Carl Jung's life demonstrates. 

These 36/9s can understand anything and teach it. For example, if they 

choose to practice bodywork as a profession, their practice leads them 

to new methods and approaches to get better, deeper results. Many fields, 

such as acting, teaching, bodywork, writing, psychotherapy, or busi-

ness, to name a few, can utilize the charisma, high standards, and ex-

pressive energy of 36/9s. 

Their innate but often hidden wisdom will lead them, despite their 

own issues and doubts, to making a good living. Their financial prob-

lems do not arise from having too little, but from wanting more than 

they have in order to meet their ideals. 
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Some Weil-Known 36/9s 

Brigittc Bardot Vladimir Nabokov 

Walter Brennan Cole Porter 

Samuel Goldwyn Colonel Harlan Sanders 

Ernest Hemingway Fulton J. Sheen 

Dustin Hoffman „ Patrick Swayze 

Whitney Houston William Howard Taft 

Carl Jung Walter Winchell 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 36/9, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Recognize that you have a refined quality; live it. 

• Find the beauty that flows from service to others. 

• Face self-doubt like a warrior; accept its challenge, 

• Accept what you feel, and who you are now, as perfect. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• Do I allow self-doubt or perfectionism to discourage me? 

• What is perfect about my situation right now? 

• Do I have trouble knowing what I really want or feel? 

• Do I base my decisions on higher principles and integrity? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 3 (p. 45), 6 (p. 70), and 9 

(p. 95). 

2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends 

and, if they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in 

your lives. 
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Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Intuition (p. 385): As we stop monitoring 

others' opinions, we connect with our heart's wisdom. 

• The Law of Action (p. 390): To overcome self-doubt, we 

need to acknowledge our vulnerability but act with 

confidence. 

• The Law of Perfection (p. 358): High vision can inspire us, but 

excellence over time is the best we can achieve. 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324): Staying flexible, we make the 

best use of difficulties and changing circumstances. 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377): To be honest with others, we first 

have to be honest with ourselves. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws. 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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9: Integrity and Wisdom 

5: Freedom and Discipline 

4t Stability and Process 

Understanding Life Purpose 

Those on the 45/9 life path are here to work through issues of stability, 

independence, and integrity as they learn to apply a process of discipline over 

time to experience freedom, and to align their life with higher principles and 

heartfelt wisdom. Because our life purpose holds special challenges, those 

working 45/9 may face dramatic life tests to get their attention, help 

them overcome their negative tendencies, and bring them to maturity. 

Life will provide a curriculum that teaches 45/9s the discipline and fo-

cus that lead to inner and outer freedom, and the necessity of following 

a stable step-by-step process to reach their goals. Above all, these 

individuals get clear feedback about the wisdom of living in alignment 

with the laws of Spirit. 

Physically strong and mentally quick, with a desire for adventure 

and excitement, 45/9s often deal with life-and-death issues. Depending 

upon how positively they work their energies, these individuals may 

have to pass through disillusion and difficulty to reach compassion 

and wisdom. During their lifetime, most 45/9s experience both the up 

side and the underbelly of life. 

The central life challenge for 45/9s entails moving attention from 

their busy, visual mind to their peaceful inner core, where they can con-

tact their deep intuitive wisdom. At this place of wisdom, all spiritual 

laws are revealed through the feeling dimension in the moment they 

need them. When 45/9s have made contact with their inner knower, 

they can ask an internal question, feel their heart, and know. 

Even when 45/9s have access to higher laws, they still face the 

challenge of putting their knowledge into action, thus fulfilling their 

destiny. Integrity does not come easily for any 9s because our life pur- 
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pose holds our greatest challenge. Those working 45/9 also face chal-

lenges stemming from the issues of 4, such as stabihty and process and 

the issues of 5, such as freedom and discipline. The energies of 4 and 5 

need to come to maturity or they continue to pull 45/9s out of align-

ment with higher laws —out of integrity. 

Although most 45/9s aren't necessarily oriented toward inner 

processing, much happens in their external world that propels them to 

deeper understanding. Their life may look dramatic at times, but for 

the most part, they are best served by "chopping wood and carrying 

water," as the Zen masters practice. They may desire extraordinary 

experiences and quick results, but they are here to learn about being 

ordinary, direct, and stable; for them, achievement happens only through 

a gradual step-by-step process. 

Those working 45/9 tend to adore the drama and excitement of 

heroics, but they are here to lead, teach, or inspire others in everyday 

ways; for example, most of us "know" how to eat well and the impor-

tance of daily exercise, but we sometimes find it difficult to act on what 

we know. Those working 45/9 energy are here to inspire people by act-

ing on what they know in everyday life even if that entails a long gradual 

process. 

Before 45/9s can fully exemplify higher laws in everyday life, they 

have to confront issues related to the energies of 4 and 5. The 4 calls 

for grounding and putting down roots, while 5 calls for mobility and 

exploring options. These energies can either conflict with each other, 

pulling in opposite directions, or, when integrated, balance and com-

plement each other. 

In the positive, 4 brings stabihty, security, and a willingness to 

follow a clear process toward a goal; in the negative, 4 leads to confu-

sion and instability. An individual working 4 in the negative wants 

everything now or gets frozen on one step of the process. Also associated 

with 4 is a tendency toward tunnel vision, so 45/9s may end up repeating 

some tough lessons, such as divorce or health problems or financial 

crises, until life makes its point. 

Less sensitive to other people's opinions than 27/9s or 36/9s, those 

working 45/9 nevertheless have a tenuous sense of identity and often 

define themselves in terms of the roles they play. Most 4s want to be 

somebody without going through a process of becoming, of mastering 

the necessary preparation. The Law of Process (p. 346) serves them well, 

in addition to the reminder that we are more than the roles we play. 

In the positive, 5 energy leads 45/9s to feel a constant sense of 
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inner freedom, no matter what the circumstances, with the discipline 

and focus to generate mobility and a sense of outer freedom as well. 

In the negative, 5 can make 45/9s feel trapped, a prisoner of circum-

stance, too scattered to make any significant headway in life. 

As 45/9s bring the stable energies of 4 into maturity, they enjoy 

the fruits of a clear analytical ability, strength, sociability, diligence, 

and a mastery of process. When 45/9s bring the dynamic energies of 5 

into maturity, they enjoy the fruits of adventurous quahties, a quick 

mind, versatility, and authority. 

Many 45/9s need to get grounded and stay put long enough to 

harvest the fruits of their labors. They may want to travel and just "touch 

down" in different locations, getting a valuable overview of life but miss-

ing the depth that brings wisdom. Eventually they realize that the real 

work, adventure, and treasure lies here, now, within. 

The Law of Discipline (p. 354) addresses potential tendencies of 

45/9s to feel scattered and diffuse their efforts. The combined energies 

of 5 and 9 create drives that send 45/9s seeking inner freedom, not mere 

independence or self-indulgence, due to their intuitive if sometimes 

unconscious connection to higher laws. No matter what they do, no 

matter how intelligent, wealthy, successful, or attractive they are, 45/9s 

do not find peace or freedom until they contact higher laws, experi-

ence them, and five them. 

The combination of 4 and 9 creates drives that send 45/9s seek-

ing inner stability, not merely staying put in one location, but feeling 

like the Rock of Gibraltar inside. Those 45/9s who have achieved this 

balance demonstrate sterling quahties, such as loyalty, responsibility, 

and strength. 

Those working 45/9 are here for more than understanding; they 

come for wisdom, which emerges as they begin to live what they under-

stand; then 45/9s can teach others through their example, without words. 

Whether stable and practical or ungrounded dreamers, 45/9s aspire 

at levels deeper than their conscious awareness to the wisdom or ex-

perience that sets them free. Intentionally or not, 45/9s draw to them-

selves demands and disciplines as a means to discover and embody higher 

wisdom, 

Working 45/9 in the Positive 

These individuals provide an inspiring example of how to follow 

a careful, disciplined process to reach goals and achieve a sense of inner 
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freedom. Strong, witty, and charismatic, they attract many friends, ad-

mirers, and students; whether or not they call themselves teachers, they 

teach by example, demonstrating true wisdom and inner freedom. 

Bound by no conventional rules but aligned with higher laws, their 

life may appear ordinary from the outside, but their influence, even in 

the midst of ordinary activities, has an extraordinary quality that in-

spires others around them. 

Working 45/9 in the Negative 

These individuals display strength and cleverness, but they don't 

know what to do with either. Scattered, undisciplined, disoriented, and 

sometimes overwhelmed by a sense that they are missing something 

important, they hide behind the roles they play, seeking security there. 

They don't live what they profess, deceiving themselves as well as others. 

Ungrounded and irresponsible, they may feel "free" and "liberated," but 

they never really challenge or test their own views. Because of this, 

they face hard lessons about reality. 

Life-Path Issues 

Health 

The health of 45/9s depends almost entirely on whether they are 

working their life issues in the positive or negative. In the negative, 

they may have to deal with broken bones, head injuries, or illnesses 

that affect the brain or nervous system. In the positive, they enjoy robust 

health. Stubborn 45/9s encounter conditions that force them to reas-

sess their life and make a careful, step-by-step process of recovery. 

The foundation of their sense of stability and freedom depends 

upon a strong, healthy body. Because of hurdles associated with 9 

energy, 45/9s may ignore the necessity of sound nutrition and exercise 

and suffer the consequences. Sooner or later, 45/9s start the process of 

adapting themselves to a healthier lifestyle. The challenge is great; most 

45/9s prefer heroic efforts to long, drawn-out processes. 

In due time, as a matter of course, 45/9s begin to align their diet 

and exercise routines as simple, everyday disciplines. However, depend-

ing upon their lifestyle and background, they may prefer varied, excit-

ing, or challenging exercises, such as martial arts, water sports, and 

mountain climbing. 
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Relationships 

Depending on their life experience and whether they are working 

in the positive or the negative, 4519$ may lack sensitivity and com-

passion or they may have cultivated these qualities through facing their 

own difficulties. 

Their relationships and emotional lives are wild cards, however, 

because of the drive toward stabihty and family issues of 4 along with 

the drive toward independence of 5. Most 45/9s, in any case, learn much 

from their relationship and their family of origin. In family relation-

ships, most 45/9s meet with specific issues, such as leaving home early 

due to an independent streak or staying at home too long due to de-

pendent tendencies. Most have issues to work out with parents or sib-

lings. In any case, 45/9s are likely to experience their circle of friends 

or the world at large as extended family. 

Part of the emotional maturation of 45/9s entails accepting their 

feelings and following a process to develop deeper, more intimate rela-

tionships. Relationship may well form a key part of the foundation from 

which they can realize a higher and deeper freedom. Since 45/9s gravi-

tate to new ways of being, living, and doing as they search for the larger 

picture of life, it's unlikely for them to form totally conventional rela-

tionships, although they need to form responsible ones. 

Beyond biological drives, 45/9s desire sexual relationships that have 

an element of adventure or variety, although they also seek a deeper 

sense of connection. Sexuality can become a joyous part of 45/9s' life 

if practiced not for its own sake but within the perspective of higher 

wisdom. 

Talents, Work, and Finances 

The sharp analytical abilities and quick minds of 45/9s help them 

create needed changes in fields such as ecology, psychology, personal 

growth, and other areas where leadership is needed. Or they may ap-

pear conventional and find work that challenges their skills in the chang-

ing world of business. As long as they prepare well and develop a solid 

foundation, their drive for freedom for themselves and others eventu-

ally lead them to success. 

From a realistic financial base, 45/9s can create the security from 

which to expand. Money may not be the center of their life, but it pro-

vides more options, a sense of security, and the freedom they need. 
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It's important for 45/9s to keep their finances in very good order as a 

way of staying practical and grounded. 

Some Well-Known 45/9s 

No well-known 45/9s yet exist in our records. This birth number 

appears far less frequently than many others; more 45/9s are likely to 

become well known in the coming decades. 

Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny 

If you are working 45/9, this section can help you manifest your 

life purpose by focusing your attention on core issues and by generat-

ing specific action to transform key areas of your life. 

Guidelines and Recommendations 

• Remember to travel the road to freedom step-by-step. 

• Respect your own opinions, and let others respect theirs. 

• Base your actions on integrity and inspiration. 

• Find ways to help liberate others, and you will liberate yourselt in 

the process. 

Useful Questions 

1. Reflect on the following questions: 

• Upon what principles do I found my life? 

• Have I established a solid, stable foundation? 

• Can I apply focus and discipline in my life in order to 

achieve inner freedom and independence? 

• What steps can I take to become an inspiring example of 

integrity? 

2. If these questions generate any insights, how might you put 

these insights into practice? 

Deepening Your Understanding 

1. Turn to Part Two and reread the main sections covering the digits 

that make up your birth number: 4 (p. 52), 5 (p. 61), and 9 (p. 95). 
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2. You may wish to review birth numbers of family and friends and, if 

they are open to it, discuss similar or different issues in your lives. 

Spiritual Laws: The Leverage to Change Your Life 

1. Read about each of the following laws in Part Four: 

• The Law of Higher Will (p. 381): Our willingness to serve a 

higher purpose can inspire us to inspire others. 

• The Law of Process (p. 346): We can best achieve our goals by 

taking one small, sure step at a time. 

• The Law of Discipline {p. 354): Discipline brings the focus and 

depth of experience that leads to inner freedom. 

• The Law of Cycles (p. 394): Life is a circle of repeating 

changes, rising and falling like the seasons. 

• The Law of Patterns (p. 349): Patterns tend to reassert them-

selves unless we exert strong leverage to change them. 
 

2. Do the exercises you find for each of these laws, 

3. Consider how you might apply each law to your life. 
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Part Four Laws 

That Change Lives 

The world is not to be put in order; 

the world is order, incarnate. 

It is for us to harmonize with this order. 

HENRY MILLER 



Introduction to Part Four 

The Laws of Spirit 

You just give folks a key and they 

can open their own locks. 

ROBERT R. McCAMMON 

Human laws form a basis of social agreement and social order, 

but human laws are only pale reflections of a higher order of laws sewn 

into the fabric of existence. These laws govern the movement of the 

earth, the cycle of seasons, the forces of nature, and the structure ot the 

atom itself. Nature didn't make these laws; nature only reveals and 

demonstrates them. The great laws existed before humanity, before na-

ture. Even the cyclone, the tidal wave, the hurricane, and the raging 

fire—forces that can lay waste to the highest human enterprise—must 

work under the dominion of these great laws. Whether we call them 

natural laws, spiritual laws, or simply higher laws, we cannot seem to alter 

them. They humble and inspire those who search for order within chaos, 

as they point to a greater power and mystery at the source of existence. 

To their music, even the galaxies dance. 

The natural world reveals these laws to us. The cycles of the sea-

sons, clouds riding the wind, the currents of the river, and the powers 

ofwindandsea—all teach us how to live by revealing the natural way ot 

life. In this book, I refer to these overriding laws as spiritual laws or laws 

of Spirit. 

When adapted and applied to die human realm, mese laws of Spirit 

become guiding principles that we can use to steer us through the shal-

lows and reefs of life the way the stars and compass guided ancient 

mariners on their course. Constant as the movement of the planets, they 

apply not only to the mechanics of nature, but to the human psyche as 

well. For example, by observing a tree bending in a high wind and 
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observing that only the rigid branches break, we learn from the tree 

and wind the secret of yielding and the power of flexibility, or non-

resistance-Jesus, Muhammad, Buddha, Lao-tzu, and other illumined 

teachers have taught spiritual laws and principles through the use of 

parables and metaphors about the natural world that also apply to the 

human social world. For example, the Laws of Harvest teach that 

seeds only reproduce their own kind; that what we sow, we reap; and 

that a seed dies when it stops growing. Any process of growth follows 

the way of the seed: In order to grow, the seed needs good soil; it takes 

time to grow into maturity; and it bears fruit of the same kind and 

quality as itself. When we gather the harvest, we need to save at least 

ten percent for the next planting. We have to end one cycle to begin 

another; all seeds grow and change, and eventually die, to be plowed 

under for a fresh planting. 

Of course, the Laws of Harvest relate to more than farming; they 

illuminate our lives and the laws that govern us. As with seeds and cy-

cles, so with human beings and all the beings of creation. 

Ultimately, all spiritual laws reveal themselves as needed—not 

necessarily in words, but rather through our deepest feelings, through 

the intuitive wisdom of our hearts. Our bodies, when free of external 

programming and interference, abide naturally within these laws, which 

are communicated through our instincts and subtle intuitive feelings. 

All we have to do is to pay attention to and trust our inner knower. 

The mind or ego, our isolated sense of separate self, resists the flow of 

the current of life. 

When we align our lives—our habits of diet, exercise, work, and 

sexuality—with spiritual laws, challenges remain, but we can approach 

them without struggle, with arms open wide, like peaceful warriors 

embracing the moment, ready to dance. 

Beyond Concepts of Morality 

Spiritual laws have very little to do with cultural concepts of right 

or wrong, good or bad; for example, if I cHmb a mountain but ignore 

the law of gravity, this doesn't make me a "bad person"; it just makes 

me either stupid or ignorant—and quite possibly dead. Sooner or later, 

one way or the other, the challenges and consequences of daily life teach 

us about cause and effect, action and reaction; we come to respect the 

powers of nature and to appreciate the inherent justice of spiritual law. 
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Spiritual Laws and the Paths of Life 

The number of laws that govern the universe may approach in-

finity; the number of laws humans have already discovered and for-

mulated are legion. This book outlines the key laws most relevant to 

the birth numbers and life paths described in Part Three. 

Spiritual laws apply consistently to all of our lives. However, be-

cause of the individual qualities and issues of each life path, certain laws 

most benefit those working specific birth numbers. The transformative 

power of this material resides in working with the laws most relevant 

to fulfilling our individual destinies. 

Archimedes said, "Give me a long enough lever, and I can move 

the Earth." The laws and principles presented here act as levers to help 

us move toward the most positive expression of our life path. The degree 

to which we apply the laws central to our individual birth number can 

make a day-or-night difference in the quality of our experience and 

the course of our life. 

Specific issues in a variety of areas, such as health, relationships, 

arid careers, rise and fall over time. Although such issues come and go, 

the laws related to our life path remain relevant five, ten, or twenty 

years from now, and for the rest of our life. These laws apply not only 

to issues presently demanding our attention, but to any and all issues 

that may appear. The laws of Spirit can not only heal the symptoms of 

discontent; they also heal and balance the tendencies, drives, and fears 

that compose the source of our difficulties, whether manifesting as our 

"relationship problems," our "health problems" or whatever else arises. 

As we align ourselves with the laws most relevant to our life path, 

we can, over time, work through our core issues with greater refine-

ment, grace, and ease. These laws can help transform any issue in our 

life, because they dig beneath the surface to the roots, helping us trans-

form ourselves at the source rather than merely struggling with the 

symptoms. 

How to Apply the Laws in Daily Life 

Even the highest laws, principles, and wisdom can help us only 

if we remember to apply them—to use them as a guide for changing 

our perspectives and our actions. If we wanted to learn how to dive off 

the high board and someone reminded us, "Stretch for the water," that 

guidance might save us some belly flops and help us to perform 
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more gracefully. But what do we do with this information? We cer-

tainly don't have to think about "stretching for the water" while brushing 

our teeth or going shopping. "We only need to access and apply this 

information when we leave the diving board and plummet toward the 

water. We can apply any useful guidance by remembering and then do-

ing, by turning information into action. As we apply useful guidance 

in the moments when it is most needed, the quality of these moments 

gets better and better. 

In the same way, we can apply spiritual laws in the moments when 

they are most timely and needed. The key to the power of a law lies 

not just in knowing it, but in applying it. We can tell we're truly ap-

plying the laws when our actions, feehngs, or perspectives change. The 

exercises that accompany each law are a good first step. 

I encourage readers to study all of the higher laws 3nd principles 

they can, in diis book and wherever they find them. Although only 

some of the laws that follow are most relevant to the fulfillment of each 

life path, all of the laws can serve a useful purpose because of our com-

mon humanity. 
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The Law of Flexibility 

Flexibility avails us far more 

than either passivity or resistance; 

by actively using whatever arises, 

embracing even the most painful circumstances, 

we deal with our difficulties more effectively, 

as we begin to see them as a form of spiritual training. 

Always fall in with what you're asked to accept. 

Fall in with it 

and turn it your way. 

ROBERT FROST 

Flexibility involves a pragmatic acceptance of, rather than rigid 

resistance toward, the present moment—acceptance of ourselves, others, 

and current circumstances. This does not in any way imply passive toler-

ation for what we don't like, nor does it mean ignoring injustice or 

allowing ourselves to be victimized. Flexibility requires an alert and 

expansive state of awareness; it entails not just "going with the flow," 

but embracing and making constructive use of it. Mastering this law, 

we turn stumbling blocks into stepping-stones and problems into op-

portunities; when high winds blow, we don't just "accept" or tolerate 

these winds, we put up windmills. 

The Law of Flexibility may appear unrealistic and idealistic at first, 

bringing up a variety of questions, such as, "What if we're attacked on 

the street, or a tragedy happens to a loved one? How do we 'embrace' 

that?" Such questions are fair and important, but the answer comes down 

to this: Great pleasures and great pain and injustice exist in this world 

When something painful happens to a group of people, some of these 

people mentally resist the experience, in total shock, denial, and fear; 

they suffer the worst, like the tree with rigid branches that break in 
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the wind. Others in the group of people have developed the ability to 

bend, to accept and experience the situation fully, while keeping in touch 

with the bigger picture of life—with a sense of perspective about how 

things are. They accept their emotions and express them fully, but like 

the branch that bends, they do not break but snap back. Without mental 

rigidity or resistance, they can respond in the most effective, creative 

way. In flexibility lies great strength. With flexibility, we learn to treat 

sun and rain, heat and cold, as equals. We experience life as less pain-

ful, less of a struggle, by responding rather than resisting; we treat pain 

as a test and make the best use of it we can, if only to learn. 

I once saw a humorous bumper sticker that exemplified the Law 

of Flexibility. It read, "If you don't like the way I drive, get off the side-

walk!" If someone is driving right toward us on the sidewalk of life, 

instead of thinking, "They shouldn't be doing this; it isn't fair; it isn't 

right," while the car careens toward us, we can apply the Law of Flexi-

bility and simply jump out of the way, grateful for the chance to test 

our reflexes. 

The martial arts of aikido and t'ai chi, which reflect and emoody 

the Law of Flexibility, are founded upon nonresistance: When pushed, 

pull; when pulled, push; and when a force comes toward you, get out of the way. 

Everything serves our highest good if we make good use of it. 

When we view life only from the personal viewpoint of our con-

ventional minds, we certainly won't always feel "grateful" for some 

events, such as financial setbacks or catching the flu. This law, how-

ever, reminds us to expand our vision beyond ourselves to see the big-

ger picture so we can better appreciate that every circumstance, whether 

it appears positive or negative to us at the time, serves as an opportu-

nity to strengthen our spirit. Stress happens whenever the mind resists 

what arises in life—whether situations, people, or emotions. Phrases 

Eke "I'd rather be" or "They should (or shouldn't) be" reflect our resistance 

to what is. By seeing everything we meet as a potential lesson that may, 

in the long run, make us stronger, wiser, or more whole, we get past 

expectations or judgments about what is and embrace life. 

Life may not always be fair from the viewpoint of the limited mind, 

but from a much larger perspective, spiritual laws still hold true. Flex-

ibility involves developing the attitude "Okay, here's where I am and 

who I am. I'll do the best I can with the situation" Just as opportunities 

also contain problems, every problem brings an opportunity. 

The Serenity Prayer used by Alcoholics Anonymous and other 

twelve-step programs reflects the Law of Flexibility: "God grant me 
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the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the 

things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference." 

Flexibility enables us to enjoy situations that might once have trou-

bled us, such as changes in fortunes or the ending of relationships. Some-

times flexibility means staying aware of both sides of issues or events 

but focusing on the more positive side of any difficulty. For example, 

as painful as the breakup of a relationship may be, it opens up the space 

for new opportunity, new love. 

Cats are masters of the Law of Flexibility: When a cat wants to 

walk out the door but someone is blocking its way, it tries to go one 

way, then another, and then another; it is persistent, but it also knows 

when to sit back, relax, and wait for another opportunity. Like cats, we 

don't have to waste energy resisting or fretting over cirrumstances we 

can't avoid. 

Flexibility means total and unconditional acceptance of who we 

are, whom we're with, and what we're doing in this moment, even as 

we learn and grow and effectively handle what's in front of us. This 

may require a shift in attitude, not necessarily a shift in behavior. If we 

catch ourselves criticizing others or calling them names, it also means 

accepting and forgiving ourselves on the spot for our mistakes. 

Flexibility means staying adaptable; like water, we take the shape 

of our "container'—the present moment. We open to life at whatever 

level we can. 

The Law of Flexibility parallels the Law of Perfection (p. 358) but 

with slightly different emphasis and purpose. By practicing the Law 

of Flexibility, we stay open to experiencing rather than avoiding the 

highs and lows. We live more fully. 

We can apply flexibility to our work, our relationships, or any 

other aspect of everyday life. Free of resistance, we learn the art of un-

reasonable happiness. Master this law, and we've mastered them all. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of Flexibility through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing Flexibility 

This partner exercise gives a physical experience of acceptance as 

it applies to the highest martial arts, as well as to any situation in daily life. 

1. Stand naturally, with your feet shoulder width apart, and hold one 

arm out in front of you. Have your partner take your 
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wrist or forearm and smoothly pull you forward, as if he or she 

wanted you to go somewhere. 

2. As your partner pulls, take one step forward to maintain your 

balance and resist (pull against) the pull of your partner. Expe-

dience what this feels like physically and emotionally. 

3. Now, have your partner pull once again, but this time, just as your 

partner begins to pull, while maintaining your balance, take two 

steps forward and gently push your partner in the direction he or 

she was pulling. In other words, instead of resisting the force, join 

it; make it yours. Experience what this feels like physically and 

emotionally. This time, you didn't accept your partner's pull in the 

sense of resigned submission or passive toleration, and you didn't 

actively work against it; rather, you made use of it. 

4. After allowing your partner to be in the other role, compare your 

experiences. 

Applying the Law of Flexibility 

1. Think of a situation or incident that you tend to fight or resist. 

2. Consider how you might apply flexibility to embrace and flow 

with the forces of your life. 

3. Notice whenever you tend to contract, tense, resist, pull back, 

freeze up, or fight when dealing with this situation or incident. Ask 

yourself, "What if I actively went with the force and made it mine?" 
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The Law of Choices 

The most bask choice we have in life 

is whether to expand or contract, 

whether to bring our creative and expressive energies 

out into the world in positive or negative ways. 

No matter what our circumstances, 

we have the power to choose our directions. 

In each of us are heroes; 

speak to them and they 

will come forth. 

ANONYMOUS 

Most creatures on Earth have a relatively narrow range of con-

scious choices; they work primarily through instinct and adaptation. In 

contrast, we humans have far-ranging powers of choice. Our daily 

lives consist of a series of choices and exercises in free will—whether 

to get up or stay in bed, what to eat for breakfast, what to do with our 

day, whether to change careers, go back to school, or continue a 

relationship, and so forth. 

Depending upon our circumstances, we may experience many 

choices or few choices. Mental illness or other incapacitation may dis-

tort or limit our power of choice; clarity of mind enhances it. Clearly, we 

don't all have equal choice over our circumstances; for example, it we 

have wealth, we can choose to fly to Europe for dinner; if we live in an 

impoverished country, we may choose to eat but find no food 

available. If we are bedridden, we may choose to run through the hills 

but find ourselves unable to do so, except in our imagination. Physical 

circumstances can indeed limit our physical options. The Law of Choices, 

however, addresses our power and responsibility to choose how we 

respond to our circumstances—a power we never lose as long as we live. 
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We have to live and we have to die; 

the rest we make up. 

ANONYMOUS 

Sometimes we feel as if our choices are made for us by our fam-

ily, by our employer, by our friends, by our circumstances, or by God. 

If, for example, our employer tells us, "You have to work overtime or 

we'll have to let you go," we may feel that we don't have a choice. But 

of course we do; we make conscious choices by recognizing that every 

choice has consequences. 

We can each choose an easier path or a more difficult one. We rarely 

choose to take the more painful path unless we believe it will bring us 

pleasure in the long run or get us to our goals more quickly. The fewer 

distorted or limiting beliefs we have, the greater our power of choice. 

We also need to trust the intuitive messages from our subcon-

scious, which may choose experiences or attract people into our life 

with results that we don't consciously want but that we may need for 

our highest good and learning. The more we honor the Law of Choices, 

the more clearly we can live our life on purpose and by choice, taking 

responsibility for our directions rather than viewing life as something 

that just happens to us. For example, instead of wandering through life, 

wondering if we are on the right path or with the right person or doing 

the right job, we recognize that we have chosen these people and 

circumstances. With that recognition comes the power to accept our 

choices, to take responsibility for our life, and perhaps to make new 

choices. If we ever feel powerless in a situation, that's the time to remem-

ber our power of choice. 

In the context of the Life-Purpose System and the life paths it 

describes, we can choose to expand or contract, build or destroy, in 

the two key areas of creativity and expression. 

Each of us has creative life energy. We also have die ability to ex-

press ourselves. We can choose to create and express in either more posi-

tive or more negative directions. We may not always feel as if we have 

a choice; sometimes we may feel that our creativity and expressiveness 

are suppressed or that we lack these energies. We may feel afraid or 

blocked. Yet the more we appreciate the power of choice, the more we 

take charge of how we channel our creative energy and how we ex-

press ourselves. 
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Creative Choice 

We create in constructive ways, 

or we create in destructive ways; 

either way, creative energy jinds expression. 

Everything that exists is made of energy, and energy can manifest itself 

along a spectrum from positive to negative. For example, electricity can tight 

a city or take a life. Money is another kind of energy; we can use this 

energy in positive or in negative ways, such as donating to a charity, 

taking a needed vacation, or, for example, hiring someone to perform 

a crime. 

Creative energy has a surging, dynamic quality; it needs to find 

expression; it exists to flow and to be used. This energy acts as a two-

edged sword; if it is not used for constructive purposes, it gets dis-

charged in destructive ways. If our creative energy gets blocked al-

together, like water surging against a wall, it turns back upon us and 

creates pressures that we experience as painful symptoms at physical, 

emotional, and mental levels. Excessive weight, for example, often 

reflects blocked creative energy with nowhere to go. 

Examples of creating in the positive include the fine arts—music, 

painting, sculpture, writing, drama, and so forth —but creative energy 

can also be expressed fully through having and raising children, com-

ing up with innovative solutions to business problems, working with 

plants and growing things, or taking care of animals. We can apply cre-

ative energy to any field, including healing, crafts, interior design, or a 

thousand other endeavors. 

Pablo may become a creative artist; Theodore may create coun-

terfeit money. Karinna may apply her creative energy and deft fingers 

to playing guitar; Margarite may become a pickpocket. One person 

may create with language to tell stories; another may use language to 

tell elaborate lies. All of these examples reflect creative energy, used 

in constructive or destructive ways. 

Many prison inmates are extremely creative; they can draw, paint, 

sing, act, and write beautifully, but they directed their creativity into 

negative directions: They planned creative robberies, conned people 

out of money, lied, and so on. 

Blocked creative energy either manifests as physical maladies and 

symptoms or gets discharged through abuse of tobacco, alcohol, other 
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drugs, food, or sex. When such release becomes repetitive, compelling, 

or chronic, it may expand into full-blown addictions. 

As we recognize that we have, on some level, chosen how we chan-

nel our creative energies, we can learn other ways to open up our energies 

and channel them in directions that inspire or help others and bring 

rewards instead of punishments. No matter how destructive or blocked 

our creative energy may have been in the past, this can change once 

we apply the power of choice. By choosing to express our creative 

energy in positive, life-affirming ways, including daily exercise, we can 

change the course of our life. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of Choices as it relates to creativity. 

Experiencing Creative Choice 

1. Consider how your creative energy manifests. 

• Is your energy flowing into creative projects or activities, or is it 

blocked? 

• If your energy feels blocked, do you experience physical 

symptoms? 

• How might you use this energy in an enjoyable and constructive 

way? 

• How do you balance, ground, or release creative energy 

when pressure builds up? 

° Do you exercise? 

n Do you smoke cigarettes? 

n Do you talk a great deal? 

a Do you drink alcohol or use other drugs? 

° Do you overeat? 

n Do you feel pressure for sexual release? 

2. No moral judgments are implied; the above options are neither 

"good" nor "bad"; they are only more or less constructive ways 

to use creativity. 

• How will you choose to use your creativity in the future? 

• Will you apply the power to choose? 

Application of Creative Choice 

1. Make a list of the more constructive and less constructive ways in 

which you make use of your creativity. 
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2. Contemplate your list and consider the life you would like to 

create for yourself. You may choose not to make any changes, or 

you may decide to take a risk and try something new. 

3. If you are dealing with abuse of alcohol, tobacco, or other drugs, or 

abuse of food or sexuality, consider the following suggestions to 

help you turn around your energy and your life: 
 

• Find a twelve-step program, or other self-help group; in the case 

of addictions, group support is essential. 

• Commit to an exercise program to balance and release addictive 

pressures constructively. 

• Find a counselor or psychotherapist to help you work 

through underlying issues. 

4. If you have avoided learning creative skills or arts out of in 

security or the feeling that you might not be good enough, ex 

plore new possibilities; take a leap and express your creativity. 

• Take an art or drama class; make up short stories or write in 

a daily journal; take up a craft or hobby; rearrange, 

redecorate, or redesign your living quarters; help someone 

solve a problem; work in the garden; or do volunteer work. 

Any of these are positive examples of creativity. 

Expressive Choice 

We express ourselves in constructive ways, 

or we express ourselves in destructive ways; 

either way, expressive energy manifests. 

Expressive energy demands release. We express ourselves and our 

emotions most often through talking, but performance and arts and 

crafts also furnish other avenues of self-expression. 

Expression entails more than just talking or passing out ideas or 

information. Expressive energy is emotional energy, or feelings; these feel-

ings may signal anger or sorrow or fear that needs to be released; these 

feelings may evoke joy and inspiration, which also demand expression. 

If we block the expression of our feelings, this block contributes 

to sore throats, ulcers, other abdominal problems, lower back pain, uter-

ine fibroids, prostate problems, headaches, muscular tension and stiff-

ness, or other symptoms and maladies. One reason the elderly tend to 

have more problems in these areas is that they have had more years 
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to store up unexpressed feelings. We can, however, rejuvenate and in-

vigorate ourselves by taking appropriate steps to heal our body and, at 

the same time, to form new habits and create new avenues of free and 

open self-expression. 

Creative energy can be channeled in isolation, such as through 

painting pictures or building models by ourselves, but expressive energy 

entails relationship—someone else who receives our expression, someone 

willing to listen, to watch our performance, or to appreciate our ex-

pressive crafts. Our audience may be adults, children, or even animals 

with whom we've estabhshed a relationship (and who listen well without 

judgments or blame). 

Expressive energy is so strong in some people that it may come 

out at first in one-on-one situations, but as confidence rises, the ex-

pressive drive often expands to include groups in one form or another. 

Whatever forms our expression takes — symphonies, speeches, or soap 

operas—it can convey, stimulate, or inspire feelings, stirring our emotions. 

Positive expression manifests as inspiring, enthusiastic, construc-

tive, uplifting communication, such as speaking, singing, acting, music, 

writing, or other arts. Negative expression manifests as bad-mouthing, 

complaining, criticizing, or whining. It tears down, hurts, or destroys, 

and it can cut people to ribbons. 

Those of us who have a great deal of expressive energy have the 

power to either uplift or to tear down. Once we recognize our ability to 

uplift or tear down, we can learn to channel this energy in responsible, 

constructive ways. 

Whether our feelings seem "positive" or "negative" we can all ap-

preciate the value of expressing them in constructive ways. Getting in 

touch with and releasing our authentic feelings can generate new levels 

of energy, integration, and healing. In valuing positive expression, I do 

not mean to imply that we should deny our anger, fear, or sorrow, nor 

do I recommend repressive strategies in the name of staying "cool" or 

above it all. We can express even anger, fear, sorrow, or any other 

"negative" emotion in negative or positive ways. For example, if we feel 

angry, we can call someone names, or we can say something like, "I 

feel really angry right now about what you did, and that puts a wall 

between us, which I don't want." 

The Law of Choices, when applied to expression, reminds us that, 

in the long run, honest expression of all of our feelings benefits both 

ourselves and our relationships; the Law of Honesty (p. 377) also ap-

plies here. 
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Expression—the "pen"—is indeed mightier than the sword. Mis-

used expression has allowed dictators to take over and manipulate whole 

nations; it has slandered and destroyed lives. At the same time, the most 

moving works of art and the most eloquent speeches of history stand 

as glowing examples of the power of expressive energy to bring beauty 

into the world and to inspire us to action and to change. 

Even in everyday life, the way we express ourselves can make a 

tremendous difference in the quality of life for ourselves and those 

around us. The choice is ours. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of Choices as it relates to expression. 

Experiencing Expressive Choice 

1. Consider the following questions: 

• When did you last express something in a negative way to 

someone? 

• When you express something in a negative way (for example, a 

criticism or complaint), do you notice that you feel fully 

justified at the rime? 

• How do you feel during and after you criticize or complain, or 

express in another negative way? 

• When did you last express something in a positive way to 

someone? 

• When you express something in a positive way (for example, 

giving someone a compliment or expressing angry feelings in a 

constructive way that honors the relationship), do you notice the 

way positive energy comes back toward you? 

• How do you feel during and after you compliment someone or 

express your feelings in another positive way? 

2. As you reflect on your answers to these questions, you might 

want to imagine or even mentally rehearse more positive ways 

to express your feelings. 

Application of Expressive Choice 

1. Write down or recall the last one or two times you expressed 

something in a negative way. 
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2. Consider that when we criticize, we don't usually express OUT 

feelings; we turn what we feel into judgments. Rewrite how you 

might have phrased your feelings directly and honestly. Hint: 

Instead of using "he" or "she" ("He makes me crazy!" "She always 

..."), use "I feel" f I feel angry when. . . "). 

3. The next time you have a chance, put what you have learned into 

practice. 
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The Law of Responsibility 

Once we establish the limits and boundaries 

of our responsibility, 

we can take full charge of that which is our duty 

and let go of that which is not; 

in doing so, we find more enjoyment supporting others, 

as we create more harmonious cooperative relationships. 

For peace of mind, 

we need to resign 

as general manager of the universe. 

LARRY EISESBERG 

"United we stand, divided we fall. Many hands make light work. 

No one is smarter than all of us." The principle has been stated many 

ways, but each statement expresses the same sentiment: Working to-

gether, we can accomplish tasks that would be difficult or impossible 

without cooperative effort—for example, building a skyscraper or stag-

ing a play. 

In every endeavor in which people work together at different levels 

of responsibility, some people may have more visibility, but they are 

supported by other people without whom their efforts would be un-

productive. What would the rock star do without the sound techni-

cians? Could the corporate president or head of the board run a company 

without efficient secretaries? When achievers rise in politics or indus-

try, they are supported by others who form the foundation of their 

enterprise. 

Families, corporations, or empires rise or fall based upon the quality 

and level of cooperation and responsibility within their boundaries. At 

the individual level, our own effective functioning as human beings 

depends in large part on our internal states of cooperation. 
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Before we can help others, we have to help ourselves—to put our 

internal house in order—and reconcile our conflicting subpersonali-

ties: those identities, beliefs, values, and ideas that seem to oppose one 

another or sit on different sides of the fence. We may even need to facili-

tate active cooperation between the right and left hemispheres of our 

brain. Before we can find harmony, we have to notice what is out of 

harmony—the either/or, yes/no, I should/1 shouldn't dichotomies that 

result in confusion since every decision involves pros and cons. A va-

riety of approaches exist to harmonizing our "parts," such as subper-

sonality work, Voice Dialogue, Neurolinguistic Programming, alchemical 

hypnotherapy, and other educational methods that help integrate both 

hemispheres of the brain. 

In our relationships with ourselves, with other people, and with 

our own circumstances, we need to discover our point of balance, define 

and delineate the limits and boundaries of our appropriate level of 

responsibility, and recognize tiiat our values, needs, and priorities may 

rightfully be very different from our parents', siblings', spouse's, or other 

people's. 

Those of us who feel a strong drive to support, serve, and assist 

others can, in our need to give, sometimes overcooperate to an extent that 

debilitates both us and those we serve. In extreme cases, this tendency 

to overhelp degenerates into codependency, where we lose ourselves in 

obsessive focus on other people's lives, pouring out without receiving 

in return. Codependents assume responsibility for other people's lives 

far beyond the normal duties of parents or friends or employees. They 

base their value, self-worth, and even their identities on their abihty to 

help other people, always (rather than sometimes) focusing on others' 

needs before their own, a form of playing doormat or even slave. 

The overcooperation that lies at the core of codependency involves 

a distorted or exaggerated sense of responsibility, leading us to try to 

"fix" others' mistakes rather than allowing them to learn from the con-

sequences of their own behaviors. 

If we overcooperate with other people, they will rarely complain 

about it. We rarely hear others say, "You're just too easygoing!" How-

ever, we will soon discover that when the pendulum of our psyche 

swings too much into overcooperation, eventually it swings back the 

other way, into undercooperation. This shift may take a few days, weeks, 

months, or even years, but sooner or later, it happens. 

In the case of undercooperation, we either go into complete 

resistance and resentment or we continue "doing things" for other people 
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while withdrawing emotionally. Unless corrected, this can lead to the 

death of a relationship. 

Happily, relationships suffering from traumatic or chronic cooper-

ation issues can be saved or, in some cases, resurrected. The "miracle" 

involves finding a new balance between giving and receiving—estab-

lishing a mutually supportive relationship. Open communication can 

lead to a more equal sharing of responsibility, hfting the psychological 

burden from the shoulders of those with codependent tendencies. The 

major responsibility for establishing a new balance, however, rests with 

those who have such tendencies. 

Responsibility in itself seems a desirable attribute, but those of 

us who feel overly responsible—who feel compelled to overhelp — need 

to shift our attitude and actions and find our balance point in order to 

achieve a state of true cooperation and balanced responsibility. 

The most powerful form of cooperation and support may some-

times mean encouraging and empowering other people to do things 

for themselves. The best assistance often includes making the right 

demands. 

The Law of Responsibility serves as an essential reminder of the 

value and ultimate necessity of finding, respecting, and working within 

our own comfort zone. While we're all here to stretch our comfort zone, 

we're not here to ignore it. This law reminds us to respect our internal 

values and to find our own point of balance. 

Let's take the example of Rosalyn and Tanya, each mother of two 

young children. Both Rosalyn and Tanya were formerly advertising ex-

ecutives who commuted daily to work in San Francisco. Rosalyn decided 

to stay home with her children, putting her downtown career on hold; 

Tanya, on the other hand, continued working downtown and found a 

good nanny to take care of her children while she was at work. Rosalyn 

and Tanya made different choices. The issue here is that neither woman 

chose what she most deeply wanted to do; instead, each chose what 

she felt she was "supposed to do." 

Rosalyn felt frustrated at home, but she believed that she had to 

remain with her children all day to be a "good mother." Tanya hated 

leaving her children every day, but she wanted to be a "modern woman" 

with "equal opportunities," not "tied to the home" the way she felt her 

own mother had been. 

Both women were, in a sense, overcooperating with someone else's 

values and ideas of what they "should" be or do rather than listening 

to their own needs. Happily, each has now found a balance that works 
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well for her. Tanya has found a way to work at home so that she can 

see her children more, and Rosalyn is back in the office, working part-

time and loving it, and she better appreciates the time she has with her 

children because her other needs are being met. 

In applying the Law of Responsibility, we support others, but we 

also accept support; we find a balance between the two. We find the 

difference between what we think we "should" do or be and what our 

heart really desires. We do what we can feel good about inside; if we 

don't feel good inside, we state our feelings and reach a compromise: 

"I'll do this much, but you'll have to do the rest." That's the heart of 

responsibility and the soul of cooperation. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of Responsibility through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing Responsibility 

Before finding a balanced sense of responsibility to self and others 

and achieving true cooperation in the world, we need to experience it 

within ourselves. This visualization exercise works with the subcon-

scious to harmonize conflicting parts. With a little practice, it takes only 

a minute or two. It also provides valuable practice hi conflict resolu-

tion and can serve as a template for working out balanced, mutually 

beneficial agreements widi others. 

1. Imagine a safe and special place anywhere in the world or the 

universe. It could be a granite plateau high in the mountains, a ■ 

hidden glen, or a quiet meadow—your own private inner space. 

2. Create the image of a table with two chairs, one on each side. 

3. Invite two opposing parts of yourself to reveal themselves, one at a 

time, and to sit down, facing each other, across the table. You 

might invite one part that represents your mind and one part that 

represents your body, a part you like and a part you dislike, a part 

from the past and a part from the future, or a judging part and a 

forgiving part. Whenever you have mixed feelings or feel torn in 

two directions, you can access two parts to represent these feelings. 

4. Ask each part what positive outcome or intention it has for you. 

Even if one part seems negative, trust that every aspect of your 

subconscious exists for a reason and is doing its best to serve the 

whole. 
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5. As each part appears in your mind's eye, note what it looks like, 

how it moves and sits down, and how it behaves. When both are 

seated, note how they relate to each other. 

6. Internally ask both parts to express themselves until they find a 

place of cooperation, rapport, and communication so that in the 

future they can work together. 

7. When you feel complete, thank them, say farewell, and leave them 

to enjoy their meeting. 

Application of the Law of Responsibility 

1. Either write or recite to yourself a short list of things you would be 

willing to do if someone asked you and a short list of things you 

would not be willing to do. Where do you draw the line and why? 

2. Write or recite to yourself a list of things that you feel comfortable 

doing and things that you don't feel comfortable doing for others at 

home or work. 
 

• How many of these tasks do you continue to do, and why? 

• Do you do things for people, such as your children, spouse, or 

relatives, and then complain? 

• Do you feel responsible for other adults' mistakes or lives? 

3. Consider briefly the areas of your hfe where you might be feel 

ing overly responsible and where you tend to overhelp or else 

withdraw in resentment. If you feel exploited or unappreciated— 

like a martyr or a doormat—what might you do in your life to 

find a better balance? 
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The Law of Balance 

Balance applies to us on cosmic, biological, and personal 

levels— to our body, mind, and emotions-reminding us 

that anything we do, we can overdo or underdo, and that 

if our internal pendulum swings to one side, it will 

inevitably swing to the other. 

When you make the two one, and when you 

make the outside like the inside, 

and above like below; 

when you make the male and the female as one, 

then you will enter the kingdom of God. 

GOSPEL OF THOMAS 

If gravity is the glue that holds the universe together, balance is 

the key that unlocks its secrets. All things exist in a state of balance: 

high and low, in and out, hot and cold, fast and slow, loud and soft, 

the interplay of opposites. Between the polarities rests a balance point, 

a center. ■ '" ■    "'
L
- ■'      ' ■   ■ 

Quite unconsciously, while we eat, sleep, work, and move about 

our daily affairs, our subconscious works through our autonomic ner-

vous system, our endocrine and hormonal systems, and our circulatory 

system to maintain a dehcate balance of temperature and blood 

chemistry, which, if drastically altered, ends our life. Not only does 

our survival depend upon balance, so do the quality of our hfe and the 

state of our psyche. 

The Earth itself, functioning like a single, living organism on 

whose surface we humans are but cells and the oceans and winds the 

circulatory system, also exists in a state of balance —one we are all too 
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close to throwing out of equilibrium. In a sense, the global ecological 

drama we currently face reflects what goes on in our individual life as 

we mature and learn about our own unique states of balance. 

Although our subconscious is largely responsible for internal phys-

iological balance, our conscious self bears responsibility for our lifestyle 

and actions. Thus, the Law of Balance is intimately connected to the 

Law of Choices (p. 328) and the Law of Responsibility (p, 336), which 

addresses the balance between overcooperation and undercooperation 

and demonstrates how achieving balance in even one area of our life 

can make a significant difference in our effectiveness. 

Within our psyches live archetypes and values of the puritan and 

the hedonist, the believer and the skeptic, the social butterfly and the 

lone wolf, the superior and the inferior, and other dualities that ac-

count for contradiction and turmoil within our minds. To achieve 

balance—physical, emotional, mental and spiritual — has been a goal of 

many global traditions of human potential work. 

Sages from every culture, from Chinese Taoists to Essene rabbis, 

from Christians to Muslims, have advocated the middle way, the golden 

mean, the strait-and-narrow path. Even in the world of nature, most 

humans thrive by avoiding the extremes of desert heat and arctic cold, 

finding our lives more comfortable in the temperate zones. 

Literature, especially children's stories, reveals themes of finding 

balance; in Western culture, the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears 

expresses this archetype as Goldilocks chooses the chair that's neither 

too large nor too small, the porridge that's neither too hot nor too cold, 

and the bed that's neither too hard nor too soft, but "just right." 

Balance, however, does not always depend on avoiding the ex-

tremes; balance also embraces the ability to explore the extremes at rimes, 

paying equal attention to both sides to keep the pendulum in balance. 

For example, sometimes we may want to play the hedonist, staying up 

late and celebrating, indulging our senses; other times, we may express 

a more puritan or spartan disposition, eating well and exercising. Some-

times we "overwork"; other times we "overrest." Over time, we remain 

in balance as long as we work both sides equally and return to center. 

However, extremes create stress and eventually require a swing 

in the opposite direction. A measure of our awareness and wisdom is 

whether our lives and actions center around the middle way. An auto-

mobile driven moderately each day lasts longer than a car left idle for 

weeks and then raced for weeks; just so, balance is key to a long and 

healthy life. 
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What constitutes balance differs somewhat for each of us, due to our 

different temperaments, dispositions, and constitutions. Some people, for 

example, tolerate and thrive on more exercise than others; even our own 

needs change over time. Each of us needs to find our own middle ground, 

defined by our unique physical and psychological qualifies and needs, not by 

someone else's values. How much to exercise? How many orgasms to have 

per week or per month or per year? How much to eat? All of these questions 

may have statistical averages, but the only true answer can be, "Whatever 

works best for you." 

The specific life issues each of us needs to balance depend in large part 

upon our birth number, our overall life path, and our primary life purpose: 

• If we are working 1, we need to balance between the extremes of elitist 

superiority and insecurity. 

• If we are working 2, we need to find the middle ground between 

overhelping and resentful resistance or withdrawal. 

• If we are working 3, we need to balance between the extremes of manic 

overconfidence and depressive self-doubt. 

• If we are working 4, we need to find a balance between mind and 

emotions, and between analysis and disorientation. 

• If we are working 5, we need to find a balance between moving from 

extreme dependence to extreme independence. 

• If we are working 6, we search for a balanced realism to avoid swinging 

from idealism to inevitable disappointment. 

• If we are working 7, we need to find a balance between naive overtrusting 

and fears of betrayal. 

• If we are working 8, we need to find a balance between passivity and 

aggressiveness, and between feast and famine. 

• If we are working 9, we seek a balance between our puritan and hedonist 

tendencies, and between rigid integrity and its opposite. 

Many of us find our balance point by testing our limits and exploring 

the extremes on either side, then learning from the consequences. Although 

this isn't the easiest path, it may be the most common one. All the good 

advice in the world hasn't changed this pendulum method. The advice and 

experience of others may not apply to us. Sometimes we need to find out for 

ourselves; experience may not always provide the easiest way to learn, but it 

seems to be one of the surest. 

The Law of Balance reminds us to look carefully at the areas that 
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may be out of balance in our own life. Whether we are male or female, 

ao we balance the masculine and feminine sides of ourselves? Do we 

balance work and family, as well as taking care of ourselves and taking 

care of others? 

Considering our life in light of this law helps us see ourselves 

with better perspective, make appropriate adjustments, and find a deeper 

sense of health, harmony, and inner peace; 

Giving and Receiving 

Although we often give 

goods, favors, appreciation, or attention 

in order to receive something in return 

the uniimse reminds us that 

whatever we feet we most need 

is what we most need to give. 

One special application of the Law of Balance applies to those of 

us who feel so emotionally needy that we want to receive nurtur-ance 

without necessarily having to give any back. All of us have emotional 

needs and consciously or unconsciously look for ways to get more love, 

appreciation, and understanding. But actions based on the desire to 

receive without giving —using indirect means we learned in child-

hood to get what we want—don't work over time. 

This corollary to the Law of Balance states that we receive that which 

we give. Most of us are familiar with this theme, but how many of us 

practice it? We may give, but whether we are fully aware of it or not, 

we usually attach strings or expectations: We spend money, we act 

kindly, we pay compliments, all so something will come back to us. 

There is certainly nothing "wrong" with this, except that events don't 

always unfold the way we had hoped; conditional giving has a hook-

like energy that curtails higher energy or repels the desired results. The 

secret of giving and receiving is that whatever we feel we need is really 

a message from our deeper self telling us what we most need to give. 

Balance, the heart of ancient Taoist wisdom, is so critical to our 

lives that it forms a template for much of what we call "spiritual devel-

opment" or "personal growth." Applying this law is not easy, but the 

efforts are always worthwhile and can help us master ourselves and our 

life. 
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The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of Balance through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing Balance 

In your own life, how do you explore both sides to find the mid-

dle? Try this simple exercise: 

1. Set a wastepaper basket in the center of the room. Sit or stand 

about five feet away with some balls made of crumpled paper 

or other small objects to toss into the basket. Keep careful track 

of where each object lands as you aim for the basket. 

• For every toss that goes too long, deliberately make the next one 

too short, 

• For every toss that goes too far left, make the next one too far 

right. 

2. Notice how this process helps you to find center. 

Applying the Law of Balance 

1. Consider how you can apply the Law of Balance through 

working both sides. Ask the following questions: 

• Do I talk very rapidly or loudly? Experiment by 

talking very slowly or quietly. 

• Do I eat too quickly? Experiment by 

eating "too slowly." 

• Do I often feel muscular tension? 

Experiment by becoming "too relaxed." 

2. Ask someone who knows you well the following questions: 

• Do I work too much or too little? 

• Do I act too rigid or too sensitive? 

• Do I act too dependent or too independent? 

• Do I act overconfident or underconfident? 

• Do I act uptight or self-indulgent? 

• Do I seem more inclined to give or to receive? 

3. If you think that person's view has some merit, pointing to an 

area of imbalance, how might you bring that area back into 

balance? How might you "work the other side"? 
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The Law of Process 

On the path to our goats 

if we want to get from point A to a point Z, 

the surest way to get there 

is to first go to point B, then C, then D, and so on. 

Skipping a single step, 

even though it appears to be a shortcut, 

often results in failure. 

If you have a great ambition, 

take as big a step as possible 

in the direction of fulfilling it. 

The step may only be a tiny one, 

but trust that 

it may be the largest one possible for now. 

MILDRED McAFEB 

Our daily lives are filled with goals and achievements. These goals 

may be large, as in climbing mountains, gaining political office, or form-

ing our own company, or they may be smaller, as in baking a cake, 

winning a Softball game, or doing a homework assignment. 

Some of us are so occupied with our goals—leaping ahead of our-

selves to the end result—that we ignore the path and the process in-

between. On the other hand, some of us get so disoriented or doubtful 

about how to get from here to there that we have trouble even setting 

our goals, or we get stuck on one step, suffering from tunnel vision. 

It helps to remember that if we want to climb a mountain, we 

need to form a goal, set out a direction, prepare well, and proceed in 

small, sure steps. We can break down any achievement, no matter how 

large or imposing, into discrete, manageable steps. If we want to ford 
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a stream, we find the individual stepping-stones. If we try to leap over 

too many steps, sooner or later we're going to slip. 

The Law of Process teaches us not only to break a journey into 

shorter sections but also to appreciate each step as if it were an end in 

itself. Every step becomes a small success in itself; that way, we suc-

ceed many times, not just when we reach our final goal. What we learn 

on the journey may turn out to be more important than reaching the 

destination. For example, If we spend twenty years learning to paint 

portraits and then all our paintings are destroyed, we have still gained 

inner qualities on the road to our goal, including an ability to see with 

different eyes and better appreciate the beauty in every face. 

Those of us working through process issues need to ask ourselves 

whether we want to be like the mail carrier who rushed to complete 

the shift every day and "get off work" or the mail carrier who delighted 

in the changing scene of the neighborhoods each day, saying hello to 

people on the street while walking at a smooth and measured pace. 

Many of us live only for the big highs, but forget that each small step 

up the mountain is higher than the last. 

Here's another example of the Law of Process: Patrick had just 

come into some money when he noticed that a neighborhood restau-

rant was going out of business. "What an opportunity!" he said to him-

self He bought die business, hired the existing staff, kept the same menu, 

and put up a new sign, "Under New Management," thinking that under 

his charismatic leadership, business would boom. The business failed 

again, the way most new ventures fail and for the same reason: Patrick 

didn't go through all of the steps of the process. He wanted to get to 

the end product right away. 

Joshua, on the other hand, came into a little money and saw a 

"Going Out of Business" sign on a local restaurant. He did his home-

work: He interviewed restaurant owners and learned the pros and cons 

of the business. He learned that the three most important things for a 

restaurant to succeed are location, location, and location. He found out 

that the location for this restaurant wasn't the problem; something else 

had caused it to fail. So he did a demographic study and called two 

hundred people in the area, at random, to ask them how often they 

went out to eat and what types of food they liked. Based on what he 

learned, he decided to open Joshua's Deli Delights Restaurant. He then 

spent some time in area restaurants, offering to help wherever he could; 

he observed and spoke with dishwashers, food servers, cooks, hosts, and 

managers so he would know what questions to ask onjob interviews. 
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Finally, after finding out where to get the best supplies at the best prices, 

hiring the best staff he could, and making all the necessary prepara-

tions, Joshua had covered all of the steps. His success was not merely 

luck, good fortune, or a surprise. Joshua had mastered the Law of Process 

and demonstrated that by building a stable foundation based upon careful 

preparation and following a patient process, we can reach any goal. 

We can achieve anything if we break it down into manageable parts. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the Law 

of Process through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing Process 

1. Reflect upon how you learned to play a musical instrument or a 

sport, to drive a car, or to walk or talk. Did it happen all at once, 

or was it a step-by-step, trial-and-error process? 

2. Observe how houses and skyscrapers are built from the ground up, 

a little at a time. Consider how much energy and planning it takes. 

What does this say about how to accomplish anything in hfe? 

Applying the Law of Process 

1. Observe in your own life the many processes you go through each 

day just in getting dressed, getting the kids off to school, going to 

work, or going to classes; each of these involves hundreds of small 

steps. 

2. A very good way to reinforce the Law of Process involves building 

a model plane or model house, or putting together any kind of 

craft. 

3. Pay attention to the many small steps in your hfe. 

4. Break any present goal down into small steps; write them 

down and make a checklist. See the stepping-stones from 

where you are to where you want to be. 
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The Law of Patterns 

Any habit or pattern, 

whether we call it "good" or "bad" 

despite our best intentions 

tends to reassert itself over time 

unless we break that pattern 

by doing something different. 

The events of childhood do not pass but 

repeat themselves like seasons of the year. 

ELEANOR FASJEON 

We humans have the power of spontaneous action, doing old things 

in new ways, changing and restructuring our lives and our behavior. 

Yet an innate resistance hmits this possibihty; this resistance is based 

upon our most fundamental physical and psychological structures, con-

nected to the larger universe and to the ways we learn and adapt to our 

environment when young. Our tendency to form patterns has survival 

value. 

As children, we learned to make sense of the world by observing 

patterns. We experienced patterns of hunger and feeding, day and night, 

waking or sleeping, as we conformed to our parents' schedules and our 

own internal rhythms. By recognizing patterns in the noises our par-

ents made, we learned the complex association of sound and meaning; 

through repeated patterns, we learned to speak. We grew to depend 

upon patterns repeating themselves, and we learned to repeat them— 

brushing our teeth and other nighttime rituals; patterns at home, at 

school, and at work. By the time we were ten years old, the power of 

patterns had become part of our lives. 

The functional patterns or habits we have developed in the course 

of our daily lives, such as washing our hands before eating, aren't usually 
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cause for concern, but they are still interesting to observe, because if 

we consciously do something different just to notice what happens, we 

may feel strange or out of step — attesting to the power of habits. 

The Law of Patterns primarily addresses the habits we consider 

dysfunctional, negative, or destructive—the patterns we wish to change. 

As an example, take Tom, who had a problem with alcohol. He stopped 

drinking, then started, then stopped, then started again. Then, finally, 

he thought he had stopped for good. He told a friend, "I haven't had a 

drink for a year; I've got this licked." Having relaxed his vigilance, the 

pattern reasserted itself, and Tom started drinking again. 

Tom had just experienced the Law of Patterns, first stated, in a 

sense, by Sir Isaac Newton, whose Third Law of Motion asserts, "An 

object at rest tends to remain at rest, and an object in motion tends to stay 

in motion, unless subjected to an outside force," In terms of our own 

habit patterns, in other words, just saying "It's going to be different 

this time" or "I won't do that again" isn't enough. 

Quitting smoking is the easiest thing in the world, 

I've done it hundreds of times. 

MARK TWAIN 

A woman named Iris once shared this story of how she had in-

voked the Law of Patterns: Iris had formed a repetitive pattern of los-

ing and then gaining back a great deal of weight over the years —nearly 

a hundred pounds. During one of her slimmer cycles, she confided to 

her friend, Marianne, her fears of gaining back the weight and her reso-

lution to keep it off this time. Surprisingly, Marianne told Iris that she 

probably would gain it back. 'Take a realistic look at your situation," 

Marianne told her. "Did you want to gain weight the first time, or the 

second, or the third?" 

"No!" Iris replied. 

Marianne, who had worked with people dealing with a variety of 

addictive behaviors over the years, had an intuirive understanding of the 

Law of Patterns and said, "Your old pattern will tend to reassert itself 

unless you break it by doing something different to interrupt it." 

"You can bet I will," Iris assured her. 

Marianne shrugged. "Patterns are often stronger than resolutions, 

Iris. I think you need to examine the pattern—you said you started gain-

ing weight after your mother died?" 
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"Yes." 

"And then the second time, you put on weight when you got laid 

off?" 

"Uh huh." 

"And the third time?" 

"That was totally different. I had a boyfriend, and we split up." 

"Iris, if you don't see the pattern clearly, then you have no way 

to change it. Take another look: What do all these events have in com-

mon? Where's the pattern?" 

Iris thought about this. "Well, I felt badly about myself when my 

mother died; we'd had a bad argument and I never got to say goodbye. 

And when I got laid off, and when I broke up with my boyfriend-yes, 

all of those times I felt lousy about myself!" 

"Okay, so when you feel really badly about yourself, you go into 

the same cycle of overeating—the same pattern. Now you have a han-

dle on it." Marianne said. "I'm going to suggest a way for you to break 

this pattern. It may sound strange, but I think it will help, if you're 

willing to do it." 

'Tell me!" Iris responded. 

"How far have you ever walked at one time?" 

"About three miles, I guess." 

"Okay. The next time this 'I feel badly about myself and I need 

to eat a lot' pattern comes up, I want you to stop whatever you're doing 

or are about to do, put on your running shoes, leave the house, and 

walk six miles." 

'That's it? That's your suggestion?" 

'That's it." 

Looking puzzled, Iris left. 

About eight months later, Iris called Marianne, and without even 

saying hello, she excitedly declared, "It happened!" 

"What happened?" Marianne asked. 

"Well, I was feeling really stressed out at work and felt that no 

one liked me. I was feeling bad about myself again. I happened to have 

a double-chocolate cake in the fridge for a party I was giving. I felt 

like having a slice—a big slice. I started telling myself I could get another 

cake for the party. Then I remembered!" she exclaimed. "I saw what 

was happening! So I put on those damn running shoes and said to my-

self, Til walk six miles because I made a promise to myself. But I'm 

ending up right here, at this cake? 

"I walked my six miles—maybe six and a half miles ^nd when 
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I got back, I picked up the cake and was about to toss it in the garbage 

when I shook my head, put it back in the fridge, and left it there. "We 

had a wonderful party. And all the gals from work showed up!" 

Iris had broken an unwanted pattern by first recognizing the power 

of the pattern and then doing something to interrupt it, rather than 

remaining a victim by repeating it. 

The Law of Patterns is important for anyone who tends to break 

resolutions repeatedly or who has a pattern of incompletions or repeated 

failures (such as three or four marriages or quitting smoking five times). 

Any pattern tends to repeat itself until we closely examine what's go-

ing on and intervene and break the pattern by doing something else. 

This law highlights our habits and tendencies and helps us take respon-

sibility for them —not by endlessly struggling against old habits, but 

by doing something different. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of Patterns through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing Patterns 

1. Contemplate the power of patterns in the natural world: how, after 

a few days of heat, sun-generated winds pull the fog back into 

coastal cities, how animals live by their own patterned instincts. 

2. Take a moment to appreciate how your subconscious has instincts, 

too, and grows accustomed to patterns and routines that tend to 

repeat themselves. 

3. Consider the energy required to change an accustomed pattern. 

Could failure to break old patterns result from underestimating the 

force and the time required to shift to a new one? 

4- Recognize that changing any pattern entails strong commitment 

and resolve—and an almost heroic battle. 

Applying the Law of Patterns 

1. Select a repeating pattern in your life. The pattern might be starts 

and stops; repetitive failures to follow through with a stated goal, 

such as stopping drinking, smoking, or overeating and then starting 

again; or marriage, divorce, remarriage, divorce. 
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2. When did this pattern begin? Give yourself some time to see the 

process clearly, from its start to the present day. Focus on the 

common threads in the pattern, not the differences (such as the 

different reasons several marriages ended). Once you see the 

common threads, you gain some leverage and know what you're 

dealing with. 

3. What might you do differently that would have sufficient impact to 

interrupt this pattern? 
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The Law of Discipline 

Discipline is the surest means 

to greater freedom and independence; 

it provides the focus to achieve the skill level 

and depth of knowledge 

that translates into more options in life. 

Some people regard discipline as a chore. 

For me, it is a kind of order 

that sets me free to fly. 

JULIE ANDREWS 

Those of us who value freedom, self-sufficiency, and indepen-

dence tend to enjoy a wide range of experiences and to touch down 

lightly in many fields of endeavor. We often have issues with and re-

sistance to repetitive or routine tasks. 

We may see discipline and freedom as opposites if we perceive 

discipline as limiting our options or forcing ourselves to do something 

we don't really feel like doing, such as daily exercise or skipping des-

serts—the sort of thing that requires will and commitment to accom-

plish. Freedom, on the other hand, implies a lack of boundaries or 

restriction, keeping our options open, and remaining spontaneous. 

The Law of Discipline points to a paradox. While freedom is our 

transcendent birthright, it must be earned in this world; discipline re-

mains the key to freedom and independence. This principle applies to 

both inner freedom and outer freedom. 

Although our outer life may appear to include many freedoms, 

we are not free inside; many of us feel enslaved to a whirling, churn-

ing, runaway mind, full of desires, worries, and negative images. The 

focus and discipline of inner practices, such as meditation, exploring 
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our beliefs, and other insight work, can generate a sense of inner free-

dom and inner peace—breaking the chains of the mind. 

Outer freedom expands as a result of disciplined effort over time; 

such freedoms may include the financial freedom associated with ex-

cellence in any field, greater mobility, the ability to travel; the freedom 

that comes with a strong, healthy body; the social freedom, self-respect, 

and satisfaction that come from disciplined labor; and, in general, having 

more options in life. 

Freedom involves more than the ability to experience many things; 

what we gain in breadth, we may lose in depth. But if we focus our 

energies and persist through boredom, we don't just go into experi-

ence, we go through it; in the process, we learn far more about our-

selves and our capacities than if we treat our lives as a sampler course. 

Discipline is a habit of doing just a little more, going just a little 

deeper, staying with something, pushing through it. Discipline recog-

nizes that boredom means we're just starting "to get it." 

An example from my own experience may help bring this point 

home: During my college years at Berkeley, I practiced gymnastics 

nearly four hours each day, six days a week. I trained whether I hap-

pened to feel like it or not. Every school day of my college career, I 

knew where I would be between the hours of two o'clock and six o'clock 

each afternoon. I was in the gym while most other students were talk-

ing in the student union, going for walks in the Berkeley hills, visiting 

San Francisco, catching a movie, playing pool or cards, socializing, work-

ing part-time, or studying. I had to organize my time and cut away 

whatever I considered nonessential. That discipline brought me many 

freedoms: trips across the United States, to Europe, and around the world 

as an athlete; appointments to coach at Stanford University and later to 

teach at Oberlin College. Now I can visit San Francisco, catch a movie, or 

socialize. Then, I applied the discipline that brought me excellence 

and generated a great deal more freedom down the line. 

The Law of Discipline teaches us to set priorities and focus on one 

thing at a time until we get it right — focusing on the activities we need 

to do now and setting aside what we can do later. 

Commitment involves discipline over time. Sprawling between 

us and our goals in life, we often encounter a kind of swamp rather 

than a red carpet. That swamp represents the necessary preparation, 

whether it's schooling that feels only partly relevant to our life, the detail 

and sometimes drudgery to get a professional degree, or the sacrifices 

of time and energy we have to make, maybe while raising children, 
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when we could just kick back and enjoy more leisure time instead. The 

secret to getting through the swamp is having a goal that inspires us—a 

goal that fills us with a sense of purpose. The goal needs to be specific. 

For example, just "making good money" isn't enough; we need to visual-

ize what that money will buy, the pleasure it will bring us, and maybe 

how we'll be able to help out some people we care about. When we 

find a goal that shines brightly enough for us, it shines like a beacon 

that draws us through the swamp, reminding us what's waiting at the 

other end. 

Discipline and commitment provide the bridge between here and 

our goals. "When we feel discipline falter, we might ask ourselves, "What 

do I want to look back on?" We may be able to postpone discipline in 

our lives, but in the end we can't avoid it. Sooner or later, if we want to 

get anywhere or do anything in depth, we have to practice self-

discipline. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of Discipline through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing Discipline 

1. Imagine yourself on some fairly solid ground but in a place you 

don't care to stay anymore; you feel the urge to move, to go 

forward, to expand into greater freedom and independence. In the 

distance, perhaps nearby or maybe so faraway you can barely see it, 

shines a bright beacon, a gold light that represents a way for you to 

achieve a greater sense of freedom in your life. 

2. Now imagine that between you and that freedom stretches 

a swamp. It's "the in-between" place; it appears dark and un-

inviting, it may have unseen risks, and it's going to take time and 

energy to pass through the murky water and twisting vines. You 

may meet discouragement and confusion on the way; you may get 

sidetracked, temporarily losing sight of the goal; and you may even 

forget why you started and feel tempted to give up, to lower your 

sights, to just forget it. 

3. Now consider that if your desire to reach that other shore of 

expanded opportunities is strong enough—if the beacon shines 

brightly enough for you—it will lead you forward through the 

swamp between here and there; that bright image will help to generate 

the energy to do what you need to do, over time, to make your goal a 

reality. That's the key to your journey—the key to discipline. 
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Applying the Law of Discipline 

1. Do you feel a desire for greater freedom and independence in your 

life? If you do, what specifically is it that you want? What will 

bring you more options, more fun, and more freedom in life? 

2. Recognize that dramatic or heroic gestures, such as extreme effort 

for a brief time, don't usually avail in terms of long-term goals. 

Decide whether you are willing to follow the path from here to 

where you want to go. 

3. "Write down or consider all of the positives and all of the negatives 

you can think of around what you want to do—whether it's 

breaking an old habit (see the Law of Patterns, p. 349), going back 

to school, getting a second job, completing a project, or another 

task that represents a bridge between you and greater freedom and 

independence. 

4. Looking at the list you've written or considered, decide whether the 

effort will be worthwhile. If you're not sure, or if your goal is 

something you think you "should" do, reexamine your priorities 

and values. If you feel excited by the possibility, if your goal stirs 

your imagination, then all you need to decide is when to begin. 

5. If you're aheady in an ongoing process that requires discipline, 

remember what you're doing it for, whom you're doing it for, and 

why you're doing it. Pretend you have already reached your goal. 

What does it feel like? What are you doing? Let your image carry 

you through. 
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The Law of Perfection 

From a transcendental perspective, 

everyone and everything is unconditionally perfect; 

from a conventional viewpoint, 

perfection doesn't exist— 

excellence is the best we can achieve, 

and achieving it takes time and practice. 

We are raised on 

comparison; our education is 

based on it; 

so is our culture. 

So we struggle to be someone 

other than who we are. 

J. KRISHNAMUSTI 

The Law of Perfection presents a paradox because it contains two 

apparently opposite truths, which operate at different levels of experience. 

From a conventional view, this world is a place of suffering: crime 

in the streets, the hungry, the homeless, the oppressed. Even without 

the daily news, in our own lives, when we get what we don't want, we 

suffer; when we don't get what we do want, we also suffer; and even 

when we get exactly what we want, nothing lasts in this realm. 

From a transcendental perspective—seeing ourselves and this world 

with all its difficulties from the all-encompassing wisdom and patience 

and love and understanding that comes when our hearts are open-then 

all of it, the joys and sorrows, the suffering and pleasure, and everything 

going on in this moment on planet Earth, is absolutely, completely 

perfect in terms of a great process of evolution. 

This reminder of the bigger picture is key for those of us who 

have perfectionist tendencies and higher vision, but who often lose per-

spective and worry about petty details. Leaping back to conventional 
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reality, it is certainly not "perfect" or okay that anyone is cold or hun-

gry or in pain, but from the larger picture, we are cells on.the great 

body of Earth, itself a tiny speck floating in the void of space, and our 

personal dramas and global politics no more significant than a group 

of ants who are washed away as someone hoses off their driveway. 

Without the ability to leap to the bigger picture and take in all of 

the justice and all of the injustice—the entire drama of human ex-

istence—it is very hard to have a sense of humor in this world. As Woody 

Allen once said, "Not only is there no God, but try getting a plumber 

on Saturday!" 

Those of us working with issues of vision and acceptance need 

to develop the ability to take this leap of faith, this mental shift out of 

our own body, our own life, our own drama, even our own socially 

conscious, politically correct psyche, and see, accept, and embrace alt 

that is. 

By accepting the ultimate perfection of every speck of matter, every 

circumstance, and every person, even including ourselves, we can rest 

easy, remembering that however it may seem and no matter how scary 

it gets, everything is okay—in some sense —as we struggle painfully 

toward more truth, more beauty, more kindness, and more love in the 

world. 

This shift of perspective may require an understandable stretch 

for some of us, especially those who, when they try to make the leap, 

are pulled back down, with questions such as, "Perfect? What about 

the starving children?" 

To such questions I can only answer that by accepting all things 

as perfect, we also accept our own responses and our own responsibil-

ity, which may certainly include doing what we can to help the world, 

to change things, to donate time or money, to raise awareness, to act. 

That, too, is absolutely perfect. If we act out of guilt or out of a melan-

choly spirit, our actions have even less impact than if we hold a larger 

perspective even while doing our best to help alleviate suffering. 

In general, we cannot alleviate suffering in others until we allevi-

ate suffering in ourselves. We may be able to feed people and clothe 

them and help them to be self-sufficient; these are important steps, but 

they do not alleviate the fundamental causes of suffering or envy or 

greed in the human psyche. By our willingness to grasp the possibility 

that life is unfolding as it must, we have a head start. We come from a 

place of compassion, having learned, as Joseph Campbell quoted from 

the Upanishads, "to go with joy among the sorrows of this world." 
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Even when we accept the perfection of our process of unfolding as 

we stumble, grow, and evolve, this does not mean we are perfected; we 

still continue to change, to learn, to mature, and to improve our lives 

in functional ways. We can also improve in the sense of expanding our 

moment-to-moment awareness and realization of ultimate perfection. 

But our self-improvement needs to come from a place of prior 

acceptance and joy of discovery and growth, rather than as a condition 

of self-worth. Perfectionists also need to remember that even while the 

world is perfect in the transcendental sense, from the conventional per-

spective, no perfection exists here on Earth. No person, performance, 

or product is going to be perfect; as the Law of Perfection states, excel-

lence is the best we can achieve, and achieving it takes time and practice. No 

matter how hard we work or how skillful we become, we all continue 

to make mistakes; improvement just means our mistakes grow smaller. 

We also need to accept our mistakes as perfect—whether in relation-

ships, work, or any other arena. The Law of Perfection is therefore 

closely aligned to the Law of Flexibility (p. 324), and the Law of No 

Judgments (p. 365). 

This understanding of "no perfection" can also help lift a burden 

from the shoulders of those of us who have extremely high vision and 

measure ourselves against unrealistic standards. We can all benefit from 

appreciating the perfection of imperfection. 

We can develop the capacity to view the lessons of our daily lives 

as perfect in the way life arranges them at the right time and right place. 

Our high ideals and vision of what might be or what should be, how-

ever, are meant as beacons to call to us, to direct and inspire us —not 

as standards to judge ourselves by. 

All sorts of events, both beautiful and terrible, can happen in our 

world; some we like and approve of, while others we dislike and resist. 

Perfect faith recogni2es that our mind cannot know or assume what is 

for our highest good; this faith inspires us to appreciate the perfection 

of imperfection. Such a recognition open doors to an expanded sense 

of life. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of Perfection through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing Perfection 

1. Recall a moment when you or your life felt perfect. Maybe it was a 

beautiful day, and the people around you were happy; 
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maybe you felt good about yourself, your mind felt free of 

pressures or stress, and you expanded into the moment of 

pristine perfection. 

2. Now recall a recent incident, interaction, or occurrence in your life 

that felt unpleasant—that seemed far less than perfect. 

3. Imagine what it would have felt like to expand into that unpleasant 

situation with the same sense of perfection you have felt at other 

moment in your life. This may not feel easy at first, but remember: 

Practice makes perfect. 

Applying the Law of Perfection 

1. Practice this simple act of remembering: 

* Ultimately, everything and everyone is perfect. 

• Conventionally, nothing and no one is perfect, except flow, 

change, and fun. 

2. Learn to say, "Good enough!" "I'm good enough." "They're good 

enough." "It's good enough—for now." 

3. Whatever happens to us, or whatever we do, we can apply the Law 

of Perfection by asking ourselves, "In what way might this be 

perfect? A perfect lesson? A perfect opportunity? How can I shift 

my perception to make something perfect out of this?" 
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The Law of the 
Present Moment 

Time doesn't exist; 

what we refer to as *past" and "future" 

have no reality 

except in our own mental constructs. 

The idea of time 

is a convention of thought and language, 

a social agreement; 

in truth, we only have this moment. 

The present moment is 

a powerful goddess. 

~ 

The idea that "time doesn't exist" may seem like abstract philosophy. 

After all, in a practical sense, time clearly exists, doesn't it? We have 

watches and calendars; we have memories of things past; and we can 

safely assume that certain future events will happen. Meanwhile, the 

clocks keep on ticking away the seconds and minutes and hours of our 

lives. So it may seem patendy absurd to suggest that time doesn't exist. 

If we examine our own minds very closely, however, we get a 

flickering look at another possibility—that only now exists. Our sense 

of "passing time" as we wait in line at the post office is only an array of 

impressions and memories as we exist in one present moment, and the 

next, and the next. 

When we feel regrets about the past, that past doesn't exist ex-

cept in our mind right now, where we keep the regret alive with pic-

tures we conjure up. When we feel anxiety about the future, that future 
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doesn't exist except in our mind right now, where we keep the anxiety 

alive with the pictures we imagine. 

The Law of the Present Moment is not an abstract concept; time 

is the abstract concept. This law is not just for philosophers to appreciate; 

it is for us all to apply, especially when we get stuck in regrets about 

the past or concerns about the future. As we get used to the idea of the 

eternal present, bringing our attention back to nou/, we can change our 

hfe forever. Forever, of course, is also now. 

Most of our worries, regrets, and problems do not exist in this 

moment; they are kept alive by the pictures, feelings, and associations 

stored in our mental files under "past" and "future." The job interview 

that is happening tomorrow—'tomorrow" being an idea in our mind-

becomes real as we think about it; the argument with a loved one, with 

all its tears and guilt, is but a phantom of history, resurrected as we 

think of it and regret what we said in "the past." 

The Law of the Present Moment can sweep our psyche clear of 

debris and return us to a state of simplicity and inner peace. It won't 

help us in the future, however, and it never happened in the past. The 

Law of the Present Moment reminds us about reality as it is, not as we 

think it is, wish it was, or hope or fear it may be. Only this timeless 

moment exists. Everything else is part of the mind's magic lantern show. 

Normally, when we have a problem, it involves something that 

has already happened, whether two seconds or two decades ago, or 

something that we anticipate will happen in what we call the future. 

We almost never have a problem in the present moment. 

For example, Rudolph is sitting on a park bench, in the middle of 

his midlife crisis. His wife is leaving him; his daughter is getting her 

Ph.D. in shopping with his last credit card; the bank just sent someone 

over to nail a "Foreclosure Sale" sign on his front door; his son needs 

bail money for driving while drunk in a stolen car. Rudolph's hfe is in 

shambles. Or is it? Didn't we begin this little scenario as he sat on a 

park bench? In the moment, just sitting is Rudolph's reality. He may 

have to deal with other moments and other problems, but right now, he 

has no problems. He is just sitting on a park bench. 

Our body lives in the present moment. Despite all the thoughts 

we may have about past mistakes or future problems, we can call upon 

the Law of the Present Moment, reminding ourselves that only now 

exists. All we have to do is make the most of relaxing into and em-

bracing this moment, and put one foot in front of the other, as we han-

dle what appears right now, one moment, one step at a time. 
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Those of us who like to skip steps can learn to rest in the present 

moment. Those of us who tend to take shortcuts to get where we're 

going can rest easy, take a deep breath, and remember that only now 

exists. Those of us who get confused or impatient, who think a lot about 

future plans, can begin to recognize that plans are thoughts, and thoughts 

change. They only exist in time, and time only exists in the mind. Apply-

ing the Law of the Present Moment takes practice, as does any law. We 

may feel ourselves getting tense, worried, or upset about a thought of 

past or future as it passes through our mind; then we remember where 

we are—here and now; then we forget. Then we remember more and 

more, so that the quality of our present moments improves. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of the Present Moment through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing the Present Moment 

1. Contemplate the following questions: 

• Do you actually experience the passing of time or just the 

passing of thoughts? 

• Can you live in any moment but this one? 

• Does the past exist at all, in any sense, except in the form of 

written records, stored memories, and stored tensions you keep 

alive in the present? 

• Does the future exist at all, in any sense, except in your 

own mind's expectations and projections? 

• Does your power reside in the past, the future, or the 

present? 

2. Let the questions go, take a deep breath, and relax into the 

eternal present. 

Applying the Law of the Present Moment 

1. Bring to mind a memory of a past regret, a past anxiety, or a past 

impatience. 

2. Now ask yourself Did the feeling stem from something that actually 

happened in that moment? Or did the feeling stem from thoughts 

about the past or future that passed through your mind in that 

moment? 

3. Finally, ask yourself: Do you have any problems or upsets in your 

life right now'? Not in general, but now—this instant? How many 

actual moments do you experience this problem? 
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The Law of No Judgments 

The Universal Spirit does not judge us; 

judgments are human inventions, a 

means to compare, contrast, and control 

as we judge ourselves against 

artificial, and often idealistic, standards 

of perfection, morality, or truth. 

As youth fades and time brings changes, 

we may change many of our present opinions. 

So let us refrain from setting ourselves up 

as judge of the highest matters. 

PLATO 

If the universe doesn't judge us, what right or business do we have 

to judge ourselves? And against whose standards? Those of us with the 

highest ideals and standards tend to judge ourselves more harshly than 

others would ever judge us. We judge and criticize not only our actions 

but also our thoughts and feelings —even our fantasies! We also judge 

others against our high vision; dien we judge ourselves forjudging 

others! 

When we measure and compare everything against the yardstick 

of our own vision and ideals, everything falls short, because this isn't 

an ideal world—it's a real world with real people, growing, making 

mistakes, learning, and evolving. 

Each of us tends to internalize the criticism or blame we received 

or imagined from our parents. We project our judgments on others, 

who then seem to judge us, but who only mirror our own disappoint-

ment. We may imagine God as a stern parent who metes out rewards 

and punishments in this life or the next. 
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The Law of No Judgments reminds us that God didn't invent 

morals; people did. This law begins with the premise that Spirit never 

judges us but only gives us opportunities to balance and to learn. If we 

make a mistake, our life will provide ample opportunities to balance the 

scorecard. If we can accept the premise that Spirit does not judge us, 

we can also begin to give ourselves the same consideration and refrain 

from judging ourselves. 

The higher our ideals, the more prone we become to such self-

judgments. We feel the pressure of our ideals and the constant need to 

prove and improve ourselves, fearful of falling short, of not meeting 

our own standards. Ironically, those of us with the highest vision may 

have the lowest self-worth. The more harshly we tend to judge our-

selves, the more people we attract into our life who seem to criticize 

us, as if they are acting out our own internal impulses (see the Law of 

Expectations, p. 373). 

Judgments block energy, set up internal defenses and resistance, 

and tend to hold negative patterns in place. Releasing judgments opens 

the way for change. In The Inner Athlete, I describe an incident in which 

Sam, a golfer, sliced his ball way over a row of trees and a high fence. 

Since the ball was long gone, he teed up again and continued with his 

game. As he putted out on the eighteenth hole, he looked up to see a 

police officer approaching, followed by the fire chief and some other 

officials, all looking quite upset. Approaching Sam, the police officer 

spoke first. "Did you hit a ball over the fence on the twelve fairway?" 

"Yes, I did," replied Sam. 

"Well, that ball went through the windshield of a car, causing it 

to crash into a tree and block the road—" 

"And the fire engines!" piped up the fire chief. 

"And two apartment houses burned to the ground!" said the police 

officer. "No one was seriously injured, but the property loss probably 

amounted to several million dollars!" 

Sam took all this in, as the policeman and fire chief asked almost 

simultaneously, "What are you going to do about it?" 

Without hesitating, Sam replied, "I think I'll have to move my 

grip a little to the left." 

Consider: What would it be like to model Sam the golfer, and 

see ourselves and life without having to compare or criticize or blame 

or judge ourselves? What would it be like to live as best we can, accept 

our mistakes, learn from them, and do a little better next time? What 

if we completely accepted ourselves and odiers? 
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THE LAW OF NO JUDGMENTS 

Once we accept our limits, 

we go beyond them. 

BRENDEN FRANCIS 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of No Judgments through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing No Judgments 

1. Take a moment to observe how you measure the world and 

yourself against the yardstick of your own values rather than 

according to any universal truth. 

2. Reflea on a recent instance when you had a judgment come up 

about yourself or someone else. Mentally perform this simple 

ceremony: Say to yourself, "I release all judgments I've placed on 

myself [or on the other person] for [whatever is coming up]." 

3. As you say this to yourself, take a deep breath, and as you exhale, 

feel that you are breathing out all of the judgments you've ever 

placed upon yourself for similar issues. Releasing these judgments 

you've placed on yourself or on others, who merely reflect you, you 

help to release your own negative patterns. 

Applying the Law of No Judgments 

The tendency to "beat ourselves up" over mistakes happens to most 

of us when our performance falls short of our ideals. Here's a humorous 

and almost instant cure: 

1, The next time you feel like beating yourself up, actually do it, but 

do it in the open and with a touch of humor. Physically make a fist 

and beat yourself! (Of course, don't hit hard enough to cause a 

physical injury.) Hit your head, your chest, and your shoulders, 

yelling insults, such as "You baboon! Offspring of a mongrel 

wombat! Pea brain! Lowlife!" Add your favorite epithets. Be sure 

to make sound effects as you strike yourself. "Oooftl Ow! Oh! 

Gosh, I deserve this! This'll teach me!" 

2, "While you are doing this exercise, do not fail to strike yourself 

physically, and make eloquent insults, every time you feel inclined 

to criticize or judge yourself. If you fail to strike yourself, you'll 
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just have something else to beat yourself up about! Exaggerating the 

tendency toward self-assault and bringing it out into the open can 

clear it very quickly through the power of awareness and humor. This 

process also generates a stronger sense of self-protection and respect. 

• A final caution: This exercise is not recommended as a per-

manent practice, but only as a means to help us see our ten-

dency to beat ourselves up mentally, bring this tendency into the 

open, and release it. If you have masochistic tendencies or 

already tend to injure yourself, you may benefit from work with 

a therapist. Only when you can "beat yourself up" with a touch 

of compassion and humor are you doing the exercise in the 

spirit in which it is intended. 

■•■« 
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The Law of Faith 

The Law of Faith is founded upon the recognition 

that we know more than we have read, heard, or studied, 
we know more because we are more; 

we have a direct link to universal wisdom; 

we only have to look, listen, and trust. 

Only by having faith in ourselves 
can we be faithful to others. 

ERICH FROMM 

Some of us believe we trust ourselves, but on closer examination, 

we discover that we actually trust mental knowledge, theories, and beliefs 

that came from someone else—a book, a teacher, a guide. Those of us 

who have issues with self-trust tend to rely on scientists, "experts," psy-

chics, oracles, gurus, or others to advise us and to validate our views; 

we may search everywhere but within to find ourselves. Just as some 

people give away their power, we may discard our inner wisdom and 

then look for it elsewhere, becoming "seekers of truth," spiritual vaga-

bonds, or seminar addicts, traveling from one teacher or workshop to 

the next, looking for new information that may satisfy or fulfill us. But 

we will never find fulfillment until we discover it within ourselves— not 

as a large storehouse of information, but as a direct channel to the 

infinite wisdom available to us all. 

Expert guidance certainly has its value, especially from the truly 

wise. No need, for example, to learn tennis by ourselves when a good 

coach can save some time. But we need to develop more trust in our 

Own deepest intuition and wisdom as the final arbiter and source of 

Our decisions. 

The Law of Faith reminds us to trust the Spirit within ourselves, 

to take a leap of faith into the possibility that we may know far more 
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than we now recognize. This law entails far more than raising our self-

concept, however; trust cuts across every domain until we see Spirit 

operating at every level, not only within ourselves but within others 

and in the world. 

Trusting Spirit does not require a belief in an external God; rather, 

it involves trusting in the inherent wisdom and laws of die universe 

and in the mysterious process of our life with all its ups and downs — 

knowing that wherever we step, the path appears beneath our feet. 

The Law of Faith, directly aligned with the Law of Flexibility (p. 

324) and the Law of Higher Wilt (p. 381), reminds us that we are part 

of the Mystery we call God, and that awesome, powerful, wise, 

immortal Spirit also resides within each of us. 

When we say, "I trust myself completely" we are most often refer-

ring to our conscious self—our mind or ego. This kind of self-trust 

won't take us far, because the ego can only access limited data. When 

we come to consider the possibility that a mysterious energy of in-

finite wisdom, patience, and compassion is operating in, as, and through 

us and everyone else, we open doors to a new experience of life; when 

we realize this level of trust, our fife changes forever. 

I use the term Spirit to refer to this higher energy, but whatever 

name we use, when we truly come to trust this higher energy or Spirit 

working behind the scenes according to its own laws, then we can also 

trust that part of Spirit we call "ourselves" and "others." 

We can always feel this connection and this trust in our heart. 

But, first, we have to get out of our head. This means coming to trust 

our body's instinctive wisdom about how to move, what to eat, when 

to have sex, and how to heal ourselves—letting the body do the job it 

is here to do, without the mind's interference with theories and 

philosophies. For self-trust to reach its most profound degree, it must 

occur on all levels of our being—physical, mental, emotional, and 

spiritual. 

A corollary to the Law of Faith can be stated thus: Self-trust comes 

through direct experience, which reminds us to pay attention first to our 

own experience, not to advice from a book or teacher. Improvisational 

dancing, martial arts and other sports, and playing a musical instru-

ment, are all good ways to develop a trust in our body's innate ability 

to move without thinking, following its own wisdom. We come to trust 

tiiat our body can take care of itself very well without philosophies; 

we discover what our body knows and can do what's needed as soon 

as we listen and let it show us. 
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Challenge courses, such as the Peaceful Warrior Intensive or the 

"high ropes course," can demonstrate in dramatic ways that by trusting 

our body we can do more than we might have believed, leading to higher 

levels of self-trust. But even in everyday life we meet challenges that 

test us, and we face similar kinds of opportunities to test and develop 

our connection to deeper levels of trust. 

The Law of Faith also teaches us to trust our mind, not in the 

sense of its ability to store information, but in its ability to access higher 

wisdom. We come to recognize that our brain doesn't just operate as a 

filing cabinet or computer but also as a radio that can tune in to any 

station. In other words, information doesn't come from our brain; it 

comes through our brain. 

Trusting ourselves means sweeping our beliefs out of the way and 

trusting our deepest intuitions. Our feeling sense conveys messages from 

the subconscious, which can help us make faster, more comprehensive 

decisions than the conscious mind, with its insufficient data. Beyond 

that, what we call intuition can draw upon the same universal intelli-

gence that manifests as spiritual laws. 

Those of us who trust Spirit work with it directly; the more we 

trust ourselves, the more we feel a higher order of wisdom and love at 

work in every aspect of our lives. Self-trust involves a willingness to 

make "mistakes" and learn from them, for our highest good. 

We're all being tested by Spirit in order to learn. In every situa-

tion, every challenge or difficulty, the universal teacher operates through 

our life experience to let us see our present levels of trust, faith, and 

alignment with spiritual law. 

Alan Watts once said, "Beware of teachers who pick your pocket 

and then sell you your own wallet." Ironically, that's all any teacher 

can do, even the best-intentioned one, because the treasure is already 

inside each of us; no one can give us anything we don't already have. 

All any teachei can do is provide some keys to help unlock our own 

door. Teachers may save us some time, but they can only point the way; 

the beginning and end of the journey is inside us. 

Those of us with issues around self-trust need to remember that, 

ultimately, we are the experts on our own life. By trusting the Spirit 

within us, we come to trust the same Spirit in others and begin to feel 

safe in the world. 

Ultimately, the Law of Faith reminds us of the transcendent wis-

dom of the universe reflected in the old religious adage "God works in 

mysterious ways." Such faith is not just believing or hoping that all 
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circumstances serve us or that divinejustice is operating when we skin 

our knee. Faith is a direct recognition based on higher wisdom; it entails 

the courage to trust that whatever happens can serve our highest good. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the Law 

of Faith through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing Faith 

1. Can you recall a specific time, either recently or when you 

were very young, when you felt very safe, trusting, and open 

inside, so safe that you could share your feelings without fear 

or shame or betrayal? (If you can't access such a time directly, 

imagine strongly what it might feel like.) 

• Can you picture or hear what was going on in your life at that 

time? 

• What did that sense of trust and openness feel like in your 

body? 

2. Notice how this feeling of trust and openness may be different 

from how you normally feel around people. 

* What would it be like to feel emotionally safe with other 

people? 

* In what specific ways might you rejuvenate the feeling of loving 

faith in yourself and others? 

Applying the Law of Faith 

1. Having accessed the memory of a feeling sense of trust and 

openness in the preceding exercise, contrast that feeling sense to a 

recent or more distant incident in which you felt less than complete 

trust, perhaps even betrayal. 

2. How might you have unintentionally contributed to the way that 

incident played out—that misunderstanding or failed trust —by not 

sharing your feelings clearly in the first place? 

3. With the above in mind, trusting that all parties were acting out a 

scenario that has served your highest good and learning, replay the 

incident, applying your current understanding. Observe any 

differences. 

4. Stretch yourself a little more each day, opening up, taking a 

chance, sharing what's really in your heart, creating a deeper sense 

of trust and connection with others, a bridge from your spirit to 

theirs. 
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The Law of Expectations 

Energy follows thought; 

we move toward but not beyond what we can imagine. 

What we assume, expect, or believe 

colors and creates our experience; 

by changing our expectations, 

we change our experience of every aspect of life. 

Live with great expectations, 

and great things happen. 

ASTFETTIG 

Do we form beliefs based on our experience, or do we create ex-

periences based on our beliefs? Experiences and expectations do, of 

course, influence one another, but while most of us may credit the logical 

and psychological idea that our beliefs are primarily shaped by our ex-

perience, the Law of Expectations states it the other way around: What 

we believe or expect, over time, at the deepest or subconscious levels, tends to shape 

our external reality. 

Everything is a form of energy; our mind shapes tnat energy into 

manifest form and color the filters through which we see the world. 

Almost since infancy, we have stored programmed sensitivities and ex-

pectations into our subconscious. Those of us who expect that "people 

can't be trusted" find evidence that supports this belief. 

The key to applying the Law of Expectations is to create new ex-

pectations, based not on blind faith but on clear intention. This law 

helps to take us beyond our previously assumed limits, themselves gener-

ated by earlier beliefs and expectations that may have been formed within 

the first months of fife. 

What we expect tends to appear in our fife because we set in mo-

tion subtle psychophysical forces; like attracts like. We achieve only to 
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our expected or assumed limits. In psychology, this commonly recog-

nized phenomenon is called the self-fulfilling prophecy. In one example, 

three very popular boys in a high school agreed to take part in a psy-

chology experiment: For several weeks, they started acting very atten-

tive and friendly to a girl who was perceived as very nice but extremely 

shy, plain looking, and unpopular. They treated her as if she were very 

attractive and popular. As a result, she showed marked, even dramatic 

changes in the way she dressed and acted. 

She had previously expected to be rejected and ignored, and she 

was; this experience changed her expectations, which in turn, created 

a new experience of life. These boys initially changed her experience 

by breaking the old expectations that held her friends at bay; she formed 

new beliefs about her appeal, which shifted her behavior, so that even 

when the study ended, her life had changed. 

An extensive study conducted by Dr. Kenneth Pelletier on the fac-

tors contributing to longevity revealed a list of factors associated with 

long-lived people, such as fewer illnesses, youthful appearance, a sense 

of humor, and enjoyable work, along with lifestyle factors, such as diet 

and exercise. The study concluded, however, that the primary factor in 

longevity was people's expectations: the people who had truly ex-

pected to live a long time did; those who didn't expect to live as long 

didn't—despite any otherfactors. This study serves as testimony to the power 

of expectations. 

This doesn't necessarily mean that if we worry about getting cancer 

or having an automobile accident or losing a loved one that these 

thoughts are somehow going to make such things occur; such ideas 

are only more superstitious worry, and our concerns need to be ad-

dressed, shared openly with someone, and cleared, so that our mind 

can focus on other things. Nor does this law imply that if we make 

affirmative statements a hundred times a day about attracting wealth 

or people or personal power that we will suddenly change our life. 

The subconscious provides the key to creating experience. On a con-

scious level, some people may worry a lot about getting cancer, but 

their subconscious may not have the slightest concern or expectation 

of such an illness; people who go around repeating positive sayings to 

themselves all day may form an idea or intent, but if their subcon-

scious expects to remain just where they are, that's where they'll stay. 

One way to see what we subconsciously expect is to look at our Hues right 

now—at the pleasant and the unpleasant. Our current problems reveal 

our negative expectations, and our current blessings reveal our posi- 
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tive expectations. Once we appreciate the influence of our expectations 

on our present life, we can take steps to change the expectations that 

no longer serve us. We can set new expectations or assumptions in mo-

tion right now; we don't have to wait for experiences to confirm them— 

we can create these experiences inside. 

Researchers have created subliminal tapes that play positive mes-

sages below the level of conscious recognition, with the idea that these 

suggestions reach our subconscious to change our life; while this is a 

sound theory, neither affirmations nor subliminal tapes have much 

impact unless accompanied by two key factors: First, we need to cre-

ate vivid visual images that include sound and sensation — and use as 

many senses as possible—of ourselves with more friends, more money, 

or more of anything we desire. Such images, over time, can and do create 

impressions within our subconscious, which doesn't differentiate strongly 

between the experiences we have in the world and those we create or 

visualize inside. 

Second, we need to notice any contradictory messages that come up when 

we state what we want or have, then state these contradictory mes-

sages, as negative as they may see, aloud, in an exaggerated fashion. 

For example, if we state or visualize that we have financial indepen-

dence but notice a feeling or thought that tells us, "This is silly, you're 

nearly broke," say it aloud. Say it ten times if necessary; wear Groucho 

Marx glasses, or say it as Mae West or jack Nicholson might say it. 

This helps to clear the contradictory messages that get in the way of 

forming clear, consistent, positive expectations. 

Once we change our expectations about ourselves, other people, 

and the world—not just pretend to change them, but actually change them, 

we can change the shape of our life. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of Expectations through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing New Expectations 

1. Think of two activities you do well and two activities that you don't 

believe you do very well. 

2. If you base your views about what you can or cannot do well on 

past experience, when did that experience first take place? Did that 

incident accurately reflect your inherent abilities, or was it simply 

based on a lack of experience? 
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3. Albert Einstein's teachers thought he was "rather dull at 

mathematics." Might you actually have innate abilities in precisely 

those areas in which you feel weak? Are you willing to open up to 

new expectations? 

Applying the Law of Expectations 

Acting can become a transcendental art, not just on the stage of a 

theater, but in the theater of our hves. One enjoyable way to shift 

expectations involves acting as if you already have the courage, love, and 

wisdom you desire; by looking the part, dressing the part, speaking the 

part, and acting the part, you can begin to manifest these qualities. 

1. When you want to have, achieve, or become anything, ask the 
question, "What if I could? What would that look like and feel 

like?" 

2. Now, go beyond old beliefs and expectations; act out the role you 

would hke to play until it's no longer a role; try it on until it 

becomes comfortable. If you don't feel up to a task, play the role of 

someone who would thoroughly enjoy it. 

3. This simple exercise can change your life in simple but sig-

nificant ways. Try assuming a new role of a happier, more 

open, more positive you today. 
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The Law of Honesty 

Recognizing, accepting, and expressing 

our authentic interior reality 

lies at the heart of honesty; 

only when we are honest with ourselves 

can we speak or act honestly with anyone else. 

In the sense of integrity, 

honesty entails acting in line with higher laws 

despite negative impulses to the contrary. 

Live according to your highest light 

and more light will be given. 

PEACE PILGRIM 

Within the context of our life purpose, as we explore the bigger 

picture and meaning of our Hves, the Law of Honesty points to higher 

laws and inner consequences that are instant, inevitable, and inescapable. It in-

cludes, but does not focus on, external codes of behavior. 

The Law of Honesty centers around honesty with ourselves — 

our internal integrity. This law is useful for any of us, but especially 

so for those of us who tend to deceive themselves with rationaliza 

tions—those of us who have issues around honest expression or ac 

tion. Seeing the truth and inevitable consequences of this law can help 

us turn our life around. ■■ 

This law speaks to a larger drama being played out— one in which 

we cannot truly deceive anyone but ourselves. If we ever allow im-

pulses of envy, greed, or manipulation to determine our actions or in-

fluence our expression, the consequences of these actions are already 

built into the mechanics of the universe and of our own psyche. 

Those of us working with issues of integrity on our life path may 

tend, at times, to ignore or bend higher laws in the sense of not living 
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up to our inner light. At times we can be like the child who furtively 

takes a candy bar and pockets it, thinking and hoping it will turn out 

okay, while the child's mother watches from the end of the aisle. 

We don't need to be punished for breaking spriritual law or higher 

laws; the act itself is the "punishment" and sets into motion subtle forces 

whose natural consequences we cannot escape any more than we can 

escape the force of gravity. 

Those of us who slip into lower levels of integrity often don't real-

ize we're doing it. We must lie to ourselves before we can he to others. 

When we speak with "forked tongues" or mixed motives, we are not 

yet integrated. We have to achieve such integration in order to speak 

with integrity; we can't have a part of us meaning one thing and another 

part meaning another. The first step in honesty entails reconciling our 

own conflicting parts so we can say what we mean and mean what we 

say (see the exercise on pp. 339-40 under the Law of Responsibility). 

When our internal parts work together; when we stop lying to 

ourselves or deceiving others; when we know deep down that we're 

acting with integrity despite impulses to do otherwise, we feel gates of 

higher energy and inspiration open inside of us. 

When we speak or act dishonestly, these gates shut; this is not a 

punishment, but simply the way our psyche works. The saying 

"Cheaters never prosper" always applies in the long run, because cheaters' 

own psyches will not let them have inner peace no matter how rewarding 

their external circumstances may appear to be. Self-sabotage, down the 

line, is built into every dishonest act—even if we only deceive ourselves. 

Some of us imagine that we are getting away with little schemes, 

maneuvers, and frauds for years while justifying and rationalizing our 

actions, and then we wonder why our lives aren't working out the way 

we had hoped. We may imagine that we are getting away with some-

thing because we don't get caught, but we are caught every time, by 

ourselves. As the John Lennon song goes, "Instant karma's gonna get 

you." 

To use an extreme example, when we read the newspapers and 

see millionaire drug pushers living a life of opulence, we may imagine 

that they are escaping punishment, but we have only to glance inside 

their psyches to see the internal consequences and causes of their be-

havior. "Bad" people don't go to hell; they are already in hell; that's 

why they act so badly. 

When we are dishonest in any way, with ourselves or with others, 

intentionally or not, our internal parts fight one another and our inner 
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sense of spirit or inspiration fades; we feel cut off and alone, and we 

attract whatever lessons we need to learn. Concepts of morality may 

change, but consequences are absolute. 

Dishonesty tends to take on different forms, such as lying to our-

selves and others or seeking money or power for their own sakes, at 

the inevitable cost of our self-respect. Some of us are used to making 

rules rather than following them; we forget or ignore our culture's stan-

dards of honesty and integrity, bending rules to suit our own desires, 

turning our backs on the light within us. Whenever we cut corners for 

expediency, or whenever the ends seem to justify means, we may not 

always reap obvious external consequences, but we create inner tur-

bulence that we cannot escape no matter where we go. 

Others of us who tend toward tunnel vision may put on blinders 

of self-deception by insisting that "it will work out this time" without 

our doing anything different. This kind of dishonesty also forfeits a 

sense of energy and spirit. 

For some of us with expression issues who tend to hint, connive, 

sigh, whine, or wait for others to read our mind, the Law of Honesty 

points out that such indirect, misleading, manipulative, or deceitful com-

munication results when we let fear stop us from expressing our true feelings 

and needs. Whether our actions are deliberate or simply chronic habits, 

if we manipulate people with an angry face, a sad look, or a sigh, ex-

pecting others to "know how we feel" without actually stating it direcdy; 

if we tell people what we think they want to hear, even with the "best" 

intentions; or if we use words strategically, hooking into guilt or pushing 

vulnerable spots to control others or get what we want, we may get 

what we want for the time being, but forfeit the inner light that we 

most need in the long run. 

One should strive not to lie in 

the negative sense by 

remaining silent. 

LEO TOLSTOY 

Once we find the courage and wisdom simply to state our feel-

ings and say what we want or need, this honesty can bring new life to 

stale or painful relationships. 

Acting with the highest integrity and expressing our authentic 

needs and feelings can change our personal and professional relationships 
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for the better. Such integrity, honesty, and truthfulness—or the lack of 

it—form the trail we leave behind us, our personal mark in history. 

Applying this law, our life changes in simple but profound ways we 

might not have believed possible, and the very goals we once schemed 

to achieve begin to manifest in ways we would not have dreamed. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of Honesty through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing Honesty 

1. Recall a time you showed high integrity in any area of life: 

• Admitting a mistake 

• Paying a debt 

• Expressing what you really felt or needed 

• Making good on a promise 
 

2. How did it feel? 

3. Also recall a time you or others felt you acted or spoke dis-

honestly. How do you feel about this? How might you now act 

differently in a similar situation? 

Applying the Law of Honesty 

1. Can you remember one or two instances in the past when you 

spoke or acted with less than complete honesty? 

• Did you have a dispute over money or fail to make good on a 

debt? 

• Did you hide information to protect yourself in the guise of 

sparing someone else's feelings? 

• Did you say something you didn't really mean? 

2, Consider how it would feel to make a call, write a letter, send 

a check, ask forgiveness, and clean up old business. Follow 

through if this feels appropriate. 
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The Law of Higher Will 

From the viewpoint of our separate self 

and smaller will, 

it's normal to act on the basis 

of our own desires and preferences; 

when we surrender our smaller self and will 

to the guidance of a higher will 

and dedicate our actions 

for the highest good of all concerned, 

we feel an inspired glow 

at the center of our life. 

Life is this simple: 

We are living in a transparent world, 

and God shines through in every moment 

This is not just a fable or a nice story; 

it is living truth. 

If we remember God, abandon ourselves to God, 

and forget ourselves, 

we may see this truth: 

God manifests everywhere, in everything. 

We cannot be without God. 

It's impossible. 

It's simply impossible. 

THOMAS MERTON 

The Law of Higher Will especially serves those of us who have 
mistaken our opinions or behefs for ultimate truth and who have im-
posed these beHefs on others, forgetting that others have their own paths 
to follow—not ours. This same law also benefits those of us who tend to 
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sabotage ourselves, who secretly doubt our own goodness or inten-

tions, and who need a way to connect our life to a sense of deeper mean-

ing. The Law of Higher Will also generates a sense of connection for 

those of us who feel cut off and alone and find ourselves struggling 

against other egos for recognition or for "the good life." 

Saying and feeling "Thy will be done" is one way of applying the 

Law of Higher Will. Applying this law does not, however, require be-

lief in an external God, nor is it attached to any particular religious 

dogma. To apply it in our own life, we have only to ask internally, "If 

a wise, loving, compassionate, altruistic, all-knowing Spirit within me 

were guiding me now, what would I do in this situation?" The law 

functions because such a Spirit does work through us; we only have to 

contact it by calling upon a part of ourselves and then we know what 

to do —then we act in the name of, or as a servant of, the highest and 

best that's within us. 

When we say to ourselves, "Thy will be done," and wait for guid-

ance or direction, we won't get much help from the mind, because the 

mind plays games, such as, "If I'm part of Spirit and Spirit is part of 

me, then whatever I want is the will of Spirit." This statement has some 

ultimate validity, but our ego, with its free will, tends to place itself on 

a throne and do what it wants without considering the good of the 

whole, like a cancer cell that reproduces without regard for the whole 

body. Much of the world's suffering results from a lot of separate little 

selves, unconcerned with the whole. The ego, or separate self, can turn 

toward or away from higher principles to learn whatever lessons it needs. 

Calling on a higher will involves contacting motives that go be-

yond personal preferences and self-interest and acting for the highest 

good of all concerned—for example, hoping for rain in our drought-

stricken area even though our own roof is leaking. 

Most of us normally cherish hopes in line with our personal 

desires, wanting what's good for our smaller self. So we ask, "What 

are my preferences, my desires, my direction in life?" Or we expand our 

personal identity to embrace our family, our team, or our community— 

itself an expansive act of connection, but one that still creates an inner 

circle of "us" and an outer circle of "them." 

When we work with the will of the small self, we're limited; we 

may get results, but if we fall, we fall alone. When we work in line 

with our sense of "the higher will of Spirit," greater inspiration and 

energy become available to us. A woman named Mildred once came 

to an important turning point while walking in the woods at night. 
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"I felt a complete willingness," she said, "without any reservations, to 

give my life, to dedicate my life to service. I began to give what I could, 

instead of to get what I could . .. my life became more meaningful. I 

attained the great blessing of good health; I haven't had a cold or 

headache since." She went on to say, "If your life is in harmony with 

your part in the life pattern, and if you are obedient to the laws which 

govern the universe, then your life is full." Mildred changed her name 

to Peace Pilgrim and went on to walk across every one of the United 

States and across every province in Canada, expressing her ideas of worJd 

peace, peace between individuals, and inner peace. She lived as an in-

spiring example of integrity and the Law of Higher Will. 

When we turn to a higher will for direction, we feel expanded, 

uplifted, and connected to a larger cause; our lives take on a deeper 

and higher meaning. When we align ourselves with this inner sense of 

higher will, dedicating everything we say or do for the highest good of 

all concerned, energies of compassion, love, and light flow into our 

daily life. 

The Law of Higher Will serves as a guideline to align ourselves 

with Spirit, to inspire ourselves, and to help us inspire others. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of Higher Will through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing Higher Will 

1. Recall a time you wanted something, but another part of you, 

maybe a higher part, knew that what you wanted wasn't for your 

highest good. 

2. If you "did it anyway," you have had a common experience of "my 

will." If you followed the higher or deeper instinct, you have 

experienced a connection to higher will. 

3. If you followed personal interest, what might it have felt like if you 

had said internally, with your mind connected to your heart, "Thy 

Will, not my will, be done"? Might things have turned out 

differently? 

4. Knowing what you know, if you meet a similar situation, what will 

you do differently? 

Applying the Law of Higher Will 

1. Select an issue you are dealing with in your daily life, such as 
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deciding between several options or making another kind of 

decision. 

2. Ask yourself, "What does my mind want to do?" Then ask, "What 

would my higher self, the part of me that is wise, loving, and 

compassionate, direct me to do?" 

3. Holding your decision or the issue in your heart or feeling center, 

say internally, "Thy will, not my will, be done" Listen. Feel. Then 

obey the deepest urges of your heart, following your deepest 

feelings. 
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The Law of Intuition 

We can only get in touch 

with our own source of intuition and wisdom 

when we no longer depend upon others' opinions 

for our sense of identity or worth; 

we alt tend to worship something; 

the question is, 

will we worship the god of opinion, 

or the god of our heart? 

I found I had less and less to say, 

until finally, I became silent, 

and began to listen. 

I discovered in the silence, 

the voke of God. 

S&REN KIERKEGAARD 

We are all here to live in alignment with spiritual laws, but the 

Law of Intuition is especially critical for those of us with issues of in-

tegrity and wisdom as a strong influence in our birth number. Those of 

us working 9 energy are here to connect with higher laws, which are 

accessed through die heart, or feeling dimension. Therefore, although the 

Law of Intuition benefits anyone, it is critical for 9s, because it enables 

them to open the primary doorway to their life purpose. 

The Law of Intuition can provide needed leverage for those of us 

who come into this world without a strong sense of identity, center, or 

inner direction. It also addresses the needs and issues of those of us 

working 6, who tend to feel very sensitive to criticism and who worry 

about whether we're doing the right thing, which often gets defined by 

someone else. In both cases, it's easy to lose touch with our own 
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sense of intuition, the "god of our heart," because we are so busy mon-

itoring other people's opinions. 

Lacking clear identity, we don't have clear answers to internal 

questions—such as, "How do I look?" "Who am I?" "How am I do-

ing?" "How do I appear in your eyes?" "Am I okay?"—so we tend to 

define ourselves in terms of others' attitudes and views; we need ap-

proval or support from others for a sense of identity. We define and 

value ourselves based on what others seem to feel about us, we remain 

at their mercy, open to manipulation by anyone who happens to have 

a strong opinion about how we should act or even who we should be. 

There's nothing wrong with getting other reference points as a 

check and balance, or with asking for someone's opinion; different points 

of view give us greater perspective, but we can't run our life by com-

mittee. The people of this world face food shortages, water shortages, 

and even shortages of intelligence, but there is an absolute surplus of 

opinions. People are entitled to their opinions, but what do these opin-

ions have to do with us? What others think of us is really none of our 

business. 

Those of us with an unsure sense of identity innately need some-

thing to which we can anchor our identity the way a ship needs an 

anchor in harbor. Therefore, we tend to find a hobby, a teacher, a sys-

tem, a method, or a set of beliefs and identify with our opinions with 

religious zeal or quiet fanaticism. We feel we are our opinions, and so 

we defend them, impose them upon others, feel sensitive about them, 

and seek other's approval of them, and mistake our own opinions for 

truth. 

Sensitive to others' opinions, we monitor them closely and give 

opinions the power to validate or threaten our own sense of self. We 

mold ourselves to others' expectations, or we react to our extreme vul-

nerability by resisting all opinions of others and, instead, elevating our 

own opinions as "Truth." In short, we put our own and others' opin-

ions on a pedestal; we worship the "god of opinion." 

Not all of us call this little god by the same name. For some of us 

with authority issues, it's the god of authority; for others, it's the god 

of comparison; for still others, it becomes the god of money. 

"Whatever we put up on that pedestal tends to overshadow the wisdom 

of our own heart. 

We tend to become or take on the qualities of what we worship, 

so those of us who lack our own center or sense of intuition can come 

to act like a little god of opinion or god of authority or god of com- 
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parison. We may even tend, without realizing it, to dominate others, 

not respecting the sanctity of their own process. 

Whoever undertakes to set himself up 

as a Judge of Truth and Knowledge 

is shipwrecked by the laughter of the gods. 

ALBERT EINSTEIN 

Some people who engage in inner work or spiritual practices strive 

to access "inner guides" or "master teachers within" who may offer wis-

dom, direction, or answers. Other people claim to act as mediums 

through whom other beings speak—beings they believe are separate 

consciousnesses. But perennial wisdom from the global spiritual tra-

ditions reminds us that at the level of Consciousness itself, we are one 

and the same, like many drops that return to the ocean, so how can 

there truly be separate consciousness? The "separate" guides or inner 

master are other parts of our larger self—parts of us that reflect our 

own innate wisdom. While they can be fascinating, subtle guides should 

be given no more power or credibility than people whom we respect, 

and all "outside" opinion needs to be checked out against our inner-

most feelings—our own heart wisdom. 

More likely, people who have "inner guides" whom they perceive 

as separate are accessing what Carl Jung termed the collective unconscious, 

where, in or out of trance, they open to different archetypes or sub-

personalities stored within our larger human psyche. Whatever the 

mechanisms, the wisdom is ours. We cannot access this guidance, how-

ever, through the logic of our left brain, which stores information and 

data, not higher wisdom. We access intuition by allowing our heartfelt 

feelings to link up with and unlock higher mechanisms within our 

holistic, intuitive right brain. When we make this connection, the com-

bination of feeling and intuition accesses whatever wisdom we need. 

The key to the process of gaining access to all spiritual laws re-

sides in making an inspired, emotional connection to our heart. But as 

already noted, we can't get in touch with our heart while we're mon-

itoring others' opinions. 

In summary, the Law of Intuition reminds us to recognize when 

we're monitoring the god of opinion and to begin to transfer authority 

to the god of our heart and our quiet inner voice, the only "opinion" 

that ultimately has value for us. Once we contact our feeling center, 
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we can then listen to others' counsel or opinions without losing sight 

of our own intuition, the place from which we determine what is best 

for our own hfe and let others do the same. Then we are free to make 

use of others' views without becoming dependent upon them; if an 

opinion doesn't serve us, we can easily let it go. We don't resist or ig-

nore or seek other's opinions; we listen to and acknowledge them, take 

what is useful, and submit all views to the wisom of our own heart. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the Law 

of Intuition through direct experience and application 

Experiencing Intuition 

1. Visualize yourself walking along a path through a forest, striding 

forward with purpose and direction, appreciating the beauty around 

you, but headed for a specific destination. Feel your sense of 

purpose and direction. 

2. To your right and left, you see people calling to you, criticizing and 

correcting you: "That's the wrong way!" "You're going too fast!" 

"You're not going fast enough!" "You look funny!" "You'll never 

be able to do it!" Feel yourself completely free of all of these 

opinions. Continue on, your destination clear. 

3. You come to a fork in the road. Several people from your present 

life, people you often rely on, share their opinions with you. You 

nod in acknowledgment, then wait for a deep inner sense; you look 

at one path, then at the other, as people yell out their opinions. "Go 

left!" "No, that's crazy; take the right path!" You receive an internal 

confirmation, subtle but genuine, to take one path or the other. You 

take that path, your hfe path, and walk on, guided by the god of 

your heart. 

Applying the Law of Intuition 

Shedding the light of awareness on subconscious tendencies to wor-

ship the god of opinion, this exercise provides a path back to center— 

toward a strong sense of self-direction under the guidance of your own 

inner wisdom. While some of us tend to hve under the tyranny of the 

god of opinion, others of us worship the god of comparison or author-

ity or money. This exercise works effectively for any of these. 

1. In your bedroom or living room, place a cinder block or cardboard 

box against a wall, cover it with some nice cloth, and 
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add some incense, flowers, or a candle; in other words, make 

yourself a small altar. 

2. Out of Silly Putty or clay, model yourself a little statue of the god 

of opinion (or comparison or authority or money). Or, if you 

prefer, buy a doll or character that feels appropriate to you. 

3. Place your god of opinion (or authority or comparison or money) 

on your altar. You can even give it a name. {I like the name 

Wuddh, which stands for "Wuddle they say? Wuddle they think?") 

4. Every morning, just after you get up and before you start your day, 

get down on your hands and knees in front of your altar; bow down 

and touch your head to the floor, and say something like, "I 

worship you, great god of opinion. How am I doing? Am I okay? 

Am I doing the right thing? How do I look?" Or, "Get lost!" Use 

whatever words feel appropriate to you. Then go about your day. 

5. This exercise only takes five or ten seconds, and you only need to 

do it for three or four weeks, until you become fully aware of this 

issue as it arises in your life. It happens like this: When others have 

an opinion about you or you imagine they have an opinion, you can 

say to yourself, "Gosh, this person looks and sounds like the god of 

opinion, but it can't be; I left the god of opinion back home on my 

cinder block. And besides, I already worshiped it this morning. I 

got that over with. Do I want to worship it again?" The next time 

others have opinions about who you are, how you are, or what 

you're doing, you can thank them for sharing, acknowledge their 

opinion, and let them know, "Here's who I am, here's what I need, 

here's what I'm doing." Taking the god of opinion off the pedestal 

opens the way to find your own center once again, and trust the god 

of your heart. 
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The Law of Action 

No matter what we feet or know, 

no matter what our potential gifts or talents, 

only action brings them to Ufe. 

Those of us who only think we understand concepts, 

such as commitment, courage, and love, 

one day discover that we only know when we act; 

doing becomes understanding. 

Vision isn't enough 

unless combined with venture. 

It's not enough to stare up the steps 

unless we also step up the stairs. 

VANCE HAVNER 

Action is not easy in this world; forces of doubt and inertia are 

everywhere, even within our own mind and body. Still, we must act. 

Words may be cheap, concepts and philosophies may be elegant, ideas 

may abound, and good intentions may sound impressive. Turning all 

the words, concepts, and ideas into action requires energy; it requires 

sacrifice. We have to overcome insecurity and hurdle past self-doubt, 

lethargy, apathy, excuses, and a hundred good reasons not to rock the 

boat, to stay the course. But we keep getting the same message from 

life: It's better to do what we need to do than not do it and have a good reason. 

This states, as well as anything, the Law of Action. 

Thousands of motivational speakers thunder out passionate and 

eloquent ideas like this just to inspire us to get off the couch and make 

a new life, to put out some effort, some will, some discipline. Still, most 

of us take action only when the emotional, mental, or physical pain 

gets so bad that we have to. 

Let's change this. Let's acknowledge that action and change re- 
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quire initial discomfort, effort, and energy. Let's even say we're really 

ready to take some needed action in our life. But how? It boils down 

to one of the most powerful three-word phrases in the English lan-

guage: Just do it. 

Most of us wait for permission from our insides to do anything. 

We wait to "feel motivated." We wait until fear is looking the other way, 

until self-doubt and insecurity step aside and give us permission to act.' 

But action is stronger than subjectivity; there are times when we have 

to act with strength and courage no matter how we're feeling or what 

we're thinking. 

The peaceful warriors of this world don't wait for permission; they 

know and sense what action to take, and they choose the way of courage 

and integrity. If their hearts confirm it, they act, despite feelings of fear, 

self-doubt, or insecurity that may arise. They act and let their subjec-

tive life—their thoughts and feelings—run to catch up. "Wait, you can't 

do this! You're not up to it!" our mind whispers, echoing voices from 

the past. "You'll make a fool of yourself! You'll only get hurt! You'll 

fail!" All of these voices may pass through our mind, but we act any-

way. Soon, these voices or feelings, once so loud and compelling, stop 

coming around so often. 

Once when I was six years old, I found myself standing on a 

second-story rooftop of a house under construction. Twenty feet be-

low me was a big sandpile. My older friends had already jumped, but 

I was only six, and I was afraid. They tried to coax me, tease me, en-

courage me, and reassure me for about forty-five minutes, when one 

of the boys finally yelled, "Stop thinking! Just stop thinking and jump!" 

It struck me in that moment that no matter how frightened I felt, I 

knew how to bend my knees, I knew how to learn forward, and I knew 

how to push off. So I stopped thinking, leaned forward, and was sud-

denly airborne—a wonderful feeling — and a valuable lesson I never forgot. 

I once coached a gymnast I'll call Jill. She had worked hard on a 

new dismount from the uneven bars. She had done it many times in 

the spotting belt, then with an assist from me. Now, the time had come 

for her to do it alone. She was well prepared and ready; she knew it, 

and I knew it. She got up on the bar and was about to perform the 

dismount when she stopped. "I can't do it, Coach; I'm afraid." 

"Oh, I see," I responded. "Yes, I think I'd be feeling a tot of fear, 

too; after all, it's the first time you're doing it by yourself. Where do 

you feel the fear?" 

"Well, in my stomach and in my muscles; they feel kind of weak." 
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"So you feel afraid." 

"Yes." 

"Now that we've cleared that up, let's see you do it." 

At first, she looked confused. "But, Coach, I told you, I can't— 

I'm afraid!" 

"Whatever gave you the idea that fear was some kind of reason | 

not to do something?" 

"Well, I-" 

"The only time you have a chance to show courage is when you're 

afraid, Jill." Then I added, "It's fine to feel afraid; it can be a healthy 

sign that you're not ready for something. But in this case, you are. Fear 

is a wonderful servant, but a terrible master. Feel it as much as you 

want, Jill; experience it completely. Then do the dismount." 

Jill hesitated for a moment; then with a look of determination mixed 

with just a bit of terror, she swung around the bar, let go, and did a 

beautiful dismount. She had understood and applied the Law of Action. 

Every day we all get opportunities to face fear or inertia and act 

anyway—not by leaping off rooftops into sandpiles or doing gymnas-

tic stunts, but in even more important ways, such as taking the risk to 

express how we feel, to conquer old habits, or in other ways to ex-

perience the power and magic of the Law of Action. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of Action through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing Action J^H 

1. Imagine yourself standing in your home or office, about ten feet 

inside the doorway. The door stands open, it's a beautiful day out, 

and you want to go outside, because "outside" represents reaching 

your highest hopes and most cherished goals—living the life you 

were born to live. 

2. Now, recall the last time you felt fear or self-doubt or insecurity. 

Feel the fear, and then translate that feeling into an image, as if the 

feeling jumped outside you and turned into a being-small or large, 

male or female, human or not. When the image forms, let's call it 

Mr. or Ms. Fear (or Self-Doubt or Insecurity). 

3. Let yourself create a mental videotape of the following scene: Feel 

yourself walking toward the open doorway, out into the sunlight, out 

into your future. You come closer to the doorway, but just as you're 

about to walk through, Mr./Ms. Fear appears 
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in front of you, and cautions, "Wait, you can't do this! It's too much 

for you!" 

4. Let Mr./Ms. Fear stop you, just the way you've let yourself be 

stopped or slowed down or confused so many times in your life. 

Fully experience this. 

5. You have now created your video; now replay this scene—going 

to the doorway and getting stopped by Mr./Ms. Fear. Replay it 

regular speed or fast forward, again and again, exactly the same 

way. Each time, experience what it feels like to let Mr./Ms. Fear 

stop you. Do not change the scenario; just repeat it, and feel it, 

until you get angry—not afraid or sad, but angry. This may take a 

while. When you feel really angry, you're ready for the final step. 

6. Play the scene once more, but this time, when Mr./Ms. Fear steps in 

front of you and says, "Wait, you can't.. . ," or threatens you, or 

pleads with you, or reasons with you, just walk out the door as if 

he/she wasn't even there. 

7. Remember how much you want to go outside and continue on your 

way, on your life path. Despite all of the reasons you "can't" or 

"shouldn't" or "aren't capable enough," follow through; focus on the 

goal. Walk out the door. 

8. Notice how different this feels. Experience the principle and power 

of pure action. 

Applying the Law of Action 

Action is stronger than subjectivity. No matter what you feel or 

think, you can still act. 

1. Recall what you feel like when fear comes in just as you're about to 

express how you feel or take a risk, such as going back to school, 

taking on a new responsibility, or making a commitment. 

2. Recall how you've allowed fear or self-doubt or insecurity to stop 

you in the past. 

3. Consider that if life puts a hurdle in your path, you had better 

become a hurdler. 

4. To deal with fear, act as if you felt courageous; to deal with self-

doubt, act as if you felt fully capable of any such task; to deal with 

insecurity, act as if you felt centered and confident. Whatever else 

you do, act! Just do it. Just act, and let the feelings of fear, self-

doubt, and insecurity fade in the dust trail you leave behind. 
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The Law of Cycles 

The world of nature exists 

within a larger pattern of cycles, 

such as day and night 

and the passing of the seasons. 

The seasons do not push one another; 

neither do clouds race the wind across the sky; 

all things happen in good time; 

everything has a time to rise, and a time to fall. 

Whatever rues, falls, 

and whatever falls shall rise again; 

that is the principle of cycles. 

Patience is power; 

with time and patience, 

the mulberry leaf becomes silk. 

CHINESE PROVERB 

Different forms of energy vibrate at different rates; like a river, 

energy flows from a higher to lower levels, moving through repeating 

cycles, expanding and then contracting, like our breathing. 

Since everything in the universe is a form of energy, everything 

falls within the domain of the Law of Cycles: Sunrise and sunset, the 

waxing and waning moon, the ebb and flow of the tides, and the sea-

sons of the year all reflect this law. It reminds us there is a time for 

everything under the sun. All things have a most favorable and a least 

favorable time; all things rise and fall. A thought or action initiated 

while this pulsing energy is rising and gaining momentum travels along 

easily toward its success, but a thought or action initiated in a descending 

cycle has a reduced impact. When a cycle is not favorable, we wait until 

it is rising again. There are times for action and times for stillness, 
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times to talk and times to be silent. Few things are more frustrating 

than doing the right thing at the wrong time. 

Appreciating the energy cycles of our lives helps us apply good 

timing and create better "luck" for ourselves. There are times to work 

and times to rest, times to take advantage of a building cycle and times 

to go inside, learn patience, and wait, preparing for the next rising 

wave. 

One example of how this law works involves my first book, Way 

of the Peaceful Warrior. Originally published by J. P. Tarcher in hard-

back, it received one positive review and one very negative review and 

found its way into only a few bookstores. Sales figures looked so dis-

mal mat the publisher decided not to risk a paperback edition; the book 

quietly "died" with a bulk of stock remaining in storage. This was cer-

tainly no fault of the publisher, who had assigned a gifted editor to the 

book, commissioned a beautiful cover, and did what promotion they 

could for it. But the timing wasn't right and the book just didn't take 

off—until three years later, when Hal Kramer, a retired publisher, 

happened upon a copy of the book, read it, and felt so inspired, he 

declared, "I'm going back into publishing, starting with this book." He 

sent letters to booksellers announcing his reentry "into the ring" with 

this new book, and the rest, as they say, is history: Way of the Peaceful 

Warrior, as of this writing, is published in twelve languages and has be-

come an international best-seller, riding a rising cycle. 

The life of Malcolm X provides another for example of the Law 

of Cycles. At the lowest point in his life, when he was sentenced to 

ten years in prison, he made very good use of the time. He turned prison 

into his cocoon, from which he went through a metamorphosis that 

was to transform his life and the hves of many others. Rather than resist-

ing or bemoaning his fate, he studied and read and studied more. He 

made use of the Law of Cycles and of the related Law of Flexibility 

(p. 324). He emerged to become a major leader of his people. 

Each of us has our own rhythms. As we find our own rhythm, 

we take advantage of whatever point of the cycle we find ourselves; we 

learn to flow in harmony and rhythm with the Law of Cycles. 

The impulse that sets some cycles in motion may be explosive; 

some cycles may rise, peak, then fall rapidly, like a heavily advertised 

best-seller. Like a shooting star, it may have a short but dramatic life. 

Other books pick up slowly, by word of mouth, rising in popularity 

for years, then have a very slow decline. Such cycles apply to the for-

tunes of individuals, countries, religions, corporations, celebrities, and 
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cultures—rising and falling and rising again as the window of oppor-

tunity finally open, and the timing is right. 

The following exercises can help you achieve alignment with the 

Law of Cycles through direct experience and application. 

Experiencing Cycles 

1. Observe how winter brings the cold season of hibernation; spring 

calls forth warm rebirth; summer calls forth ripening; and autumn 

brings forth the harvest. In this way, the cycle of die seasons 

continues in a great circle. 

2. Have you observed complete circles, large or small, in your life? 
 

• Did your popularity in school have its ups and downs? 

• Do you see cycles of ease and difficulty in your work activities 

over the years? 

• Have there been times when everything seemed to go 

smoothly and other times when you felt as if you were 

pushing through molasses? 

3. "We can gain a certain security and sense of timing as we realize 

that life is a circle, and if we have the patience to wait long 

enough, and prepare for opportunity in the meantime, most 

opportunities come around again. 

Applying the Law of Cycles 

Within the great cycle of our lives—the spring of youth, the sum-

mer of our middle years, the autumn of our later years, and the winter 

of our final years as our life nears its end, many other cycles flow. Each 

year brings a spring of new beginnings, a summer of ripening, a fall of 

harvest, and a cold winter of waiting. 

1. Observe the periods of winter, spring, summer, and autumn in your 

life. 

• In times of "winter" that called for patient endurance and 

slowing down, did you use the time for learning and quiet 

reflection or did you want to rush the coming of spring? 

• When spring arrived, did you take advantage of this new 

beginning by sowing seeds? 

• Did you allow yourself to enjoy the leisure of summer 

seasons? 
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*   Did you harvest the fruits of your labors in the autumn 

cycles, storing, saving, and preparing for winter's return? 

2. Consider how your undersranding of the Law of Cycles could help 

you create greater harmony, ease, and natural flow in your life 

3. For more specific applications of the Law of Cycles see the section 

in Part Five on nine-year cycles (p. 415), 
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Part Five 

Applied Wisdom 

It seems essential, 

in relationships and all tasks, 

that we concentrate only 

on what is most significant and important. 

S0BEN KIERKEGAARD 



The Energies of Relationship 

Relationship is surely the mirror 

in whkh you discover yourself. 

KRISHNAMURTl 

Given the richness and complexity of our personal identities and 

values, no simple formulas or rules exist for successful relationships. 

However, the Life-Purpose System furnishes keys to understanding rela-

tionship dynamics that follow the fundamental laws of Spirit. 

If we combine two waves of sound or two waves of light, they 

form a new, composite wave. If we combine the vectors, or direction, 

of the two forces moving together at different angles, they combine to 

form a new vector—a new force and direction. The same applies to 

people's energies. When working as a unit, two people combine their 

energies to form a new, composite energy, usually different from, or greater 

than, the sum of the parts. Combining the numbers of more than two 

people make the interactions and energies so complex that the results 

become less meaningful, reliable, or useful, but using birth numbers to 

determine information about any dyad or pair yields valuable infor-

mation. The principles described here apply to any kind of relation-

ship between two people, whether personal or professional, whether 

between friends, partners, companions, lovers, or siblings. 

Following the Life-Purpose System, we can determine a compo~ 

site number for any two people by adding together the final, right-

hand digits of their two birth numbers. For example, adding my final 

number (26/8) with my wife's (20/2), we get 8 + 2 = 10: creative energy 

with inner gifts. Together, Joy and I have created Peaceful Warrior Ser-

vices; as a couple, we've accomplished things that neirher one of us might 

have done on his or her own. Follow these simple steps to derive the 

composite number of any relationship for which you have accurate birth 

dates for both individuals. 
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Deriving the Composite Number of a 
Relationship 

1. Using accurate dates of birth, find the birth numbers for both 

individuals (see pp. 4-5 for instructions on computing birth 

numbers). 

2. Add together the final, right-hand digits (to the right of the slash 

mark) of both birth numbers. If the right-hand digits of one or both 

of the birth numbers are 10, 11, or 12 (as in 37/10, 29/11, or 39/12), 

add the digits individually, with a plus (+) mark between each digit 

as shown. Examples: 
 

• 24/6 and 35/8 = 6 + 8=14 

• 34/7 and 28/10 = 7 + 1 + 0 = 8 

• 23/5 and 31/4 = 9 

• 29/11 and 33/6=1 + 1+6 = 8 

• 25/7 and 26/8 =15 

• 22/4 and 35/8 =12 

3. After you have added up the partners' right-hand numbers: 

• If you end up with a sum of 12 or less, stop there. 

• If you end up with a sum of 13 or higher, add these two digits 

together once again to get a sum of 12 or less. This final sum 

represents the energy of the relationship. Examples: 

o 33/6 and25/7 = 6 + 7=13 = l+3 = 4 

□ 24/6and35/8 = 6 + 8 = 1 4 = l + 4  = 5 p

 25/7 and26/8 = 7 + 8 = 15 = l + 5 = 6 

□ 29/11 and 32/5 = 1 + 1 + 5 = 7 

D 21/3 and 22/4 = 3 + 4 = 7 

n   28/10 and34/7 = l + 0 + 7 = 8 

□ 31/4 and 23/5 = 4 + 5 = 9 

□ 24/6 and 21/3 = 6 + 3 = 9 

p   29/11 and 34/7 = 1 + 1 + 7 = 9 

□ 27/9 and 27/9 = 9 + 9=18 = 1 + 8 = 9 

n   32/5 and 32/5 = 5 f 5 = 10 

P   20/2 and 36/9 = 2 + 9 = 11 

n   39/12 and26/8 = l + 2  + 8 = l l  

□ 35/8 and 31/4 = 8 + 4 = 12 

In the preceding examples, as a point ol interest, note that two 

combined energies are usually different from either of the individual's 
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6nal, right-hand numbers. However, in some cases, the combined energy 

is the same; for example, 27/9 and 27/9 = 9 + 9 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9. Individu-

ally or together, these people are going to be working with integrity 

and wisdom, 

"We continue to add together the digits in numbers 13 and higher 

but leave 10, 11, and 12 as final because 12 is the highest possible life 

purpose for the next nine centuries. A final right-hand 13 (49/13) won't 

appear until September 29, 2999. At that time, a new path of creative 

expression (13) will appear on the planet. 

Understanding the energies of the primary numbers 1 through 9 

(plus the zero and the double digits, 11 and 12) helps us to appreciate 

the composite energy any two people make together and gives us a 

sense of what that energy may mean to the relationship. 

Composite Numbers of 
Some Famous Partners 

4: Lucille Ball (26/8) and Desi Arnaz (23/5) 4: Mary Tyler Moore 

(34/7) and Dick Van Dyke (24/6) 4: Tony Randall (22/4) and Jack 

Klugman (27/9) 5: Ginger Rogers (26/8) and Fred Astaire (33/6) 5: 

Bill Clinton (38/11) and Hillary Rodham Clinton (30/3) 6: Gene 

Siskel (29/11) and Roger Ebert (31/4) 8: Katharine Hepburn (25/7) 

and Spencer Tracy (19/10) 8: Richard Rodgers (29/11) and Oscar 

Hammerstein II (33/6) 8: P. T. Barnum (22/4) and James A. Bailey 

(31/4) 9: DoOy Parton (31/4) and Kenny Rogers (32/5) 9: William 

Gilbert (29/11) and Arthur Sullivan (25/7) 9: George Burns (27/9) and 

Grade Allen (27/9) 9: John F. Kennedy (34/7) and Jacqueline 

Kennedy Onassis (38/11) 9: Prince Charles (29/11) and Princess 

Diana (25/7) 10: Elizabeth Taylor (26/8) and Richard Burton (20/2) 

11: Roy Rogers (20/2) and Dale Evans (18/9) 11: Jakob Grimm (26/8) 

and Wiihelm Grimm (30/3) 12: Rudolf Nureyev (32/5) and Margot 

Fonteyn (34/7) 

Numbers alone cannot explain how or why these famous partners 

came together or why they became famous. We do know that, in 

significant ways, they worked their relationship energy in the positive 

in addition to dealing with negative aspects and issues as they arose, 
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To reiterate, whether we're working individual or relationship energy, 

we don't just work in the positive or in the negative; we usually work 

aspects of both. In the long run, it's the proportion of positive to negative 

that makes a difference. 

The preceding examples are, of course, highly selective; readers 

may want to research the relationship energies between political figures, 

such as John F. Kennedy and Fidel Castro, or crime figures, such as 

Bonnie and Clyde. 

Meanings of the Composite Numbers 

Two people's composite number reflects the same energy and 

meaning as it would for an individual. Applied to a relationship, how-

ever, the numbers may require additional interpretation. 

Remember the principle that what we're here to do—our life purpose- is 

not what comes easiest. This principle apphes not only to individual life 

purpose, but also to the life of each relationship. If the combined ener-

gies of two people make an 8, for example, their hurdles or negative 

issues may involve disputes over money or power struggles as they grow 

into a more positive destiny together, or they may separate if unable to 

overcome these hurdles. Partners who make a 4 together may learn 

some hard lessons about the importance of following a process and not 

skipping steps, or they may establish a solid foundation together. 

Couples who make a 5 may have to work through dependence, in-

dependence, and discipline issues before they find a sense of freedom 

within that relationship. Any relationship energy implies the same kind 

of maturation—working through the negative to reach the positive. In 

this way, we can fulfill the destiny of our relationships. Since relation-

ships provide an important training ground and school of our indi-

vidual evolution, as we heal our relationships, we heal ourselves. 

The following summary of positive and negative aspects of each 

composite number, like all summaries, can only paint a broad, general 

portrait. It cannot encompass or explain every issue that may arise. But 

it offers clues and points to typical energies and issues that arise for each 

number. It reveals some of the internal dynamics, issues, tendencies, and 

priorities, as well as the higher purpose of the relationship. The com-

posite number can also point to potential traps or hurdles to overcome. 

The health and longevity of a relationship depends not on which 

composite number individuals make together, but on whether or not 

they are working this energy in a positive way. 
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People caught in painful relationships are working these energies 

mostly in the negative; people with happy, satisfying relationships are 

working these energies mostly in the positive. As with our individual 

numbers, most relationships include both positive and negative aspects, 

sometimes alternating between the extremes. 

Understanding Composite Energy 

1. Turn to and review the primary number commentary in Part 

Two for the composite number you wish to understand. For 

example, if the composite number in the relationship is a 6, 

turn to 6: Vision and Acceptance (p. 70); read and consider 

the relationship in that light. 

•   Note: If the composite number is a double digit, refer to the 

appropriate sections for each primary number. For example, if 

the composite number in the relationship is 10: Creativity and 

Confidence With Inner Gifts, look up the material about 1 

energy (p. 31) and then review the material on 0: Inner Gifts (p. 

103). 

2. Read the summary of positive and negative aspects of composite 

energies that follows these steps. 

3. Answer the questions that follow the appropriate summary as they 

relate to the relationship. 

4. Review the spiritual laws keyed to the composite number of the 

relationship. 

Positive and Negative Aspects of 
Composite Energies 

Note that 1 does not occur as a composite number except in the 

form of 10 (see p. 412), 11 (see p. 412), or 12 (see p. 413). 

2:   Cooperation and Balance 

Positive Aspects and Issues 

The 2 relationship can reflect an energy of mutual support, loyalty, 

security, and strength. In this powerful energy of mutual support and 

cooperation in work and family, each person complements and balances 

the efforts of the other; a harmony of logic and emotion prevails. 
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Negative Aspects and Issues 

The 2 relationship can suffer from emotional withdrawal and 

resistance, confusion and imbalance, a struggle between the mind of 

one person and the emotions of the other. It may lack clear boundaries 

or areas of defined responsibility. Codependency issues of overhelp- 

ing, then resentment, may arise. ■      „■ 

Key Questions 

• What do we enjoy doing together? 

• Have we found a balance between our different needs? 

• How do we share areas of responsibility? 

Spiritual Laws for the 2 Relationship 

• The Law of Responsibility (p. 336) 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324) 

• The Law of Balance (p. 341) 

3:   Expression and Sensitivity 

Positive Aspects and Issues 

The 3 relationship can create a deep empathic bond through clear 

expression and shared feelings, so that the two people feel unified in 

their mutual understanding. Honesty is the touchstone, and conversa-

tion is stimulating. The 3 energy brings romance for lovers and heart-

felt friendship between friends. 

Negative Aspects and Issues 

The 3 relationship can suffer from too much need and not enough 

giving or from self-pity or depression due to hidden sensitivities and 

unexpressed feelings, as when one or both people say what they think 

instead of what they feel. 

Key Questions 

• Do we subtly encourage each other to overcome our 

doubts? 

• Do we each listen as well as talk to each other? 

• Do we honestly and directly share our feelings and needs? 
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Spiritual Laws for the 3 Relationship 

• The Law of Balance (p. 341) 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377) 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328) 

4:   Stability and Process 

Positive Aspects and Issues 

The 4 relationship serves as a strong foundation for a family or a 

business enterprise. Each person contributes to a sense of security. 

Each gives the other honest feedback to clarify and help ensure the suc-

cess of mutual goals. Whether or not the people are actually related, a 

sense of "family" pervades. 

Negative Aspects and Issues 

The 4 relationship can suffer from burdens of responsibility or 

obligation and may entail arguments about family or relatives. Unrealis-

tic ambitions and confused plans may produce stress, frustration, or 

failure. A feeling of stubbornness, conflicting ambitions, or instability 

pervades. 

Key Questions 

• What step-by-step process can take us both where we'd like to 

be? 

• What might be the next step toward an even more supportive 

relationship? 

• Have we learned to place equal value on logic and on 

emotions? 

Spiritual Laws for the 4 Relationship 

• The Law of Process (p. 346) 

• The Law of Cycles (p. 394) 

• The Law of Patterns (p. 349) 

5:   Freedom and Discipline 

Positive Aspects and Issues 

The 5 relationship can open doors to a sense of adventure, even 

in the midst of daily life, bringing new experience and mutual inter-

dependence that only draws the relationship closer. There are no as-

sumed limits, and both people experience the freedom to be themselves. 
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Negative Aspects and Issues 

The 5 relationship can suffer from inner conflict and scattered goals, 

from a pull between dependence and a desire for independence, from 

underconfidence, from a feeling of going in different directions or in 

too many directions at once, or from a sense of being trapped. 

Key Questions 

• What priorities and disciplines are most important to both of 
us? 

• When we want new adventure, who really stops us? 

• How can we help each other feel a sense of inner freedom? 

Spiritual Laws for the 5 Relationship 

• The Law of Discipline (p. 354) , ;   ,-A,,"; 

• The Law of Action (p. 390) 

• The Law of Balance (p. 341) 

6:   Vision and Acceptance 

Positive Aspects and Issues 

The 6 relationship has a purity and clarity, and is usually cen-

tered on an intrinsic commitment to growth and evaluation, bringing 

out the best of both people. There is a sense of optimism and mutual 

acceptance, where ideals become reality and shared visions of the pos-

sible sustain and nourish both people. 

Negative Aspects and Issues 

The 6 relationship can suffer from disappointment and criticism. 

The two people may experience failure to live up to each other's ideals; 

what at first seemed so perfect comes to seem riddled with defects due 

to unrealistic expectations. They may try to improve each other exter-

nally; there is a nit-picking, judgmental quality to interactions.    ' 

Key Questions 

• What do we appreciate about each other? 

• What is our common vision? 

• How can we practice unconditional acceptance? 
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Spiritual Laws for the 6 Relationship 

• The Law of Perfection {p. 358) 

• The Law of Flexibility (p. 324) 

• The Law of Intuition (p. 385) 

7:   Trust and Openness 

Positive Aspects and Issues 

The 7 relationship generates a sense of deep trust and openness 

based on both people's heartfelt sharing and understanding. The two 

people encourage introspection and inner processing, and the relation-

ship itself is dedicated to mutual growth. 

Negative Aspects and Issues 

The 7 relationship can suffer from a sense of mistrust based on 

misunderstanding, emotional pain and paranoia, the fear of betrayal, 

and a sense of hidden shame or chronic secrets. Each person is depen-

dent upon the other to complete or to fulfill him or her. 

Key Questions 

• What have we never shared with each other because of fear 

or shame? 

• What might we do to encourage our mutual growth and 

evolution? 

• How can we develop a deeper sense of trust in each other? 

Spiritual Laws for the 7 Relationship 

• The Law of Faith (p. 369) 

• The Law of No Judgments {p. 365) 

• The Law of Expectations (p. 373) 

8;   Abundance and Power P̂ 

Positive Aspects and Issues 

The 8 relationship can reflect benign give-and-take, where power 

is freely given and shared for mutual benefit, generating a sense and 

reality of abundance. Here, mental harmony opens the way for love 

without strings attached, 
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Negative Aspects and Issues 

The 8 relationship can suffer from control or authority issues, such 

as struggles about who is in charge, leading to a battle of wills. Money 

may feel scarce. There may be too much desire to get without giving 

or doing what's necessary; opportunism may undermine a true sense 

of relationship. 

Key Questions 

• What can we give to each other? 

• Does either of us feel the need to control the other? If so, 

why? 

• How can we together experience a sense of abundance? 

Spiritual Laws for the 8 Relationship 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377) :
 ' >.■■■ ' 

• TheLawofHigherWill{p. 381) 

• The Law of Action (p. 390) 

9.   Integrity and Wisdom 

Positive Aspects and Issues 

The 9 relationship is founded upon or develops a deep connec-

tion through compassion and tolerance; these individuals are together 

to teach each other about integrity and life through their differences; 

this provides a rare opportunity for inner growth and mutual tolerance 

by respecting each other's differences. 

Negative Aspects and Issues 

The 9 relationship can entail a lonely, cut-off feeling, a sense of 

disconnection of the two people from each other, and even from them 

selves. The two may experience a "can't live with, can't live without" 

feeling about the other person. Strong opinions clash because these two 

people see life very differently. ■■'     .    > ; 

Key Questions 

• Do we impose our opinions on each other? 

• How do we honor and appreciate our differences? 

• Do we remember that each of us knows at some level what is 

best for ourselves, but not necessarily what is best for the 

other? 
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Spiritual Laws for the 9 Relationship 

• The Law of Higher Will (p. 381) 

• The Law of No Judgments (p. 365) 

• The Law of Intuition (p. 385) 

10: Creativity and Confidence With Inner Gifts 

Positive Aspects and Issues 

The 10 relationship has the closeness and intensity of siblings; 

it's as if the two people have known each other before; their connec-

tion can create passionate energy they can direct in both spiritual and 

material realms, manifesting as shared creativity and service. 

Negative Aspects and Issues 

The 10 relationship can suffer from arguments and hurt feelings 

due to unspoken sensitivity. Both people may feel suppressed irritation 

and insecurity due to competitiveness; neither wants to lose face. 

Stress-related addictions may result. 

Key Questions 

• What resources do we generate together that we might not 

generate individually? 

• When either of us feels hurt or passionate, do we say so? 

• How much energy does each of us bring to the other? 

Spiritual Laws for the 10 Relationship ^ 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328) '^ 

• The Law of No Judgments (p. 365) 

• The Law of Higher Will (p. 381) 

11: Double Creativity and Confidence 

Positive Aspects and Issues 

The 11 relationship produces passionate sparks of creative energy 

that, when channeled, generate special magnetism (sexual or otherwise); 

these people can create anything together. They're like oxygen and fire, 

The 11 could be added again (1 +1) for a sum of 2, so cooperation is 

essential here. 
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Negative Aspects and Issues 

The 11 relationship may suffer from blocked or misdirected cre-

ative energy that can explode as shared addictions or physical violence. 

The partners experience a classic love-hate relationship marked by high 

insecurity and intense sexual chemistry. This energy is rarely boring. 

Key Questions 

• What makes me feel excited about this relationship? 

• When we argue, how could we turn the same energy into 

love? 

• How do we utilize or inhibit our mutual energy? 

Spiritual Laws for the 11 Relationship 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328) 

• The Law of Responsibility (p. 336) 

• The Law of Action (p. 390) 

12: Creative Cooperation 

Positive Aspects and Issues 

The 12 relationship means a productive team wherein each con-

tributes to an interdependent whole. Here we have complementary ener-

gies, sharing, and selfless contributions focused on the oneness of 

partnership — on what's right, not who's right. The 12 could be added 

again (1 + 2) for a sum of 3, so full and honest emotional expression is 

key here. 

Negative Aspects and Issues 

The 12 relationship can suffer from egoic conflict and blocked 

creativity. "United we stand or divided we fall" applies here; divided, 

these individuals see only strife and frustration, each self holding on to 

its own bottled energy. Self-expression is stifled, like a powerful train 

stuck at the station. 

Key Questions        •        '    M 

• What can we each do to support the other? 

• When do we do the best work together? 

• How do we find a balance between giving too much and 

giving too little? 
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Spiritual Laws for the 12 Relationship 

• The Law of Responsibility (p. 336) 

• The Law of Honesty (p. 377) 

• The Law of Choices (p. 328) 

Understanding Relationships 

Spouses, lovers, partners, companions, family members, and busi-

ness associates who apply their knowledge of the birth numbers will 

experience a deeper empathic bond that results in increased goodwill, 

mutual support, loving demands, good humor, and improved 

communication. 

The composite number and associated energies between two peo-

ple shed light on central issues they face together. No system, how-

ever, can reach into a couple's private inner sanctuary; only they can 

know and appreciate the internal dynamics of their relationship; only 

they experience the difficulties and the lessons. The innermost thoughts, 

feelings, and struggles of others are theirs alone to see and theirs to 

work out in their own way. 

Knowledge brings power; it can also bring compassion. Under-

standing others' challenges, struggles, and abilities can help us appreciate 

and understand our own. Often we project our issues onto the mirror 

of our partner. If we're working 6 energy, our partner may seem to 

judge us, or maybe we chose a partner who would judge or criticize us 

so we could work through our issues with judgments. If we're working 9 

energy, we may perceive our partner as highly opinionated. For most 

of us, a good way to understand ourselves is to see which qualities we 

like or dislike about our partner; the qualities we dislike in our partner 

may be repressed aspects of our own character. 

As we come to appreciate the dynamics of our relationship in the 

context of the energies we each bring and the energy we create with 

each other, we turn relationship itself into a powerful means of insight, 

awareness, and personal growth. 

Relationships serve mutual needs. In the positive, they bring joy; 

in the negative, they bring lessons that can't be ignored for long. In 

these lessons, we find another potential path to illumination, where all 

paths ultimately lead. 
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The power of the world always works in circles, 

and everything tries to be round. 

The sky is round, and I have heard 

that the earth is like a ball, 

and so are all the stars. 

The wind, in its greatest power, whirls; 

birds make their nests in circles, 

for theirs is the same religion as ours. 

The sun and moon, both round, 

come forth and go down again in a circle. 

Even the seasons form a great circle in their changing, 

and always come back again to where they were. 

The life of a person is a circle from childhood to childhood, 

and so it is in everything where power moves. 

BLACK ELK 

The Law of Cycles (p. 394) reminds us how the circles and spirals 
of time loop back on themselves in endlessly repeating patterns and 
rhythms. The universe expands and contracts in the rhythm of a cos-
mic breath that takes billions of years; annually, the seasons pass and 
return; water falls from the skies, then rises up, condenses, and falls 
again. Everywhere, we see rhythms and cycles. 

We also experience smaller cycles, not often noticed in the busi-
ness of everyday life—repeating patterns of energy that appear, disap-
pear, and reappear, cychng upward in time, rising ever higher as we 
learn the lessons of hfe, rising toward our destinies. 

The primary numbers 1 through 9 provide keys to one kind of 
cycle. The value in observing the rhythms and patterns of our life is 
that if we can synchronize our personal desires with the larger forces 
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and rhythms, we can harness the power of good timing; we ride the 

crest of each wave of energy as we swim with the current in the river 

of time, developing a refined attunement to the natural world. 

Even though we retain our birth number and its associated ener-

gies and issues for an entire lifetime, we also experience regular, progres-

sive cycles through all of the primal energies expressed by the numbers 

1 through 9. The year we are born relates to our primary life purpose; 

the following year we experience the energy of the next higher num-

ber, and so on, up through 9, when we begin a new cycle. So in addi-

tion to our birth number and life path, we feel a strong influence of the 

numbers of the years within the nine-year cycles of our life, and each 

year brings new issues and opportunities. 

We can understand the energy of each year of the cycle in terms 

of the rhythms of planting, growing, development, harvest, and plow-

ing under, preparing for the new cycle. This metaphor and image may 

appear abstract—until we determine our own cycle and notice how it 

can provide useful, practical guidance about our sense of timing in 

life. 

The Nine-Year Cycle 

1:   Creativity and Confidence 

The first year of a cycle is the year of creativity, of planting the 

seeds, of newness, of opening to new opportunity with confidence. The 

sprout is sown, but it hasn't yet broken through the ground. This may 

involve a time of planning as well as planting, of resolutions as well 

as map making. It can also mean going back to school, retraining, or 

moving to a new location—beginning something anew. The snow is 

just melting in early spring. ';' 

2:   Cooperation and Balance 

The second year, the seed needs the help and interaction of others— 

the sun, soil, and water. In our life, the second year of the cycle means 

working with other people in some form, finding our boundaries, defin-

ing ourselves in our new course of work or activity in terms of our 

relationships with others. We form new ties, alliances, and support net-

works. The earth grows warmer. 
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3:   Expression and Sensitivity 

The third year, the seed breaks through the soil into the sunlight; 

this may mean a time of visibility and careful growth. The shoot is still 

green and vulnerable. This time may bring a feeling of vulnerability; 

doubts may arise: "Can I do it?" Our horizons grow wider; we see and 

experience more. It's now late spring. 

4:   Stability and Process 

The fourth year, the shoot grows thicker and stronger, extending 

its roots deeper into the soil. This is time to establish stability; a criti-

cal stage, a time not for show but for making sure our roots are strong. 

This is a time to review and reflect, a time to catch up on anything 

overlooked, a time to regroup our forces and make sure our prepara-

tions are complete. Summer is around the corner. 

5:   Freedom and Discipline 

The fifth year in the cycle, the tree begins to blossom and attract 

other life—birds, bees, and forest creatures. Just so, if our work has 

been sound and the soil rich, if we have made good use of the first four 

years through our labors, now is the time of opportunity, of many 

options and choices. The orchard bears its first fruit. This is a time of 

celebration. Summer is here. 

6:   Vision and Acceptance 

The sixth year is a time to give back, to share the harvest with all 

those who would eat from the fruit of the tree, to pour out, with a 

sense of duty and high vision, sharing our good fortune. It is a time of 

generosity and abundance, but also a time to accept and to appreciate 

the bigger picture of what has been, what is to become, and what lies 

beyond. It's late summer. 

7:   Trust and Openness ** 

The seventh year is a time for gratitude in remembering the Source 

of all the fruit of all the trees. Not as goal oriented, it is a time for en-

joyment and ease, a time to look back and learn from the years that 
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have come before; the first year's creative impulse, the second year's 

teamwork and cooperation, the third year's vulnerability and doubt over-

come, the fourth year's regrouping and consolidation, the fifth year's 

harvest, and the sixth year's sharing. To this is now added the grati-

tude for it all, seeing how all prior challenges contributed to the present 

moment. Autumn has come. 

8:   Abundance and Power 

The eighth year brings, for those with the willingness and com-

mand to reap the harvest, abundant rewards for the previous seven years. 

The harvest directly reflects the quality of all that came before. The 

tree now stands tall and strong, mature and valued, ready to harvest. 

Autumn leaves shower like gold, like rainbows, as the winds of change 

begin to blow, signaling the later days of autumn. 

9:   Integrity and Wisdom 

This ninth year is a year of completion, of letting go, of quiet 

reflection that leads to wisdom—a time of looking backward and un-

derstanding that all cycles end, then begin again. Attachment never avails 

here, for all things pass; the fall has ended, and now is the time for 

plowing under, turning the soil, so that next spring cycle we can plant 

anew, with renewed hope and vigor, improving on this cycle through 

the wisdom gained. Winter's bittersweet presence brings a period of 

inner silence, and stillness, as we wait for the light to come again. 

The following exercises show how to determine the energy of any 

year of your life and help you to appreciate the changing cycle of ener-

gies and opportunities. 

Determining Your Place 
in the Nine-Year Cycle 

1. Write your month and day of birth, but substitute the present year 

for your birth year. •   Example: As I write this book, the year is 

1993, so to 

determine the energy of this year, I would write my birth 

date, substituting 1993 for my year of birth: 2-22-1993. 

You, the reader, would of course substitute the year in 

which you happen to be reading this book. 
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2. Follow the steps with your day and month of birth with the present 

year, using the same procedure you've learned to determine your 

birth number (see pp. 4-5); in my case, for 1993, 2-22-1993 

becomes 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 9 + 9 + 3 = 28 = 2 + 8 = 10, the beginning 

of a new cycle, with 0 for inner gifts; because we then add the 

digits 1 + 0, this is a "1 year." So, in 1993, I'm in my first year of a 

new nine-year cycle. The new cycle begins on one's birthday. 

3. Continuing to use my birth date as an example, we can see how the 

final numbers follow a regular progression through the cycle: 
 

• Next year, z-22-1994 adds up to 29 = 2 + 9 = 11 = 1 +1 = 2, the 

second year in the cycle. 

• Note that two-digit sums are added again to obtain the 

number of the year in the cycle. 

• The following year, 2-22-1995 adds up to 30 = 3 + 0 = 3, the 

third year in the cycle, and so on, up through the 9 year. 

4. The following, randomly chosen years and birth dates further 

illustrate the regular progression of cycles: 

• Abe, born on 1-11-1940: 

□ 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 9 + 4 + 0=17 = 1+7 = 8; 

this is the eighth year of the nine-year cycle, P   

The following year, 1-11-1941: 

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 9 + 4+1 = 18=1 + 8 = 9; 

this begins the ninth year of the nine-year cycle. 

□ The following year, 1-11-1942: 

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 9 + 4 + 2 = 19 + 1+9 = 10=1 + 0=1; this 

begins the first year of a new nine-year cycle. a   The 

following year, 1-11-1943: 

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 9 + 4 + 3 = 20 = 2 + 0 = 2; 

this begins the second year of the nine-year cycle, and so on. 

□ In the year 1993, Abe would compute 1-11-1993: 

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 9 + 9 + 3 = 25 = 2 + 5 = 7; 

this is the seventh year of the nine-year cycle. 

• Carrie, born 9-17-1957: 

□ 9 + 1 + 7+1+9 + 5 + 7 = 39 = 3 + 9=12=1+2 = 3; 

this is the third year of the nine-year cycle. 

D   The following year, 9-17-1958: 

9+1 + 7+1 + 9 + 5 + 8 = 40 = 4 + 0 = 4; 

this begins the fourth year of the nine-year cycle. 
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a   The following year, 9-17-1959: 

9 + 1 + 7+1 + 9 + 5 + 9 = 41 = 4+1 = 5; 

this begins the 5th year of the nine-year cycle, and so on. n   
In the year 1993, Carrie would compute 9-17-1993: 

9 + 1 + 7+1 + 9 + 9 + 3 = 39 = 3 + 9 = 12 = 1 + 2 = 3, 

the third year of the nine-year cycle. 

Retrospective of Major Events in Your Life 

1. Before reading further, write down the year you were born on a 

piece of paper. Just below that, write the following year. Beneath 

that, write the next year, then the next, and so on, to the present 

day. (If you're eighty-six years old, this may take a little time!) 

2. Beginning as far back as you can remember, write down significant 

events that come to mind, both positive or negative, next to each 

year. The insight you gain from this exercise is directly related to 

how many significant events you write down, but even a few events 

and the years they happened can be eye-opening. 

3. To the left of the year you were born, write your primary life 

purpose (1 through 9, or 10, 11, or 12); for example, if your birth 

number is 33/6, write a 6 to the left of your year of birth; then, for 

the next year, you'd write a 7, then an 8, then a 9, then begin again 

with a 1, a 2, and so on, for every year of your life, continuing 

through nine-year cycles to the present. Now you can see where 

you were in the nine-year cycle for each year of your life. 

•   Note that if your primary life purpose contains two digits (as in 

the case of 39/12), you need to add those two digits (1 + 2, in 

the case of 12) to find your place (3 in this example) in the nine-

year cycle. 

4. Look back at all of the 1 years, the beginnings of new cycles, and 

see how this fits; then look at the 2 years (cooperation), and see if 

this reveals anything related to events in your life. Continue for 

years 3 through 9. 

5. Were any years particularly good? Did you notice any repeating 

patterns? When an 8 year brought rewards or abundance, what did 

that tell you about the years leading up to it? If you kept holding 

onto old patterns right through a nine-year cycle into the next cycle, 

how did that affect your life? 
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Learning From the Cycles 

Unless your birth number is 19/10,28/10, 37/10, or 46/10, the first 

year of your life will not correspond to the first year of your nine-year 

cycle. For example, I was born on 2-22-1946, in the eighth year of the 

nine-year cycle. Although I was just beginning this life on Earth, I was 

born into an energy that involved abundance and power for me and 

also for my parents. (Until children fully individuate, the energies of 

their birth year often reflect what their parents are going through, 

which influences their children's young lives due to their developmen-

tal dependence.) 

Looking over your own cycles, you may notice that 1 years often 

involve some kind of a new beginning and that 9 years most often bring 

something to a close. The correspondences may or may not be exact, 

but you may note similarities between the 1 years, the 2 years, and so 

on—similar kinds of events or influences. With some contemplative 

analysis, you can begin to understand more about the rhythms and cycles 

of your life—a perspective that may help you to sense what tenden-

cies, energies, or opportunities may surface in the coming years. 

Riding the Cycles 

Understanding these cycles brings new appreciation, patience, and 

wisdom related to the changing opportunities and issues in your cur-

rent life situation. If you find yourself frustrated by your lack of abun-

dance, knowing that you are still in a 3 year, for example, can help. 

Rather than expecting an immediate harvest, you can adapt to the energy 

of the year and make the best use of current issues (expression and sen-

sitivity) to open up and develop honest communication, to express what 

you need and how you feel, laying the foundation for success when 

harvest time (an 8 year) draws near. Make use of each year for its own 

purpose; building upon each year's energy assures the richest possible 

harvest. 

Those of us who plant in the spring, cooperating with others, 

overcoming doubts, and making the best use of each year of the cycle, 

experience the fullest harvest. Then, when the time comes to let go of 

what is past, we prepare for the new cycle to come. 

Whether or not we use these cycles to anticipate or prepare for 

years to come, we can appreciate the cycles themselves and see the wis-

dom of riding the rhythms of the seasons of our lives. 
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It is never too late to be what 

we might have been. 

GEORGE ELIOT 

This book shares keys to a sacred teaching that has, for centuries, 

been veiled in relative secrecy, passed down in a largely oral tradition. 

The Life-Purpose System deals not so much with self-improvement as 

widi life improvement. While it may help clarify your path, the timing of 

your journey and the discipline and faith you apply are yours to 

choose. By now, you have grasped the essentials of the method and 

have a feel for the interplay of archetypal energies and patterns that 

make up our lives. You can now more clearly see and appreciate the 

kinds of issues and the kind of promise your life represents. If you feel 

a deeper sense of your purpose and direction, then my own purpose 

for writing this book has been fulfilled. 

To put this material in perspective, I close with a final reminder. 

There is a time for introspection and a time for turning outward; each 

has its value. We have to know the self before we can transcend it. As 

we explore the cave of our psyche, we find sparkling jewels of ideas, 

beliefs, and images, but if we get too fascinated with the facets of per-

sonality, we remain within the cave. Remember the light at the end of 

the tunnel; we need not linger within the caverns any longer than 

necessary. Self-knowledge is not the end; it is only the beginning. Let's 

go deeply into the self, then through it. Once we cross the river of the 

self, we no longer need the boat. When we've explored our nooks and 

crannies to the point of becoming transparent to the light of awareness, 

we finally see the Spirit that shines through us all. 

All of the laws described in this book are secondary to the Law 

of Love. I don't say this merely as poetry or metaphor; I mean it liter-

ally. Systems of analysis and introspection tend to put us in our mind 
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as we observe ourselves. Analysis certainly has its place, but it remains 

subordinate to loving-kindness. If we lose touch with our heart's wis-

dom, then no method avails; if we love, then nothing else is necessary. 

This material can help clear away the obstructions that hold love trapped 

within us and free it to expand into the world as joyous service for the 

common good. 

It is my highest hope that you make use of what you have learned. 

Study this system, apply it, embody it, then throw it away; it's only 

another step on your journey of awakening. Rest your mind in the eternal 

present, but open your eyes to the highest possibilities of your life path. 

Trust the process of your life, keep your sense of humor, and, above 

all, remember that it's never too late to experience the life you were 

bom to live. 
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Appendix: 

Birth Numbers of 

Well-Knoum People 

We should tackle reality in a 

slightly humorous way; 

otherwise, we miss its point. 

LAWRENCE DUREELL 

Each birth number describes internal tendencies, drives, and issues 

related to that life path; the numbers do not suggest a specific field or 

occupation since many other factors influence such choices. The num-

bers reflect internal qualities that we can express in different ways. Suc-

cessful people with the same birth number can thrive in a variety of 

fields. We each bring personal resources that complement the energies 

and issues of our life path. 

The birth number of each person listed here assumes that the date 

of birth is accurate. Although the names and birth dates of each person 

listed were checked and double-checked, sources sometimes differ. 

The following names serve as a quick alphabetical reference but 

are by no means complete; thousands of talented, historically significant 

people were not included because they were not on the lists used to 

compile this data or because sources differed too greatly concerning 

their birth dates. 

This list provides a handy reference guide and reminds us that 

successful, well-known people, also have issues to face, often like our 

own, and that celebrities have an inner reality and private life that may 

be very different from their outward appearances or roles presented by 

the media. We can also recognize that just because people become 
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well known does not necessarily mean that they are working all aspects 

of their birth number in the positive, or that they feel fulfilled or even 

happy. Despite external success, we all have internal issues and challenges. 

Working each birth number are the famous and infamous, expressing 

the energies of their destiny in a range of positive and negative ways. 

If you wish to look up additional names, ask your local librarian for 

Almanac of Famous People, Fourth Ed., Susan Stetler, editor (Detroit, MI: 

Gale Research Inc.), and other reference works. 

Aaron, Hank (2-5-1934) 24/6 Abbot, 
Bud (10-2-1898) 29/11 Abdul-jabbar, 
Kareem (4-16-1947) 32/5 Abernathy, 
Ralph (3-11-1926) 23/5 Abzug, Bella (7-
24-1920) 25/7 Adams, John (10-30-1735) 
20/2 Adams, John Quincy (7-11-1767) 
30/3 Agnew, Spiro (11-9-1918) 30/3 

Ailey, Alvin (1-5-1931) 20/2 Akins, 
Claude (5-25-1918) 31/4 Alberghetti, 
Anna Maria (5-15-1936) 30/3 Albert, 
Eddie (4-22-1908) 26/8 Akott, Louisa 
May (11-29-1832) 27/9 Alda, Alan (1-
28-1936) 30/3 Aldrirt, Edwin "Buzz" (1-
20-1930) 16/7 Alexander, Jane (10-28-
1939) 33/6 Alexander, Shana (10-6-1925) 
24/6 AH, Muhammad (1-18-1942) 26/8 

Allen, Grade (7-26-1902) 27/9 Allen, 
Irwin (6-12-1916) 26/8 Allen, Steve (12-
26-1921) 24/6 Allen, Woody (12-1-1935) 
22/4 Alpert, Herb (3-31-1935) 25/7 
Altman, Robert (2-20-1925) 21/3 Amaji 
(9-27-1953) 36/9 Ameche, Don (5-31-
1908) 27/9 Andersen, Hans Christian 

(4-21-1805) 21/3 Anderson, Dame 
Judith (2-10-1898) 29/11 Anderson, Jack 
(10-19-1922) 25/7 Anderson, Loni (8-5-
1946) 33/6 Anderson, Marian (2-17-1902) 
22/4 Andress, Ursula (3-19-1936) 32/5 

Andrews, Julie (10-1-1935) 20/2 Angelou, 
Maya (4-4-1928) 28/10 Anka, Paul (7-30-
1941) 25/7 Ann-Margret (4-28-1941) 
29/11 Anthony, Susan B. (2-15-1820) 
19/10 Arbuckle, Fatty (5-24-1887) 35/8 
Arden, Eve (4-30-1912) 20/2 

Arkin, Alan (3-26-1934) 28/10 

Armstrong, Bess (12-11-1953) 23/5 

Armstrong, Curtis (11-27-1953) 29/11 

Armstrong, Louis (7-4-1900) 21/3 

Armstrong, Neil (8-5-1930) 26/8 Arnaz, 
Desi, Jr, (1-19-1953) 29/11 Amaz, Lucie 
(7-17-1951) 31/4 Amess, James (5-26-
1923) 28/10 Arnold, Eddy (5-15-1918) 
30/3 Arnold, Roseanne (formerly 
Roseanne 

Barr) (11-3-1952) 22/4 Arquette, 
Rosanna (8-10-1959) 33/6 Arthur, 
Beatrice (5-13-1926) 27/9 Arthur, 
Chester A. (10-5-1829) 26/8 Ashe, 
Arthur, Jr. (7-10-1943) 25/7 Asimov, 
Isaac (1-2-1920) 15(6 Asner, Ed (11-15-
1929) 29/11 Assante, Armand (10-4-
1949) 28/10 Astaire, Fred (5-10-1899) 
33/6 Astin, Patty Duke (12-14-1946) 
28/10 Attenborough, Richard (8-29-
1923) 34/7 Aurobindo, Sri (8-15-1872) 
32/5 Autry, Gene (9-29-1907) 37/10 

Avedon, Richard (5-15-1923) 26/8 

Aykroyd, Dan (7-1-1952) 25/7 

Baba, Meher (2-25-1894) 31/4 Bacall, 
Lauren (9-16-1924) 32/5 Bach, Johann 
Sebastian (3-21-1685) 26/8 Bacharach, 
Burt (5-12-1929) 29/11 Backus, Jim (2-
25-1913) 23/5 Bacon, Francis (1-22-
1561) 18/9 Bacon, Kevin (7-8-1958) 
38/11 Baez, Joan (1-9-1941) 25/7 

Bailey, F. Lee (6-10-1933) 23/5 Bailey, 
Pearl (3-29-1918) 33/6 Baker, Josephine 
(6-3-1906) 25/7 Baldwin, Alec (4-3-
1958) 30/3 Baldwin, Faith (10-1-1893) 

23/5 Baldwin, James (8-2-1924) 26/8 
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Ball, Lucille (8-6-1911) 26/8 Ballard, 
Kaye (11-20-1926) 22/4 Balsam, Martin 
(11-4-1919) 26/8 Balzac, Honorc de (5-20-
1799) 33/6 Bancroft, Anne (9-17-1931) 
31/4 Bankhead, TaMah (1-31-1903) 18/9 
Bardot, Brigkte (9-28-1934) 36/9 Barker, 
Bob (12-12-1923) 21/3 Barnard, Dr. 
Christiaan (10-8-1922) 23/5 Barnum, P. T. 
(7-5-1810) 22/4 Barr, Roseanne. See 
Arnold, Roseanne. Barrett, Rona (10-8-
1936) 28/10 BarrieJ. M. (5-9-1860) 29/11 
Barry, Gene (6-4-1922) 24/6 Barrymore, 
Ethel (8-15-1879) 39/12 Barrymore, John 
(2-15-1882) 27/9 Barrymore, Lionel (4-28-
1878) 38/11 Baruch, Bernard (8-19-1870) 
34/7 Baryshnikov, Mikhail (1-28-1948) 
33/6 Basinger, Kim (12-8-1953) 29/11 
Bassey, Shirley (1-8-1937) 29/11 Bateman, 
Jason (1-14-1969) 31/4 Bates, Alan (2-17-
1934) 27/9 Baxter, Anne (5-7-1923) 27/9 
Baxter, Meredith (6-21-1947) 30/3 Bean, 
Alan (3-15-1932) 24/6 Bean, Orson (7-
22-1928) 31/4 Beard, James (5-5-1903) 
23/5 Beatty. Ned (7-6-1937) 33/6 Beatty, 
Warren (3-30-1937) 26/8 Beethoven, 
Ludwig van (12-16-1770) 25/7 Begin, 
Menachem (8-13-1913) 26/8 Belafonte, 
Harry (3-1-1927) 23/5 Bell, Alexander 
Graham (3-3-1847) 26/8 Belli, Mclvin (7-
29-1907) 35/8 Bellow, Saul (7-10-1915) 
24/6 Belmondo, Jean-Paul (4-9-1933) 
29/11 Belushi, Jim (6-15-1954) 31/4 
Belushi, John (1-24-1951) 23/5 Benatar, 
Pat (1-10-1953) 20/2 Bcndix, William (1-
14-1906) 22/4 Bcn-Gurion, David (10-16-
1886) 31/4 Benjamin, Richard (5-22-1938) 
30/3 Bennett, Tony (8-3-1926) 29/11 
Benny, Jack (2-14-1894) 29/11 Benson, 
Robby (1-21-1955) 24/6 Benton, Barbi (1-
28-1950) 26/8 Berenger, Tom (5-31-1950) 
24/6 Bergen, Candice (5-9-1946) 34/7 
Bergen, Edgar (2-16-1903) 22/4 Bergen, 
Polly (7-14-1930) 25/7 Bergman, Ingmar 
(7-14-1918) 31/4 
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Bergman, Ingrid (8-29-1915) 35/8 Berle, 
Milton (7-12-1908) 28/10 Berlin, Irving (5-
11-1888) 32/5 Bernhardt, Sarah (10-22-
1844) 22/4 Bernstein, Elmer (4-4-1922) 
22/4 Bernstein, Leonard (8-25-1918) 34/7 
Berra, Yogi (5-12-1925) 25/7 Berry, 
Chuck (10-18-1926) 28/10 Bertolucci, 
Bernardo (3-16-1941) 25/7 Besant, Annie 
(10-1-1847) 22/4 Bettelheim, Bruno (8-28-
1903) 31/4 Bhajan, Yogi (8-26-1929) 37/10 
Bikel, Theodore (5-2-1924) 23/5 Bird, 
Larry (12-7-1956) 31/4 Bisset, Jacqueline 
(9-13-1944) 31/4 Bixby. Bill (1-22-1934) 
22/4 Black, Shirley Temple. See Temple, 
Shirley. Blackstone, Harry, Jr. (6-30-1934) 
26/8 Blair, Linda (1-22-1959) 29/11 
Blake, William (11-28-1757) 32/5 Blanc, 
Mel (5-30-1908) 26/8 Blass, Bill (6-22-
1922) 24/6 Blavatsky, Madame (8-12-
1831) 24/6 Bloom, Claire (2-15-1931) 22/4 
Bochco, Steven (12-16-1943) 27/9 
Bogdanovich, Peter (7-30-1939) 32/5 
Bombeck, Erma (2-21-1927) 24/6 
Bonaparte, Napoleon (8-15-1769) 37/10 
Boone, Pat (6-1-1934) 24/6 Boone. 
Richard (6-18-1917) 33/6 Borg, Bjorn (6-
6-1956) 33/6 Boros, Julius (3-3-1920) 
18/9 Boswell, Tom (10-1-1927) 21/3 
Bottoms, Timothy (8-30-1951) 27/9 Bow, 
Clara (8-6-1905) 29/11 Bowie, David (1-
8-1947) 30/3 Bracken, Eddie (2-7-1920) 
21/3 Bradbury, Ray (8-22-1920) 24/6 
Bradshaw, John (6-29-1933) 33/6 
Bradshaw, Terry (9-2-1948) 33/6 Brady, 
James B, ("Diamond Jim") 

(8-12-1856) 31/4 Brahms, 
Johannes (5-7-1833) 27/9 Brando, 
Marlon (4-3-1924) 23/5 Brennan, 
Walter (7-25-1894) 36/9 Brezhnev, 
Leonid (12-19-1906) 29/11 Bridges, 
Beau (12-9-1941) 27/9 Bridges, Jeff 
(12-4-1949) 30/3 Bridges, Lloyd (1-15-
1913) 21/3 Brimley, Wilford (9-27-
1934) 35/8 Brinkley, Christie (2-2-
1953) 22/4 Brinkley, David (7-10-
1920) 20/2 
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Broderick, Matthew (3-21-1962) 24/6 

Broroon, Charles (11-3-1922) 19/10 Brooks, 

Albert (7-22-1947} 32/5 Brooks, Gwendolyn 

(6-7-1917) 31/4 Brooks, Mel (6-28-1926) 

34/7 Brosnan, Pierce (5-15-1953) 29/11 

Brown, Helen Gurley (2-18-1922) 25/7 

Brown, James (5-3-1934) 25/7 Brown, Jerry 

(4-7-1938) 32/5 Brown, Jim (2-17-1936) 

29/11 Brown, Joe E. (7-28-1892) 37/10 

Browning, Elizabeth Barrett 
(3-6-1806) 24/6 Brubeck, Dave 

(12-6-1920) 21/3 Bruce, Lenny 

(10-13-1925) 22/4 Brummel, Beau 

(6-7-1778) 36/9 Bryan, William 

Jennings 
(3-19-1860) 28/10 Bryant, Anita (3-25-

1940) 24/6 Brynner, Yul (7-11-1920) 21/3 

Buchanan, James (4-23-1791) 27/9 

Buchwald, Art (10-20-1925) 20/2 Buckley, 

William E, Jr. (11-24-1925) 25/7 Bujold, 

Genevieve (7-1-1942) 24/6 Burbank, Luther 

(3-7-1849) 32/5 Burger, Warren E. (9-17-

1907) 34/7 Burnett, Carol (4-26-1933) 28/10 

Burns, George (1-20-1896) 27/9 Burr, Aaron 

(2-6-1756) 27/9 Burr, Raymond (5-21-1917) 

26/8 Burroughs, Edgar Rice (9-1-1875) 31/4 

Burstyn, Ellen (12-7-1932) 25/7 Burton, 

LeVar (2-16-1957) 31/4 Burton, Richard (11-

10-1925) 20/2 Burton, Sir Richard (3-19-

1821) 25/7 Busey, Gary (6-29-1944) 35/8 

Bush, Barbara (6-8-1925) 31/4 Bush, George 

(6-12-1924) 25/7 Butkus, Dick (12-9-1942) 

28/10 Byron, Lord George Gordon 
(1-22-1788) 29/11 

Caan, James (3-26-1939) 33/6 Caesar, Sid 

(9-8-1922) 31/4 Cage, Nicolas (1-7-1964) 

28/10 Cagney, James (7-1-1899) 35/8 Caine, 

Michael (3-14-1933) 24/6 Caldwell, Zoe (9-

14-1933) 30/3 Calks, Maria (12-3-1923) 21/3 

Cameron, Kirk (10-12-1970) 21/3 

Campanella, Joseph (11-21-1927) 24/6 

Campbell, Glen (4-22-1938) 29/11 

Campbell, Joseph (3-26-1904) 25/7 Candy, 

John (10-31-1950) 20/2 Cannon, Dyan (1-

4-1938) 26/8 Cantrell, Lana (8-7-1944) 

33/6 Capone, Al (1-17-1899) 36/9 Capote, 

Truman (9-30-1924) 28/10 Capp, Al (9-

28-1909) 38/11 Capra, Frank (5-18-1897) 

39/12 Cardin, Pierre (7-7-1922) 28/10 

Cardinale, Claudia (4-15-1939) 32/5 

Carlin, George (5-12-1938) 29/11 

Carnegie, Andrew (11-25-1835) 26/8 

Carnegie, Dale (11-24-1888) 33/6 Carney, 

Art (11-4-1918) 25/7 Carpenter, John (1-

16-1948) 30/3 Carradine, Keith (8-8-1950) 

31/4 Carroll, Diahann (7-17-1935) 33/6 

Carroll, Lewis (1-27-1832) 24/6 Carson, 

johnny (10-23-1925) 23/5 Carson, Rachel 

(5-27-1907) 31/4 Carter, Jimmy (10-1-

1924) 18/9 Caruso, Enrico (2-25-1873) 

28/10 Casanova (4-2-1725) 21/3 Cash, 

Johnny (2-26-1932) 25/7 Cassidy, Butch 

(4-13-1866) 29/11 Cassidy, David (4-12-

1950) 22/4 Cassidy, Sean (9-27-1958) 41/5 

Cassini, Oleg (4-11-1913) 20/2 Castaneda, 

Carlos (12-25-1931) 24/6 Castro, Fidel (8-

13-1926) 30/3 Catherine the Great 

(empress of Russia) 
(4-21-1729) 26/8 Cauficld, Alex (11-

23-1959) 31/4 Cavett, Dick (11-19-1936) 

31/4 Cayce, Edgar (3-18-1877) 35/8 

C&anne, Paul (1-19-1839) 32/5 Chagall, 

Marc (7-7-1887) 38/11 Chamberlain, 

Richard (3-31-1935) 25/7 Chamberlain, 

Wilt (8-12-1936) 30/3 Chancellor, John (7-

14-1927) 31/4 Chaney, Lon (4-1-1883) 

25/7 Channing, Carol (1-31-1923) 20/2 

Chaplin, Charlie (4-16-1889) 37/10 

Chaplin, Geraldinc (7-31-1944) 29/11 

Charisse, Cyd (3-8-1923) 26/8 Charles, 

Prince of Wales 
(11-14-1948) 29/11 Charles, Ray (9-

23-1930) 27/9 Chase, Chevy (10-8-1943) 

26/8 Chavts, Cesar (3-31-1927) 26/8 

Chayefsky, Paddy (1-29-1923) 27/9 

Checker, Chubby (10-3-1941) 19/10 
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Cher (5-20-1946) 27/9 Chevalier, Maurice 

(9-12-1888) 37/10 Chicago, Judy (7-20-

1939) 31/4 Child, Julia (8-15-1912) 27/9 

Chisolm, Shirley (11-30-1924) 21/3 Chong, 

Tommy (5-24-1938) 32/5 Chopin, Frederic 

(2-22-1810) 16/7 Christie, Agatha (9-15-

1890) 33/6 Christie, Julie (4-14-1940) 23/5 

Chung, Connie (8-20-1946) 30/3 Churdull, 

Winston (11-30-1874) 25/7 Ciccone, 

Madonna Louise 
(8-16-1958) 38/U Clapton, Eric (3-30-

1945) 25/7 Clark, Dick (11-30-1929) 26/8 

Clark, Petula (11-15-1932) 23/5 Clark, 

Ramsey (12-18-1927) 31/4 Clark, Roy (4-15-

1933) 26/8 Clarke, Arthur C. (12-16-1917) 

28/10 Claude, Jean (10-18-1960) 26/8 

Clayburgh, Jill (4-30-1944) 25/7 Cleaver, 

Eldridge (8-31-1935) 30/3 Clemens, Samuel 

(11-30-1835) 22/4 Cleese, John (10-27-1939) 

32/5 Cleveland, Grover (3-18-1837) 31/4 

Cliburn, Van (7-12-1934) 27/9 Cline, Patsy 

(9-8-1932) 32/5 Clinton, Bill (8-19-1946) 

38/U Clinton, Hillary Rodham 
(10-26-1947) 30/3 Close, Glenn (3-

19-1947) 34/7 Cobum, James (8-31-

1928) 32/5 Coca, Imogene (11-18-1908) 

29/11 Cody, William ("Buffalo Bill") 
(2-26-1846) 29/11 Cole, Nat King (3-17-

1919) 31/4 Cole, Natalie (2-6-1950) 23/5 

Coleman, Dabney (1-3-1932) 19/10 Collins, 

Joan (5-23-1933) 26/8 Collins, Judy (5-1-

1939) 28/10 Collins, Phil (1-30-1951) 20/2 

Collins, Stephen (10-1-1947) 23/5 Columbus, 

Christopher (10-30-1451) 15/6 Comanici, 

Nadia (11-12-1961) 22/4 Como, Perry (5-18-

1912) 27/9 ConnaUy, John (2-27-1917) 29/11 

Connery. Sean (8-25-1930) 28/10 Connors. 

Jimmy (9-2-1952) 28/10 Conrad, Robert (3-1-

1935) 22/4 Conway, Tim (12-15-1933) 25/7 

Cooke, Alistair (11-20-1908) 22/4 Coolidge, 

Calvin (7-4-1872) 29/11 

Cooper. Alice (2-4-1948) 28/10 Cooper, 

Gary (5-7-1901) 23/5 Cooper, Jackie (9-

15-1922) 29/11 Copernicus, Nicolaus (2-

19-1473) 27/9 Coppola, Francis Ford (4-7-

1939) 33/6 Corey, Jeff (8-10-1914) 24/6 

Corman, Roger (4-5-1926) 2719 Cosby, 

Bill (7-12-1937) 30/3 Cosell, Howard (3-

25-1920) 22/4 Costner, Kevin (1-18-1955) 

30/3 Cotten, Joseph (5-15-1905) 26/8 

Court, Margaret (7-16-1942) 30/3 

Courtenay, Tom (2-25-1937) 29/11 

Cousins, Norman (6-24-1915) 28/10 

Cousteau, Jacques (6-11-1910) 19/10 

Cousy, Bob (8-9-1928) 37/10 Coward, 

Noel (12-16-1899) 37/10 Crabbe, Buster 

(2-7-1908) 27/9 Crawford, Joan (3-23-

1904) 22/4 Crawford, Michael (1-19-

1942) 27/9 Crenna, Richard (11-30-1926) 

23/5 Crocc Jim (1-10-1943) 19/10 

Crockett, Davy (8-17-1786) 38/11 

Cronkite, Walter (11-4-1916) 23/5 

Cronyn, Hume (7-18-1911) 28/10 Crosby, 

Bing (5-2-1904) 21/3 Cruise, Tom (7-3-

1962) 28/10 Crystal. Billy (3-14-1947) 

29/11 Culp, Robert (8-16-1930) 28/10 

Cuomo. Mario M. (6-15-1932) 27/9 Curie, 

Marie (11-7-1867) 31/4 Curie, Pierre (5-

15-1859) 34/7 Curtis, Jamie Lee (11-22-

1958) 29/11 Curtis, Tony (6-3-1925) 26/8 

Cusack, John (6-28-1966) 38/U 

Dafoe, Willem (7-22-1955) 31/4 Da Free 

John (11-3-1939) 27/9 Dalai Lama (7-6-

1935) 31/4 Dali, Salvador (5-11-1904) 

21/3 Dalton, Timothy (3-21-1946) 26/8 

Daltrey, Roger (3-1-1944) 22/4 

Dangerfield, Rodney (11-22-1922)20/2 

Danson, Ted (12-29-1947) 35/8 Danza, 

Tony (4-21-1950) 22/4 Darin, Bobby (5-

14-1936) 29/11 Darren, James (6-8-1936) 

33/6 Darwin, Charles (2-12-1809) 23/5 

Dass, Ram (4-6-1931) 24/6 Davidson, 

John (12-13-1941) 22/4 Davis, Bette (4-5-

1908) 27/9 Davis, Geena (1-21-1957) 26/8 
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Davis, Miles (5-25-1926) 30/3 Davis, Ossie 

(12-18-1917) 30/3 Davis, Sammy, Jr. (12-8-

1925) 28/10 Dawber, Pam (10-18-1951) 26/8 

Day, Doris (4-3-1924) 23/5 Dayan, Moshe 

(5-4-1915) 25/7 Day-Lewis, Daniel (4-29-

1958) 38/11 Dean, Dizzy (1-16-1911) 20/2 

Dean, James (2-8-1931) 24/6 de Beauvoir, 

Simone (1-9-1908) 28/10 Debussy, Claude 

(8-22-1862) 29/11 Dee, Ruby (10-27-1924) 

26/8 Dee, Sandra (4-23-1942) 25/7 Degas, 

Edgar (7-19-1834) 33/6 De Gaulle. See 

Gaulle, Charles de De Havilland, Olivia (7-1-

1916) 25/7 de Kooning, William (4-24-1904) 

24/6 Delon, Alain (11-8-1935) 28/10 Deluise, 

Dom (8-1-1933) 25/7 deMiUe, Cecil B. (8-

12-1881) 29/11 Dempsey, Jack (6-24-1895) 

35/8 Deneuve, Catherine (10-22-1943) 22/4 

De Niro, Robert (8-17-1943) 33/6 Dennehy, 

Brian (7-9-1938) 37/10 Denver, John (12-31-

1943) 24/6 De Palma, Brian (9-11-1940) 25/7 

de Paul, St. Vincent. See Vincent de Paul, 

Depp, Johnny (6-9-1963) 34/7 Derek, Bo (11-

20-1956) 25/7 Derek, John (8-12-1926) 29/11 

Dern, Bruce (6-4-1936) 29/11 De Sade. See 

Sade, Marquis de. Descartes, Rene (3-31-

1596) 28/10 Devi, Sarada (12-22-1853) 24/6 

Devine, Andy (10-7-1905) 23/5 De Viro, 

Danny (11-17-1944) 28/10 Diamond, Neil (1-

24-1941) 22/4 Diana, Princess of Wales (7-1-

1960) 24/6 Dickens, Charles (2-7-1812) 21/3 

Dickinson, Angie (9-30-1931) 26/8 Dietrich, 

Marlene (12-27-1901) 23/5 Diller, Phyllis (7-

17-1917) 33/6 Dillinger, John (6-22-1902) 

22/4 Dillon, Matt (2-18-1964) 31/4 

DiMaggio,Joe (11-25-1914) 24/6 Disney, 

Walt (12-5-1901) 19/10 Dodgson, Charles 

(Lewis Carroll) 
(1-27-1832) 24/6 Domingo, Placido 

(1-21-1941) 19/10 Domino, Fats (2-26-

1928) 30/3 Donahue, Phil (12-21-1935) 

24/6 Donahue, Tioy (1-27-1936) 29/11 

ERS OF WELL-KNOWN PEOPLE 

Dostoyevski, Fyodor (11-11-1821) 16/7 

Douglas, Kirk (12-9-1916) 29/11 Douglas, 

Michael (9-25-1944) 34/7 Douglas, William 

O. (10-16-1898) 34/7 Downey, Robert, Jr. (4-

4-1965) 29/11 Dreyfuss, Richard (10-29-1947) 

33/6 Dukakis, Olympia (6-20-1931) 22/4 

Duke, Patry (12-14-1946) 28/10 Dullea, Keir 

(5-30-1936) 27/9 Dulles, John Foster (2-25-

1888) 34/7 Dumas, Alexandre (7-24-1802) 

24/6 Dunaway, Faye (1-14-1941) 21/3 

Duncan, Isadora (5-27-1878) 38/11 Duncan, 

Sandy (2-20-1946) 24/6 Durante, Jimmy (2-

10-1893) 24/6 Duvall, Robert (1-5-1931) 20/2 

Duvall, Shelley (7-7-1949) 37/10 Dylan, Bob 

(5-24-1941) 26/8 

Earp, Wyatt (3-19-1848) 34/7 Eastman, 

George (7-12-1854) 28/10 Eastwood, Clint (5-

31-1930) 22/4 Ebert, Roger (6-18-1942) 31/4 

Eddy, Mary Baker (7-16-1821) 26/8 Eden, 

Barbara (8-23-1934) 30/3 Edison, Thomas (2-

11-1847) 24/6 Edwards, Blake (7-26-1922) 

29/11 Eggar, Samantha (3-5-1939) 30/3 

Einstein, Albert (3-14-1879) 33/6 Eisenhower, 

Dwight D. (10-14-1890) 24/6 Ekberg, Anita 

(9-29-1931) 34/7 Ekhnd, Britt (10-6-1942) 

23/5 Eliot, T. S. (9-26-1888) 42/6 Elizabeth, 

Queen Mother (of England) 
(8-4-1900) 22/4 Elliot, Cass (2-19-1943) 

29/11 Emerson, Ralph Waldo (5-25-1803) 

24/6 Erhardt, Werner (9-5-1935) 32/5 Ernst, 

Max (4-2-1891) 25/7 Estefan, Gloria (9-1-

1957) 32/5 Estevez, Emilio (5-12-1962) 26/8 

Evans, Linda (11-18-1942) 27/9 Evert, Chris 

(12-21-1954) 25/7 

Fairbanks, Douglas, Jr. (12-9-1909) 31/4 

Fairbanks, Douglas, Sr. (5-23-1883) 30/3 

Falk, Peter (9-16-1927) 35/8 Farrow, Mia (2-

9-1945) 30/3 Faulkner, William (9-25-1897) 

41/5 Fawcett, Farrah (2-2-1947) 25/7 Feiffer, 

Jules (1-26-1929) 30/3 Feliciano, Jose (9-10-

1945) 29/11 
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Feffini, Federico (1-20-1920) 15/6 Field, 

Sally (11-6-1946) 28/10 Fields, W. C. (1-

29-1880) 29/11 Fillmore, Millard (1-7-

1800) 17/8 Finney, Albert (5-9-1936) 33/6 

Fischer, Bobby (3-9-1943) 29/11 Fisher, 

Carrie (10-21-1956) 25/7 Fisher, Eddie (8-

10-1928) 29/11 Fitzgerald, Ella (4-25-1918) 

30/3 Flack, Roberta (2-10-1940) 17/8 

Fleming, Peggy (7-27-1948) 38/11 

Fleming, Rhonda (8-10-1923) 24/6 Flynn, 

Errol (6-20-1909) 27/9 Fonda, Henry (5-16-

1905) 27/9 Fonda, Jane (12-21-1937) 26/8 

Fonda, Peter (2-23-1939) 29/11 Fonteyn, 

Margot (5-18-1919) 34/7 Ford, Gerald R. 

(7-14-1913) 26/8 Ford, Glenn (5-1-1916) 

23/5 Ford, Harrison (7-13-1942) 27/9 Ford, 

Henry (7-30-1863) 28/10 Ford, Henry, II 

(9-4-1917) 31/4 Foreman, George (1-10-

1949) 25/7 Foster, Jodie (11-19-1962) 30/3 

Fox, Michael J. (6-9-1961) 32/5 Foxx, 

Redd (12-9-1922) 26/8 Foyt, A. J. (1-16-

1935) 26/8 Fragonard, Jean (4-5-1732) 22/4 

Francis, Connie (12-12-1938) 27/9 

Frankenheimcr, John (2-19-1930) 25/7 

Franklin, Aretha (3-25-1942) 26/8 Franklin. 

Benjamin (1-17-1706) 23/5 Frazier, joe (1-

17-1944) 27/9 Free John, Da (11-3-1939) 

27/9 Freeman, Morgan (6-1-1937) 27/9 

Freud, Sigmund (5-6-1856) 31/4 Friedan, 

Betty (2-4-1921) 19/10 Friedkin, William 

(8-29-1939) 41/5 Frost, David (4-7-1939) 

33/6 Frost, Robert (3-26-1874) 31/4 

Funicello, Annette (10-22-1942) 21i3 Funt, 

Allen (9-16-1914) 31/4 

Gable, Clark (2-1-1901) 14/5 

Gainsborough, Thomas (5-14-1727) 27/9 

Galilei, Galileo (2-15-1564) 24/6 Gallup, 

George (11-18-1901) 22/4 Gandhi, 

Mahatma (10-2-1869) 27/9 Garbo, Greta 

(9-18-1905) 33/6 Gardenia, Vincent (1-7-

1922) 22/4 Garfield, James A. (11-19-

1831)25/7 Garland, Beverly (10-17-1926) 

27/9 

Garland, Judy (6-10-1922) 21/3 Garner, 

James (4-7-1928) 31/4 Gauguin, Paul (6-

7-1848) 34/7 Gaulle, Charles de (11-22-

1890) 24/6 Gave, Marvin (4-2-1939) 

28/10 Gaynor, Mitzi (9-4-1931) 27/9 

Gazzara, Ben (8-28-1930) 31/4 Gebel-

Williams, Gunther 
(9-12-1934) 29/11 Gehrig, Lou 

(6-19-1903) 29/11 Geisel, Theodor 

(Dr. Seuss) 
(3-2-1904) 19/10 Gere, Richard (8-31-

1949) 35/8 Gerulaitis, Vitas (7-26-1954) 

34/7 Getty, J. Paul (12-15-1892) 29/11 

Getz, Stan (2-2-1927) 23/5 Gibson, Mel 

(1-3-1956) 25/7 Gifford, Frank (8-16-

1930) 28/10 Gilbert, Melissa (5-8-1964) 

33/6 Gillespie, Dizzy (10-21-1917) 22/4 

Giovanni, Nikki (6-7-1943) 30/3 Givens, 

Robin (11-27-1964) 31/4 Glenn, Scott (1-

26-1942) 25/7 Godfrey, Arthur (3-31-

1903) 20/2 Godunov, Alexander (11-28-

1949) 35/8 Goethe (8-18-1749) 38/11 

Gogh, Vincent van (3-30-1853) 23/5 

Goldberg, Whoopi (11-13-1949) 29/11 

Goldman, Emma (6-27-1869) 39/12 

Goldsboro, Bobby (1-11-1941) 18/9 

Goldwyn, Samuel (8-27-1882) 36/9 

Gonzalez, Pancho (5-9-1928) 34/7 

Goodman, Benny (5-30-1909) 27/9 

Goolagong, Evonne (7-31-1951) 27/9 

Gorbachev, Mikhail (3-2-1931) 19/10 

Gordon, Ruth (10-30-1896) 28/10 Gorme, 

Eydie (8-16-1932) 30/3 Gossett, Louis, Jr. 

(5-27-1936) 33/6 Gould, Elliott (8-29-

1938) 40/4 Goulet, Robert (11-26-1933) 

26/8 Goya, Francisco (3-30-1746) 24/6 

Graham, Billy (11-7-1918) 28/10 Graham, 

Katherine (6-16-1917) 31/4 Graham, 

Martha (5-11-1894) 29/11 Grant, Cary (1-

18-1904) 24/6 Grant, Ulysses S. (4-27-

1822) 26/8 Graves, Peter (3-18-1926) 30/3 

Graziano, Rocky (6-7-1922) 27/9 Greene, 

Lome (2-12-1915) 21/3 Greer, Germaine 

(1-29-1939) 34/7 Gregory, Dick (10-12-

1932) 19/10 Grey, Joel (4-11-1932) 21/3 
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Griffin, Merv (7-6-1925) 30/3 Griffith, 

Melanie (8-9-1957) 39/12 Grimm, Jacob 

(1-4-1785) 26/8 Grimm, Wilhclm (2-24-

1786) 30/3 Grodin, Charles (4-21-1935) 

25/7 Gromyko, Andrey (7-6-1909) 32/5 

Grotowski, Jerzy (8-11-1933) 26/8 

Gucci, Aldo (5-26-1909) 32/5 Guinness, 

Alec (4-2-1914) 21/3 Guthrie, Arlo (7-

10-1947) 29/11 Guthrie, Woody (7-14-

1912) 25/7 Guttenberg, Steve (8-24-

1958) 37/10 

Hackman, Gene (1-30-1931) 18/9 Hagman, 

Larry (9-22-1931) 27/9 Haig, Alexander (12-

2-1924) 21/3 Hale, Nathan (6-6-1775) 32/5 

Haley, Alex (8-11-1921) 23/5 Hall, Darry! 

(10-11-1949) 26/8 Hamilton, George (8-12-

1939) 33/6 Hamlisch, Marvin (6-2-1944) 26/8 

Hammarskjold, Dag (7-29-1905) 33/6 

Hancock, John (1-23-1737) 24/6 Handel, 

George Frideric (2-23-1685) 27/9 Harding, 

Warren G. (11-2-1865) 24/6 Harlow, Jean (3-

3-1911) 18/9 Harmon, Tom (9-28-1919) 

39/12 Harris, Ed (11-28-1950) 27/9 Harris, 

Emmy Lou (4-2-1947) 27/9 Harris, Richard 

(10-1-1933) 18/9 Harrison, Benjamin (8-20-

1833) 25/7 Harrison, George (2-25-1943) 

26/8 Harrison, Rex (3-5-1908) 26/8 Harrison, 

William Henry (2-9-1773) 29/11 Harvey, 

Laurence (10-1-1928) 22/4 Harvey, Paul (9-

4-1918) 32/5 HasselhofT, David (7-17-1952) 

32/5 Hauei, Rutger (1-23-1944) 24/6 Hawn, 

Goldie (11-21-1945) 24/6 Hawthorne, 

Nathaniel (7-4-1804) 24/6 Hayden, Sterling 

(3-26-1916) 28/10 Hayden, Tom (11-29-

1940) 27/9 Haydn, Joseph (3-31-1732) 20/2 

Hayes, Helen (10-10-1900) 12/3 Hayes, Isaac 

(8-20-1942) 26/8 Hayes, Rutherford B. (10-4-

1822) 18/9 Hayworth, Rita (10-17-1919) 

29/11 Head, Edith (10-28-1907) 28/10 Heard, 

John (5-7-1947)33/6 Heatherton, Joey (9-14-

1944) 32/5 Hefner, Hugh (4-9-1926) 31/4 

Heifett, Jascha (2-2-1901) 15/6 

Hcllman, Lillian (6-20-1905) 23/5 

Hemingway. Ernest (6-21-1899) 36/9 

Hemingway, Margot (formerly Margaux) 
(2-19-1955) 32/5 Hemingway, Mariel 

(11-21-1961) 22/4 Henderson, Florence (2-

14-1934) 24/6 Hendrix. Jimi (11-27-1942) 

27/9 Hennmg, Doug (5-3-1947) 29/11 

Hepburn, Audrey (5-4-1929) 30/3 Hepburn, 

Katharine (5-12-1907) 25/7 Herman, Paul 

Reubens (Pee-wee) 
(8-27-1952) 34/7 Hershey, Barbara (2-5-

1948) 29/11 Heyctdahl, Thor (10-6-1914) 

22/4 Hill, George Roy (12-20-1922)) 19/10 

Hines, Gregory (2-14-1946) 27/9 Hiisch, 

Ehoy ("Crazylegs') 
(6-17-1923) 29/11 Hirsch, Judd (3-15-

1935) 27/9 Hitchcock, Alfred (8-13-1899) 

39/12 Hitler, Adolf (4-20-1889) 32/5 Ho, 

Don (8-13-1930) 25/7 Ho Chi Minh (5-19-

1890) 33/6 Hoffman, Dustin (8-8-1937) 36/9 

Hogan, Ben (8-13-1912) 25/7 Hogan, Paul 

(10-8-1939) 31/4 Holbrook, Hal (2-17-1925) 

27/9 Holiday, Billie (4-7-1915) 27/9 Holly, 

Buddy (9-7-1936) 35/8 Holmes, Larry (11-

3-1949) 28/10 Hornet, Windslow (2-24-

1836) 26/8 Hoover, Herbert C. (8-10-1874) 

29/11 Hoover, J. Edgar (1-1-1895) 25/7 

Hope, Bob (5-29-1903) 29/1. Hopkins, 

Anthony (12-31-1937) 27/9 Hopper, Dennis 

(5-17-1936) 32/5 Home, Lena (6-30-1917) 

27/9 Home, Marilyn (1-16-1934) 25/7 

Horowitz, Vladimir (10-1-1904) 16/7 

Hoskins, Bob (10-26-1942) 25/7 Houdini, 

Harry (3-24-1874) 29/11 Howard, Lisa (11-

24-1963) 27/9 Howard, Ron (3-1-1953) 22/4 

Hubbard, L. Ron (3-13-1911) 19/10 Hudson, 

Rock (11-17-1925) 27/9 Hughes, Howard 

(12-24-1905) 24/6 Hulce, Tom (12-6-1953) 

27/9 Hunt, E. Howard (10-9-1918) 29/11 

Hunter, Catfish (4-8-1946) 32/5 Hunter, 

Holly (3-20-1958) 28/10 Hunter, Kim (11-

12-1922) 19/10 Huntley, Chet (12-10-1911) 

16/7 
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Hurt, John (1-22-1940) 19/10 Hurt, 

William (3-20-1950) 20/2 Huston, 

Anjelica (7-8-1951) 31/4 Huston, John 

(8-5-1906) 29/11 Hutton, Lauren (11-

17-1943) 27/9 Hutton, Timothy (8-16-

1961) 32/5 Huxley, Aldous (7-26-

1894) 37/10 

Iacocca, Lee (10-15-1924) 23/5 

Ichazo, Oscar (7-24-1931) 27/9 

Iglesias, Julio (9-23-1943) 31/4 

Ireland, Jill (4-24-1936) 29/11 Irving, 

Amy (9-10-1953) 28/10 Irving, 

Washington (4-3-1783) 26/8 Ives, 

Burl (6-14-1909) 30/3 

Jackson, Andrew (3-15-1767) 30/3 

Jackson, Glenda (5-9-1936) 33/6 

Jackson, Jesse (10-8-1941) 24/6 

Jackson, Michael (8-29-1958) 42/6 

Jackson, Reggie (5-18-1946) 34/7 

Jackson, Stonewall (1-21-1824) 19/10 

Jagger, Bianca (5-2-1945) 26/8 Jagger, 

Mick (7-26-1943) 32/5 Jefferson, 

Thomas (4-13-1743) 23/5 Jennings, 

Way Ion (6-15-1937) 32/5 Jewison, 

Norman (7-21-1926) 28/10 Ji, Guru 

Maharaj (12-10-1957) 26/8 Jillian, Ann 

(1-29-1950) 27/9 Joan of Arc (1-6-1412) 

15/6 Joel, Billy (5-9-1949) 37/10 John, 

Elton (3-25-1947) 31/4 John XXIII, 

Pope (11-25-1881) 27/9 John Paul II, 

Pope (5-18-1920) 26/8 Johnson, Andrew 

(12-29-1808) 31/4 Johnson, Earvin 

("Magic") 
(8-14-1959) 37/10 

Johnson, Lyndon Baines 
(8-27-1908) 35/8 Johnson, Rafer (8-

18-1935) 35/8 Johnson, Virginia (2-11-

1925) 21/3 Jolson, Al (3-26-1886) 34/7 

Jones, Grace (6-12-1954) 28/10 Jones, 

James Earl (1-17-1931) 23/5 Jones, 

Parnelli (8-12-1933) 27/9 Jones, Quincy 

(3-14-1933) 24/6 Jones, Shirley (3-31-

1934) 24/6 Jones, Tom (6-7-1940) 27/9 

Jones, Tommy Lee (9-15-1946) 35/8 

Joplin, Janis (1-19-1943) 28/10 Joyce, 

James (2-2-1882) 23/5 Julia, Raul (3-9-

1940) 26/8 
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Jung, Carl (7-26-1875) 36/9 

Kahn, Madeline (9-29-1942) 36/9 Kane, 

Carol (6-18-1952) 32/5 Kapleau, Roshi 

Phillip (8-20-1912) 23/5 Karloff, Boris (11-

23-1887) 31/4 Kaye, Danny (1-18-1913) 24/6 

Kazan, Elia (9-7-1909) 35/8 Keach, Stacy (6-

2-1941) 23/5 Keaton, Buster (10-4-1895) 

28/10 Keaton, Diane (1-5-1946) 26/8 Keaton. 

Michael (9-9-1951) 34/7 Keats, John (10-31-

1795) 27/9 Keel, Howard (4-13-1917) 26/8 

Keeshan, Bob (6-27-1927) 34/7 Keith, Brian 

(11-14-1921) 20/2 Keller, Helen (6-27-1880) 

32/5 Kellerman, Sally (6-2-1937) 28/10 

Kelly, Gene (8-23-1912) 26/8 Kelly, Grace 

(11-12-1929) 26/8 Kennedy, George (2-18-

1925) 28/10 Kennedy, John Fitzgerald 
(5-29-1917) 34/7 Kennedy, Robert F. (11-

20-1925) 21/3 Khan, Pir Vilayat (6-19-1916) 

33/6 Khomeini, Ayatollah (5-6-19001 21/3 

Khrushchev, Nikita (4-16-1894) 33/6 Kidd, 

Michael (8-12-1919) 31/4 Kidder, Margot 

(10-17-1948) 31/4 Kierkegaard, Soren (5-5-

1813) 23/5 Kilgallen, Dorothy (7-3-1913) 

24/6 Killy, Jean-Claude (8-30-1943) 28/10 

King, B. B. (9-16-1925) 33/6 King, Billie Jean 

(11-22-1943) 23/5 King, Carole (2-9-1942) 

27/9 King, Coretta Scott (4-27-1927) 32/5 

King, Larry (11-19-1933) 28/10 King, Martin 

Luther, Jr. (1-15-1929) 28/10 King, Stephen 

(9-21-1947) 33/6 Kingsley, Ben (12-31-1943) 

24/6 Kinski, Nastassia (1-24-1960) 23/5 

Kissinger, Henry (5-27-1923) 29/11 Klee, 

Paul, (12-18-1879) 37/10 Klein, Calvin (11-

19-1942) 28/10 Kline, Kevin (10-24-1947) 

28/10 Klugman, Jack (4-27-1922) 27/9 

Knievel, Evel (10-17-1938) 30/3 Knight, 

Gladys (5-28-1944) 33/6 Koppel, Ted (2-8-

1940) 24/6 Kramer, Stanley (9-29-1913) 34/7 

Krishnamurti (5-12-1926) 26/8 Kristofferson, 

Kris (6-22-1936) 29/11 
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Kriyananda (Donald Waters) 
(5-12-1926) 26/8 Kiibler-Ross, 

Elisabeth (7-8-1926) 33/6 Kubrick, 

Stanley (7-26-1928) 35/8 Kunstler, 

William (7-7-1919) 34/7 

LaBelle, Patti (10-4-1944) 23/5 Ladd, Alan 

(9-3-1913) 26/8 Ladd, Diane (11-29-1932) 

28/10 Lahr, Bert (8-13-1895) 35/8 Lahti, 

Christine (4-5-1950) 24/6 LaLanne, Jack 

(9-26-1914) 32/5 Lamarr, Hedy (11-9-

1913) 25/7 Lamour, Dorothy (12-10-1914) 

19/10 Lancaster, Burt (11-2-1913) 18/9 

Landau, Martin (6-20-1934) 25/7 Landers, 

Ann (7-4-1918) 30/3 Lang, k. d, (11-2-

1961)21/3 Lang, Jessica (4-20-1949) 29/11 

Lansbury, Angela (10-16-1925) 25/7 

Laughton, Charles (7-1-1899) 35/8 Lauper, 

Cyndi (6-20-1953) 26/8 Laurel, Stan (6-

16-1890) 31/4 Lauren, Ralph (10-14-1939) 

28/10 Laurie, Piper (1-22-1932) 20/2 

Lavin, Linda (10-15-1937) 27/9 Lawrence, 

D. H. (9-11-1885) 33/6 Lawrence, Steve 

(7-8-1935) 33/6 Lawrence, T E. (Lawrence 

of Arabia) 
(8-15-1888) 39/12 Leach, Robin, 8-29-

1941) 34/7 Leachman, Cloris (4-4-1926) 

26/8 Lear, Norman (7-27-1922) 30/3 

Learned, Michael (4-9-1939) 35/8 Leary, 

Timothy (10-22-1920) 17/8 LeBon, Simon 

(10-27-1958) 33/6 Lee, Brenda (12-11-

1944) 23/5 Lee, Bruce (11-27-1940) 25/7 

Lee, Christopher (5-27-1922) 28/10 Lee, 

Gypsy Rose (2-9-1914) 26/8 Lee, Peggy 

(5-26-1920) 25/7 Lee, Spike (3-20-1957) 

27/9 Leigh, Vivian (11-5-1913) 21/3 

Lemmon, Jack (2-8-1925) 27/9 Lennon, 

John (10-9-1940) 24/6 Lennon Sisters: 
Dianne (12-1-1939) 26/8 Janet (11-15-

1946) 28/10 Kathy (8-22-1942) 28/10 

Peggy (4-8-1941) 27/9 Leno, Jay, (4-28-

1950) 29/11 Letterman, David (4-12-1947) 

28/10 

Lewis, Carl (7-1-1961) 25/7 Lewis, jerry (3-

16-1926) 28/10 Lewis, Shari (1-17-1934) 

26/8 Lewis, Sinclair (2-7-1885) 31/4 

Liberate (5-16-1919) 32/5 Lightfoot. 

Gordon (11-17-1938) 31/4 Lincoln, 

Abraham (2-12-1809) 23/5 Lindbergh, 

Charles (2-4-1902) 18/9 Linden, Hal (3-20-

1931) 19/10 Linkletter, Art (7-17-1912) 

28/10 Linn-Baker, Mark (6-17-1953) 32/5 

Lisa Lisa (1-15-1967) 30/3 Liston, Sonny 

(5-8-1932) 28/10 Lithgow, John (10-19-

1945) 30/3 Little, Rich (11-26-1938) 31/4 

Lloyd, Chris Evert (12-21-1954) 25/7 

Lloyd, Christopher (10-22-1938) 26/8 

Lloyd, Harold (4-20-1894) 28/10 Loggins, 

Kenny (1-7-1948) 30/3 Lollobtigida, Gina 

(7-4-1927) 30/3 Lombard, Carole (10-6-

1908) 25/7 Lombardi, Vince (6-11-1913) 

22/4 London, Jack (1-12-1876) 26/8 

London, Julie (9-26-1926) 35/8 Longfellow, 

Henry (2-27-1807) 27/9 Lord, Jack (12-30-

1928) 26/8 Loren, Sophia (9-20-1934) 

28/10 Lorre, Peter (6-26-1904) 28/10 Louis, 

Joe (5-13-1914) 24/6 Lowe, Rob (3-17-

1964) 31/4 Lucas, George (5-14-1944) 

28/10 Luce, Clare Boothe (4-10-1903) 18/9 

Lugosi, Bela (10-20-1882) 22/4 Lunden, 

Joan (9-19-1950) 34/7 Luther, Martin (11-

10-1483) 19/10 Lynde, Paul (6-13-1926) 

28/10 Lynn, Loretta (4-14-1935) 27/9 

Ma, Ananaamayi (4-30-1896) 31/4 Macchio, 

Ralph (11-4-1961) 23/5 MacGraw, Ali (4-1-

1938) 26/8 Machiavelli, Niccolo (5-3-1469) 

28/10 Mackey, Jim (9-24-1921) 28/10 

MacLaine, Shirley (4-24-1934) 27/9 

Maddox, Lester (9-30-1915) 28/10 Madison, 

James (3-16-1751) 24/6 Madonna (8-16-

1958) 38/11 Maharishi Mahesh Yogi (1-12-

1917) 22/4 Maharshi, Ramana (12-29-1879) 

39/12 Mailer, Norman (1-31-1923) 20/2 

Majors, Lee (4-23-1940) 23/5 Malcolm X 

(5-19-1925) 32/5 
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Malkovich, John (12-9-1953) 30/3 
Manchester, Melissa (2-15-1951) 24/6 
Mandni, Henry (4-16-1924) 27/9 
Manet, Edouard (1-23-1832) 20/2 
Manilow, Barry (6-17-1946) 34/7 
Mantegna, joe (11-13-1947) 27/9 Mao 
Tse-tung (12-26-1893) 32/5 Mantle, 
Mickey (10-20-1931) 17/8 Marceau, 
Marcel (3-22-1923) 22/4 Marciano, 
Rocky (9-1-1924) 26/8 Marie 
Antoinette (11-2-1775) 24/6 Marin, 
Cheech (7-13-1946) 31/4 Marley, Bob 
(2-5-1945) 26/8 Marshall, E. G. (6-18-
1910) 26/8 Marshall, Penny (10-15-
1943) 24/6 Marshall, Thurgood (7-2-
1908) 2719 Martin, Dean (6-17-1917) 
32/5 Martin, Mary (12-1-1913) 18/9 
Martin, Steve (4-14-1945) 28/10 Marx, 
Chico (3-22-1887) 31/4 Marx, Groucho 
(10-2-1895) 26/8 Marx, Harpo (11-21-
1893) 26/8 Marx, Karl (5-5-1818) 
28/10 Marx, Zeppo (2-25-1901) 20/2 
Mason, James (5-15-1909) 30/3 Mason, 
Pamela (3-10-1918) 23/5 Mastrantonio, 
Mary Elizabeth 

(11-17-1958) 33/6 Mastroianni, 
Marcello (9-28-1924) 35/8 Mata Hari 
(8-7-1876) 37/10 Matisse, Henri (12-
31-1869) 31/4 Matthau, Walter (10-1-
1920) 14/5 Maugham, Somerset (1-25-
1874) 28/10 May, Rotlo (4-21-1909) 
26/8 Mayer, Louis B. (7-4-1885) 33/6 
McCarthy, Mary (6-21-1912) 22/4 
McCartney, Linda (9-24-1941) 30/3 
McCartney, Paul (6-18-1942) 31/4 
McClaine, Don (10-2-1945) 22/4 
McEnroe, John (2-16-1959) 33/6 
McFerrin, Bobby (3-11-1950) 20/2 
McGavin, Darren (5-7-1922) 26/8 
McGovern, George (7-19-1922) 31/4 
McKinley, William (1-29-1843) 28/10 
McNamara, Robert (6-9-1916) 32/5 
McNichol, Kristy (9-11-1962) 29/11 
Mcpherson, Aimee Semple 

(10-9-1890) 28/10 McQueen, 
Steve (3-24-1930) 22/4 Mead, 
Margaret (12-16-1901) 21/3 
Meadows, Jayne (9-27-1926) 36/9 
Meany, George (8-16-1894) 37/10 
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Mercouri, Melina (10-18-1925) 27/9 
Meese, Edwin (12-2-1931) 19/10 Mehta, 
Zubin (4-29-1936) 34/7 Meir, Golds (5-
3-1898) 34/7 Melville, Herman (8-1-
1819) 28/10 Menninger, Karl (7-22-1893) 
32/5 Mcnuhin, Yahudi (4-22-1916) 25/7 
Merrick, David (11-27-1912) 24/6 
Michael, George (6-26-1963) 33/6 
Michelangelo, Buonarroti (3-6-1475) 26/8 
Michener, James (2-3-1907) 22/4 Midler, 
Becte (12-1-1945) 23/5 Miles, Sarah, (12-
31-1941) 22/4 Miles, Sylvia (9-9-1932) 
33/6 Milland, Ray (1-3-1907) 21/3 
Millay, Edna St. Vincent (2-22-1892) 26/8 
Miller, Ann (4-12-1919) 27/9 Miller, 
Arthur (10-17-1915) 25/7 Miller, Mitch 
(7-4-1911) 23/5 Miller, Steve (10-5-1943) 
23/5 Mimieux, Yvette (1-8-1941) 24/6 
Minnelli, Liza (3-12-1946) 26/8 Mishima, 
Yukio (1-14-1925) 23/5 Mister T 
(Lawrence Tero) 

(5-21-1952) 25/7 Mitchell, Cameron 
(4-11-1918) 25/7 Mitchell, Joni (U-7-
1943) 26/8 Mitchum, Robert (8-6-1917) 
32/5 Modigliani, Amedco (7-12-1884) 
31/4 Modine, Matthew (3-22-1959) 31/4 
Mondale, Walter (1-5-1928) 26/8 Monet, 
Claude (11-14-1840) 20/2 Monroe, James 
(4-28-1758) 35/8 Monroe, Marilyn (6-1-
1926) 25/7 Monroe, Vaughn (10-7-1912) 
21/3 Montagu, Ashley (6-28-1905) 31/4 
Montalban, Ricardo (11-25-1920) 21/3 
Montessori, Maria (8-31-1870) 28/10 
Montgomery, Elizabeth (4-15-1933) 26/8 
Moore, Demi (11-11-1962) 22/4 Moore, 
Dudley (4-19-1935) 32/5 Moore, Gary (1-
31-1915) 21/3 Moore, Mary Tyler (12-29-
1937) 34/7 Moore, Roger (10-14-1927) 
25/7 Moranis, Rick (4-18-1953) 31/4 
More, Sir Thomas (2-7-1478) 29/11 
Moreno, Rita (12-11-1931) 19/10 Morita, 
Pat (6-28-1932) 31/4 Morrison, Toni (2-
18-1931) 25/7 Morton, Craig (2-5-1943) 
24/6 Moses, Anna (Grandma) (9-7-1860) 
31/4 Mostel, Zero (2-28-1915) 28/10 
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Mayers, Bill (6-5-1934) 28/10 

Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus 
(1-27-1756) 29/11 Muktananda, Swami 

(5-16-1908) 30/3 Mulligan, Richard (11-

13-1932) 21/3 Murphy, Eddie (4-3-1961) 

24/6 Murray, Anne (6-20-1945) 27/9 

Murray, Bill (9-21-1950) 27/9 Murrow, 

Edward R. (4-25-1908) 29/11 Musial, Stan 

(11-21-1920) 17/8 Mussolini, Benito (7-29-

1883) 38/11 

Nabokov, Vladimir (4-23-1899) 36/9 

Nader, Ralph (2-27-1934) 28/10 Namath, 

Joe (5-31-1943) 26/8 Napoleon Bonaparte 

(8-15-1769) 37/10 Navratilova, Martina 

(10-18-1956) 31/4 Neal, Patricia (1-20-

1926) 21/3 Nehru, Jawaharlal (11-14-1889) 

33/6 Nelson, Craig T. (4-4-1946) 28/10 

Nelson, Harriet (7-18-1914) 3L/4 Nelson, 

Rick (5-8-1940) 27/9 Nelson, Willie (4-30-

1933) 23/5 Newhart, Bob (9-5-1929) 35/8 

Newley, Anthony (9-24-1931) 29/11 

Newman, Paul (1-26-1925) 26/8 Newton, 

Sir Isaac (12-25-1642) 23/5 Newton-John, 

Oliva (9-26-1948) 39/12 Nichols, Mike (11-

6-1931) 22/4 Nicholson, Jack (4-22-1937) 

28/10 Nicklaus, Jack (1-2-1940) 17/8 Nicks, 

Stevie (5-26-1948) 35/8 Nielsen, Leslie (2-

11-1926) 22/4 Nietzsche, Friedrich (10-15-

1844) 24/6 Nightingale, Florence (5-12-

1820) 19/10 Nijinsky (1-12-1890) 22/4 

Nimoy, Leonard (3-26-1931) 25/7 Niven, 

David (3-1-1910) 15/6 Nixon, Richard M. 

(1-9-1913) 24/6 Nizer. Louis (2-6-1902) 

20/2 Nolte, Nick (2-8-1940) 24/6 Norris, 

Chuck (3-10-1940) 18/9 Novak, Kim (2-13-

1933) 22/4 Nugent, Ted (12-13-1948) 29/11 

Nureyev, Rudolf (3-17-1938) 32/5 

Oakley, Annie (8-13-1860) 27/9 Oates, 

Joyce Carol (6-16-1938) 34/7 O'Brien, 

Margaret (1-15-1937) 27/9 O'Connor, 

Carroll (8-2-1924) 26/8 O'Connor, Donald 

(8-30-1925) 28/10 O'Connor, Sandra Day 

(3-26-1930) 24/6 

CKeefe, Georgia (11-15-1887) 32/5 Olin, 

Ken (7-30-1954) 29/11 Olivier, Laurence 

(5-22-1907) 26/8 Olmos, Edward James (2-

24-1947) 29/11 Onassis, Aristotle (1-15-

1906) 23/5 Onassis, Christina (12-11-1950) 

20/2 Onassis, Jacqueline Kennedy 
(7-28-1929) 38/11 O'Neal, Ryan (4-20-

1941) 21/3 O'Neal, Tatum (11-5-1963) 26/8 

Ono, Yoko (2-18-1933) 27/9 Osmond, 

Donny (12-9-1957) 34/7 Osmond, Marie 

(10-13-1959) 29/11 O'Sullivan, Maureen (5-

17-1911) 25/7 OToole, Peter (8-2-1932) 

25/7 Owens, Jesse (9-12-1913) 26/8 Ozawa, 

Seiji (9-1-1935) 28/10 

Paar, Jack (5-1-1918) 25/7 Pacino, Al (4-25-

1940) 25/7 Packard, Vance (5-22-1914) 24/6 

Page, Geraldine (11-22-1924) 22/4 Page, 

Patti (11-8-1927) 29/11 Paige, Leroy 

("Satchel") (7-7-1906) 30/3 Palance, Jack (2-

18-1920) 23/5 Palmer, Arnold (9-10-1929) 

31/4 Papas, Irene (3-9-1926) 30/3 Parker, 

Dorothy (8-23-1893) 34/7 Parks, Bert (12-

30-1914) 21/3 Parsons, Estelle (11-20-1927) 

23/5 Parton, Dolly (1-19-1946) 31/4 

Pasternak, Joseph (9-19-1901) 30/3 Patinkin, 

Mandy (11-30-1952) 22/4 Patterson, Floyd 

(1-4-1935) 23/5 Paul I, Pope (10-17-1912) 

22/4 Paul VI, Pope (9-26-1897) 42/6 

Pauling, Linus (2-28-1901) 23/5 Pavarotti, 

Luciano (10-12-1935) 22/4 Peale, Norman 

Vincent (5-31-1898) 35/8 Peck, Gregory (4-

5-1916) 26/8 Peck, M. Scott (5-22-1936) 

28/10 Peckinpah, Sam (2-21-1925) 22/4 Pele 

(10-23-1940) 20/2 Penn, Arthur (9-27-1922) 

32/5 Perm, Sean (8-17-1960) 32/5 Perm, 

William (10-14-1644) 21/3 Peppard, George 

(10-1-1928) 22/4 Perkins, Anthony (4-4-

1932) 23/5 Perhnan, Itzhak (8-31-1945) 31/4 

Perlman, Rhea (3-31-1948) 29/11 Perot, H. 

Ross (6-27-1930) 28/10 Perrine, Valerie (9-

3-1943) 29/11 
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Pesci, Joe (2-9-1943) 28/10 Peters, 

Beniadette (2-28-1948) 34/7 Peters, jean 

(10-15-1926) 25/7 PfeirTer, Michelle (4-29-

1957) 37/10 Phillips, Michelle (6-4-1944) 

28/10 Phoenix, River (8-23-1970) 30/3 

Piatigorsky, Gregor (4-17-1903) 25/7 

Picasso, Pablo (10-25-1881) 26/8 Pickford, 

Mary (4-9-1894) 35/8 Pidgeon, Walter (9-

23-1897) 39/12 Pierce, Franklin (4-23-1804) 

22/4 Pinchot, Bronson (5-20-1959) 31/4 

Pius XIII, Pope (3-2-1876) 27/9 Player, 

Gary (11-1-1935) 21/3 Pleasence, Donald 

(10-5-1919) 26/8 Pleshette, Suzanne (1-31-

1937) 25/7 Plimpton, George (3-18-1927) 

31/4 Plummer, Christopher (12-13-1927) 

26/8 Plunkett, Jim (12-5-1947) 29/11 Poe, 

Edgar Allan (1-19-1809) 29/11 Poiticr, 

Sidney (2-20-1924) 20/2 Polanski, Roman 

(8-18-1933) 33/6 Polk, James (11-2-1795) 

26/8 Pollack, Sydney (7-1-1934) 25/7 Ponti, 

Carlo (12-11-1913) 19/10 Pope John XXIII 

(11-25-1881) 27/9 Pope John Paul II (5-18-

1920) 26/8 Pope John Paul I (10-17-1912) 

22/4 Pope Paul VI (9-26-1897) 42/6 Pope 

Pius XII! (3-2-1876) 27/9 Porter, Cole (6-9-

1893) 36/9 Povich, Maury (1-17-1939) 31/4 

Powell, Jane (4-1-1929) 26/8 Preminger, 

Otto (12-5-1906) 24/6 Presley, Elvis (1-8-

1935) 27/9 Presley, Priscilla (5-24-1945) 

30/3 Previn, Andre (4-6-1929) 31/4 Price, 

Leonryne (2-10-1927) 22/4 Price, Vincent 

(5-27-1911) 26/8 Prince (6-7-1958) 36/9 

Prokofiev, Sergey (4-23-1891) 28/10 

Prosky, Robert (12-13-1930) 20/2 Prowse, 

Juliet (9-25-1936) 35/8 Pryor, Richard (12-

1-1940) 18/9 Pulitzer, Joseph, Jr. (5-13-

1913) 23/5 

Quaid, Dennis (4-9-1954) 32/5 

Quaid, Randy (10-1-1950) 17/8 

Quinn, Anthony (4-21-1915) 23/5 

Rabe, David (3-10-1940) 18/9 

Rachmaninoff, Sergey (4-23-1873) 28/10 

Raitt, Bonnie (11-8-1949) 33/6 

Rajneesh, Bhagwan (Osho) 
(12-11-1931) 19/10 Ramakrishna (2-18-

1836) 29/11 Ram Dass (4-6-1931) 24/6 

Randall, Tony (2-26-1920) 22/4 Raphael, 

Sanzio (4-6-1483) 26/8 Rathbone, Basil (6-

13-1892) 30/3 Rather, Dan (10-31-1931) 

19/10 Ravel, Maurice (3-27-1875) 33/6 

Ray, James Ear] (3-10-1928) 24/6 Reagan, 

Nancy (7-6-1923) 28/10 Reagan, Ronald 

(2-6-1911) 20/2 Reddy, Helen (10-25-1941) 

23/5 Redferd, Robert (8-18-1937) 37/10 

Redgrave, Lynn (3-8-1943) 28/10 

Redgrave, Vanessa (1-30-1937) 24/6 Reed, 

Oliver (2-13-1938) 27/9 Reese, Delia (7-6-

1931) 27/9 Reeve, Christopher (9-25-1952) 

33/6 Reiner, Carl (3-20-1922) 19/10 Reiner, 

Rob (3-6-1945) 28/10 Reinking, Ann (11-

10-1950) 18/9 Rembrandt (7-15-1606) 26/8 

Remick, Lee (12-14-1935) 26/8 Renoir, 

Jean (9-15-1894) 37/10 Renoir, Pierre-

Auguste (2-25-1841) 23/5 Reynolds. Burt 

(2-11-1936) 23/5 Reynolds, Debbie (4-1-

1932) 20/2 Richard HI (king of England) 
10-11-1452) 15/6 Richie, Lionel (6-20-

1950) 23/5 Rickles, Don (5-8-1926) 31/4 

Rigby, Cathy (12-12-1952) 23/5 Rigg, 

Diana (7-20-1938) 30/3 Riley, Charles 

Nelson (1-13-1931) 19/10 Rilke, Rainer 

Maria (12-4-1875) 28/10 Rimsky-

Korsakov, Nikolay 
(3-18-1844) 29/11 Ringwald, 

Molly (2-14-1968) 31/4 Rinpocbe, 

Chogyam Trungpa 
(2-4-1939) 28/10 Ritter, John (9-

17-1948) 39/12 Rivera, Chita (1-23-

1933) 22/4 Rivera, Geraldo (7-4-

1943) 28/10 Rivers, Joan (6-8-1933) 

30/3 Roach, Hal (1-14-1892) 26/8 

Robbins, Jerome (10-11-1918) 22/4 

Roberts, Julia (10-28-1967) 34/7 

Roberts, Oral (1-24-1918) 26/8 

Robertson, Cliff" (9-9-1925) 35/8 

Robeson, Paul (4-9-1898) 39/12 
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Robinson, Jackie (1-31-1919) 25/7 
Robinson, Smokey (2-19-1940) 26/8 
Robinson, Sugar Ray (5-3-1921) 21/3 
Rockefeller, John D„ III (3-21-1906) 22/4 
Rockefeller, John D., IV (6-18-1937) 35/8 
Rockefeller, Nelson (7-8-1908) 33/6 
Rockne, Knute (3-4-1888) 32/5 
Rockwell, Norman (2-3-1894) 27/9 
Rogers, Ginger (7-16-1911) 26/8 Rogers, 
Kenny (8-21-1938) 32/5 Rogers, Roy 
(11-5-1912) 20/2 Rogers, Will (11-4-
1879) 31/4 Ronstadt, Linda (7-15-1946) 
33/6 Rooney, Andy (1-14-1919) 26/8 
Rooney. Mickey (9-23-1920) 26/8 
Roosevelt, Eleanor (10-11*1884) 24/6 
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano 

(1-30-1882) 23/5 Roosevelt, Theodore 
(10-27-1858) 32/5 Rose, Pete (4-14-1942) 
25/7 Ross, Diana (3-26-1944) 29/11 Ross, 
Katharine (1-29-1942) 28/10 Rousseau, 
Henri (5-20-1844) 24/6 Rowlands, Gena 
(6-19-1934) 33/6 Rubens, Peter Paul (6-
29-1577) 37/10 Russell, Bertrand (5-18-
1872) 32/5 Russell, Bill (2-12-1934) 22/4 
Russell, Jane (6-21-1921) 22/4 Russell, 
Kurt (3-17-1951) 27/9 Russell, Lillian (12-
4-1861) 23/5 Russell, Mark (8-23-1932) 
28/10 Ruth, Babe (2-6-1895) 31/4 Ryan, 
Maisa (11-20-1974) 25/7 Ryan, Meg (11-
19-1963) 31/4 Ryan, Robert (11-11-1913) 
18/9 Rydell, Bobby (4-26-1942) 28/10 

Saehitananda, Swami (12-22-1914) 22/4 

Sadat, Anwar (12-25-1918) 29/11 Sade, 
Marquis de (6-2-1740) 20/2 Sagan, Carl 
(11-9-1934) 28/10 Sahl, Mort (5-11-1927) 
26/8 Sai Baba, Satya (11-23-1926) 25/7 

Saint, Eva Marie (7-4-1924) 27/9 Sainte-
Marie, Buffy (2-20-1941) 19/10 Saint 
James, Susan (8-14-1946) 33/6 Saint 
Laurent, Yves (8-1-1936) 28/10 Sajak, Pat 
(10-26-1947) 30/3 Saks, Gene (11-8-1921) 
23/5 Sales, Soupy (1-8-1926) 27/9 Salieri, 
Antonio (8-18-1750) 30/3 Salinger, J. D. 
(1-1-1919) 22/4 

Salk, Dr. Jonas (10-28-1914) 26/8 Sand, 
George (7-1-1804) 21/3 Sandars, George 
(7-3-1906) 26/8 Sandburg, Carl (1-6-1878) 
31/4 Sanders, Colonel Harlan (9-9-1890) 
36/9 Santana, Carlos (7-20-1947) 30/3 
Satandon, Susan (10-4-1946) 25/7 
SamorT, Dorothy (5-25-1917) 30/3 
Samzin, Michael (5-22-1940) 23/5 Sartre, 
Jean-Paul (6-21-1905) 24/6 Savage, Fred 
(7-9-1976) 39/12 Savalas, Telly (1-21-
1924) 20/2 Sawyer, Diane (12-22-1945) 
26/8 Saxon, John (8-5-1935) 31/4 Savers, 
Gale (5-30-1943) 25/7 Scaggs, Boz (6-8-
1944) 32/5 Schell, Maximilian (12-8-
1930) 24/6 Schlesinger, James (2-15-1929) 
29/11 Schroder, Rick (4-3-1970) 24/6 
Schulberg, Budd (3-27-1917) 30/3 Schulz, 
Charles (H-26-1922) 24/6 
Schwarzenegger, Arnold (7-30-1947) 31/4 
Schweitzer, Albert (1-14-1875) 27/9 
Scofield, Paul (1-21-1922) 18/9 Scoggins, 
Tracy (11-13-1959) 30/3 Scorsese, Martin 
(11-17-1942) 26/8 Scott, George C. (10-
18-1927) 29/11 Scott, Willard (3-7-1934) 
27/9 Scully, Vin (11-29-1927) 32/5 
Seberg, Jean (11-13-1938) 27/9 Sedaka, 
Neil (3-13-1939) 29/11 Seeger, Pete (5-3-
1919) 28/10 Segal, Erich (6-16-1937) 
33/6 Segal, George (2-13-1934) 23/5 
Segovia, Andres (2-18-1894) 33/6 
Sellecca, Connie (5-25-1955) 32/5 
Selleck, Tom (1-29-1945) 31/4 Sellers, 
Peter (9-8-1925) 34/7 Selznick, David O, 
(5-10-1902) 18/9 Serling, Rod (12-25-
1924) 26/8 Seurat, Georges (12-2-1859) 
28/10 Seuss, Dr. (3-2-1904) 19/10 
Sevareid, Eric (11-26-1912) 23/5 
Severinsen, Doc (7-7-1927) 33/6 Seymour, 
Jane (2-15-1951) 24/6 Shankar, Ravi (4-
7-1920) 23/5 Sharif, Omar (4-10-1932) 
20/2 Shatner, William (3-22-1931) 21/3 
Shaw, George Bernard (7-26-1856) 35/8 
Sheedy, Ally (6-12-1962) 27/9 Sheen, 
Charlie (9-3-1965) 33/6 Sheen, Fulton J. 
(5-8-1895) 36/9 
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Sheen, Martin (8-3-1940) 25/7 Shepard, Sara 

(11-5-1943) 24/6 Shields, Brooke (5-31-

1965) 30/3 Shire, Talia (4-25-1946) 31/4 

Shoemaker, Willie (8-19-1931) 32/5 Shore, 

Dinah (3-1-1917) 22/4 Short, Martin (3-26-

1951) 27/9 Shostakovich, Dmitry (9-25-

1906) 32/5 Shuman, William (8-4-1910) 23/5 

Sikking, James B. (3-5-1934) 25/7 Sills, 

Beverly (5-25-1929) 33/6 Silver, Ron (7-2-

1946) 29/11 Silvers, Phil (5-11-1912) 20/2 

Simmons, Jean (1-31-1929) 2618 Simon, 

Carly (6-25-1945) 32/5 Simon, Paul (11-5-

1942) 23/5 Simpson, O.J. (7-9-1947) 37/10 

Sinatra, Frank (12-12-1915) 22/4 Sinclair, 

Upton (9-20-1878) 35/8 Singer, Isaac 

Bashevis (7-17-1904) 29/11 Siskel, Gene (1-

26-1946) 29/11 Skelton, Red (7-18-1913) 

30/3 Skerritt, Tom (8-25-1933) 31/4 Slater, 

Christian (8-18-1969) 42/6 Slater, Helen (12-

14-1963) 27/9 Slick, Grace (10-30-1943) 

21/3 Smith, Buffalo Bob (11-27-1917) 29/11 

Smith, Maggie (12-28-1934) 30/3 Smits, 

Jimmy (7-9-1955) 36/9 Smothers, Dick (11-

20-1938) 25/7 Smothers, Tommy (2-2-1937) 

24/6 Somers, Suzanne (10-16-1946) 28/10 

Sommer, Elke (11-5-1941) 22/4 Soul, David 

(8-28-1943) 35/8 Sousa, John Philip (11-6-

1854) 26/8 Spacek, Sissy (12-25-1949) 33/6 

Spielberg, Steven (12-18-1947) 33/6 Spillane, 

Mickey (3-9-1918) 31/4 Spitz, Mark (2-10-

1950) 18/9 Spock, Dr. Benjamin (5-2-1903) 

20/2 Springfield, Dusty (4-16-1939) 33/6 

Springsteen, Bruce (9-23-1949) 37/10 Stack, 

Robert (1-13-1919) 25/7 Stahl, Lesley (12-

16-1941) 25/7 Stalin, Joseph (12-21-1879) 

31/4 Stallone, Sylvester (7-6-1946) 33/6 

Stanton, Elizabeth Cady (11-12-1815) 20/2 

Stanton, Harry Dean (7-14-1926) 30/3 

Stanwyck, Barbara (7-16-1907) 31/4 

Stapleton, Jean (1-19-1923) 26/8 Stapleton, 

Maureen (6-21-1925) 26/8 Starr, Ringo (7-7-

1940) 28/10 
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Steiger, Rod (4-14-1925) 26/8 Stein, Gertrude 

(2-3-1874) 25/7 Steinbeck, John (2-27-1902) 

23/5 Steinberg, David (8-9-1942) 33/6 

Steinem, Gloria (3-25-1934) 27/9 Sterling, 

Robert (11-13-1917) 24/6 Stern, Isaac (7-21-

1920) 22/4 Stevens, Cat (7-21-1948) 32/5 

Stevens, Connie (8-8-1938) 37/10 Stevens, 

Stella (10-1-1936) 21/3 Stevenson, Adlai (2-

5-1900) 17/8 Stevenson, Robert Louis (11-13-

1850) 20/2 Stewart, James (5-20-1908) 25/7 

Stewart, Rod (1-10-1945) 21/3 Stiers, David 

Ogden (10-31-1942) 21/3 Stockwell, Dean (3-

5-1936) 27/9 Stone, Irving (7-14-1903) 25/7 

Stone, Lucy (8-13-1818) 30/3 Stone, Oliver 

(9-15-1946) 35/8 Stone, Sly (3-15-1944) 27/9 

Strasberg, Lee (11-17-1901) 21/3 Strauss, 

Peter (2-20-1947) 25/7 Strauss, Richard (6-

11-1864) 27/9 Streep, Meryl (6-22-1949) 33/6 

Streisand, Barbra (4-24-1942) 26/8 Struthers, 

Sally (7-28-1948) 39/12 Sullivan, Ed (9-28-

1902) 31/4 Susann, Jacqueline (8-20-1926) 

28/10 Sutherland, Donald (7-17-1934) 32/5 

Sutherland, Joan (11-7-1926) 27/9 Swayze, 

Patrick (8-18-1954) 36/9 Swit. Loretta (11-4-

1937) 26/8 

Taft, William Howard (9-15-1857) 36/9 

Tandy, Jessica (6-7-1909) 32/5 Tarkenton, 

Fran (2-3-1940) 19/10 Taylor, Elizabeth (2-

27-1932) 26/8 Taylor, James (3-12-1948) 

28/10 Taylor, Zachary (11-24-1784) 28/10 

Tchaikovsky, Peter Ilich (5-7-1840) 25/7 

Temple, Shirley (4-23-1928) 29/11 Tennillc, 

Toni (5-8-1943) 30/3 Tennyson, Lord (8-6-

1809) 32/5 Tharp, Twyla (7-1-1941) 23/5 

Thatcher, Margaret (10-13-1925) 22/4 

Thomas, B. J. (8-7-1942) 31/4 Thomas, Danny 

(1-6-1914) 22/4 Thomas, Lowell (4-6-1892) 

30/3 Thomas, Mario (11-21-1938) 26/8 

Thomas, Richard (6-13-1951) 26/8 Thoreau, 

Henry David (7-12-1817) 27/9 Thorpe, Jim (5-

28-1888) 40/4 
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Tiegs, Cheryl (9-27-1947) 39/12 Tiffany 

(10-2-1971) 21/3 Tiny Tim (4-12-1922) 

21/3 Todd, Mike (6-22-1907) 27/9 

Tolkien, J. R. R. (1-3-1892) 24/6 

Tolstoy, Leo (9-9-1828) 37/10 Tomlin, 

Lily (9-1-1939) 32/5 Tonne, Mel (9-13-

1925) 30/3 Tom, Rip (2-6-1931) 22/4 

Toulouse-Lautrec (11-24-1864) 27/9 

Tracy, Spencer (4-5-1900) 19/10 

Travanti, Daniel J. (3-7-1940) 24/6 

Travolta, John (2-18-1954) 30/3 

Trevino, Lee (12-1-1939) 26/8 Trudeau, 

Pierre (10-18-1919) 30/3 Truffaut, 

Francois (2-6-1932) 23/5 Truman, Harry 

S (5-8-1884) 34/7 Truman, Margaret (2-

17-1924) 26/8 Trump, Donald (6-14-

1946) 31/3 Tryon, Thomas (1-14-1926) 

24/6 Tucker, Sophie (1-13-1884) 26/8 

Tucker, Tanya (10-10-1958) 25/7 Tunc, 

Tommy (2-28-1939) 34/7 Turner, 

Kathleen (6-19-1954) 35/8 Turner, Lana 

(2-8-1920) 22/4 Turner, Tina (11-26-

1939) 32/5 Twain, Mark. See Clemens, 

Samuel. Tyson, Cicely (12-19-1933) 

29/11 

Ullman, Tracey (12-30-1959) 30/3 

Ullmann, Liv (12-16-1939) 32/5 Unitas, 

Johnny (5-7-1933) 28/10 Updike, John 

(3-18-1932) 27/9 Urich, Robert (12-19-

1946) 33/6 Uris, Leon (8-3-1924J 27/9 

Ustinov, Peter (4-16-1921) 24/6 

Vaccaro, Brenda (11-18-1939) 33/6 

Valentino, Rudolph (5-6-1895) 34/7 

Vallee, Rudy (7-28-1901) 28/10 Van 

Buren, Martin (12-5-1782) 26/8 

Vanderbilt, Gloria (2-20-1924) 20/2 

Van Dyke, Dick (12-13-1925) 24/6 Van 

Gogh. See Gogh, Vincent van Van 

Peebles, Mario (1-15-1957) 29/11 

Vaughan, Sarah (3-27-1924) 28/10 

Vaughn, Robert (11-22-1932) 21/3 

Vereen, Ben (10-10-1946) 22/4 Verne, 

Jules (2-8-1828) 29/11 Vidal, Gore (10-

3-1925) 21/3 Villa, Pancho (6-5-1878) 

35/8 Villelk, Edward (10-1-1932) 17/8 

Vincent, Jan-Michael (7-15-1944) 31/4 

Vinson, Helen (9-17-1907) 34/7 Vinton, 

Bobby (4-16-1935) 29/11 Vivaldi, Antonio 

(3-4-1678) 29/11 Vivekananda (1-12-1863) 

22/4 Voight.Jon (12-29-1938) 35/8 Voltaire 

(11-21-1694)25/7 Vonnegut, Kurt, Jr. (11-

11-1922) 18/9 von Sydow, Max (4-10-1929) 

26/8 

Wagner, Lindsay (6-22-1949) 33/6 Wagner, 

Richard (5-22-1813) 22/4 Wagner, Robert 

(2-10-1930) 16/7 Walkcn, Christopher (3-

31-1943) 24/6 Walker, Alice (2-9-1944) 

29/11 Walker, Chnt (5-30-1927) 27/9 

Wallace, Mike (5-9-1918) 33/6 Wallach, Eli 

(12-7-1915) 26/8 Walter, Jessica (1-31-

1944) 23/5 Walters, Barbara (9-25-1931) 

30/3 Warden, Jack (9-18-1920) 30/3 

Warner, Jack (8-2-1892) 30/3 Warner, 

Malcolm-Jamal (8-18-1970) 34/7 Warren, 

Earl (3-19-1891) 32/5 Warren, Lesley Ann 

(8-16-1946) 35/8 Warwick, Dionne (12-12-

1941) 21/3 Washington, Booker T. (4-5-

1856) 29/11 Washington, Denzel (12-28-

1954) 32/5 Washington, George (2-22-1732) 

19/10 Waterston, Sam (11-15-1940) 22/4 

Watts, Alan (1-6-1915) 23/5 Wayne, John 

(5-26-1907) 30/3 Weathers, Carl (1-14-

1948) 28/10 Weaver, Dennis (6-4-1924) 

26/8 Weaver, Sigourney (JO-S-1949) 32/5 

Webb, Jack (4-2-1920) 18/9 Webster, 

Daniel (1-18-1782) 28/10 Weir, Peter (8-8-

1944) 34/7 Weissmuller, Johnny (1-2-1904) 

17/8 Welch, Raqucl (9-5-1940) 28/10 Welk, 

Lawrence (3-11-1903) 18/9 Welles, Orson 

(5-6-1915) 27/9 Wells, H. G. (9-21-1866) 

33/6 Wendt, George (10-17-1948) 31/4 

White, Betty (1-17-1922) 23/5 White, 

Vanna (2-18-1957) 33/6 Whitney, Cornelius 

Vanderbilt 
(2-20-1899) 31/4 Widmark, Richard 

(12-26-1914) 26/8 Wiest, Diaune (3-28-

1948) 35/8 Wilde, Cornel (10-13-1915) 

21/3 Wilder, Billy (6-22-1906) 26/8 
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Wilder, Gene (6-1I-I935) 26/8 

Williams, Andy (12-3-1930) 19/10 

Williams, Billy Dee (4-6-1937) 30/3 

Williams, Esther (8-8-1923) 31/4 

Williams, Paul (9-19-1940) 33/6 

Williams, Robin (7-21-1952) 27/9 

Williams, Tennessee (3-26-1911) 23/S 

Williamson, Nicol (9-14-1938) 35/8 

Willis. Bruce (3-19-1955) 33/6 Wilson, 

Flip (12-8-1933) 27/9 Wilson, 

Woodrow (12-28-1856) 33/6 Winchell, 

Walter (4-7-1897) 36/9 Winfield, Paul 

(5-22-1941) 24/6 Winfrey, Oprah (1-29-

1954) 31/4 Winger, Debts (5-16-1955) 

32/5 Winkler, Henry (10-30-1945) 23/5 

Winters, Jonathan (11-11-1925) 21/3 

Winters, Shelley (8-18-1922) 31/4 

Wolfe, Peter (3-7-1946) 30/3 Wolfe, 

Thomas (10-3-1900) 14/5 Wolfe, Tom 

(3-2-1931) 19/10 Wollstonecraft, Mary 

(4-27-1759) 35/8 Wonder, Stevie (5-13-

1950) 24/6 Wood, Natalie (7-20-1938) 

30/3 Woodard, Alfre (11-2-1953) 22/4 

Woods, James (4-18-1947) 34/7 

Woodward, Bob (5-5-1943) 27/9 

Woodward, Joanne {2-27-1930) 24/6 

Woolf, Virginia (1-25-1882) 27/9 

Woolworth, E W. (4-13-1852) 24/6 

Wray, Fay (9-10-1907) 27/9 Wright, 

Orville (8-17-1871) 33/6 Wright, 

Wilbur (4-16-1867) 33/6 Wyeth, 

Andrew (7-12-1917) 28/10 Wynette, 

Tammy (5-5-1942) 26/8 

X, Malcolm (5-19-1925) 32/5 

Yarborough, Gienn (1-12-1930) 17/8 

Yarrow, Peter (5-31-1938) 30/3 Yogananda, 

Paramahansa (1-5-1893) 27/9 York, Michael 

(3-27-1942) 28/10 York, Susannah (1-9-

1942) 26/8 Young, Brigham (6-1-1801) 17/8 

Young, Loretta (1-6-1913) 21/3 Young, Neil 

(11-12-1945) 24/6 Young, Robert (2-22-

1907) 23/5 Youngman, Henny (1-12-1906) 

20/2 

Zanuck, Darryl F. (9-5-1902) 26/8 Zanuck, 

Richard (12-13-1934) 24/6 Zappa, Frank 

(12-21-1940) 20/2 Zeffirelli, Franco (2-12-

1923) 20/2 Zerbe, Anthony (5-20-1936) 

26/8 Zimbalist, Efrem, Jt. (11-30-1923) 20/2 

Zola, Emile (4-2-1840) 19/10 Zuckor. 

Adolph (1-7-1873) 27/9 
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Books by Dan Millman 

Available at your local bookstore or by calling 1-800-833-9327 

The Peaceful Warrior Series 

Way of the Peaceful Warrior 

The story that has touched a million lives. 

Sacred Journey of the Peaceful Warrior 

The adventure continues as Dan meets a woman shaman in a 

Hawaiian rain forest. 

Guidebooks 

The Laws of Spirit 

A book of timeless wisdom, containing twelve universal principles. 

No Ordinary Moments 

A peaceful warrior's principles and practices for living. 

The Life You Were Born to Live 

A guide to finding your life purpose. 

The Inner Athlete 

A guide to developing talent for sport and life. 

For Children 

Beautifully illustrated, award-winning stories of wisdom, magic, 

and mystery for children four to ten years of age. 

Secret of the Peaceful Warrior 

Aided by a girl named Joy and an old man named Socrates, young 

Danny overcomes his fears by applying a wonderful secret. 

Quest for the Crystal Castle 

Danny's journey through a magical forest reveals the power of 

kindness and each child's ability to overcome life's obstacles. 
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For information about Dan 
Millman's tapes and trainings: 

Box 6148, San Rafael, CA 94903 

Phone: (415) 491-0301 

Fax: (415) 491-0856 

e-mail: wpwdan@aol.com 

Internet website: http://www.danmillman.com 

mailto:wpwdan@aol.com
http://www.danmillman.com/


 

THE LAWS OF SPIRIT: 

Simple, Powerful Truths for Making Life Work 

by Dan Millman A book of timeless wisdom, 

containing twelve universal principles for living and loving well. From the 

author of Way of the Peaceful Warrior. 

CREATING MIRACLES: 

Understanding the Experience of Divine Intervention 

by Carolyn Miller, Ph.D. 

Discover the book where science and miracles meet! 

These simple practices and true stories offer new wisdom 

for accessing the miraculous in daily life. 

FULL ESTEEM AHEAD: 100 Ways to 

Build Self-Esteem in Children and Adults 

by Diane Loomans with Julia Loomans 

"Full Esteem Ahead is the best book on parenting and self-esteem that I know.' 

-jack Canfield, author of Chicken Soup for the Soul 

UNDERSTAND YOUR DREAMS: 1500 

Dream Images and How to Interpret Them 

by Alice Anne Parker 

The essential guide to becoming your own dream expert — 

makes dreaming a pleasure and waking an adventure. 

INTO A TIMELESS REALM: 

A Metaphysical Adventure 

byMichae] [, Roads 

Australian author Michael Roads explores the links between 

nature, evolution, consciousness, and time. 

MESSENGERS OF LIGHT: The 

Angels' Guide to Spiritual Growth 

by Terry Lynn Taylor 

Learn how to spot angels, communicate with them, utilize their 

help, and love life the way they do. 

TO ORDER BOOKS, PLEASE CALL (800) 833-9327 

ALSO FROM H J KRAMER 



 

TARA'S ANGELS: 

One Family's Extraordinary Journey of Courage and Healing 

by Kirk Moore 

The singular account of a father's journey 

through grief and the awakening of the soul of 

family to profound love and spiritual purpose. 

GUARDIANS OF HOPE: 

The Angels' Guide to Personal Growth 

by Terry Lynn Taylor 

Sixty angel-inspired practices to create joy, 

hope, fun, love, and adventure every day. 

HEALING YOURSELF WITH LIGHT: 

How to Connect With the Angelic Healers 

by LaUna Huffines 

The complete guide to the healing power of 

light for physical, mental, and emotional health. 

\ JOURNEY INTO ONENESS; A 

Spiritual Odyssey 

by Michael J. Roads 

A compelling adventure beyond all known 

reality—a superbly crafted metaphysical work. 

SON-RISE: 

The Miracle Continues 

by Barry Neil Kaufman 

Now in paperback! The astonishing real-life account 

of an autistic boy's journey from silence to health through 

the extraordinary love and commitment of his family. 

THE BLUE DOLPHIN] 

A Parable by Robert Barnes "A touching, 

warmhearted story in the spirit of Jonathan Livingsto Seagull."—

Dan Millman, author of Way of the Peaceful Warrior 

TO ORDER BOOKS, PLEASE CALL (800) 833-9327 

'ALSO ^RUM HJ KKAJVUIIS. 



You WERE BORN 

A GUIDE TO 

FINDING YOUR 

LIFE PURPOSE 

Author of Wav of the Peaceful Warrior 

 



$14.95 Personal Growth/Psychology 

DISCOVER THE LIFE YOU 
WERE BORN TO LIVE 

Best-selling author Dan Millman presents the Life-Purpose System, a 
modern method based on ancient wisdom that has helped hundreds of 
thousands to find new meaning, purpose, and direction. 

The Life You Were Born to Live describes 

A the thirty-seven paths of life; 

A a precise method to determine your own life path and the life 
paths of others; 

A the core issues, inborn talents, and special needs related to each 
path, including areas of health, money, and sexuality; 

A guidelines for finding a livelihood consistent with your innate 
drives and abilities; 

A the hidden purpose of your relationships; 

A how to live in harmony with the cycles of your life; 

A key spiritual laws to help you understand your past, 
clarify your present, and empower your future. 

"The Life-Purpose System as expressed in Dan Millman's new book is 
absolutely amazing in its predictive value. It will help you sort out the 
conflicts in your life and guide you on the path of fulfillment." 

— Deepak Chopra, M.D., 

Author oi Ageless Body, Timeless Mind 

Dan Millman has served on the faculties of Oberlin College, U.C. 
Berkeley, and Stanford University. His books have been read by more 
than three million people in sixteen languages. His writings and trainings 
blend spiritual laws, perennial wisdom, and mind-body disciplines into a 
approach to life he calls the way of the peaceful warrior. 

 

H J KRAMER INC 

gWf"''
1 P.O. 

Box 1082 

ISBN 0915811 -60-X Tiburon, CA 94920 

9780915811601 


